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ABSTRACT 

The ever rising cost of flood damage justifies investigation into 

more sophisticated ways than presently exist of forecasting whether or 

not extreme rainfalls will cause serious flooding. Such methods must 

make forecasts quickly and accurately. By programming conceptual models 

of catchments for digital computers, the conflicting requirements of 

speed with accuracy can be reconciled. The major problem in using 

conceptual models is that numerical values of certain coefficients 

or parameters must be found from past rainfall and runoff records. 

This thesis examines eight procedures that find the parameter values, 

automatically by minimising the differences between measured and model-

derived runoff values. Rosenbrock's hill-climbing optimisation method 

was found to be the most effective technique of those tested. 

Modifications Were made to Rosenbrock's original method to improve 

its effectiveness when faced with problems common amongst hydrological 

models. The optimisation technique was used to fit to real data a 

model based largely on the Stanford Watershed Model IV. The fitted 

model was then used to predict runoff from measured precipitation. The 

best predictions were obtained using parameter values derived for the 

same season for which predictions were to be made. Using 3-hourly data 

the predictions of autumn flood peaks for a small clay catchment 

(7 sq. miles) were generally within ± 3 hours of the measured time 

to peak and peak magnitudes were within I-  10% of the measured values. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis describes the fitting of a certain type of 

hydrological model, the conceptual catchment model, to precipitation 

potential evaporation and runoff records. The fitting is achieved 
1 

by iterative mathematical techniques called optimisation methods 

whose purpose is to find a best numerical value of some chosen criterion 

of fit. 

There are many different types of optimisation method but in this 

thesis 'optimisation method' refers specifically to a group of proceduTes 

called 'hill-climbing' techniques. 

The type of conceptual hydrological model used is discussed in 

Chapter 1 in relation to the many different types of model at present 

being used to solve engineering problems. Chapter 2 reviews the 

literature on optimisation methods and discusses the analytical back-

grounds to the main methods available. Chapter 3 examines the specific 

problems presented by conceptual models and describes the specific model 

on which the different optimisation methods were tested. The practical 

testing of the optimisation methods is reported in Chapter 4. Chapter 

5 compares several different hydrological models and comments upon their 

weaknesses. A selected model was then tested on a variety of data. The 

results of using the model for predictive tests are also given in 

Chapter 5. Chapter 6 draws together the conclusions from the preceding 

chapters and makes recommendations as to where future work should be 

directed. 

To facilitate the discussion in the earlier chapters and to reduce 

to comprehensible form the large quantities of figures produced by the 

computer and reported on in the later chapters, extensive use has been 

made of diagrams and graphs. Where a figure is referred to in the text 

it is generally to be found on the page immediately following its first 

reference. There is one exceptions. Fig. 3.2 which has been made 

into a r.ull-out. 	A list of symbols is given at the front of the 

thesis. All the tables referred to in the text have been placed at the 

end of the main text. 	The tables are followed by a list of references 

in alphabetical order by first author's name. The bulky computer 

The spelling 'optimisation' rather than 'optimization' is used 
throughout this thesis. 



program listings have been photographically reduced and appear at the 

end of the thesis in Appendix 7. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a 	an arbitrary constant; a weighting factor in the new objective 

criterion 

A 	- an arbitrary matrix 

b 	- a factor in the Stanford model's infiltration component; a 

weighting factor in the new objective criterion 

b 	- an arbitrary vector 

B groundwater discharge in the O'Donnell model 

a factor in the Stanford model's infiltration component 

C 	capillary rise in the O'Donnell model 

- maximum rate of capillary rise in the O'Donnell model 

C 	an arbitrary positive definite matrix 

CC 	an infiltration parameter in the Stanford model 

d - a distance 

D - deep percolation 

ei 	- a potential evaporation value 

ER 	a model derived potential evaporation value 

ET 	- a model derived potential transpiration value 

f 	- the difference between the ith measured and calculated runoff value 

f - a potential infiltration rate at time 

the maximum potential infiltration rate f
max 

fm. 	the minimum potential infiltration rate mn 
f
N 	the potential infiltration rate at the start of the N

th interval 

ft 	the potential infiltration rate at time t 

a vector whose elements are the f. 

F 	- the objective criterion 

FM 	- the model's contribution to the total objective function 

FN 	
the volume of infiltration (actual or potential) occurring 

during a data interval 

- the penalty function's contribution to the total objective 

function 

FT 	
the total objective function 

g - a lower constraint value 

g 	
- the lower constraint value on the i

th parameter value 
i 

- groundwater discharge for the Stanford model gw 
G contents in the groundwater storage component of the O'Donnell 

model 
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G* 	the threshold value on groundwater storage in the O'Donnell model 

- an upper constraint value 

h. 	- the upper constraint value on the ith parameter value 

H - the Kruskal-Wallid_statistic 

H 	- the Hessian matrix 

- an index 

j 	- an index 

H - the Jacobian matrix 

k 	- an index; exponential decay constant for infiltration 

K a complex overland flow parameter for the Stanford model 

K
G 	- linear groundwater reservoir storage constant 

Ks 	- linear surface reservoir storage constant 

1g 	- level of moisture in groundwater reservoir 

L the number of estimates of each parameter for each data set; 

the length of the overland flow slope in the Stanford model 

m 	- the number of data points in a record 

M 	- contents in the soil moisture storage component of the O'Donnell 

model 

M* 	the threshold value on soil moisture storage in the O'Donnell 

model 

n 	- number of parameters; Manning's "n" 

NF 	- number of function evaluations used to find an optimum 

p 	a hydrological variable 

p 	- the 	member of the precipitation record: precipitation on i 	ith  

the ith day of the month 

- the maximum daily precipitation during the month max 
q - a hydrological variable 

qi 	
ith the 	member of the measured runoff record 

c 	
. q. 	the it h  calculated flow value 

Mqi 	ith  the 	measured flow value 

Q1 	- the surface runoff during one interval as calculated by the 

O'Donnell model 

QC 	
- the sum of the calculated flow values 

QM 	- the sum of the measured flow values 

QS 	the total calculated runoff for the O'Donnell model 

Qs  = B + Qi  

r 	- a hydrological variable 

r. 	- the ith  calculated runoff value (.17 cqi); the lag i serial 

correlation coefficient 
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R 	- a penalty weight; rate of supply for infiltration 

R* 	the threshold value on interception storage in the O'Donnell model 

R 	- the value of R* at which Ks  and R* become inactive 

'sorption' or 'sorptivity' in the Philip infiltration formula 

S - slope of overland flow plane in the Stanford model; channel 

storage 

S . 	- a standard deviation i 

. - a sum of standard deviations 

t 	time from the start of infiltration 

tN 	an effective time used for infiltration recovery 

T 	intrinsic data content of a time series 

V. 	- a weight used to break down monthly potential evaporation totals 

w 	an antecedent index 

w. 	- a weight used to break down monthly potential evaporation totals 

x 	a parameter value 

xc 	the correct parameter value 

or 

- a transformed parameter value 

3z or z or z. 

- the transformed correct parameter value 

z1 and z2 
parameters in the Stanford model 

z 	- direction vectors 

nC 	- recovery in the potential infiltration rate; the increase in 

step size for Rosenbrock's method 

P - the decrease in step size for Rosenbrock's method 

- the initial step size for Rosenbrock's method 

Ox 	- an increment in x 

th xi 	the i parameter value 

xo 	the starting value of a parameter 

x 	- the vector of x. values 

X 	a coefficient of variation = 	in/QM  

y 	a parameter value; a transformed parameter value; a trans- 

formed objective function value 

- an arbitrary vector 

Y 	- the fractional difference between total measured and calculated 

runoff values for a record 



- the length of the interval between successive data points 

'S'71" 	- the gradient vector of the objective function, 

(rand 

- control parameters for Powell's 1964 method 

?andy, 

- control parameters for Powell's 1965 method 

S1 a• nd )2  

- direction vectors 

IA a• nd 92 
- direction vectors 

12 
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CHAPTER 1  

MODELS IN HYDROLOGY 

After classifying the wide range of types of models from many 

branches of learning in Section 1.1, those types of major importance 

in engineering are introduced in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 shows 

how the engineering approach to models has conditioned the develop-

ment of hydrological models with their diverse problems. In Section 

1.4 a particular type of model in hydrology, the mathematical model, 

if given specific treatment and this leads to further subdivisions 

and the introduction of conceptual models. The chapter closes with 

a brief account, Section 1.5, of the work done on the major problem 

presented by conceptual models, namely their fitting to data records. 

1.1 Models in general 

To examine many of the problems in most branches of learning it 

is frequently necessary to alter the size and/or reduce the complexity 

of the process under study so as to obtain a more manageable situation 

for examination and/or experimentation. The modified process upon 

which the experiments can be made is said to be a model of the proto-

type. As Georgel  points out "there is a sense in which almost anything 

can be used as a model for almost anything else, but as in the use of 

analogies or metaphors, so models, to have predictive value, must bear 

some measure of similarity to the structure or process being modelled." 

To identify the scope of models George makes a broad distinction 

between passive2  and active
2 
 models. 

Passive models show the state of a system or process at one 

instant in time and do not change with time. They are constructed 

from information gathered at a given time and display that information 

in a form that is easily assimilated by human minds. Some examples 

of passive models are topographic maps, geometric scale models and 

engineering plans. 

On the other hand active models attempt to simulate the behaviour 

of the prototype as it varies with time. To do this it is necessary 

1  George, F.H. 	c.f. Chapter 2 of Chorley and Haggett (1967) 
2 George actually uses the words static and dynamic. These terms 

have been replaced here by passive and active respectively, to avoid 
confusion with the more specific meanings of static and dynamic as 
applied to engineering models. 
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for an active model to be capable of absorbing an input which varies 

with time to produce output that corresponds with a prototype resp-

onse under the same input conditions. Restrictions placed on the 

model by the desire to maintain simplicity lead to some reduction 

in the amount of the prototype that is adequately represented. 

Before active models can be used for practical purposes they 

must be described in a quantitative form which depends mainly upon 

the facilities available to the model builder and the extent to which 

the components of the prototype are identifiable. For scientific 

purposes the latter factor usually requires a mathematical represent-

ation. 

1.2 Models in engineering  

' Engineering problems either of analysis or design should be 

solved via a solution of the mathematical statements of the problem. 

If the mathematical description of a process is well-founded and 

accurate a solution may be obtained by using mathematical techniques. 

If the problem is large, as most engineering problems are, then the 

labour of the mathematical solution can be greatly eased by the use 

of high speed computers. In many cases, however, the correct mathe-

matical statement of a problem is too complicated for solution by the 

mathematical techniques available. When this occurs either the mathe-

matical description of the process is simplified until it can be solved 

by mathematical manipulation or we build physical models (scale models 

using the same physical phenomena or analogue models using different' 

physical phenomena) that obey the same governing equations as the proto-

type. 

With the introduction of the concept of dynamic similarity 

(Reynolds, 1883) scale model analyses were based on force scales as 

well as on geometric scales. This change brought about such an enlarge-

ment in the range of phenomena for which the predictions of prototype 

behaviour could be made that today force scale models are accepted as 

standard design tools for major engineering works. 

Physical modelling based on force scales has been applied to a 

wide range of problems from structural engineering to hydraulics. 

However, in all cases the success of the method has largely depended 

upon only two types of force dominating any particular prototype 
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behaviour. For example in the design of hydraulic structures such 

as weirs the main forces are those of gravity and inertia, forces such 

as surface tension being neglected. 

As more became known about the physical processes involved in 

prototype behaviour new modelling techniques developed. Prominent 

amongst these was the idea of building a system whose physical 

structure was quite different from that of the prototype but whose 

response could be related to that of the prototype. These models, 

known as analogues, can overcome some of the restrictions placed on 

physical models since they can, for instance, model more than two 

types of force effect. For example groundwater flow to wells is 

chiefly controlled by gravitational and viscous forces except near 

the well where inertia forces become increasingly important. By a 

suitable electrical analogue the inertia forces could be more easily 

allowed for than in physical nodels. 

The type of model used depends very largely upon the facilities 

available to the builder and the form of the mathematical description 

of the prototype. These factors also govern the nomenclature of 

the type of model used to obtain a solution. The naming of the dif-

ferent types of model corresponds usually to the final form in which 

the model is used for experimentation and not upon how the model is 

derived. Consequently although mathematics come into the building of 

most models at some stage or other, it is only those models whose final 

form is a set of mathematical expressions that describe the prototype 

and upon which the investigator works directly that can be called 

'mathematical models'. 

There are, however, problems where it is not yet possible to make 

a proper statement of the mathematics governing the processes. For 

such problems some 'equivalent' system is postulated for which a math-

ematical description can be formulated. This is a conceptual model 

(frequently called a mathematical model) and differs in kind from either 

the physical or analogue model. 

With the advent of digital computers many of the problems posed 

by the mathematical descriptions of engineering problems became amen-

able to new numerical techniques that were better suited to digital 

computers than many of the old hand methods. As techniques of solution 

proliferated with different assumptions about the systems being model- 
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led it became necessary to classify both the systems and the solution 

methods to avoid inappropriate combinations. The first major division 

was along classical mathematical lines and divided systems and their 

solution techniques into linear and nonlinear types. 

Without going into the mathematics of the distinctions between 

linear and nonlinear systems the importance of the difference for 

engineering applications cannot be underestimated. The characteris-

tic of linear systems that has made them so useful and well-used in 

engineering is that the principle of superposition applies. The power 

of solution is clearly illustrated in the elastic design of frame build-

ings. From the solution for the stresses induced by a few different 

types of load, acting singly on the basic unit of the structure, the 

solution for complex loads on a structure made up from many of the 

basic units can be relatively easily deduced. This powerful technique 

of solution in structural engineering owes its success to the neglect, 

of small second order effects which allows linear techniques to be used. 

In hydraulic engineering neglect of second order effects seldom 

reduces the mathematical description of the prototype to a linear 

form. Owing to the slow development of techniques for handling nonlinear 

problems the use of dynamically similar physical models has remained 

extensive in the solution of hydraulic problems. 

Both structural and hydraulic models, as well as those in other 

branches of engineering, often represent systems designed and built by 

man so that prototype behaviour, within the ultimate jurisdiction of 

nature, can be considered to be under man's control. Since the pro-

totype has been designed to extend man's influence over his environment 

the problem that engineering models have to answer is usually one of ' 

magnitude rather than one of timing e.g. the hydraulic engineer design-

ing a dam spillway or a channel improvement scheme is primarily inter-

ested in whether his design will pass the design flood, not upon when 

that flood will occur. 

There are however, a growing number of models that represent 

prototypes that have been evolved, at least in part, by influences 

beyond man's control. Typical of such models are those in hydrology 

which seek to simulate watershed response. Owing to the lack of con-

trol that can be exerted upon the prototype, model structure can only be 

developed and improved by continuous observation in the hope that all 

the multitude of different possible circumstances that can occur will 
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do so during the period of record. 

The development of modelling techniques in hydrology has pro-

ceeded as an interaction between theory and experiment. Lack of 

information about the prototype leads to models being coarse approx-

imations and somewhat empirical. Unsatisfactory behaviour of the 

model leads back to a study of the prototype in an attempt to reduce 

the approximation and remove empiricism. This brings about an 

improvement in the knowledge of the basic processes of the prototype. 

A desire to improve the model by using the freshly discovered know-

ledge leads back to a fresh appreciation of the approximations and 

empiricism and the cycle repeats itself. 

1.3 Models in hydrology  

Hydrological models fall into the category for which improvements 

can only be inferred from observation of prototype behaviour so it is 

not surprising to find that although model development has followed 

the traditional hydraulic approaches of physical, analogue, and math-

ematical models, the relative emphasis on each type of model has been 

different. 

1.3.1 Physical models  

The earliest attempts at the physical modelling of hydrological 

processes seem to have been sand tank experiments to investigate ground-

water flow (Todd (1959) attributes the earliest of the sand tank models 

to P. Forchheimer in 1898). Although no work on the building of scale 

models for other components of the land phase of the hydrological cycle 

has been reported, in the 1950's there were several attempts to build 

scale models of whole watersheds, e.g. Erzen (reported in Langhaait 

(1951)) and Mamisao (1952). 

Two methods have been used to find the scale factors between 

model and prototype watershed catchments. The first of these used 

the traditional hydraulic approach of dimensional analysis to find the 

significant groupings of parameters. Chery (1967) reviewing the work 

done on physical watershed models using classical dimensionless analysis 

techniques, found only three main papers (Langhaar (1951), Mamisao 

(1952), and Chery (1963)) to consider and concluded that this approach 

was unlikely to be successful because of the conflicting requirements 

of the scaling laws for each component of the catchment. In the same 

paper Chery examined the work of Grace and Eagleson (1965) who proposed 

a different technique for finding the scale factors. They used the 
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full set of differential equations for both the prototype and the 

model and reduced the coefficients for each of the differentials to 

dimensionless form for each set of equations. The dimensionless 

equations were then examined and only the terms with coefficients 

of greatest magnitude retained, the small terms being dropped from 

the equations. The resulting similitude criteria generally have a 

limited range of validity and this underlines the problems inherent 

in any physical model of a watershed: different forces dominate dif-

ferent components so that while individual components can be satis-

factorily scaled the whole land phase of the hydrological cycle can-

not. Pertinent to this argument is the fact that the work of Grace 

and Eagleson has been restricted to overland flow and urban catch-

ments where the possibility of scaling errors introduced by sub-

surface flow is minimised. 

1.3.2 Analogue models  

Early workers in the faad of groundwater flow used the mathem-

atical similarity of Ohm's law in electricity to Darcy's law to 

develop electrical analogue models using a variety of techniques 

from carbon conducting paper to resistance-capacitance networks. 

Initial work investigated two dimensional problems. Today sophist-

icated models are being built to solve three dimensional problems. 

Typical of these is the work of Hunter Blair (1966) who developed a 

resistance-capacitance analogue of a coastal aquifer so that the 

effects of pumping wells upon sea water intrusion could be studied. 

Intermediate between physical models and electrical analogues is 

the viscous flow analogue or Hele-Shaw model. This type of model 

enables two-dimensional ground water flow to be studied and is part-

icularly useful in that nunsteady flows and irregular boundaries can 

be studied". (Todd, 1959). 

Like the development of physical models, attempts have been 

made to build analogue models of entire catchments. Notable amongst 

these are the work of Sugawara and Maruyama (1956) and Isihara and 

Isihara (1961). The former used a series of storage vessels to match 

the behaviour of catchments, while the latter used an electrical anal-

ogue. In both cases the results for prediction seem good. However,-

both types of analogue were constructed specifically for a given 

catchment and were subjectively fitted by their builders. Apparently 

neither type of analogue has been popular. This may be caused by the 
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difficulty of fitting the analogues subjectively. 

1.3.3 Mathematical models (general) 

Both physical and analogue models have been used to obtain 

solutions to problems whose mathematical description was either 

too general (i.e. functional) or too complex (e.g. differential) to 

be attempted by analytical procedures. Digital computers by using 

finite difference methods have reduced the need for physical and 

analogue models to solve differential equations. This would be useful 

to the model watershed builder if the physics of the hydrological 

cycle could be described in differential form. Unfortunately much 

of the hydrological cycle can only be described in functional or 

empirical terms so that accurate representation of those other comp-

onents that can be described in a theoretical form is not justified. 

Consequently new techniques roughly divisible into analysis and syn-

thesis methods have had to be developed to process what information 

is available. 

Analysis methods use input and output records directly to derive 

a transformation function that will convert input into output in a 

single mathematical operation e.g. convolution. Once the mode of 

analysis has been chosen (and this usually involves assumptions about 

catchment behaviour), the determination of the transformation function 

is objective. The transformation function serves as an analysis model 

for the catchment but with few exceptions is not easily related to 

the physics of the prototype. 

The synthesis approach takes what information is known about 

catchment physics and combines it into a form that converts input 

into output by a series of simultaneous and sequential mathematical 

operations. The structure of a synthesis model is predetermined in a 

subjective but general form by the model builder who must then use 

input and output records to particularize the model for given catchments. 

1.4 Mathematic models (particular) 

Both analysis and synthesis models are capable of further sub-

divisions the first of which is the division into stochastic and, 

deterministic models. Deterministic models reconstruct or predict 

the sequence of effects caused by a specific sequence of events e.g. 

the rise and fall of a flood. Stochastic models seek to determine 

the statistical properties and interrelationships between causes and 

effects treated in toto rather than as specific sequences. 
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1.4.1 Stochastic models  

No reports have been found in the hydrological literature that 

relate to the use of stochastic analysis models. In principle such 

models should yield a transform function that converts the probability 

distribution of input data into the probability distribution of out-

put data. The lack of progress in this field can be attributed to 

the inability of present probability theory to handle a cause and 

effect problem with many internal and dependent linkages. 

Stochastic synthesis models are concerned with the simulation of 

the relationships between input and output data (cross correlation 

models) and between successive values of each data series (serial 
correlation models). 

By examining the statistical properties and interdependence of 

input and output records, quantitative measures of the dependence of 

the output upon the input can be made. Using this information, a 

statistical model can be built that generally has two components, 

a 'deterministic' one that simulates the dependence of the output upon 

the input and a random one that simulates the independence between the 

output and the input. By using the model to generate output data from 

input data, short duration runoff records can be extended backwards 

in time using long duration precipitation records. 

Serial correlation models are very similar to cross correlation 

models except that they make use of the statistical properties of 

only the one data record they represent. Such a model can generate 

extensions to the data record after being constructed from past terms 

of the series. One of the better known types of serial correlation 

models is the Markov type such as those developed by Thomas and 

Fiering3. The important property of serial correlation models is 

that they have a 'memory' of past events which for Markov models is 

represented by the deterministic component. The random components 

of Markov models have much the same role as the random components 

of cross-correlation models. 

A recent innovation in the field of serial correlation models 

is that of Mandelbrot and Wallis who have implicity built memory 

into the component that generates the random element of the output. 

Mandelbrot's and Wallis' models produce outputs that are similar to 

measured records in that they possess 'Noah' and 'Joseph' effects. 

Mandelbrot and Wallis have further been able to show that their type 

3 Thomas, H.A.(Jnr.) and Fiering, M.R. c.f. Chapter 12 of Maass, 
Hupschmidt, Dorfman, Thomas, Marglin and Fair (1962) 
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of model explains the Hurst range phenomenon while those based on 

Markel/ processes cannot. So far Mandelbrot's-and WAllislmodels • 

have not been extensively used and it remains to be seen if their 

apparent validity ousts the supposedly less reliable but more conv-

enient Markov models. 

Whilst not underating the importance of the assumptions in a 

model, engineers are generally more interested in what the model is 

capable of doing. If extension of existing records is the desired 

end, application of either cross or serial correlation models will 

suffice. However, a more important consequence of such models is 

that they enable probability statements to be made about the frequency 

of events of given extremes and this has important economic conseq-

uences upon the design of engineering works such as impounding reser-

voirs. 

By making assumptions about the demand function on a potential 

reservoir, and coupling this zo a model of reservoir input, the 

frequency with which the reservoir is emptied or spills can be assessed. 

If the economic consequences of, say, droughts are known, the capital 

cost of the reservoir can be linked to the long term savings brought 

about by drought alleviation and an economic size of reservoir can 

be deduced once the life expectancy of the reservoir is given. For 

work in the field of reservoir design the following papers are typical 

of the pioneer studies being carried out: Lloyd (1963), Moran (1959) 

and Cole (1966). 

Statistical models have their part to play in the design of 

engineering works provided the question they answer is 'how often' 

rather than 'when'. For this reason they are basically planning tools 

rather than predictors. 

1.4.2 Deterministic models  

When predictions of hydrological events are needed, the transient 

nature of such phenomena renders statistical models with their inherent 

averaging characteristics unsuitable for the purpose and deterministic 

models come into their own. Like the stochastic models deterministic 

models can be divided into analysis and synthesis models but unlike 

statistical models the former are highly developed in the field of 

hydrology. 
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1.4.2.1 Analysis models  

By making the implicit assumption that catchment response is 

linear, Sherman (1932) developed the unit hydrograph concept by means 

of which precipitation could be converted into runoff. Sherman 

manipulated measured hydrographs produced by known rainfall to produce 

a graphical representation of the transformation function to be used 

with constant precipitation of known duration. Later workers refined 

Sherman's work and introduced the concept of the Instantaneous Unit 

Hydrograph (IUH) which in effect is the result of routing an instant-

aneous effective precipitation of unit quantity through the assumed 

linear catchment system. Because of the assumption of linearity, 

finite period unit hydrographs (TUH's) could then be derived by inte-

gration of the Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph. 

Since for analytical purposes the graphical interpretation of 

the IUH was inconvenient mathematical descriptions of the shape were 

developed. Then, given the effective precipitation and a transform-

ation function (the IUH), storm runoff could be generated by the oper-

ation of convolution. The main problem in applying this technique lies 

in the mathematical indentification of the IUH. To generate the runoff 

by convoluting the precipitation with the IUH is relatively straight-

forward. To obtain the IUH from precipitation and runoff figures is 

far more difficult and it was not until the early 1960's that methods 

of solving this problem were developed. Notable amonst these are the 

work of O'Donnell (1960 and 1966) whose derivation of the IUH was based 

on Fourier analysis, Diskin (1964) who used Laplace transforms, and 

Dooge (1965) who used Laguerre functions. To overcome the problems 

arising from the discrete nature of hydrological data which prohibit 

the true IUH from being founds  O'Donnell (1960) developed his method 

in order to find the TUH by harmonic analysis. Dooge (1967) did the 

same using Meixner polynomials and Synder (1961)(and others) developed 

a matrix inversion method. 

Amorocho and Orlob (1961) published a paper in which they attempted 

to produce a nonlinear analytical method of relating rainfall to runoff. 

In spite of their penetrating analysis and subsequent work, O'Donnell 

(1966) was forced to conclude that Itlthough the nonlinear systems 

analysis approach holds great promise it cannot yet be said to offer 

as practical and effective a method for hydrograph computation as 

does the synthesis approach t% 
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1.4.2.2 Synthesis models  

In order to correlate physical catchment characteristics with 

parameters of the Instanteous Unit Hydrograph, Nash (1960) found it 

necessary to specify a catchment model whose IUH could be found in 

terms of the model's parameters. The model he chose was that of a 

cascade of equal linear reservoirs. By finding the impulse response 

of n linear reservoirs all with storage constant K he was able to 

derive the IUH of a two parameter model with n and K as the parameters. 

For any catchment, the IUH's first and second moments can be found 

directly from rainfall and runoff data, and those of the two parameter 

IUH function are simply expressed in terms of n and K. Thus by 

correlating catchment characteristics with the statistical moments 

of the catchment's IUH he was able to produce estimates of the IUH's 

for ungauged catchments. 

Dooge (1959) in his rationalisation of the unit hydrograph approach 

produced a very general linear catchment model. In a later paper, 

Dooge developed an analytica_L method of IUH derivation using Laguerre 

functions and showed that this was a generalised form of the Nash cas-

cade model in that its conceptual representation was a number of par-

allel cascades of equal linear reservoirs. 

O'Donnell (1966) carried out a preliminary study into the develop-

ment of a linear catchment model that avoided the restriction of time 

invariance imposed upon the models of Nash and Dooge. This promising 

line of research does not appear to have been pursued further by 

either O'Donnell or other workers. 

The remaining class of synthesis models, including those forming 

the basis of the work reported in this thesis, is the nonlinear class. 

Probably the earliest and best known of these were the series of 

Stanford Watershed Models, Crawford and Linsley (1966). Owing to 

the complexity of these models the only practical way of handling them 

was to program them for digital computers. The increasing availability 

of computers has led to the development of many types of nonlinear 

synthesis models so that today there is a wide range of models helping 

to solve problems from flood prediction to long term reservoir yield 

assessment. 

These models simulate each major component of the catchment and 

link the components together so that appropriate interactions can occur. 
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As the form of these models depends upon the builders' physical 

concepts of the hydrological cycle they are known as conceptual 

models. 

The structure of conceptual models is largely defined in general 

terms. To particularize a general catchment model to a given catchment 

the general terms must be made specific for that catchment. This is 

usually done by assigning numerical values to the variables that 

control the operation of the general model. These variables known as  

parameters are assumed to be catchment dependent and the major problem 

confronting model users is the determination of the parameter values 

for any given catchment. 

Usually the only information about the parameter values is embedded 

in the precipitation and runoff records. For many years extraction of 

the required information has been done by subjective techniques. The 

work presented in this thesis has been concerned with the development 

of an automatic and objective method for finding and using the hidden 

parameter information. By extending the work started by Dawdy and 

O'Donnell (1965) into automatic trial and error search techniques, 

information can be extracted from the data in the form of the values 

of the parameters. Once these have been found the catchment has been 

fitted by the model which can then be used for a variety of purposes, 

the major one controlling the work presented herein being flood predic-

tion. 

1.5 Systematic model fitting  

In 1960, O'Donnell started working on automatic methods of fitting 

mathematical models. This work led to a joint paper (bawdy and O'Donnell, 

1965) and is the earliest known reference on automatic fitting of math-

ematical models in hydrology. 

By using an automatic iterative trial and error procedure for fit-

ting the model two things were to be gained. Firstly the model's 

computer program would need to be compiled only once and the input data 

would need to be read in only once. Secondly the necessity for well 

considered human judgement on parameter changes would be replaced by 

a less expert but faster and more accurate technique. 

At the time O'Donnell started his work, a major breakthrough in 

the field of general purpose fitting routines had just been made by'  

Rosenbrock (1960). Although Rosenbrock's work was in the field of 
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Chemical Engineering in which most of the work on methods of fitting 

mathematical models had been done, it was sufficiently general to be 

applicable to many problems and is still (1969) considered to be a 

very powerful technique for general purpose models. 

Before Rosenbrock's work could be used, a mathematical model 

had to be built on which fitting methods could be tested. The model:  

that was built, described by Dawdy and O'Donnell (1965) is fully 

documented in Appendix I. It must be stressed that O'Donnell's model 

was designed primarily for testing fitting techniques in hydrology 

and not as a 'perfect' general purpose catchment model. The consid-

erations that controlled the design of the model were: 

a) the model should contain typical components of catchment behaviour; 

and 

b) the model should contain as few parameters as possible so that 

computer time would be conserved. 

Once a model had been built the question arose as to what data 

the model should be fitted to. With any real data records the correct 

parameter values would not be known nor would the effects of errors 

in the data. The model was therefore given a 'correct' set of para-

meters, and, using a typical rainfall-evaporation input record, a 

synthetic discharge record was generated. This discharge record was 

then known to be free of both random and systematic errors. Consequently 

it was possible, given an initial set of parameter values different 

from those used to generate the synthetic data, to try to obtain a 

perfect fit. This piece of work had, in effect, produced a method by 

which the absolute powers of fitting techniques could be judged on 

models of known structure. 

Having obtained a model, a fitting method and a yardstick, O'Donnell 

proceeded to test the fitting method over a range of its control para-

meters4. Various trial and error modifications were made to the fitting 
technique and these are described in later chapters. 

After the publication of Dawdy's and O'Donnell's joint paper a series 

of powerful fitting techniques were developed by Powell (1964 and 1965). 

O'Donnell had done some preliminary testing of these new methods when the 

work carried out for this thesis was started. The project was sponsored 

by the Water Resources Board. 

4 Fitting techniques usually have one or two controlling parameters whose 
values must be found by trial and error. These parameters control the 
inner workings of the fitting routine e.g. the step size, number of 
trials etc. Usually the values of these parameters are not critical. 
They are not to be confused with model parameters. 
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CHAPTER 2  

A REVIEW OF OPTIMISATION  

The principle aim of this Chapter is the review of specific 

optimisation or 'hill climbing' techniques with their associated 

literature. The general concepts of hill climbing optimisation 

are discussed in Section 2.1. Problems in the design of reliable 

hill climbing methods are discussed in Section 2.2 while Section 

2.3 examines response surface characteristics that severely test 

the optimisation methods. In Sections 2.4 and 2.5 the hill climbing 

methods are reviewed, the former Section dealing with methods that 

assume that the response surface has only one optimum while the lat-

ter deals with methods that expect the response surface to have 

many optima. The adaptation of optimising methods to find optima 

when constraints are placed on the parameter values is discussed in 

Section 2.6. The chapter closes with a short conclusion, Section 

2.7. 

2.1 Introduction  

In order to understand the specific optimisation techniques 

reviewed later in this chapter it is first necessary to answer the 

following general questions about any optimisation method: 

(1) what does it do? 

(2) on what criterion can its achievements be judged? 

and (3) how does it accomplish its aim? 

To reply to these questions in a manner that can more readily 

be understood a diagramatic presentation will be used. This will 

be done in two dimensions but it must be stressed that an optimising 

routine is generally used on complex multi-dimensional problems that 

are not so readily visualised. As an example of the two-dimensional 

presentation see Fig. 2.1. In this Figure, a variable x1  is plotted 

against another variable x2  for different contour values of some 

quantity F. The normal optimisation problem is to find the combin-

ation of x1 and x2 for which F is an optimum
1. 

If F is known as an analytical function of x1 
and x2 the optimum 

can generally be found by calculus. In many situations, however, 

this is not possible. For example if the F values are the result 

of an industrial process their analytical relationship with the 

process variables will, if it exists at all, be unknown. Thus, F 

1 the word 'optimum' will be used to describe either a maximum 
or a minimum 
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A TYPICAL RESPONSE SURFACE  

x, 

FIG. 2.1  
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could represent the profit in a manufacturing process in which the 

variables x
1 
and x2 are the temperature and pressure at which the 

plant is operated. In such problems the optimum value of F must be 

found by alternative numerical methods. 

Optimisation is the way in which the optimum value of F is found 

for a fixed system, e.g. in the example of the industrial plant the 

only variables that can be altered to change F are the temperature 

and pressure. Any modification of the actual system, such as the 

addition of an extra chemical or a structural change in the reaction 

vessel, will be regarded as presenting a new problem rather than 

as an extension of the old one. 

For complex problems, Fig. 2.1 must be extended into many dimen- 

sions. The region in which the process operates expands from a plane 

to a multi-dimensional vector space. The only way to visualise the 

'shape' of multi-dimensional '.surfaces' is to take cross-sections 

through them. For example Fig. 2.1 might represent a cross-section 

of the vector space for a third variable in the example of the indus- 

trial plant, say time of reaction, that is held constant. Fig. 2.2 

presents the same information as Fig. 2.1 but for a different, say shorter, 

value of the reaction time. From these two figures it will be seen 

that corresponding contours of F decrease in area as the reaction 

time decreases, the implication being that a better value of F can 

be obtained by increasing the reaction time. 

2.1.1 Notation  

F - the value of the quantity that it is desired to optimise. 

x1, x2, x3  .... xn  represent the n parameters in an optimisation 

problem. If n is greater than 2 the values will usually be combined 

into a vector x. Lower case letters with a single line under them 

represent column vectors e.g. a. Upper case letters with a double 

line under them represent matrices e.g. A. Transposed vectors and 

matrices will be represented with a superscript T e.g. a
T 
 AT. 

Altrices will be superscripted by -1 e.g. - . When fitting 

at regular intervals, the difference 

ordinate qi 	ith and the 	calculated ordinate 

i.e. f.. qi 	i 
r 	= 1, 	 m. 

i = 1 	n will form the vector f. 

Inverse 

a curve with m values measured 
th 

between the i measured 

ri  will be designated fi  

All the values of fi for •••• 
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A TYPICAL RESPONSE SURFACE FOR  
ANOTHER VALUE OF A THIRD PARAMETER  

)c 

	Aft 

x, 

FIG. 2.2  
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2.1.2 The actions of optimisation  

This Section is designed to answer the first question posed in 

Section 2.1 i.e. what does an optimising method do?, without getting 

involved in how it does it. At first sight the answer seems trivial 

viz, to find the best value of some quantity of interest. This, 

however, is only the ultimate purpose of optimisation and belies the 

importance of intermediate information concerning the system under 

investigation. 

Before enlarging upon these intermediate procedures it is help-

ful to define in more tangible form the quantity whose best value is 

sought so that later descriptions of what is being enacted can be 

better appreciated. For present requirements the functional represent-

ation, 

F = F(x
1, 	xn) 	

(2  1) 

is sufficient for it shows the dependence of F, the objective function 

or quantity whose optimum is required, upon a set of control variables 

or parameters x1 	xn. 	ction 2.1.3 looks more closely at the 

definition of F). For objective functions that are dependent upon 

only two parameters the distribution of F values for different parameter 

values can be plotted as in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. If the objective func-

tion is dependent upon 3 parameters the distribution of F values can 

still be visually represented by a series of non-intersecting three 

dimensional surfaces e.g. spheres. 

For objective functions controlled by many parameters the region 

in which the F values lie is a multi-dimensional vector space of which 

the plane is the two-dimensional example, and the contours of F becoMe 

surfaces of unimaginable shape. Knowing equation 2.1 in analytical 

form is tantamount to being able to 'visualise' the 'contours' of F 

for statements can then be made concerning the 'shape' of the surface 

without having to evaluate the objective function. This thesis is 

concerned with cases for which the surface cannot be visualised. The 

lack of 'eyes' forces some form of 'groping' procedure to be used to 

explore the response surface
2 of F values. This groping is what 

optimising methods do. A discussion of how they grope is presented 

in Section 2.1.4. 

2 The response surface of F values or the response surface of a 
model is the distribution of F values for all possible values 
of the parameters xl....xn 
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No matter how the groping is carried out a frame of reference is 

needed by means of which the positions of given objective function 

values can be defined. The origin of this reference frame is normally 

taken as the 'point' at which all parameters have zero value while the 

reference directions are a set of mutually perpendicular axes that 

span the full vector space i.e. that allow any point within the vector 

space to be referenced. 

By altering the values of the parameters, different 'points' within 

the vector space can be referenced and the corresponding value of the 

objective function F evaluated. A comparison of each new value of F 

with the previous best value allows a decision to be made as to whether 

the new 'point' is better than the old one. As the search causes the 

value of F to be calculated at many points an impression of the shape 

of the response surface can be gained. (This technique is extensively 

used in Chapters 3 and 4 and is made use of in many of the optimising 
methods). The impression gained may not be comprehensive but can show 

such things as: surface discontinuities, surface steepness, presence 

of more than one apparent opts ium F value, persistence of surface 

characteristics etc. By utilising this information it may be possible 

to make assumptions about the response surface that allow future 

searches to be made more rapidly and easily or to place confidence limits 

upon the final optimum parameter values found. 

What an optimising method does is to find the best value of some 

objective function by searching the vector space in which all valid 

combinations of the model parameters have unique representation. It 

can also use information collected in the course of the searching to 

assess the true worth of the optimum as well as to ease future stages 

of the search. Before going on to consider how the search is conducted, 

the lack of precision in the general definition of the objective function 

given above, will be rectified. How F is defined can materially affect 

the control of the search. 

2.1.3 The criterion of achievement  

The desired achievement of most processes can be classified under 

one of the following three operations: 

1) the maximisation of 'profit' e.g. yield, reward, benefit; 

2) the minimisation of 'costs' e.g. effort, time, energy input; 

3) the minimisation of errors. 
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The generalised term for realising these achievements is optim- 

isation. Basically they can all be treated in the same way although 

(3) affords slightly more information about the problem than either 

(1) or (2). This is because in (1) and (2) the optimum value is 

unknown a priori whilst in (3) the optimum is known, at least in 

theory, to be zero. The latter property has given rise to a series 

of optimisation techniques whose success depends upon the errors 

(the fi  values) reducing to a quantity that tends to zero as the optimum 

is approached. 

Whilst (1) and (2) are normally represented by a single well 

established entity such as profit or cost per article manufactured, 

the quantitative measurement of (3) can be carried out in many ways. 

In the problem dealt with in this thesis the quantity to be optimised 

is based on the difference between two hydrographs of stream flow, one 

representing what was actually measured and the other representing 

what a hydrological model had calculated in an attempt to fit the 

measured values. F is not a simple function of the parameters but 

represents a measure of the difference between two curves. F is 

therefore a compound measure of all the differences between the 

measured and calculated data points. 

For curve fitting3  F can be calculated in many different ways. 

The oldest approach, and the one generally used in this thesis, is to 

make F the sum of squares of the differences between the measured and 

calculated ordinates for data given at discrete points. 

m 
Thus 	F = c' 4.__Af. 

2 
= f

T
..f 

i=1 

 

(2  2) 

 

The advantages of this form are: 

1) for certain classes of problem (linear models) the contours of F 

become quadratic
4 surfaces which are amenable to very powerful 

optimising techniques; 

3 'curve fitting' is used in the classical mathematical sense 
i.e. the fitting of some form of series to given points on an 
unknown curve e.g. the fitting of growth curves by polynomials 
for extrapolation purposes. 

A quadratic surface is one whose equation is 

F =a+bx
T 

+ -2`x
T 
 Cx 

where a is a constant, b is a column vector of constants, x is a 
column vector of parameter values and C is a positive definite matrix 
of constant terms. Provided C is a pdgitive definite i.e. yTC x 	0 
for any non-zero y, all crosd-sections through the response -
surface are ellipses and not hyperbolae. 

4 
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2) for linear models F has statistical significance since F/(m-1), 

(where m is the number of data points) is the variance of the fi  

and can be used to place confidence limits upon the optimised 

parameter values, (Scheffe 1959); 

3) it is simple to calculate; 

4) it is favourable from a flood forecasting point of view since 
it automatically gives greater weight to matching the flood peak 

of a hydrograph. Such peak ordinates are generally at least an 

order of magnitude greater than the average ordinate and therefore 

near-equal absolute errors mean smaller proportional errors in 

the large ordinates. 

Other criteria exist for estimating the difference between two 

curves but few of them have statistical significance:- 

(1) F = 
‹.771  

i=1 

This criterion is stable in the sense that reduction of F 

guarantees a reduction in the area between the curves. It 

places less emphasis on the large ordinates than the sum-of-

squares criterion. 

(2) F = /LI (4)k k = 1, 2, .... 
i=1 

By increasing k the emphasis of fitting is increasingly placed 

on the larger ordinates. 

. (3) F = 	 f 	
\2  

i=1 	
/ 
qi 

where n is an integer greater than zero. 

For n equal to 1 this criterion gives near-equal proportional 

errors and so places equal emphasis on all the ordinates. It 

also has a statistical significance for it is a normalised version 

of equation 2.2. For n >1 the effect is to fit the smaller ord- 

inates better. This criterion could be used for fitting drought 

models. 

Obviously further criteria can be devised to bring out any part- 

icular features that a model is designed to fit. 

It should be noted that as all the above criteria tend to zero 

the fit tends to perfection. However, only criterion (1) is a linear 

measure of the area between measured and calculated curves. Consequently 

fi 
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a decrease in F as defined by (1) always represents a decrease in the 

area between the curves. For the other criteria the area can increase 

although F decreases. 

Whilst all the above criteria will, in theory, enable a perfect 

fit to be obtained, choice of a poor criterion may well cause the 

optimisation to be slow and possibly converge (i.e. exit from the 

program) prematurely. For example if criterion (3) were used for flood 

fitting the peak ordinates would receive least weighting. By the 

time the fit on the rest of the curve was sufficiently good for the 

errors in the peak ordinates to start exerting their influence, the 

changes in F may be too small for the optimising routine to perceive 

and optimisation would cease since the convergence tests would have 

been fulfilled. 

Provided that the same criterion is used throughout a series of 

optimisations, results for different models and/or data sets are 

comparable and provided that the criterion is explicitly stated and 

numerical values given, the work done with different criteria can be 

used for comparative tests. 

2.1.4 The strategy for optimisation  

The purpose of an optimising routine is to find that set of para-

meter values which gives the optimum value of F. How this aim is 

accomplished forms the subject of this sub-section. 

Normally a non-random search is conducted in a number of cycles 

by separately searching in each cycle a series of straight lines within 

the vector space containing all valid combinations of the parameter 

values. The line searches consist of making function evaluations5  at 

a series of points along the line. aactly how the line is searched 

gives rise to the variations within each basic optimisation method. 

When the best point along a line (the line optimum) has been found 

another line or direction is searched in the same way. The next direc-

tion to be searched usually passes through the position of the previous 

best line optimum. By repeated application of this strategy the main 

search can zig-zag through the vector space until all the lines have 

been searched for that cycle. 

5  A function evaluation is the operation of calculating the objective 
criterion F for one fixed set of parameter values, xi  ....xn 
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To begin the main search, lines passing through a starting point 

and parallel to the parameter axes6 are generally used for the first 

cycle. After searching parallel to each of the parameter directions 

the more sophisticated methods define a new set of directions to be 

searched in the next cycle. The new directions for each cyble are 

often based upon the direction vector linking the starting point of 

each cycle with the best point found at the end of that cycle and are 

generally inclined to the parameter axes. 

Given a model to calculate the objective function, F, and valid 

initial parameter values the general optimising scheme can be sum-

marised as: 

1) traverse each search direction to find the position of the line 

optimum; 

2) the information gained from the searches in each cycle is used 

to determine whether or not convergence has occurred; 

3) if convergence has not occurred, define a new set of search 

directions based on a strategy that utilises the progress made 

in the current cycle and on the current search directions; 

4) start a new cycle from (1) 

This scheme is illustrated for three cycles in Fig. 2.3. A0  is 

the starting point and Al  is the result of the line searches along 

the directions parallel to the Cartesian parameter axes. Since converg- 

ence has not occurred a new set of directions based on direction A0
A
1 

is defined and they are then searched to yield A2. By using lines 

based on the direction A1A2 
the optimum A

3 
is found. 

Before going on to treat in Section 2.4 the details of the ways 

the various optimising methods modify and apply the general schemes  

certain problems common to all methods will first be discussed in Sec-

tions 2.2 and 2.3. 

2.2 Problems in the design of optimising methods 

To be of practical use, an optimising method must be able to recog-

nise when it has reached the position of the space optimum yet should 

not stop short of the optimum. This property, known as the program 

convergence efficiency, is difficult to quantitify since the difference 

6 the parameter axes are a set of orthogonal axes along each of 
which only one parameter value changes. For 3-dimensional 
problems they are the Cartesian axes. 
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between the true optimum and that found by the optimising technique 

is unknown, except in specially posed test problems. Certain methods 

have been theoretically shown to converge i.e. they do not stop short 

of the optimum. Unfortunately theoretical convergence only holds if 

all the assumptions about the response surface are true. For general 

purpose models the assumptions that can be made about the response 

surface are usually so few that conditions for convergence cannot be 

established. In such cases some form of empirical but commonsense 

approach is needed e.g. the search might be terminated when changes 

in the objective function become negligibly small. 

A prerequisite of convergence is stability of both the optimising 

technique and the model. This is easily achieved when the range of 

the parameters is finite i.e. they lie in a closed vector space. For 

such problems the search technique is stable if it retains only new 

valid points with better F values than previous points. If the vector 

space is open and the position of the optimum lies at infinity a 

computer 'blow up' will occur. The only practical way to prevent infin-

ite values is to limit the range of the parameter values, if necessary 

by building checks into the a..Tel for very large numbers. 

Another prerequisite is that the phenomenon known as collapse 

of the vector search space should not occur. To illustrate this phen-

omenon let us suppose that a three-dimensional optimisation problem 

is being conducted. Let two of the reference directions lie within the 

plane of this page and let the third direction be perpendicular to the 

page. Now suppose that the next set of three search directions get 

defined such that they all lie within the plane of the page. The obvious 

consequence is that points not in the plane of the page cannot be referred 

to by the search directions since none of these directions has a component 

out of the plane of the paper. When this occurs the vector search space 

is said to have collapsed. In mathematical terms, collapse of the vector 

search space manifests itself by the fact that the equation for at least 

one of the search directions can be derived from the equations of the 

remaining directions i.e. at least one direction is not independent 

of the others. As long as the directions cannot be derived from one 

another they are said to be independent. 

Collapse of the vector space in which the search is being conducted 

can result from: 
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1) rounding errors caused by poor numerical technique; 

and/or 

2) poor optimisation strategy. 

Collapse of the vector search space generally causes program 

convergence to occur. At this stage in the calculations, evaluation 

of the determinant whose columns are the elements of the searchdirec-

tions, would show that the search vectors were no longer an independ-

ent set. 

Collapse of the vector space must be avoided for it has two 

serious consequences: 

1) if it is unsuspected, program convergence may occur far 

short of the true but unknown optimum; 

2) it is very wasteful since if it is discovered the only way 

to re-establish the vector search space is to start the 

optimisation again with the parameter directions using the 

best point found in the degenerate search space. 

Whilst something may be salvaged after a collapse much potentially 

valuable information about the response surface must be rejected as 

its true worth is unknown. 

The final point concerns how an optimising method findsthe optimum 

efficiently. The definition of search directions that are not only 

independent but also make the best use of each function evaluation 

is important. This can be achieved by having the search directions 

steeply inclined to one another. For example Fig. 2.4 shows two direc-

tions that are independent but which reveal less information per func-

tion evaluation than those of Fig. 2.5. It should be noted that not only 

do the directions in Fig. 2.4 afford less information but they are also 

liable to be a source of bad rounding errors that could lead to the 

collapse of the vector space. 

To summarise, a good optimising routine must have the following 

properties: 

1) stability; 

2) a way of defining steeply inclined search 

directions; 

3) a way of defining its search directions so 

that they span the full vector space of the 

problem. This implies that the directions must 

be independent of one another. 
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2.3 Problems confronting optimising techniques  

Possibly the greatest problem in the field of optimisation is to 

dofine if the true optimum has been found when the technique is said 

to have 'converged'. Certain methods owe their power to assumptions 

made about the response surface of the model that enable the given 

technique to be proved convergent. It must be stressed that where 

such proofs exist, the methods apply only to models with the assumed 

response surface. If the actual response surface violates the assum-

ptions used in the proof, convergence cannot be guaranteed. 

Of the four main types of structure in a model response surface 

that can confound an optimising routine the first to be described 

is the only one against which a convergence criterion cannot be found. 

2.3.1 Local optima  

In maximisation problems the global optimum is the point which 

has the highest value of the objective function, F, and vice-versa 

for minimisation problems. 

Figure 2.6 shows a two dimensional response surface on which there 

is more than one closed contour for a given value of F. The 'peak' 

at the centre of the right hand closed contour for F = 2 is known as 

a local optimum whilst the 'peak' inside the contour F = 3 is known 

as the global optimum. 

If an optimising routine starts at point A in Figure 2.6 it will 

in all probability, find a nearby local optimum such as P2. Once at 

the local optimum, the technique will be able to satisfy its built-in 

tests for convergence. For example it will find that for small pertur-

bations about its present point only worse points can be found. The 

optimising program has no means to move to a higher peak from a lower 

one since it finds only one peak. On the other hand, the methods 

of calculus first find all the peaks and then allow the biggest to 

be distinguished. 

Local optima have all the properties of the global optimum 

except the value of the objective function F. If the optimal F were 

known a priori, an assessment could be made as to whether or not the 

point found was the global peak. Normally F is unknown a priori, 

with the one exception, that of minimising errors. Theoretically 

the value of F at the global optimum is zero for such cases. This 

value is, however, normally corrupted by errors in the basic field 

data. Since these errors can often be assessed an estimate of the 
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global optimum might be available. 

Knowing the global optimum value of F can enable the decision 

about whether any attained optimum is global or not to be made, but 

the global F value is unable in itself to furnish any information 

about where the global peak lies. Consequently the only thing to 

do if an attained optimum has an F value less than a known global 

F is to re-optimise the problem from different starting points on the 

response surface and hope that the global optimum will be found during 

a sufficient number of attempts. 

It is worth noting that where there is more than one optimum a 

dividing ridge, and therefore a saddle point, must be present. 

2.3.2 Saddle points  

For two dimensional problems, saddle points manifest themselves 

as having a maximum along one direction (e.g. AA in Fig. 2.7) and 

a minimum along another direction (e.g. BB in Fig. 2.7). This 

structure causes less trouble than local optima since directions in 

which further progress can be made are available. Unfortunately 

optimising routines, on the grounds of economy, tend to be rather 

rigid when changing directions. This can lead to a set of directions 

such as CC and DD in Fig. 2.7 oeing defined. Both these directions 

have maxima along them and convergence has been known to be declared 

at such points. In the multi-dimensional case the problem is very 

much more complex as there may be a whole series of quasi-saddle 

points. Thus for an n-dimensional problem there are the cases of: 

1 minimum and (n-1) maxima 

2 minima 11 (n-2) It 

 • 	• 	• 

(n-1) Minima and 1 maximum 

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1 saddle points are indicative of 

local optima being present in the response surface. 

2.3.3 Constraints and feasible regions  

From a physical consideration of the problem being tackled, 

certain constraints may need imposing upon the parameter values e.g. 

infiltration rates cannot be negative. Imposition of limits on the 

parameters means searching directions with parameter increments that 

do not violate the constraints. This is satisfactory until the best 

valid point gets too close to a constraint value. When this occurs 
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step sizes shrink and the amount of information that the optimising 

routine receives about the shape of the response surface decreases. 

Eventually the point is reached at which no information is obtained 

and the optimising routine is unable to continue the search. 

This type of problem not only causes premature convergence on 

to a constraint value but is wasteful since many function evaluations 

at very small parameter increments are needed to define what is 

effectively a false optimum. 

When constraints are applied to a problem, the region in 

which points that satisfy the constraints lie is known as the 

feasible region and all points within the region are known as feasible 

points. Conversely, the region of points that violate the constraints 

is known as the infeasible region and contains all the invalid or 

infeasible points. The shape of the feasible region, which is entirely 

dependent upon the constraints, is important, for if the boundary juts 

into the feasible region, as in Fig. 2.8, constrained local optima 

can occur. If the boundary does not jut into the feasible region, 

the region is said to be convex, 

7  Definition: A region is said to be convex if a straight line 
connecting any two points with:q the region lies wholly within the region. 

7  Definition: A convex function is one that is never overestimated 
by a linear interpolation between two points. 

neuter conVeic 
Convex 	 conca 	 rscrr con cAve 

The importance of these definitions is that if the response 

surface function is convex, and if the constraints are convex, then 

there is only one optimum, the global optimum. 

It may well be that in a constrained problem the global optimum 

lies in the infeasible region. This leads to the best feasible point 

being at a position on one or more of the constraints. In this case 

the optimum is known as a constrained optimum. The latter is global 

only if the conditions of convexity mentioned in the previous paragraph 

7 Wilde and Beightler (1967) 
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Constrained optima always occur for linear problems subject 

to constraints since the response surface is a straight inclined 

plane that stretches to infinity. In this case constraints are 

vital to convergence and function evaluations are made only at 

points on the boundary of the feasible region. 

2.3.4 Insensitive directions and parameter correlations  

So far the discussion has centred on problems that affect the 

final convergence. tInsensitive► directions and correlations 

between the parameters can cause premature convergence, although 

correlation frequently allows the more sophisticated optimising 

techniques to exhibit their power. 

Insensitive directions usually occur when a given parameter 
completely fails to enter the evaluation of F. This can easily 

occur in hydrological models because of /threshold' values. For 

instance, if an interception storage reservoir has a volume threshold• 

value of 4 mm for rainfalls arriving within the operating time inter-

val, and if the precipitation never exceeds 3 mm in any one interval, 

there can never be any flow into surface runoff components. Consequently 

any changes in the parameters of the surface runoff reservoirs will 

not affect the value of F. This problem can to a certain extent be 

minimised by the judicious choice of constraints but will always be 

present in multi-branching models with entry into any given branch 
controlled by threshold values. If the optimising technique is 

stable, insensitive directions reveal themselves as zero progress and 

this can cause a collapse of the vector search space. Fig. 2.9 shows 

a case in which only one parameter ceases to affect the F values and 

consequently all directions parallel to the reference direction of x1  

are insensitive. In Chapter 3, Fig. 3.3, on actual case is presented 

where two parameters cease to affect the value of F. In this case any 

directions within the plane defined by the reference axes of the redund-

ant parameters will be insensitive. 

Correlations between parameters exhibit themselves as ridges in 

the response surface that are inclined to the parameter axes. If 

the parameters are linearly correlated the axis of the ridge will be 

straight as in Fig. 2.10. The inclination of the axis of the ridge 

denotes the degree of correlation or dependence between the parameters. 

This dependence may be caused by the structure of the model in which 

case it will be a persistent feature for different data sets or it may 
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be caused by the data to which the model is being fitted. When the 

correlation is nonlinear the ridge becomes curved. 

For models linear with respect to their parameters, the contours 

surrounding correlation ridges are ellipses, provided the criterion, Ft  
is the sum of squares of the errors, and many techniques use this 

assumption to improve their efficiency and convergence properties. 

When correlation between parameters is present, simple one-

parameter-at-a-time optimisation techniques, in which the search 

directions always remain parallel to the parameter axes, are very 

slow and may converge prematurely simply because the search directions 

get astride the ridge in much the same way as DD and CC in Fig. 2.7. 
To overcome this difficulty ridge following techniques were developed. 

These use the information they gain from one cycle in their searches 

to define the axis of the ridge and then use this as a good new 

search direction in the next cycle. 

2.4 Types of optimisation method 

The techniques of optimisation can be categorised into several 

general types, depending on their basic methodology of operation, 

as follows: gradient, least squares, direct search and random. 

2.4.1 Gradient methods  

The term 'gradient method' implies that one seeks an optimum 

by following the direction of most rapid change in F i.e. that which 

travels along the steepest gradient at every point. 

These methods require that the first derivatives of F with respect 

to each of the parameters be either explicitly available in functional 

form or available numerically by the use of finite difference approx-

imations. These derivatives are the components of the gradient vector 

of F, VF, whose direction is the same as that of the steepest gradient 
direction within a small region in which the calculations have been 

carried out. That is the direction VF is at right angles to the 
contours of F as is shown for point 0 in Fig. 2.11. 

Having defined the direction in which progress can be made most 

rapidly, a series of steps is taken along the direction until the line 

optimum is reached, as at the point A in Fig.2.11. The process is 

then repeated using point A as a new starting point. 

According to Wilde and Beightler (1967) this technique was origin-

ated by Cauchy but it was not until the work of Curry (1944), Box and 
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Coutie (1956) and others that the method was applied to practical 

problems and received general recognition. 

Like all non-random optimisation techniques this method assumes 

that the response surface has only one optimum. This assumption is 

necessary to avoid the vexing problem of what decision should be 

made when an optimum has been found. However, should the response 

surface have many optima and thus saddle points gradient methods 

have the inherent ability to veer away from the saddle points and 

so avoid premature convergence. (This can be seen by trying to trace 

a path on Fig. 2.7 that arrives at the saddle point yet is compatible 

with the principle of gradient methods). 

One of the most common problems with the gradient technique 

arises from any 'ridGiness' of the response surface. Provided the 

contours of F are nearly circular, as they are in Fig. 2.11, the 

directions of steepest gradient line up along the radii of the circles 

and only a few searches are needed to find the optimum. However, consider 

the ridge shown in Fig. 2.12. Starting from 0 the line optimum, A, 

for the first direction will be found near the crest of the ridge. 

Because of the finite size of step lengths the line optimum will 

normally be displaced from the crest of the ridge. Consequently the 

next direction to be defined will be inclined to the axis of the ridge 

e.g.A, and the method will oscillate along the ridge in an inefficient 

manner. This type of behaviour can be overcome by scaling the para-

meters of the model so transforming the response surface that long 

elliptical ridges become near circular cones. The way this scaling 

is achieved is ably set out by Box and Coutie. 

Until 1959, gradient methods had largely concentrated upon ways 

of finding directions of steepest gradient, the directions then being 

searched for their line optima. No attempt had been made to assess the 

size of the corrections needed to make the parameter values optimal. 

Such an assessment would need to make assumptions about the response 

surface. Circa 1959, the idea of 'quadratic convergence' appeared and 

with it the necessary assumptions about the response surface that 

enabled realistic corrections to be made to the parameter values. Put 

simply in words, quadratic convergence is the property of an optimising 

routine to be able to converge to the optimum of a quadratic surface8  

in a finite number of steps. 

8 c.f. footnote 4 on page 32 
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The next advance in steepest gradient methods came with the 

incorporation of "quadratic convergence" into the standard procedure. 

Initially due to Davidon (1959)  the method was first published in 

Britain by Fletcher and Powell (1963) who described what has now 

become known as the "deflected gradient method". Fletcher and Powell 

show in their paper that the method has quadratic convergence. 

In the deflected gradient method the direction of steepest 

gradient is modified by multiplying it by a special matrix known as 

the inverse Hessian matrix H and which is built up by successive 

approximations. The Hessian matrix is one whose component h., is 

the second derivative 	2F 
77pj  

Initially the approximation to the inverse Hessian matrix is taken to 

the unit matrix with the result that the first search direction is 

the same as that of the ordinary steepest gradient method. However, 

as information is gained, the direction of search is deflected away 

from that of the steepest gradient towards that of the axis of the 

ellipse. The two approaches are illustrated in Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13. 

Judging from reports in the literature (Box (1966) and Fletcher 

(1965) ) the deflected gradient method seems to be very successful, 

provided all first derivatives are available in analytical form and 

that it is known that all the second derivatives exist and are continuous. 

Following Fletcher's and Powell's paper in 1963 no further major advances 

have come to the writer's attention although minor changes and improver 

ments have been recorded by Lavi and Vogl (1966). 

At about the same time as Davidon was developing his method Rosen 

(1960 and 1961) was investigating ways of applying constraints to 

gradient type optimising routines. This work forms the foundation of 

the gradient projection techniques for applying both linear and nonlinear 

constraints. An attempt will be made to describe visually the gradient 

projection method. Fuller details will be found in Appendix I of 

Rosen (1960). 

In Fig. 2.14 the search direction AB is defined by a steepest 

gradient method. This direction passes through the constraint plane 

C at point D. If point D is better than any other point on the line 

segment AD, D is accepted as the new starting point. Let the direction 

of steepest gradient at D be DE. Now obviously the direction DE 

cannot be used since it lies in the invalid region. The direction 

1J 
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Rosen accepts is the projection of DE on to the plane C, i.e. DF. 

Progress is now made in the direction DF along the constraint. 	If • 

the line optimum along DF lies only in the plane C a new direction of• 

steepest gradient is defined as if the line optimum were inside the 

valid region and not on a constraint plane. Again if this new 

direction points into the invalid region its projection on to 

constraint plane, C, is used. Should the search for the line 

optimum along DF encounter another constraint a new direction of 

steepest gradient is defined as before. By successively projecting 

the new direction on to those constraint planes on which the present 

best point lies, those components that cause the new direction to 

point into the invalid region can be identified and removed. 	The 

resultant direction can then be searched with the knowledge that there 

must be some valid points along the line in which the direction points. 

The gradient projection method was for a long time used only with 

the direction of steepest gradient. With the advent of Fletcher 's and 

Powell's modification of Davidon's work, attention turned to 

incorporating the gradient projection method into deflected gradient 

techniques. Goldfarb and Lapidus (1967) and Murtagh and Sargent (1968) 

give accounts of how these two concepts can be combined to give a most 

powerful constrained optimisation method. 

2.4.2 Least squares Lethods  

These are methods that use the fact that the objective function, 

F, is made up of the sum of squares of the differences between the 

measured ordinates q. and the calculated ordinates r.. 

	

If 	f. fi(x) 
= qi ri = 

	

then 	F = 	 f.2 f .f 	7 F(x) 	 (2Z). 
= 1 

where f is the vector of all the differences, f.. 

Differentit-,tion of equation 2.3 w.r.t. the parameter x. gives 
0 

	

3 F 	2 
	

f. 

	

J 
	

i=1 

or in vector notation the whole set of differentials can be written 
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F 	2 J f 	  (2.4) 

23 f . 
where J is the m x n matrix of terms 	for i = 1 ...m, 

- 	 sax. 

j = 1 ...n evaluated at x. 	Now if the f. are linear functions of 

the x. then F has a quadratic form and J has a constant value since 

each term is independent of the x3. 

Making use of the latter fact and equation (2.4), 

F 	
(x + gx ) 	= 2 J f 	(x ± g x) 	 (2.5) 

where the vectors F anri I are now functionally dependent upon the 

parameters x and the vector &x represents the correction needed to 

optimise x. By analogy with the one-dimensional Taylor series 

expansion of f(x0  + h) to the first order term 

i.e. f(x0  + h) = f (x0) + 	
bx 	X=Xo  

f(x + Ex ) can be expanded, again to the first order term, as 

f(x + gx) =o f(x) + JTSx 

By substituting this into equation (2.5) 

VP 	(x + Ex) = 2 J (f JT 	x) 

is obtained. 

At an optimum 

V F 	(x + E x) = 0 

J f 	+ J JT 	c x 	= 0 

„TT)  -1 J f 

This analysis, due to Gauss, enables the optimum of a quadratic au.2face 

to be found exactly in one step i.e. the method has quadratic convergence. 

For non-quadratic surfaces the correction vector igx is used to define 

the search direction along which the line optimum is found and this 

point is then used as the starting point of the next iteration. As 

the method stands first derivatives are needed to set up matrix J. 
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A point to be stressed arising from the above analysis is that 

the method depends heavily upon constant first derivatives and negligible 

second derivatives cf. remark following equation 2.4. If these 

assumptions are violated the matrix J will be badly in error and 

quasi-random directions will be generated. 

A version of this method using continuously improved approximations 

to the derivatives has been developed by Powell (1965). Powell's 

method enables derivatives to be estimated along directions other than 

the parameter directions and also provides an estimate of the variance-

covariance matrix whose elements allow confidence intervals to be 

placed on the final parameter values. The correlation coefficients 

between the parameters can also be derived but like the confidence 

intervals, these are only proper statistics if the response surface is 

quadratic. 

Barnes (1965) has developed a technique which, while not strictly 

a least-squares method, it is appropriate to mention here. Barnes' 

procedure was developed for solving .n evenly determined set of nonlinear 

equations by a variation of the generalised Newton-Raphson method. The 

Newton-Raphson method, to which the Gauss method corresponds for the 

overdetermined case, needs first derivatives i.e. the Jacobian matrix • 

J. 	Barnes uses an approximation to the Jacobian matrix which is 

corrected at each iteration. 	This procedure looked sufficiently 

promising for a search through the literature to be made for an 

extension of the method to an overdetermined set of equations. 

Unfortunately nothing was found and correspondence with Barnes pro-

duced the reply that extended use of the method was showing unsatis-

factory behaviour. 

So far, when the correction vector 5x has been defined for 

non-quadratic surfaces, it has been used only as a search direction. 

If 6x is treated as the required correction and the calculated point 

x + gx is used to obtain another improved estimate of the optimum, 

the Gauss procedure will behave erratically on non-quadratic surfaces. 

This has been overcome by damping the technique so that corrected 

point x + gx lies within close proximity to the starting point x. 

By limiting the amount of correction that can be applied by the 

least squares technique, Levenberg (1944) and Marquardt (1965) have 
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developed similar methods which, however, do not define and then search 

a profitable direction. The mode of search is to calculate the 

position of the modified Gauss points for different values of the 

damping coefficient or Levenberg parameter. 	This enables an arc 

to be searched rather than a direction. Where Marquardt's work 

differs from that of Levenberg is that the rationale for developing 

the best value of the Levenberg parameter is related to the direction of 

steepest gradient. Marquardt has programmed his method as a Fortran 

computer program which is available through the SHARE. library system. 

2.4.3. 	Direct search methods  

As a group, direct search mathods are highly diverse, the only 

connecting feature being that they do not make the exacting demands on 

the response surface that gradient and least square methods do. 

Probably the earliest and simplest type of direct search is that 

known as the 'univariate' method. In a univariate search, each 

parameter direction is investigated in turn. No attempt is made to 

define new search directions. A search pattern of this form is given 

by Beard (1967). Ekcept for well-posed problems in which the 

parameters are completely independent these techniques are inefficient 

and can oscillate about on ridges inclined to the parameter axes as in 

Fig. 2.15. They will then usually declare convergence prematurely 

due to the slow rate of progress. 

In order to overcome this type of failure, techniques were 

developed that enable the ridge to be followed without running into 

convergence problems. 	One of these methods, due to Hooke and Jeeves 

(1961), initially makes a search in each parameter direction. 	If the 

initial point and the final point of this univariate search both lie 

on or near a ridge and if the ridge is straight the direction between 

the two points must approximately define the direction of the ridge and 

it is therefore a desirable search direction. 	After this desirable 

direction has been searched for its line optimum the univariate 

pattern is2re-applied. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2.16. 

Shortly before Hooke and Jeeves produced their 'pattern' search 

techni,lue, Rosenbrock (1960) published his classic paper, "An Automatic 

Way for finding the Greatest or Least Value of a Function". 	In this 

paper, Rosenbrock set3out a general ridge-following procedure that is 

capable of following complex ridges. The method starts by defining a 
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ridge in much the same way as Hooke and Jeeves do. The axis of the 

ridge is then taken as a new base direction for the next cycle of 

searches alongthat base direction and a series of directions that 

are generated perpendicular (or orthogonal) to each other and to the 

base direction. 	The search cycle is then repeated using a new set 

of directions based on the local ridge direction as the base direction. 

swann'(1964) describes in an I.C.I. Research Note the work he 

and his colleagues Campey and Davies did to create an improved version of 

Rosenbrock's method. Their search scheme differs from Rosenbrock's 

in that each direction is extensively searched in turn rather than each 

direction having just one search made along it in turn. This 

modification of Rosenbrock's original search scheme allows interpolation 

formulae to be used for predicting the line optimum. However, use of 

interpolation formulae removes the possibility of turning the 

Rosenbrock techniejze into one of constrained optimisation to which 

subject Rosenbrock devoted considerable attention in his paper. 

In the early 1960%, the use of quadratic convergence was 

introduced into direct search methods by Shah, Buehler and Kempthorne 

(1961) who produced a technique generally known as 'gradient PARTAN'. 

Gradient PARTAN makes use of the properties of ellipses and can be 

shown to have quadratic convergence. 

If a two-dimensional response surface is quadratic the contours 

form a system of concentric ellipses as shown in Fig. 2.17. For 

concentric ellipses the following construction produces straight lines 

that pass through the common centre of the ellipses. Let A be a point 

on an arbitrary ellipse, F = 1. Construct the normal to the ellipse, 

F = 1, at point A. Find point B on the normal through A such that AB 

is tangential to another concentric ellipse, F = 2. The second 

ellipse is unique once point A has been fixed on the first ellipse, 

F = 1. By now treating B and the ellipse F = 2 in the same way as A 

and the ellipse F = 1, the next tangent point C can be found. Repeated 

application of the construction leads to further points such as D and E. 

Points A,C and E, and B and D lie on two straight lines passing through 

the common centre of the ellipses. 

Gradient PARTAN methods use this property as follows. Given a 

starting point A on some arbitrary elliptical contour, F = 1, of the 

response surface, the normal to the response surface through A, LS 
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constructed. 	This direction is then searched for its line optimum. If 

the response surface is quadratic the line optimum is also the tangent 

point to another of the concentric elliptical contours and corresponds 

to point B. Construction of the normal at B leads to point C and 

searching of the direction AC gives the optimum. 	If the derivatives 

of the response surface are not available for defining the normal 

directions at A and B etc. a slightly different approach can be used. 

Any arbitrary direction through an arbitrary starting point A is searched 

for its line optimum B. A direction perpendicular to AB is then con-

structed and searched for its line optimum C. Similarly point D can be 

found. By then searching the direction BD the optimum can be found. 

The efficiency of PARTAN .Lethoa3 can be greatly improved by incorporating 

quadratic interpolation procedures into the line searches. A clear 

description of how PARTAN is extended to deal with multi-dimensional 

problems will be found in Wilde, (1964, pp. 129-145). 

Powell (1964) reported a different way to make use of the 

properties of ellipses. In this he starts by searching the parameter 

directions and builds up a "mutually conjugate" set of directions. 

Directions z
1 and z2 

in Fig. 2.18 are said to be mutually conjugate, 

i.e. the line with direction z
2 joining the tangent points of two 

parallel lines and two concentric ellipses is mutually conjugate to the 

direction of z1 
of the parallel lines. 	Zangwill (1967) points out that 

Powell's initial procedure for getting from the parameter directions tp 

a set of mutually conjugate directions can cause the independence of the 

search directions to be lost. Zangwill gives,an account of how this 

initial problem can be overcome. 

2.5 	Work on local optima  

All the work so far revieyd has depended entirely for its success 

in achieving the global optimum upon the assumption that the model 

response surface has only one unique optimum, the global optimum. If 

the response surface is quadratic, then by definition it can have only 

one optimum. However, in general the response surface will be multi-

peaked and although some of these peaks may be small the pos3ibility 

of arriving at a non-global optimum has to be considered, 

Unfortunately the difficult problem of dealing with local optima 

has been very sparsely reported. 	From what is available it would 

appear that the problem of finding the global optimum for the one- 
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dimensional case has been satisfactorily achieved. Cf. Kushner 

(1962 and 1963) who developed a line search technique that assumed 

that the distribution of F values along a line could be described by 

a statistical model. Using this model he was able to assess the 

probability of finding, within a given line segment, a better 

objective function value than the best already found. By dividing 

a given line into segments the probabilities of finding better 

objective function values within each segment are evaluated and 

compared. 	The next objective function evaluation is then placed 

in the most promising segment and the technique is re-applied to all 

the segments taking into account the extra segment produced by the 

latest function evaluation. 

Hill and Gibson (1965) developed a deterministic technique for 

finding the global optimum by "piecewise cubic interpolation". They 
point out, however, that the extension oftheir method to a two-

dimensional response surface would involve using approximately 300 

hours of IBM 1620 Model 1 computer time to find the global optimum. 

Consequently use of global optimum searching methods of the type 

developed by Kushner and Hill are unlikely to be extended to multi-

dimensional problems for some time to come. They could, however, 

replace some of the existing line search procedures in the 'one-peak' 

optimisation methods in an attempt to improve the chance of finding 

the global optimum. 

The only account found in the literature of a global optimisation 

technique applicable to multi-dimensional response surfaces is that by 

Karnopp (1963). 	In a brief paper based on his doctoral thesis (1961), 

Karnopp outlines a statistical search procedure that evaluates the 

objective function at points scattered randomly about the current 

best point. By judiciously choosing the statistical distribution 

from which the random parameter values are drawn, the search can be 

made to progress relatively smoothly across the vector search space 

and has been likened to that of a 'drunken' steepest gradient method. 

(A method for generating random numbers from suitable distributions 

is given in Appendix 2.) Karnopp goes on to assert that "there are 

many ways to introduce an element of determinism into a random search". 

Although Karnopp's techniques seem powerful no reports on their 

development or use have come to the writer's attention. 
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2.6 Application of constraints 

With the exception of Rosenbrock's direct search method and the 

gradient projection methods, all the optimising techniques discussed 

have been unconstrained techniques. Whilst deferring a full 

discussion of the complications created by constraints until Chapter 

3, it is pertinent to point out that if all steps that do not violate 

the constraints are freely allowed in an unmodified form, whilst all 

steps that violate the constraints are rejected outright, the 

optimising routine usually finds itself operating in such a small 

part of the feasible region near a constraint that it is unable to 

manoeuvre and 'blows up'. To avoid such a failure it is necessary to 

allow the trajectory of best points to approach the constraint only 

gradually and to have some way of preventing the trajectories from 

stagnating at a constraint. This can be done in several ways but 

probably the most popular is to modify the response surface in such 

a way that the trajectory turns back before reaching the constraint. 

Rosenbrock's method curves away from the constraint by defining 

a small region just inside each constraint in which the real response 

surface is replaced by a function designed to produce a ridge that 

points .way from the constraint back into the feasible region as in 

Fig. 2.19. 	This means that Rosenbrock's optimising procedure is 

effectively unconstrained until it comes within a narrow band that 

lines the inside edge of the feasible region. 

Carroll (1961) developed a penalty technique that penalises 

every point on a response surface with reference to the constraints. 

When a constraint is approached the penalty tends towards infinity. 

By reducing the weight attached to the penalty function the path of 

best points is allowed to approach the constraints gradually. The 

final cycle of the process is carried out with zero weighting but with 

the constraints still applied. 	This could lead to failure due to a 

breakdown of the optimising routine, but if the weights have been 

suitably reduced no problem arises as by the time the penalty 

weights are set to zero the best feasible point must be very close 

to the optimum. 

Carroll's work left many questions unanswered and it was not until 

the work of Fiacco and McCormick (1964A and 1964B) that these questions 

received a reply. Fiacco and McCormick, using a combination of 
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theoretical arguments backed up by practical calculations, derived 

rules for estimating: 

1. the optimum initial value for the penalty weighting; 

2. the optimum rate at which the penalty weighting should 

be reduced; 

3. a way of increasing efficiency by extrapolating the results 

of successive cycles. 

Carroll's method, unlike Rosenbrock's and the gradient 

projection methods, does not appear to have been implicitly designed 

for a particular optimising technique although the work of Fiacco and 

McCormick is biased towards gradient methods. 

While Rosenbrock's, Carroll's and gradient projection methods 

can be used for complicated constraints they require considerable effort 

on the part of the computer programmer to set them up. If a method is 

required for applying simple constraints with least programming effort 

transformation of the p7,xameters can be used. Suitable transformations 

are given by Box (1966) and can be used to map a bounded region into 

an infinite region, so allowing unconstrained optimisation to be applied 

in the latter region. 	It must be stressed that transformations should 

only be used as a temporary measure to bridge the gap between applying 

no constraints and using a more sophisticated method with constraints. 

The reasons for this caution are set out in Chapter 4. 

One of the reasons for so many optimising routines being 

classified as unconstrained is that they use interpolation formulae 

to estimate better points when searching the directions they have 

defined. Although the interpolation is frequently essential for the 

efficiency of the programs if the quadratic nature of a response surface 

is to be exploited, it limits the optimisation to an infinite region 

since for bounded regions only bogus interpolations can be achieved if 

false values for invalid points are used. 

For general purpose optimising procedure it would be expected that 

abandoning interpolation would allow some form of global search strategy 

such as Kushner's or Hill's to be used along a search direction. No 

such work has been found in the literature. 

2.7 Conclusion 

Whilst the above review of the literature on optimisation cannot 

claim to be fully comprehensive, it does cover the major developments 
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relevant to the optimisation of general purpose hydrological 

models. 	Where information has been used from papers other than 

those pertinent to this review it is referenced in the text. 
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CHAPTER 3  

COMPUTATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CATCHMENT MODELS AND THEIR DATA  

After a short introduction, Section 3.1, a simple general 

purpose catchment model is briefly described in Section 3,2 while 
in Section 3.3 the model is used to illustrate the types of problem 
that conceptual models present to optimising methods.. The problems 

discussed are those of inactive parameters (Section 3.3.1), interaction 

between parameters (Section 3.3.2) and local optima (Section 3.3.3). 
The effect of model structure upon the partial derivatives of the 

objective function is considered in Section 3.4. A possible cause 

for variable parameter sensitivities is given in Section 3.5 and 
conclusions are drawn about the value of sensitivity analysis. In 

Section 3.6 the computational requirements of a computer model of 

watershed response are discussed. Constraints upon parameter values 

and upon complex functions of the data and parameters are treated in 

Section 3.7. The chapter closes with a summary, Section 3.8. 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, response surface properties that cause difficulty to 

optimising routines were reviewed. In this chapter those properties 

pertaining to hydrological models are discussed further and an attempt 

is made to relate them to the structure of the model and/or data. To 

this is added a discussion of why each function evaluation for a catchment 

model is computationally time-consuming and of what can be done to 

reduce this time. However, in preparation for these comments it is 

necessary to describe in detail the structure of a simple mathematical 

catchment model. 

3.2 General purpose catchment models  

A general purpose catchment model endeavours to simulate, as 

realistically as possible, the behaviour in the land phase of the 

hydrological cycle by separating it into its component parts. The 

types of component needed can be identified by considering what a 

catchment does. The input to the catchment, precipitation, is acted 

upon so that by the time the non-evaporating water reaches the outlet 

it has undergone the following operations: 

(i) delay or translation i.e. the distribution of input has 

not changed shape but has been bodily moved with respect 

to time as in Fig. 3.1A; 
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and 

(ii) attenuation or reservoir action i.e. the input 

distribution is redistributed in time as well as 

delayed, as in Fig. 3.19. 

The aim of a catchment model is to modify the input so that 

the output matches that of the catchment that the model represents. 

This is done by combining components that delay the input, with or 

without attenuation, so that the model output reproduces the 

prototype output. The result of using the two types of delay is 

shown in Fig. 5.10. 

The main condition the components must satisfy is that of 

continuity i.e. what enters a component must be accountable for in 

terms of outflows and storage changes. For actual catchments the 

principle of continuity is satisfied continuously and different 

types of translation mechanisms can act simultaneously on any 

particular storage. For the model, data is available only in 

discrete form so that the principle of continuity can be applied only 

by considering volume changes over finite time intervals. The 

discrete form of the data also prevents the possibility of simultane-

ous outputs from any one storage, unless the relative magnitude of 

the outputs are known and can be integrated to obtain the discharge 

during one interval. Since so much information is seldom known 

the problem is usually overcome by giving a preference order to the 

various demands on storage. The system of preference is important 

for it usually affects the dominance of subsequent reservoir actions. 

For example, for a finite time interval surface runoff into an overland 

flow routing reservoir may be considered to have preference over 

infiltration. If, in satisfying surface runoff demands, surface 

storage is frequently exhausted there can be little infiltration to 

the soil moisture reservoir which in effect becomes subordinate to 

the overland flow reservoir although in the catchment they may be 

equally important. 

A typical but simple model conforming to the above specification 

was that used by Dawdy and O'Donnell (1965). It was used primarily 

for testing optimisation techniques and was never meant to be a (good' 

model. This model is fully documented in Appendix 1 but a brief 

description is given here and will be facilitated by reference to the 
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pull-out Fig. 3.2, page 343. The meaning of the symbols is given 

on Fig. 3.2. 

The rules of operation are basically that the various 

reservoirs, which are sequentially considered from the surface 

downwards, are first incremented by inputs of precipitation, 

infiltration etc. and then decremented by outputs. Because of the 

discretisation of the data potential evaporation, ER, and potential 

transpiration , E
T
, demands are always consieered before infiltration, 

FN' and deep percolation, D. If D is zero, capir .ry rise, C, occurs 

and this is allowed to proceed at the same time as groundwater 

discharge, B. 	If the storage volume R in the interception 

reservoir exceeds a thrEshold value R*, runoff into the channel 

reservoir is allowed. 	Similarly if the storage volume, M, is 

greater than another threshold M*, deep percolation D occurs and 

capillary rise, C, is zero. 	If the storage volume, G, in the 

groundwater reservoir exceeds a third threshold, G*, the soil 

moisture storage, M, is absorbed into the groundwater storage, G, 

capillary rise disappears and transpiration demands are met 

directly from G. The channel and groundwater reservoirs discharge 

as linear reservoirs, i.e. the rate of output is directly proportional 

to the storage. 

For test purposes as well as to reduce the number of parameters 

to 3 thresholds and 6 mechanism parameters, all initial reservoir 

storages are taken to be zero, implying that the pre-record 

condition was one of drought. 

3.3 The problems models present to optimisation methods 

This section examines situations typical of a wide class of 

conceptual models that present optimisation methods with severe 

problems. Some of these problems are unavoidable. Where a 

particular problem can be illustrated by the O'Donnell model the 

problem is 'talked through' using Fig. 3.2, page 343 . 

3.3.1 Inactive parameters  

Changes in the values of inactive or nuisance parameters do 

not cause any changes in corresponding values of the objective 

function. Such a lack of action can be the consequence of the 

component to which the parameter belongs being "switched out" of 

the calculation or, more rare]y, because the construction of the 
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model has allowed a parameter value to compensate for its effect 

further on in the calculations. 

The former situation is exhibited by the O'Donnell model as 

a direct consequence of using the concept of a threshold value on 

storage reservoirs e.g. R*, M*, and G* in Fig. 3.2. 

If, for a given record, the quantity of water in the inter-

ception reservoir never exceeds the threshold value R*, runoff 0 

cannot occur. If the initial value of S is zero, no value of 

discharge, Qs, is greater than zero, 	 • . i e the channel storage 

parameter, Ks, has no effect upon the calculation of Q and hence 

no effect upon the calculation of F. Consequently any value for 

the storage constant, Ks, of the channel storage is as good as any 

other value. 	This means that the optimising program has to work 

with a parameter (Ks) whose effect on the optimising criterion is 

zero over the whole range of values of that parameter. 	Any 

increase in the value of R* will make no difference to the action 

of the channel storage reservoir but a lowering of the value of R' 

may, if it is sufficient, produce a non-zero value of Q1, in which 

case the parameters that control the channel reservoir are no longer 

ineffective. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 which was 
plotted from actual output of the model. The value of R at which 
K becomes ineffective varies with the values of the potential 

evaporation and infiltration in the data record so that to constrain 

R* to be less than R would be exceedingly difficult and could 

indeed be false logic if the data record is in fact one in which no 

surface runoff occurs. 

A further consequence of the threshold value, R*, controlling 

flow only into the channel reservoir and not affecting any other 

components is that it too becomes inactive at the same time as Ks. 

As a result any search directions in the plane of R* and Ks  and 

originating beyond the line F = 0.209 in Fig. 3.3, will be 

insensitive. 

By similar arguments it can be shown that the capillary rise 

parameter, Cox, and the soil moisture threshold value, M*, are 

inactive if the value of G* is always less than the level in the 

groundwater reservoir. Conversely if M* is so large that all the 
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infiltration stored in the soil moisture reservoir eventually 

transpires the groundwater reservoir is never augmented and if it 

was initially dry neither the capillary rise nor the groundwater 

reservoir are active components. 

Inactive components can arise in a different way as a result of 

using 'bounding' components such as that of potential infiltration. 

As long as the potential infiltration limits the amount of actual 

infiltration so that some water is left in the interception 

reservoir there is always the possibility of flow, Q1, into the 

channel reservoir. If the potential infiltration rate is always 

higher than available supply, parameters R* and Ks  become inactive. 

Clearly inactive parameters may be caused by the nature of the data 

record as well as the actual magnitude of thresholds etc. 

Depending upon the type of search technique being used, the 

criterion for registering better sets of parameter values and the 

number of inactive parameters,  the results of inactive parameters 

upon optimising methods can vary from at best an inefficient search 

to at worst a computer 'blow up' or a collapse of the vector search 

space. 

The conclusion drawn from these arguments is that model 

components which function in such a way that they can exclude them-

selves and other parts of the model from the optimisation process 

are particularly dangerous. The danger associated with 'switching' 

and bounding' functions is dependent upon both the data being used 

in the fitting, the initial parameter values, and the counterbalancing 

effects of different components. 	For example to make active the 

threshold value, M*, of the soil moisture reservoir it may be 

desirable to raise the limit on the actual infiltration but this may 

cause R* and K to become inactive. If the data record contains a 
S 

wide variety of events, which implies long r,:cords, the above 

problems are less likely to occur. 

3.3.2 Interaction between parameters  

Ideally all the parameters of a model should be totally 

independent of one another. This ensures that changes in one parameter 

are not compensated for by changes in other parameters. 

For example suppose that it is desired to maximise 
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F = 64(x + y)2  - 16(x + y)
4 

whose contours are shown in Fig. 3.4. 	If the optimising routine 

uses the direction x + y = any constant the value of F will remain 

unaltered along that direction. 	If, however, the direction x - y 

any constant is searched the maximum value of F = 63 will be found 

but the value of x and y will not be unique i.e. only the sum x + y 

will have been defined. It is easy to see why this is so for this 

trivial example. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 to 

demonstrate that the optimum value of F lies along a line and that 

it does not occur at a point. The variables x and y are said to 

interact and the line x + y = li is the axis of interaction or 

correlation. 

In the O'Donnell model, Horton's equation 

ft (fmax fmin ) exp (- kt) + fmin  

is used for determining potential infiltration capacities. It is 

shown in Appendix 3 that as the value of time, t, tends to infinity 

for non-zero k so the parameters f
max 

and k tend towards 100% 

correlation i.e. their absolute values are immaterial as long as the 

ratio fmax/k  is constant. 	This implies that when the potential 

infiltration rate is the actual infiltration rate the model response 

surface contains a valley equally inclined to the coordinate axes of 

k and f . This is shown to be the case in Fig. 3.5 which was max 
plotted from data generated by the O'Donnell model. The fact that 

the valley shown in Fig. 3.5 is bounded at its ends and is not open 
as in Fig. 3.4 reflects the effects of using a record of finite length 

and of violations in the derivation of Appendix 3 caused byand fmax  
k tending to zero. 

Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.6 show the correlation coefficients 

produced from the covariance matrices generated by least squares optim- 

isation methods. Since the points at which the covariance matrices 

were produced were close to optima (either true or local), it is 

reasonable to assume that.violations of the assumptions in the least 

squares method were not serious. This is supported by the 

consistent value for the correlation coefficient between k (x1) 

and f
max 

(x3) at different points. The correlation between k and 
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max 
is the only persistent high correlation that was found in the 

model although other correlations must exist. For example the 

higher the threshold value of the soil moisture reservoir M* (x
5
) 

the greater will be the amount of capillary rise controlled by 

(x
9
) and the less will be the deep percolation, i.e. M* and the 

capillary rise parameter will exhibit increasing correlation as 

the value of M* increases. 	However, reference to Fig. 3.6 in 

which the correlation coefficients between k and the interception 

reservoir threshold value R* (x1) are plotted against values of k 

shows that the correlation is neither high nor persistent. This 

result was typical of many that were obtained, a sample of which 

is shown in Table 3.1. 

3.3.3 Local optima  
At least one local optimum is known to exist for the O'Donnell 

model and its test data. A response surface cross-section 

containing the local optimum and the true optimum is shown in 

Fig. 3.7. There would appear to be two basic explanations for the 

situation shown in Fig. 3.7, the first of which considers local 

optima to be structural features of the model while the second 

considers them to be largely data dependent. 

3.3.3.1 	Local optima as struetural features  

Under this heading three separate model structures will be 

discussed all of which can cause local optima to be present in the 

response surface. 

The first of these local 'structural' optima that will be 

considered is a direct consequence of the model having inactive or 

nuisance parameters. For instance suppose that the value of the 

interception reservoir threshold level R* is such that the surface 

storage reservoir routing coefficient Ks  is a nuisance parameter. 

Then alterations in the parameters Ks  and possibly R* do not affect 

the criterion F. 	If the optimising routine treats successive 

equal values of F as failures then a best sub-set of parameters not 

including Ks  and R* will be found. Because of the distortion in 

this sub-set brought about by the ineffective value of R*, the 

final optimum cannot ')e expected to be anythin3 but local. 

Another explanation of how local optima occur is illustrated 

in Figs. 3.8a, 3.8b and 3.8c. 	Let the elliptical function shown 
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in Fig. 3.aa represent the contribution to the objective criterion, 

F, that is generated by the parameters xl  and x2  for the rising  

limbs of hydrographs. 	It is further supposed that once the peak 

of a hydrograph has bean passed the recession discharge is controlled 

by a different function of xi  and x2, say the Rosenbrock function 

shown in Fig. 3.8b. 	Both functions in Figs. 3.aff and 3.8b have 

unique optima within the region shown. As the supposition is that 

each of Figs. 3.8a and 3.8b represent the sum of squares for 

selected parts of the hydrograph the total objective function, F, 

on which the optimisation is conducted is their sum. The summation 

of Figs. 3.8a and 3.8b is shown in Fig. 3.8c. The summation of two 

unimodal functions has produced a bimodal function. 

This example is hypothetical and is unrealistic from a 

hydrological viewpoint. However it serves to underline that local 

optima can occur with relatively simple function amalgamation. 

What is more likely in hydrological models is that parameters 

x1 and x2 dominate contributions to F from the rising limbs while 

x3 and x4 dominate the contributions from the falling limbs. If 

there is any correlation between xi  and x3  or xi  and x4  etc. 

superposition of the two conditions could yield a similar effect to 

that illustrated in Figs. 3.8 but in a 4-dimensional space. The 

reason for local optima is that an attempt is being made to solve 

a set of problems that are not independent. 	If the effects 

produced by dominant parameters or groups of parameters could be 

isolated (and this presupposes zero correlation between the 

parameters or groups of parameters) then the problem could be 

broken down into a series of sub-problems whose solutions would be 

independent. 

For the sake of completeness a mention must finally be made 

of the possibility of local optima caused by components of the 

model using integer quantities although they do not occur in the 

models that have formed the basis of this thesis. 

Integer quantities sometimes occur in the functions used in 

unit hydrograph analysis. If only integer values of the variables 

are used in the optimisation false optima can be found as the 

surface is a discontinuous set of steps cf. Fig. 3.9. 
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It may be practical to use continuous representation for the 

integers, rounding the continuous variable to the nearest whole number 

at the end of the optimisation, e.g. the integer may represent the 

number of reservoirs that are to be used. The continuous variable 

approach has its dangers if the contours rapidly change slope 

cf. 3.10 in which case a false optimum is found. 

Integer problems are intractable and the only mode of solution 

involves searching through all the possible combinations of values, a very 

long process if there are many integer variables with large ranges. If 

the integer can be treated as a continuc'ts variable the best method would 

seem to be to optimise to the continuous optimum, round the parameters to 

their integer values, and carry out a grid search around the predicted 

integer optimum. If a better value is found the test must be repeated. 
3.3.3.2 	Local optima as features of the data  

This explanation for local optima depends largely upon the nature 

of the hydrological data used to fit conceptual models. The data used 

is a series of values that represent measurements of hydrological varia-

bles at or over successive intervals of time and form time series each 

of which can be characterised by the statistical concept of serial 

correlation. Data serial correlation is mathematically described by 

a series of quantities known as serial correlation coefficients. 

Although the serial correlation coefficients are usually defined in 

rigid mathematical terms, for the purposes of subsequent arguments it 

is sufficient to have a less rigid and less quantitative definition; 

the serial correlation coefficient of lag k represents the dependence of 

the i + kth member of a time series upon the .th  member, where i runs 

from 1 to m - 1, m being the length of the data series. 

If the first (and hence all) the serial correlation coefficients 

of a series are unity the implication is that given the first value 

of the series subsequent values can be predicted with 100% chance of 

being right. At the other extreme is the case in which the series is 

made up of completely random values. 	There is no chance of predict-

ing later values from earlier values and the serial correlation 

coefficients are all zero. For most hydrological time series 

correlation coefficients generally fall between 0 and 1. 	Serial 

correlation coefficients of different lags provide comparative informa-

tion about whether the ith value in a series depends more upon 
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the i 1
th value or the i - 2

th value. However, they have been 

manipulated to provide only an absolute measure of the amount of 

information that the ith ordinate has in common with the i - 1th 

ordinate for simple Markovian time series, Matalas (1966). 

The effects of serial correlation in the data upon the opti-

mum of hydrological models will be examined in a quantitative way, 

using a simple two parameter model. 

Suppose that the ith  runoff value, qi, is derived from the ith 

precipitation value pi 	ith and the 	potential evaporation value e. 

by means of the simple model 

1i p 	x2 
 e. 

 

(3.1) 

 

where x1 and x2 are the parameters to be found by optimisation. 

Equation 3.1 can be recast into the form 

q. 
x2 x1 l  

t
- 

pi

ei ) 	- e. 

 

(3.1a) 

 

For non-zero values of e. this plots as a straight line such as AA 

in Fig. 3.11A. Now consider the situation for the next data point. 

This is again a straight line but this time with gradient pi_Wei+1  

and intercept -q. /ei+1 • Provided the time interval is small and 
i+1  

the serial correlation is high the pi, ei  and qi  values will not 

have changed very much. Consequently a line such as BB results. 

Repeating the exercise for all the data points of the record gives 

the situation shown in Fig. 3.11B. (Note that for synthetic error-

free data in 2 dimensions all the lines would pass through the same 

point but that in higher dimensions errors in the other parameter 

values will prevent this). The type of contour field of objective 

function values for the lines of Fig. 3.11B is shown in Fig. 3.11C 

and shows the same characteristics as were actually plotted for the 

O'Donnell model (Fig. 3.7, page 84 ). The many small optima occur 

because of pairs or groups of lines that have roughly the same 

point of intersection. For real data and complex models the 

problem will be more difficult to visualise but will be basically the 

same and represents the classical case of what mathematicians consider 

to be an ill conditioned problem. The length of the valley can be 
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reduced by scaling the parameter values and this is what the 

gradient methods of optimisation do. However, scaling will not 

remove the presence of multiple optima and inconsistent parameter 

values will reappear when the apparently consistent scaled 

parameters are returned to the physical plane. 

3.3.3.3 The effects of local optima upon optimisation 

Local optima have been divided into two basic classes: those 

which depend upon model structure and those which depend upon the 

data. Normally the matter will not be so clear cut since in real 

situations local optima may result from a combination of two basic 

types. It should, however, be possible to distinguish the dominant 

type. By considering the way in which the two types of optima 

occur it would seem a reasonable deducti,Jn that local optima caused 

by the structure of the model would be more prominent and persistent 

features of the response surface than those caused by the data, which 

tend to form chains of relatively small optima. 

For local optima caused by the structure of the model, the 

response surface would be expected to be more like that shown in 

Fig. 2.6 than that shown in Fig. 3.7. If the interpretation shown 

in Fig. 2.6 is correct then the effect of the local optima upon the 

optimisation will be as described in Section 2.3.1. 

The visual similarity between Figs. 3.7 and 3.11C together with 
the lack of persistence of the local optima shown in Fig. 3.7 suggests 
that the local optima are data dependent. Local optima of the type 

shown in Fig. 3.7 can have two effects but these will only become 
effective once the 'valley' floor has been reached. If on arriving 

in the valley the step size becomes too small the optimising program 

may converge on to one of the local optima. On the other hand if 

step sizes are sufficiently large to avoid local optima, definition 

of the axis of the valley will be poor and the search may wander 

about in a semi-random manner, until it either converges onto a 

local optimum by pure bad luck or until it finds the global optimum. 

In either case a deterministic search may well become inefficient. 

Nothing has been found in the literature that relates local 

optima to the serially correlated nature of the data. This has 

lead to some preliminary work using a global optimum searching 

technique. This is reported in Chapter 4 while in Chapter 5 
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proposals are made for removing the local optima by modification of 

the response surface. 

3.4 	The effect of model structure n function derivatives  

Reference has already been made (Sections 3.3.1 and 2.3.4) 

that nuisance parameters can cause optimising routines to fail 

because they present a 'flat' surface that has a null gradient 

vector. This effect only occurs when the nuisance parameter has 

exceeded its threshold value to such an extent that it is unable 

to regain an active value. Along the locus of points that form the 

boundary between the active and inactive regicns e.g. contour 

F = 0.209 in Fig. 3.3, discontinuities arise in the derivatives 
of the objective function F. This point is illustrated below. 

1) Let F = 1 	for x 	1 

and F = x2 for x 	1 
dF Then at the point x = 1, F = 1 but 	has two values7  0 and 2 dx 

i.e. there is a discontinuity in 	the first derivative. 

2) Let F = 2 	for x < 1 

and F = 1+2x-x2 for x >-• 1 
dF Then at the point x = 1, F . 2, 	= 0 for both expression 77 

but d2F has values of 0 and -2, 	i.e. although the first 

dx2 
	

derivative is continuous the second is not. 

A condition similar to (1) arises in the Stanford Watershed 

Model IV over the use of the infiltration parameter CC. This 

parameter is used to calculate another quantity c which determines 

how much of the water that does not infiltrate shall become overland 

flow. 	The use of c is shown in Fig. 3.12 (Fig. 4.3 of Crawford and 

Linsley', 1966) from which it will be seen that c 	1. Now c 

depends not only upon CC but also upon the level in the lower zone 

reservoir. Since this latter quantity varies throughout the length 

of the record so must the value of c. Consequently it is impossible 

to constrain CC so that c.:1)..1 at all times. 	This problem has been 

overcomeizi the Stanford Model by stipulating that when c G 1, c = 1. 

But 	c = CC. 2x    (3.2) 

where x is a dimensionless measure of the level in the lower zone 

reservoir. Therefore when CC and x are such that equation 3.2 

yields a value of c that is less than unity an abrupt change takes 
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place in the quantities 1 CC and 
The effect of the discontinuity upon the values of the f., caused by 

the condition that c 	depends very much upon how often the 

condition c = 1 has to be imposed. 

The problem would not arise if CC were constrained to be 

greater than unity since 2x  is always greater than 1 for positive 

values of x. Crawford and Linsley suggest that the value of CC 

normally lies in the range 0.5 to 3.0 so that equation 3.2 could 

yield values of c that are less than unity. 

For a consideration of the way in which gradient and_least 

squares methods work it can be concluded that although very success-

ful on well posed problems they are likely to be unreliable in 

practice. This is supported by evidence in the next chapter from 

actual computer runs. 

3.5 Parameter sensitivity  

A highly desirable response surface characteristic for the 

more sophisticated optimising techniques e.g. gradient and least 

squares methods, is that the contour pattern for every cross-section 

through the vector search space should be a set of concentric 

circles. The reasons for needing this characteristic has been 

explained in Chapter 2. What was not mentioned in Chapter 2 was the 

hydrological significance of circular and non-circular contours. 

Circular contours imply that equal changes in the parameter 

values have equal effects upon the objective criterion F at or near 

the optimum. Their equal effect upon F causes such parameters to 

be designated as equally sensitive. Now consider a point such as 

R* = 0.1, Ks  = 10.0 in Fig. 3.3. 	The surface is badly conditioned 

in the sense that changes in R* are less important to the model than 

equal changes in Ks. 

This type of condition creates the same type of problem for the 

optimising program as the long narrow valley shown in Fig. 3.7. The 

problem is basically one of scaling and has already been mentioned 

in Section 2.4.1. Gradient and least squares methods make use of the 

first derivatives of F to obtain suitable scale factors. Since this 

method is of doubtful accuracy as far as hydrological models 

are concerned and since it may be quite costly in terms of function 
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evaluations to obtain the necessary information, some alternatives 

to scaling are presented in the next chapter. 

Before dismissing the problem of variable parameter 

sensitivity as merely one of scaling it is worth considering how 

the problem arises. Suppose that the model is being optimised on 

a data record of length m units and that two parameters x1  and x2  

affect the residuals f. over the parts of the record 1 to j and 

k to m respectively where j > k. Suppose further that where the 

effects of theae parameters overlap i.e. the values of fi  for i = k 

to j, the 'unit data sensitivity'1  is the same for both parameters. 

Then the effect of each parameter upon the criterion F depends upon 

two factors; 

1) the relative lengths of the non-overlapping parts of the data 

record, a measure of which is (m-j+1)/(k); and 

2) the relative size of the residuals in the non-overlapping 

portions of the record. 

In arriving at the quantity (m-j+1)/(k) the situation has been 

greatly simplified. Normally parameters x1  and x2  will have an 

intermittent effect i.e. x1 might affect f1 
to f

5 
and f

10 
to f

20 
whilst x2  might affect f5  to f15  and f20  to f40. 	In this case 

the terms (m-j+1) and (k) are the sums of the non-overlapping values 

in each group i.e. (5+11)/(11+21). 	Provided x1 and x2 
occur in 

explicit mathematical formulae within the model it is a relatively 

simple task to find out which of the residuals fi  they affect. 

Unfortunately the picture is complicated by those parameters which 

control the path of the calculations within the model e.g. threshold 

switching values. 

From a consideration of the possibility of discontinuous unit 

data sensitivities, Section 3.4, and from the above arguments it is 

concluded that any scaling or sensitivity analysis (Dawdy and O'Donnell 

1965) based on finite difference approximations to the derivatives of 

F should be treated with extreme caution. Where scaling has been 

introduced into the direct search techniques (Chapter 4) it has been 
of a purely numerical nature i.e, parameter values have been scaled 

1'unit data sensitivity' is the effect of a small change in x upon 

Z..\fr  the value of f
r 

i.e. 
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to the same order of magnitude to reduce rounding errors. 

3.6 Computational considerations  

This section is concerned with the practical side of programming 

conceptual models for digital computers. While most of the 

programming for such models follows conventional lines certain 

points need special emphasis. For instance it is very necessary 

for an economical optimisation that the program be as efficient 

as possible since much of the total computation time is spent using 

the model to calculate the value of the objective function F. The 

topics considered in this section are the precision of the calcula-

tions, the assessment of data requirements for accurate parameter 

estimates, the computer time for the calculations and the amount of 

computer storage needed for the data. 

3.6.1 	Precision of calculations  

Unlike optimising programs which are iterative, conceptual 

models are basically accounting procedures i.e. they take the 

precipitation and assign it to output and to changes in storage. 

Consequently rounding errorsare seldom important in model calculations. 

However, this does not mean that any less care should be given to 

their elimination for it is necessary to check that the principle of 

continuity is not being violated. 	Ideally, for every objective 

function evaluation the difference between cumulative input, and 

the cumulative output and storage changes, (the hydrological out-of-

balance), should be calculated and checked for size. In practice 

small rounding errors will accumulate and cause the out-of-balanee 

to be marginally different from zero. If the approximate size of 

the rounding errors is known it should be possible to determine a 

reasonable value at which the size of the hydrological out-of-

balance can no longer be attributed to rounding errors and 

represents a malfunctioning of the model. 

For the models reviewed in Chapter 5 the out-of-balance was, 
after the initial model testing, only calculated at the end of the 

optimisation as a check precaution. This was done to reduce 

computation time since the out-of-balance calculations are skipped 

until the final function evaluation. Generally speaking the model 

was considered to be functioning correctly if the out-of-balance 

was less than the last three significant figures of the largest term 
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in the out-of-balance calculations, all values being stored to the 

precision of the computer being used. 

Having dealt with the purely numerical side of the model 

calculations, attention will now be turned to the nature of the problem 

that the model and its data set to the optimisation routine. 

Once the model is obeying the principle of continuity the most 

important hydrological consideration is how close to the 'true' 

parameter values will the final optimised values be. Reasons for 

this are obvious if the parameters are supposed to have physical 

significance. Examination of Figs. 3.3, 3.5, and 3.7 shows that the 
search routine should be able to find accurately a point on the axis 

of the valley, since search directions steeply inclined to the valley 

axis have prominent line optima. However, searches parallel to the 

axis of the valley will give poor estimates of the line optima because 

of the 'flatness' of the response surface in these directions. 	This 

means that while the axis of the valley can be quickly and accurately 

foun4, the position of the optimum on the axis will be found only after 

a search that is comparatively long because of constantly correcting 

for 'creeping' onto the valley side. 

Provided the optimising routine has infinite corrective power, 

and most of the better routines have this property at least in theory, 

then the optimum should eventually be found. In practice finite 

limits on computer precision together with response surface 

phenomena such as the 'potholes' shown in Fig. 3.7 will cause the 
sets of final parameter values found from different starting points 

to differ from the 'true' set &rid to be inconsistent within themselves. 

All the values will, however, lie close to the axis of the valley, 

i.e. they will satisfy the correlation conditions inherent in the 

model and imposed upon the model by the data. 

If the 'correlation valley' is primarily due to the structure 

of the model, the model should be modified to eliminate parameter 

correlations. 

If long correlation valleys with many potholes are a feature 

of the response surface arising from the data and since potholes 

are largely the result of errors in the data (cf. Section 3.3.3.2) 

it should be possible to minimise their effect by lengthening the data 
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record i.e. increasing the sample size. 	The length of the 

correlation valley can to some extent be reduced by the same means 

but for a different reason. 

Consider equatio n3.1a. 

x2 = xl ( Pi  ) 	(qi)  e. 	e. 

For i = 1 and i = 2 a unique solution fur x1 
and x

2 
is only possible 

provided pi/ei  is not the same for i = 1 and i = 2. Consequently 

although there is in theory sufficient data to determine x1 and x2 
in practice it cannot be achieved. This is because serial correlation 

between the data values has effectively removed all the new information 

gained by observing the catchment response to two different values of 

pi. Intuitively one feels that even if the ratios p1/e1  and p2/e2  

are not quite equal one is only getting a small amount of information 

about the catchment and further that the solution will depend fairly 

heavily upon the errors in the p's, e's and q's. 	By using more than 

two data points the dependence of the solution upon the errors 

in the p, e and q values is diminished and the true data content is 

increased. As long as the solution depends upon the errors in the p, 

e and q values the problem is underdetermined. The longer the data 

record used the greater becomes the spread of the lines in Fig, 3.11B 

and the smaller becomes the effect of the errors. 

The errors are, however, always going to affect the final values 

to some extent. The word underdetermined has been loosely used to 

signify that the parameter values depend largely upon the errors in the 

data and not upon the information in the data. 

To provide an idea of where the dividing line between determinacy 

and indeterminacy lies it is necessary to assess the 'intrinsic data 

content' of a time series. This is defined as the number of 

completely independent random data points that contribute the same 

amount of information as the time series. 	A simple example will 

serve to illustrate the meaning of intrinsic data content. For 

equation 3.1a two sets of independent values of the p's, e's and q's 

are needed to find x1  and x2. 	If the serial correlation between 

successive values of p, e and q is 100% the parameter values can 

never be determined no matter how long a record is used. The 
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intrinsic data content for this problem is unity which indicates that 

x
2 

can only be found if x1 
is known. The concept of intrinsic data 

content seeks to extract the new information in a series from the 

errors and information that is effectively repeated. If a model has n 

equally strong parameters then the intrinsic data content must be at 

least n if parameter values are to be found that do not depend upon the 

errors. The problem is complicated by strong parameters using more of 

the intrinsic data content of a series than the weak parameters. This 

can lead to strong parameters being determinate even when the intrinsic 

data content is less than the number of parameters, as well as to weak 

parameters being indeterminate when the intrinsic data content exceeds 

the number of parameters in the model, 

It is hypothesised that model parameter values are no longer 

dominated by errors when the'amount of intrinsic data is such that all 

parameters use at least one unit of it. A method for determining 

the relative strengths of various parameters has been outlined in 

Section 5.3.4. 

3.6.2 Assessment of data requirements  

To obtain a measure of the intrinsic data content of a time 

series two different lOgics have been pursued and have given what can 

be considered to be upper and lower bounds on the intrinsic data 

content. 

The upper bound can be found as follows. If m pieces of data 

have a lag one serial correlation coefficient of unity it implies 

that the n+1
th value is entirely dependent upon the n

th value. In 

this case the true amount of information amounts to only one unit. 

On the other hand if there is zero serial correlation between each 

value, each point contributes one unit of information and the true 

amount of information is m units. On the assumption that the 

contentofthek+1th valuecontainsaproportionr.of the information 

fromthektil value,wherer.is the lag i serial correlation coefficient, 

the expression for the trueamount of data in a time series is given 

by T where 

77  V 1 1 + (m-1) (1 - ) 0  rk 	"43.3) dim 
m 
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As infinities are not of practical use the expression was reduced to 

T = 1 + (m-1) 

n 

where n is the lag of the serial correlation coefficient whose value 

for practical purposes is zero. If n is too big compared with m, 

spurious results may arise because of the neative r1  values arising 

from oscillations about the rk 
0 line. To avoid this effect which 

is primarily one caused by the truncation of the infinite time series 

n was generally selected to be about a fifth of m. 

Equation 3.3 was applied to three records of different lengths. 
The correllelograms for two of these records are shown in Fig. 3.13. 

For the 984 values of the summer record for the River Brenig the 

intrinsic data content was 815 for n = 193. For the 73 values of 
the major storm event of the Grendon Underwood record used for 

comparing the Stanford and O'Donnell models the intrinsic data content 

was 65 with n = 73. The serial correlation coefficients for this 

test were those calculated for the three month piece of record also 

used in the comparative tests. For these three months of values the 

intrinsic data content of the 736 values was 674 with n = 105. 

The values for the intrinsic data contents obtained using 

equation 3.4 seemed rather high for time series with lag one serial 

correlation coefficients in excess of 0.85 and do not seem comparable 

with the type of estimate Ezkiel and Fox (1959) got using Wold's 

formula. 

The flaw in equation 3.3 seemed to lie in the averaging effect 
of the summation term. Rather than experiment with different types 

of average, n was set equal to one to produce the formula 

T = 1 + (m-1)(1-r1) 
	....(3.5) 

The conceptual picture for this formula is that each value depends 

upon a proportion of r1  of the information in the previous value and 

that this information includes all that derived from earlier values. 

Applying equation 3.5 to the same data as equation 3.4 the following 
figures resulted. 	(The equation 3.4 estimates are in brackets): 

128 from 984 (815) 

5.1 from 73 (65) 
51.6 from 736 (674) 

k=1

n  

k  r 
7'1 
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3.6.3 Computation time 

The unit "cost" of optimising a conceptual model is given by the 

amount of computer time needed to calculate the objective function 

value once. Naturally this time reflects the complexity of the model 

as well as the length of the data record used. By using the coarse 

approximations given in Section 3.6.2 it is possible to estimate the 

minimum length of data record for a given number of model parameters 

such that the requirements for consistent parameter values are 

satisfied. 

Once the model structure and minimum length of record have been fix- 

ed, making th.:modells computer program more efficient is the only way 

to reduce the unit cost of optimisation. 0110 obvious way to do this 

is to write the model's computer program in computer assembly 

language although this is not very useful if a given model is to be 

used on different computers. 

However, without having to resort to assembIylanguage, time 

savings can still be effected by tidy programming so that such things 

as fixed functions of the model parameters are notre-calculated for 

every data point: such parameter combinations should only need to be 

calculated once per function evaluation. The only criterion for this 

type of arrangement is that the function should be independent of the 

data. If the data values are evenly spaced, functions dependent upon 

the parameter values and the length of the data interval should also be 

calculated only once for each function evaluation. 

The topic of the length of the interval between successive data , 

points raises the problem of using intervals of variable length. The 

economic argument for variable interval lengths is that there is little 

reason to use data values not immediately pertinent to the final 

requirements of the model, e.g. if the model is for flood prediction 

why use the many low flow values between successive storms? This 

argument is false logic for if a conceptual model is supposed to 

represent all the behaviour in the land phase of the hydrological cycle 

it must be able to simulate the drying phase as well as the wetting 

phase. If the drying phase is neglected the initial ground conditions 

prior to a storm may be seriously in error. Poor flood predictions 

will result. In addition to this physical argument is the economic 

one that a constant interval lengthincreasesthe number of fixed functions 
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of the parameters that need he calculated only once per function 

evaluation. 

For large models some additional saving on the average time for 

a function evaluation can be effected by comparing the size of the 

new objective function value after processing each data point with the 

best value previously obtained using all the data values. If before 

all the data points have been processed the new objective function 

value is already worse than the best previously found there is little 

reason to process the remaining data points. Obviously this 

technique can only be employed where the optimising routine does not 

rely upon the difference between objective function values to control 

the step sizes i.e. the direct search methods. 

3.6.4 Storage requirements  

The storage requirements for the actual computer program 

instructions will not be discussed as this varies with the type of 

computer used. 

What is of concern are the data storage requirements. Normally a 

hydrological model uses records of precipitation, potential 

evaporation and runoff. Since these records are constantly being 

used to calculate the objective function value, F, it is essential 

that they should be stored in the quick response memory of the 

computer i.e. in core storage, rather than in a slow response backing 

store e.g. magnetic tape. To minimise the amount of storage needed 

for the data a constant length of time interval should be used. 	If 

this is not done considerable► extra storage will be needed for all the 

time intervals. 

If there are problems obtaining the necessary core storage, 

special computer techniques such as overlay may have to be used. 

Another possibility that exists is that of storing more than one value 

in one computer word. Hydrological data seldom justifies more than 

three significant figures whereas most computer words are capable of 

storing at least eight. The techniques of overlay and of special 

data handling were not developed for the present study since sufficient 

core storage was always available. Also if developed such devices 

would have been computer dependent. 

If after all else fails backing stores must be used to hold the 
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hydrological data, the increase in the cost per function evaluation 

will rise considerably. In such cases it would be well worthwhile to 

consider the economics of using a largercomputer with the required 

core storage capacity. 

Computer listings of the models used in the present studies 

appear at the end of the thesis. 	Where possible the principles laid 

down in Section 3.6.3 and in this section have been incorporated into 

the computer programs. 

' 3.7 Model constraints  

As far as the model is concerned three types of constraint exist. 

They apply to: 

1) the parameter data i.e. parameters must lie within within ranges; 

2) internal quantities such as reservoir levels must remain positive; 

and 

3) computational limits imposed by the finite size of number than can 

be stored by a computer. 

(1) and (2) arise from physical considerations whilst (3) is mainly 

numerical. 

The first of these three conditions will be fully dealt with in the 

next chapter since it is the only type of constraint that the optimising 

routine has access to. For hydrological models parameter constraints 

are relatively simple. Initial reservoir levels must be zero or 

positive. Parameters dividing quantities into two parts must lie 

between zero and one e.g. fraction of the catchment that is impervious. 

The characteristic of these constraints is that they have fixed values 

that are independent of other parameters. 	There may also be a small 

number of more complex constraints where an algebraic function of three 

or four parameters must lie between fixed values or where a parameter must 

lie between variable constraints. Such parameters and constraints add 

to the computation time by increasing the complexity of calculations. 

Instances of these more complex constraints occur when interaction 

between parameters is being removed. 

Consider the following two examples where p, q and r are 

quantities in the model and x1 and x2 
are parameters. 
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1) 	Suppose 	
P  = x1 x2 r 
	O 	x1  < I 

	

and 
	

q = x1  r 
	O 	x2  < I 

Then a change in x1  would affect both p and q and this implies 

correlation between p and q 

However if, 

and 

p = x r 
2 

q=x1  r 

O C x2  

O z x1 	1 

p and q become independent except when xi  = x2 

2) 	Suppose p = x1  (1 + x2)r 	0 ‹: x1 	0 4 x
2 	

1 
—  

Then 	X1  = 
r 2 

i.e. for a fixed value of p and r the functional relationship 

between x
1 
and x

2 is hyperbolic which means that the correlation 

ridge of the response surface for x1  and x2  is curved. But suppose: 

p = (x1  + x2)r 	0 	x1  4: I 	0 ts.; x2 	x1  

Then 	x1 = (p/r) - x2 

which would yield a straight correlati_n ridge. In both the above 

examples the conditioning of the mathematical problem has been 

improved by the introduction of more complicated constraints. 

Constraints of the second type can usually be applied by constraining 

the parameters. In the example of the infiltration component in the 

Stanford Watershed Model it was shown that 

c >I 

could be imposed by constraining the parameter CC to be greater than 

unity. 	Cf. Section 3.4, equation 3.2. 

However, because the valid range of CC is 0.5 to 3.0 the condition 

c ;>1 cannot be applied by constraining the parameter. CC since the 

least value of c' is unknown to the optimising procedure. Two 

possible methods for dealing with this situation exist. 

If after examining the model no alternative procedure is 

available, the offending quantity can be given a nominal value. The 

disadvantagescf this course of action are given in Section 3.6, i.e. 

discontinuous derivatives. 
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Probably the better solution is to switch on an'indicator in the 

model and to return to the optimising program where an 'or.' value 

for the switch can enable the parameter step to be retracted. 

However, even this solution is not perfect since stagnation at a 

constraint value might occur. 

The third class of constraints occur when very small numbers 

or very large numbers occur. An example of this is exponentiation. 

The IBM 7094 computer cannot evaluate exp (x) for x i 88,028 and 

all computers have similar limits. If such a calculation is attempted 

a system stop usually occurs. 	Constraints of this sort can best be 

applied by constraining the parameter values. 	Where this is 

inapplicable a physical alternative or an indicator to permit the 

optimising technique to retract the step can be used. It should be 

pointed out that the greater the number of such constraints the poorer 

is the reflection upon the programming technique. 

3.8 	Summary 

From the discussion of the actions that can take place in the 

O'Donnell model it appears that this model provides a severe test of 

optimising routines. Most of the features known to confound 

optimising techniques are present viz. correlated parameters, inactive 

parameters, local optima and constraints. These conclusions are 

supported by the cross-sections of the response surface. One of the 

figures, Fig. 3.7, shows that scaling the parameters could be an 
advantage and three causes of long ridges are considered. 

The nature of the data upon which the model is optimised is 

considered and the conclusion is drawn that serially correlated data 

whilst essential for determining seme parameters reduces the 

effective information content of the record. 	In the absence of a 

reliable method of estimating the true data content of a serially 

correlated record it is necessary that as long a record as possible 

be used to avoid underdetermination in the optimisation problem. 

This increases computation time. Arguments for reducing the time 

of computation by using variable time intervals are considered but 

rejected. 

Finally the problem of maintaining reality within the model is 

treated. This revolves around limiting parameter ranges so that 
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physically meaningful resultL3 ore produced. It is noted thr,.t by 

making the constraints more complex the degree of ill conditioning 

present in a model's response surface can be reduced. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPARATIVE TESTING OF OPTIMISATION METHODS 

The chapter opens with an outline, Section 4.1, of what topics 

needed investigation by means of practical testing of the optimisation 

methods. Section 4.2 eets out how the test problems were constructed 

while Section 4.3 examines the problem of constraining the parameter 

values. Section 4.4 presents a list of the methods that were 
compared and a note about rounding errors. In Section 4.5 the 

problem of finding suitable control parameters for each optimisation 

method is examined while Section 4.6 reviews the attempts to dampen 
the sensitivity of Powell's least squares method to its control 

parameters. The objective comparison of the tests on the different 

methods is dealt with in Section 4.7 and subjective comparisons are 

treated in Section 4.8. In Section 4.9 potential improvements to some 

of the basic methods are reviewed. Section 4.10 deals at length with 

the improvements made to Rosenbrock's method. 	In Section 4.11 

Rosenbrock's method is chosen as the best available for hydrological 

models, a major conclusion of this thesis. Attention is then turned 

in Section 4.12 to the problem of improving search effectiveness by 

techniques independent of the optimisation routine. The chapter 

closes with a summary of the findings, Section 4.13. 

4.1 Introduction 

When O'Donnell originated the use of optimising techniques on 

hydrological models part of his research was aimed at finding the 

most suitable technique from those available. The best method 

would have the following properties: 

1) it must converge on to true global optima; 

2) the rate of convergence must be high; 

3) the convergence rate should show only small variations between 

different problems. 

Whilst there are undoubtedly other desirable properties that 

optimisation techniques should possess the above cover the most 

important ones. The need for (1) is obvious if worthwhile results 

are to be obtained. A high convergence rate is necessary to obtain 

an answer quickly and cheaply whilst lack of variation between 

convergence rates for difference problems permits reliable forecasts 
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of computer time requirements so that jobs can be accurately costed. 

Many of the methods available can be proved to have known 

properties for (1), (2) and (3) for certain types of problem. 

Realistic hydrological models allow no such proofs to be made so 

that all methods can be tested only on practical examples. 

Further complications arise since each method has a set of 

program control parameters that govern such properties as rates of 

convergence. Consequently tests to find the best control parameters 

are also necessary. 

4.2 The standard of comparison for the optimising routines  

To be able to compare the different optimising methods a set of 

problems with known solutions is needed against which each method can 

be tested. The optimisation of a hydrological model is a problem of 

finding a set of model parameters that permit a model of fixed 

structure to best fit some given data. A set of test problems could 

be constructed using different permutations of the three basic 

elements i.e. the model, the data and the starting parameter values. 

In this research the permutation most frequently used for the 

testing was that of the O'Donnell model with one set of test data but 

using different sets of parameter starting values. In some of the later 

tests where length of data and/or complexity of the model were 

important considerations, longer data sequences and/or the Stanford 

Watershed Model Mk. IV were used. 

Where possible the structure of the O'Donnell model was not 

altered but it was inevitable that, under severe testing with many 

different combinations of starting parameter values, points would be 

found that would cause the computer to try to evaluate quantities 

outside its capabilities. Where tests are not strictly comparable 

because of structural model changes a note to this effect is 

incorporated in the -table of results. 

4.2.1 Synthetic data 

To establish a standard for comparing results obtained with 

different optimising routines it is necessary to have a standard 

problem whose solution is known. Since hydrological models can only 

approximate reality and in any case field data is full of 'errors' the 

true solution for a real catchment can never be known. O'Donnell 
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circumvented this problem by making use of error-free synthetic data. 

This was obtained by feeding the model with a set of input data and 

letting it generate an output record when conditioned with arbitrary 

parameter values. In the case of a hydrological model the input data 

consists of a precipitation record and a potential evaporation record. 

The generated runoff record forms the output data. Thus the situation 

resulting is that there are known parameter values that are compatible 

with a set of error-free output and input records. Further, since 

there are no errors in the runoff data a perfect fit is possible 

i.e. the optimising criterion, F, has the value of zero at the optimum. 

To test the optimising routines is now straightforward. The 

model is given the precipitation, potential evaporation and 'true' 

synthetic runoff records. The optimising routine is given an initial 

incorrect set of parameter values. Using the incorrect parameter 

values and the precipitation and potential evaporation records, a runoff 

record is generated. This is compared with the true synthetic runoff 

record. The two runoff records will not be the same. By summing all 

the squares of the differences between corresponding elements of each 

runoff record the optimising criterion, F, can be found. 

Optimising routines seek to minimise the F value by manipulating 

the incorrect parameter values. As the true data is error free it is 

possible for F to become zero. 

4.2.2 Parameter starting values  

The early tests carried out by O'Donnell used initial parameter 

values that were perturbed from the correct values by fixed percentages, 

some being larger and others smaller than the correct value. This was 

felt to be somewhat artificial in the sense that if field data were 

being used the initial estimates of the parameter values would be 

randomly scattered about the best values. Six sets of random starting 

parameter values were therefore generated for the tests described in 

this thesis. To have a graduation in the difficulty of the problems 

set by the starting values they were generated to lie in positions 

between zero and twice the correct values as shown in the sketch below 

where each point represents a set of parameter values. 
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The easiest starting point was a set of parameter values that came 

from within the two bands marked A. The next set of starting 

values of increasing difficulty came from bands B, and so on. Within 

the two bands associated with each starting set, values were randomly 

generated from a rectangular distribution. Thus six starting points 

in the search space were found and stored for selection in the subsequent 

tests. 

Where necessary to maintain continuity with O'Donnell's work 

testing included at least one of the fixed percentage points used by 

O'Donnell. 

One other starting point was occasionally used. This point was 

noticed to be the outcome of several of the optimisation runs and was 

concluded to be a local optimum. It was included in some of the tests 

to see how the programs would react when given non-global optimum 

starting values. 

4.3 Constraint application  

One of the practical requirements of the final parameter values 

found by an optimising method is that they should lie within physically 

meaningful limits. This i-plies that the search for the best parameter 

values should be conducted in a bounded vector space to avoid the 

possibility of getting spurious values e.g. Table 4.1. 

Optimising methods are, however, of two basic types: those that 

work in a bounded search space and those that do not. The former 

methods are basically extensions of the latter methods since they can 

be split into a search component that controls the search as if there 

were no constraints and a monitoring component that modifies the 

strategy of the search component whenever constraint violations are 

likely to occur. 
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General monitoring systems exist that can be applied to any 

sort of search component. These general techniques are usually less 

efficient than those specifically built around one particular type of 

search component for they cannot take into account the type of search 

strategy to which they are being applied. 

The prime concern of the comparative tests presented later in 

this chapter was to discover whether or not there were significant 

differences in the performances of the search components of the 

various methods. To do this it was desirable to eliminate possible 

bias introduced by using different constraint monitoring components. 

Since the specially built monitoring components were seldom 

applicable to methods other than those for which they were designed, 

the same general monitoring system was applied to all the search 

component strategies, tailor-made monitoring being temporarily 

discarded. Thus all the optimisation methods used, whether con-

strained or unconstrained methods, were brought to a common form for 

examination. 

The simple nature of the constraints on the parameter values of 

the O'Donnell model allows general constraint monitoring to be done by 

using a parameter transformation technique (Box 1966). This technique 

takes a bounded vector space and maps it into an unbounded space to which 

the various search components can then be applied. 

Of the transformation3suggested by Box the following two 

satisfied the conditions that.had to be imposed upon the parameters: 

(1) x = g + (h - g) sing  y 	 .....i4.1) 
(2) x = g + (h 	g)/(1 + exp(-2y)) 	...(4.2) 

where g is the lower constraint and h is the upper constraint on the 

parameter value x, and y is the unconstrained transformed parameter 

value. 

To these two transformations a third, 

x = g + 0.5 (h-g) (1 + sin y) 	.....(4.5) 

was added but only given brief consideration owing to its similarity 

to the exponential transformation, equation 4.2, over the range 

- IT/2 to 	11/2 cf. Fig. 4.1. 

Initially the computer programs read in a set of x values that 
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lay between their upper and lower constraints h and g respectively. 

By inverting equations 4.1 to 4.3 the initial values of y could be 

found and ,the search was started in the transformed space. Thereafter 

every time the model was called in order to calculate objective 

functions the bounded parameter values, x, were calculated from the 

current unconstrained values, y, while the search itself was 

continued in the y-space. 

It soon became apparent that to test each of the three trans-

formations on each method was not feasible so a limited study was 

carried out. 

The hypothesis that had to be tested was that the use of a 

transformation did not significantly affect the performance of the 

search component of any optimising routines. Under this hypothesis 

the particular search component used to test the different transforms 

should not matter. Rosenbrock's search component was used but of 

course without the monitoring component of that method. 

The results are given in Table 4.2 from which it was concluded 

that the type of transformation was unimportant. The sin` transform 

was selected finally since from the programming point of view it was 

the most convenient. 

4.4 	The methods tested and preliminary considerations  

Nine methods were available for testing, eight deterministic 

and one stochastic. 	The deterministic methods were: 

1) a univariate search technique developed by Beard (Beard, 1967); 

2) the rotating coordinate method of Rosenbrock (Rosenbrock, 1960); 

3) a modification of Rosenbrock's method developed by McConalogue 

(McConalogue, 1966); 

4) Powell's direct search method using conjugate directions 

(Powell, 1964); 

5) Fletcher's and Powell's deflected gradient method (Fletcher and 

PowelL, 1963); 

6) an Imperial Chemical Industries least squares method (Barnes, 1965); 

7) Marquardt's version of Levenberg's least squaresmethod (Marquardt,. 

1965 and Levenberg, 1944); 

8) Powell's least squares method (Powell, 1965); 

and the stochastic method was 

9) Karnopp's random search method (Karnopp, 1963). 
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Prior to the main testing of these methods a brief consideration 

was given to the effects of rounding errors. 

Optimisation techniques are iterative and therefore subject to 

the build up of rounding errors in the calculations. Accumulation 

of round-off errors depends upon the precision of the arithmetic used 

in the calculations and upon the round-off mechanism of the computer 

used. These two considerations can cause the same program to produce 

different results on different computers e.g. 

COMPUTER 	PRECISION OF 	FINAL VALUE OF 
ARITHMETIC 	THE OBJECTIVE 
USED IN THE 	FUNCTION AFTER 
CALCULATIONS 	250 EVALUATIONS 

IBM 7094 	7-8 sig. figs. 	23.590131 

CDC 6600 	13-14 sig. figs. 	22.227244  

VALUE OF THE FIRST 
PARAMETER AFTER 
250 EVALUATIONS 

2.62855 

2.62500 

The cumulative effects of rounding errors over several thousand 

function evaluations could well mask the identification of improvements 

sought by minor modifications to any one basic method. In view, however, 

of the large differences between the strategies of the various 

optimisation methods used, the effects of rounding errors, although 

present, are not thought to be sufficiently large to hide the main 

differences between the techniques used. 

To avoid misleading comparisons, information in any one table was 

produced by only one computer. The only exception to this is Table 

4.15 the results for which were gained over a considerable period of 

time during which it was necessary to change computers. Any cross 

referencing between tables in this chapter should be made with this 

point in mind. 

4.5 Program control parameters  

Before comparative testing of the various methods could be 

conducted the program control parameters for each method had to be 

chosen. These parameters materially affect rates of convergence and 

the effectiveness of the search by controlling such quantities as: 

a) 	The size of perturbations that are to be made if partial 
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derivatives are to be estimated numerically; 

b) the rate of increase of step size along each search direction; 

c) the values of the criteria used for testing and declaring 

convergence. 

Since the control parameters for the various methods showed few 

similarities, it was impossible to test all techniques under a fixed set 

on control parameters. 

The policy adopted was to run a series of tests in which everything 

but the control parameters was held constant. From the results the 

best combination of control parameter values was selected on the grounds 

of: 

a) speed of convergence 

and b) power to converge to the global optimum. 

The optimising routines were then tested using one set of starting 

values from each of the six groups of random values described in 

Section 4.2.2. 

Owing to the large amount of computer time needed to conduct an 

optimisation run on any one set of control parameters only a sketchy 

series of tests was possible. 	Consequently the values found by the 

time convergence was declared and given in Tables 4.3-4.8 cannot claim 
to have checked exhaustively all combinations of the control parameters. 

Indeed where the number of control parameters exceeded three in number 

only those which appeared to be most significant were tested. 

This process depended largely upon subjective decisions which tried 

to reflect the conditions laid down in the analytical background for any 

method. This was the only approach available and the results had to be 

accepted as satisfactory. 

4.5.1 	The results of testing the control parameters for Rosenbrock's 
method  

Table 4.3 summarised the work done by O'Donnell with the original 

version of Rosenbrock's constrained optimisation method. 

The design of the Rosenbrock procedure is such that successive 

trial steps are taken along successive directions i.e. before a second 

step can be taken along the first search direction one step along each 

of the other search directions is tried rather than searching each 

direction exhaustively and one at a time. 	Rosenbrock's procedure thus 
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results in a series of parallel rather than colinear steps in each 

direction. The following is a possible philosophy for this type of 

search technique. A search direction is unprofitable because either 

it points in the wrong direction and/or it passes through the wrong 

point. By creating the opportunity for searching directions parallel 

to the unprofitable direction, one step at a time, an increase in both 

search economy and effectiveness should result. This is illustrated 

in Fig. 4.2. 

This technique is also fairer on the higher numbered parameters for 

in the presence of correlation between x1 and xn the exhaustive search of 

the coordinate direction of x1 would allow the value of x1 
that is found 

to dominate xn cf. Fig. 4.3. 

From a description of the search technique it will be realised 

that interpolation or extrapolation along a direction for a line optimum 

is not compatible with the search strategy. The rate of progress of 

the procedure is controlled by two main factors. The first of these, 

0(1  allows the step size to increase. If the last step along a 

direction 2 was a length d and was a sunaess that step is accepted and 
the next step along either 2 or a direction parallel to 2 will be of 
length cl(d where Gi,>1. If the last step was a failure then it is 

retracted and the next step is taken along a direction parallel to 

-2 and is of length ft d where 094.1. 
th If a successful step in the . direction is of length d then the 

next trial step will be c4 d. If the trial step 444 is a failure the 
th next step in the . direction will be 1(I4). If there have been no 

successful steps along any of the other directions it is possible if the 

product ay is unity to sample the same point twice. 

The final quantity which might affect only the efficiency of the 

method is the size of the initial steps along the coordinate directions. 

If these are too small, function evaluations will be wasted increasing 

them, whilst if they are too large wastage will occur decreasing them. 

In the tests leading to Table 4.3 the initial step size for each 

parameter was a fraction, 2f , of the known correct parameter value. 
It would be expected that the effects of the initial step size would 

soon die away. The results support the conclusion that the initial 

step size is not an important control parameter. 

The results. concerning the step factors 01- and /3 are more 
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difficult to interpret. Rosenbrock indicated in his paper that 

step factors of :-)4. = 3 and p =i were most satisfactory for the problems 
he used as tests. Two lines of argument are possible for the results 

shown in Table 4.3 but both lead to the same conclusion. 

The first approach is to examine only those tests what appear 

to have defined the global optimum i.e. points with a final value of 

the objective criterion of less than 1 x 105. Table 4.3 shows five 

such points. 	That these points appear to be randomly scattered over 

the table indicates that the choice of of and p is not important. 
On the other hand if the assumption is made that the response 

surface is unimodal so that all results are considered, the lack of 

trend in the results again Laplies that the values of o( and /3 are 

not important. 

The overall conclusion is that Rosenbrock's method is rather 

insensitive to its control parameters for the optimisation of the 

hydrological models used in this work. Values of ot= 3, 

and ?..r = 0.1 were used for all succeeding tests. 

4.5.2 The results of testing the control parameters for Powell's 1964 
method  

Table 4.4 shows the results of testing Powell's 1964 method for 
its two control parameters cr and --td  . 

The first tests conducted by O'Donnell used this method in an 

unconstrained form and sought the best value of the search direction 

step size factor r for a constant value of the initial step size or . 

It was suggested and was evident from the computer programme supplied by 

Powell that a desirable property for /7' and cs was that their product 

should be approximately equal to the expected changes in the parameters. 

The second set of tests used the rule 

Cr! = 3.0 

The results shod much the same lack of pattern as do the Rosenbrock 

results. 	It must be noted that the starting point for the tests of 

Table 4.4 were very much closer to the global values than those used 
for Table 4.3. This is reflected by the smaller number of function 

evaluations needed to find an optimum and the greater consistency with 

which the global optimum was found. 

P 
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4.5.3 The results of testing the control parameters for least  
squares methods  

Table 4.5 shows the results of testing Powell's 1965 method 

whilst Table 4.6 shows the results of testing Marquardt's method. 

In theory and in practice these methods are the most powerful 

available on problems that fulfil the implied theoretical assumptions. 

The results for Powell's 1965 method are split into two: those 

carried out by O'Donnell using unconstrained parameter values and 

subsequent tests carried out using constrained values. Since the 

control parameters 0 and y) have something in common with the 

parameters 'r and Cr of Powell's 1964 method the tests using 

constrained parameter values made use of the rule 

The unconstrained tests carried out by O'Donnell show that provided 

the method is presented with a good approximation to the global 

optimum (the first set of results in Table 4.5) very rapid progress 

is possible. On a bad starting approximation very little progress 

was made. 

The constrained tests show that the behaviour of the method is 

somewhat erratic, taking as few as 253 function evaluations to find the 

global optimum but on occasions as many as 5033 to find a worse 

estimate of the global optimum. Another disquieting feature of the 

constrained tests besides the erratic behaviour is that the method 

does not appear to cope well with the known correlation between 

x1  and x3. 

From a comparison with the types of behaviour exhibited by 

Rosenbrock's and Powell's 1964 method, Powell's 1965 method is 

considered sensitive to its control parameters. 

The results of the tests on Marquardt's program are shown in 

Table 4.6 and appear to indicate that the method is less sensitive to 

its control parameters than Powell's 1965 method. This may be an 

illusion since the reasons for Marquardt's method terminating 

frequently involved conditions that the computer was unable to deal 

with. 

The peculiar behaviour of Marquardt's and Powell's 1965 methods 
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was attributed to vitiations of the assumptions inherent in the 

least squares theory, the main one being that the response surface 

should have continuous first and second derivatives. 

To demonstrate this conclusion the various search directions 

defined by the first 24 iterations of a run with Powell's 1965 method 

were comprehensively searched. 	The results are shown in Figs. 

4.4 - 4.101. 	The function profile for the first iteration is 

approximately parabolic. Subsequent profiles rapidly diverge from 

this ideal situation. One possible explanation for this rapid 

divergence may well be that the surface irregularities are masked by 

the size of the objective function value for the first iteration. 

The profiles clearly show that methods relying on the continuity 

of first and second partial derivatives are unlikely to be reliable in 

their performance. 	This conforms to the pattern of results from 

the tests on Powell's 1965 method. 

The effects of a non-quadratic surface would be felt in two 

ways. If a given direction was searched by a technique that used 

quadratic interpolation, generally speaking the nearest local optimum 

would be found. More difficulty lies in trying to explain the effect 

that would be produced upon the search direction definition. If 

numerically estimated partial derivatives weminaccurate the effect of 

assuming the second derivatives to be negligible could well cause 

directions to be defined that are virtually random. 

However, the similarity of many of the profiles shown in 

Figs. 4.4 - 4.10 suggests that successive iterations are defining 
directions that are not significantly different from one another. 

This effect may be caused by the search directions 'bouncing' across 

a valley rather than lining up along the valley, a concept which 

might well explain the long runs that occurred in Table 4.5. This 

is illustrated in Fig. 4.11 where the effect would cause an oscillatory 

1
Normalised parameter range: for any given direction an upper and 
lower limit exists beyond which invalid parameter values occur. For 
plotting purposes the distance between each pair of limits was defined 
as unity thus normalising all parameter values between 0 and 1.0. 
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FUNCTION PROFILES FOR THE O'DONNELL MODEL  

NOTE THE PROFILES HAVE BEEN TAKEN ALONG THE SEARCH 
DIRECTIONS DEFINED BY SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONS OF 
POWELL ' S 1965 METHOD . THE RINGED NUMBERS ARE 
THE ITERATION NUMBERS. 
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path along the curved valley. 

The results led to the conclusion that least squares methods 

applied to catchment models are sensitive to their control 

parameters but this is almost certainly due to serious violations 

of the response surface characteristics assumed in those methods. 

4.5.4 The results of testing the control parameters for a gradient  
method 

Considerations of the parts played by the control parameters 

in the gradient method developed by Fletcher and Powell (1963) led to 

the conclusion that by far the most important control parameter was 

the one that determined the size of perturbations to be used for 

estimating the partial derivatives. 	A series of tests in which two 

perturbation parameter values were tried for each of a series of six 

different starting points are shown in Table 4.7. 

Since Fletcher's and Powell's gradient method searches 

directions with an interpolative technique, a comparison of the 

results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 with Table 4.7 should give some 
indication of the effect of surface irregularities upon search 

direction definition. 	For gradient methods the effects of 

discontinuities in the slope of the response surface would not be 

expected to be as serious as for least squares methods since the 

search direction defined by the gradient method would still point in 

the right direction i.e. downhill. 	The effects of such 

discontinuities on least squares methods would be expected to be more 

drastic as they would be more likely to cause errors of sign rather 

than just errors of magnitude. 

The tests were stopped after 50 iterations unless convergence 

had already been declared. The results indicate far more consistent 

behaviour than was experienced with the least squares methods. One 

disquieting feature of the results was the different rates of 

convergence on to the global optimum from the first starting point. 

This may be due to the known capacity of gradient methods to perform 

indifferently on flat response surfaces i.e. near the optimum. 

The results of Table 4.7 lead to the conclusion that the 

gradient method is reasonably insensitive to its control parameters. 

This conclusion coupled with the preceding argument leads to the 

further conclusion that least squares methods owe much of their control 
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parameter sensitivity to effects upon the search direction definition 

brought about by violations of the assumption of continuity in the 

first and second partial derivatives. 

4.5.5 The results of testing convergence criteria for McConalogue's  
version of Rosenbrock's method (the McC-R method)  

The McC-R method is in many ways similar to the technique 

devised by Davies, Swann and Campey. Unlike Rosenbrock's original 

method, McConalogue's technique is an unconstrained procedure which 

instead of taking one step at a time in each direction, exhaustively 

searches each direction once. A stage or iteration is said to have 

been completed when all the search directions have been searched. 

The line search is conducted by stepping along each direction using 

steps that are increased by a factor 0( at each success. 	If failure 

occurs the position of the minimum is estimated by quadratic 

interpolation using the best three values of the objective function 

that have been found. The interpolated point is tested and the 

search starts along a new direction. A new search basis is 

constructed by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation as in Rosenbrock's 

original method. If no progress has been made in a given direction 

a nominal value is substituted. This is where the technique differs 

from that of Davies, Swann and Campey who rather than use a nominal 

amount of progress retain the directions in which no progress was 

made. 	It can be shown that such vectors are orthogonal to those 

defined using the directions in which progress was made. 

In view of the tests already carried out on the effect of step 

factors it was decided not to study them but to concentrate upon 

examining different convergence criteria. 	Although one criterion 

for ending a stage was obvious, i.e. end a stage after a failure in 

each search direction, there was no easy way to define how many 

stages were needed. 	The following technique was that usually 

adopted: stop when the progress as measured by changes in the 

objective function was less than some arbitrary amount. 	The first 

two tests shown in Table 4.8 show that this criterion seemed 

relatively insensitive to choice of the arbitrary factor. 

Since this result was somewhat surprising, the criterion for 

ending a stage was altered to one in which the change of objective 

function during a stage was tested and if sufficient progress had 
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been made the same directions were searched for a second time. The 

resultsfbr these tests form the bottom two lines of Table 4.8. 

It was again concluded, rather surprisingly, thet the McC-R 

method was insensitive to its convergence criterion, indicating 

that the line search procedure produced relatively consistent 

results. 

4.5.6 	Summary of the control parameter sensitivity testing  

From the tests presented in this section it appears that only 

the least squares methods are sensitive to changes in their control 

parameters. Function profiles through the response surface show 

that methods that rely upon the continuity of first and second 

partial derivatives are unlikely to perform reliably on hydrological 

models. 	The relative insensitivity of Fletcher's and Powell's 

gradient method when compared with least squares methods is 

attributed to the fact that errors in the first partial derivatives 

upon which gradient methods rely heavily, are mainly ones of 

magnitude and not ones of sign. 	In least squares methods the errors 

introduced by ignoring the second derivatives may well be ones of 

sign causing false decisions to be taken. 

4.6 	Attempts to dampen the sensitivity of Powell's 1965 method  

In view of some of the staggering successes that Powell's 

1965 method had had on the O'Donnell model it was decided to include 

this method in the comparative testing but only if some method of 

removing the sensitivity of the results to the control parameters 

could be found. 

At Powell's suggestion the maximum number of function 

evaluations for each line search was raised from 6 to 30. The 

results in Table 4.9 show that no improvement was obtained. 

McConalogue's version of Rosenbrock's method was now used to 

optimise the program control parameters of Powell's method i.e. the 

the least squares method was the 'model' for the direct search 

procedure. In the interests of economy Powell's method was limited 

to 5._ iterations in the search for optimal model parameters. Two 
tests ere carried out and the results, shown in Table 4.10, indicate 

that the technique was not a success, 

So far the program control parameters for any one optimisation 
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run had been held constant. 	Examination of the computer program 

and of the results showed th-t the size of increments in the 

parameter values varied inversely as the value of the control 

parameter 	A test was therefore run in which 	was 

set to 
1/F at the start of each iteration and /10 remained 

constant. 	No success was obtained with this modification. 

The surface profiles of Figs. 4.4 - 4.10 suggested that 
replacement of the quadratic line search procedure with one that 

sought the global optimum might be beneficial. Kushner's 

stochastic technique was used (cf. Section 2.5). 	The way the 

technique searches for the line optimum is shown in Fig. 4.12. 

A comparison between the quadratic and stochastic techniques is 

shown in Fig. 4.13 while Table 4.11 shows the results of using 

different numbers of function evaluations per line search for 

Kushner's method. The performance of the stochastic method was 

no better than the original quadratic procedure. 

The results had so far supported the hypothesis that the 

erratic behaviour of Powell's method was not caused by errors in 

the line searches but by definition of poor search directions. 

Since these could result from poor estimates of the partial 

derivatives caused by the shortness of theincord being usee, the 

length of the record was extended from 60 values to 971 values. 

Table 4.12 shows that nothing had been gained. It was therefore 

concluded that the sensitivity of the model was largely caused by 

the non-quadratic form of the model response surface rather than by 

small irregularities within the surface. 

To complete the study, the assumption of the condition F = 0 

at the optimum was violated by using synthetic data contaminated 

with either random errors and/or rounding errors. Tables 4.13 and 

4.14 indicate that violation of the F = 0 condition at the optimum 

aggravates the sensitivity problem. 

Since no satisfactory solution to the sensitivity of Powell's 

1965 method to its program control parameters was found, the tests 

for comparison of this method with the other optimisation methods 

were not continued. 
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4.7 Comparative testing of the optimisation methods 

Table 4.15 shows the best objective function value and the 

corresponding parameter values that each optimisation method had 

found by the time it had declared convergence. The results for 

each test are accompanied by the number of function evaluations, NF, 

used to obtain convergence on to the final values. Since most of the 

computer time is used in calculating the objective function values, 

the number of function evaluations, NF, is a measure of the -cost of 

each optimisation. 

Without introducing the wider hydrological consequences of poor 

parameter estimates e.g. a cost/benefit type of analysis, the methods 

tested could be compared on the grounds either of program efficiency 

(i.e. how many function evaluations are needed to obtain convergence) 

or of program effectiveness (i.e. how close does each method's declared 

solution come to the correct values) or of both efficiency and 

effectiveness. 

If 1) 	the '_iodel response surface is uni-modal, 

2) each optimisation method is insensitive to its control 

parameters, 

and 	3) each method has infinite power to converge on to an 

optimum, 

then program efficiency is a fair measure of comparison between the 

different methods since representative speeds with which each method 

solves the same problem are being compared. 	Since none of the three 

conditions can be met for tests on hydrological models, program 

efficiency was considered to be an unreliable method of comparison. 

For example, different methods may converge on to different optima 

so that a comparison of their program efficiencies would be in effect 

a comparison of different problems. It should be noted that most of 

the comparisons in the literature are based on program efficiency and 

while conditions (1) and (3) are generally satisfied in that 

literature, mention is rarely made of (2). 

in view of the above arguments, it was decided to use program 

effectiveness as the main measure of comparison. To quantify 

effectiveness only two points need consideration: how small is the 

best objective function value at convergence and how close are the best 

parameter values to the correct values? 



To assess the second point is difficult if not impossible 

since the true significance of an error between correct and final 

parameter v7aues ,.'epends heavily upon the shape of the response 

surface. 	Suppose, for example, that the correct value of a certain 

parameter makes that parameter a nuisance parameter. 	Further 

suppose that all overestimates of the correct value maintain the 

parameter as a nuisance parameter. Then, in a sense, all 

overestimates are correct values. However, if an underestimate 

causes the parameter to become active it will be difficult to formulate 

a precise comparison of different parameter values unless the shape 

of the response surface can also be taken into account. 	(Dawdy and 

Lichty, 1968). 

The quantitative assessment of both aspects of program 

effectiveness are discussed in the following sub-section. 

4.7.1 Objective comjarisons of the results  

The tests leading to Table 4.15 had been carried out to find 

which of the optimisation methods was most suitable for conceptual 

models of catchment hydrology. 	In order to be able to carry out 

an objective comparison of the different methods by using statistical 

tests it was necessary to quantify each method's 'suitability'. This 

can be done by equating suitability to program effectiveness as defined 

in the previous .ection, and for which numerical measurements are 

available in Table 4.15 in the form of the best objective function 

values found by each method by the time convergence was declared. 

The first operation performed on the values in Table 4.15 was 

to test if the final objective function values differed significantly 

between the methods. Since there was considerable doubt about the 

distribution of the F values they were compared using the non-

parametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks test 

(Siegel, 1956). Since a Kruskal-Wallis test ranks together in one 

sequence all the values in a table rather than separately ranking the 

values within each column, it was thought prudent to normalise the 

final F values by dividing each value by its corresponding initial 

value. The normalised F values are given in Table 4.16 while 

Table 4.17 gives their rank values and the calculation of the 

Kruskal-Wallis statistic, H. 

For the size of sample examined H approximates to the Chi-square 
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statistic with k-1 degrees of freedom where k is the number of 

samples, in this case 9. 	The value of H obtained, 15.6, is just 

significant at the 5% probability level (Chi-square for 8 degrees 
of freedom is 15.5) implying that the differences were not due to 

random chance. Unfortunately the test is not strong enough to pick 

out which are significant differences. Repetition of the test using 

only the methods with the four lowest rank totals, i.e. Fletcher's 

and Powell's gradient method, Rosenbrock's method, McConalogue's 

version of Rosenbrock's method and the Random method showed that 

either no significant differences existed between these methods or 

that there was insufficient data for any significant result to be 

found. 

Since non-parametric tests tend to be weaker than their 

parametric counterparts the F values were transformed into a 

statistic that was Normally distributed. The transformation used 

was 

	

Y = -log10 	( 	
F 

1 - F 

where y is the Normal variate and F is the corresponding normalised 

objective function vnaue. 	After removing two values for which there 

were good reasons to believe that they were not from the same 

statistical distribution as the other values, the transformed values were 

tested for Normality using the Chi-square test. 	Table 4.18 shows 

that the y values were Normally distributed and a standard analysis 

of variance test was applied to them. 	The results shown in Table 

4.19 are the same as those obtained using the Kruskal-Wallis test. 

Since the tests on the F values were not conclusive a coarse test 

on the parameter values was resorted to. For a given starting point 

each of the nine methods yielded a set of nine final parameter values. 

The final values for each parameter were then ranked within themselves. 

The ranking was done on the basis of absolute distance of the final 

point from the correct point. An example of the technique is shown 

in Table 4.20. The process was repeated for each of the six starting 

points. 	The ranks for each method were totalled and the results 

are given below: 
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METHOD BEARD RBK McC-R P64 FP ICI MQ RD 

SUM OF RANKS 260 219 238.5 225.5 194 324 246 236 

RANKS OF 
SUM CF RANKS 7 2 5 3 1 8 6 4 

RANKS OF F 
VALUE RESULTS 7 3 4 6 1 8 5 2 

BEARD - Beard's method, RBK = Rosenbrock's method, McC-R = McConalogue's 

version of Rosenbrock's method, P64 = Powell's 1964 method, FP = Fletcher's 

and Powell's 1963 method, ICI = Imperial Chemical Industries' least 

squares method, MQ = Marquardt's least squares method, and RD = the 

Random search method. 

Powell's 1965 method was not included in these results, the results 

being incomplete owing to the tests being abandoned because of control 

parameter sensitivity. 

The rank totals were re-ranked to see the order in which the 

methods lay. 	A comparison with the ranks obtained by using the 

objective function values shows Fletcher's and Powell's gradient method 

coming out best on both occasions with Rosenbrock's method and the 

Random method being second and third respectively on aggregate. 

4.8 Discussion of the results of the comparative tests  

The quantitative results of the last section are not strong 

enough to indicate conclusively which method is the most effective. 

Consequently consideration was given to the following topics before 

a decision on the best method was reached: 

a) computer storage requirements of the program; 

b) performance variation with increasing numbers of parameters; 

c) flexibility of the mAhod as regards applications of 

parameter constraints; 

d) flexibility of the method to different criteria of fit; 

e) whether or not the methods produce any peripheral benefits; 

f) number of function evaluations needed to define an optimum; and 

g) whether or not the performance of the method could be improved. 
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4.8.1 	Storage requirements (excluding those of the hydrological 
data and program instructions for the model) 

A deterministic optimising routine requires computer storage to 

hold: 

a) the program instructions, 

and b) the data needed and the quantities calculated by the 

optimising program, i.e. working space. 

The amount of storage needed for the instructions depends upon 

the computer being used and will not be considered further. 

A sophisticated optimising routine needs approximately n
2 

+ 5n 

units of working space to store an n x n matrix of independent search 

directions, n parameter values, n scale factors etc. 	The following 

table in which m is the length of the data record shows roughly the 

amount of working space needed by the different methods used in the 

comparative tests. 

TYPE OF 
METHOD METHODS TESTED STORAGE REQUIRED  	STORAGE IF n = 9 

m=3000 

LEAST SQUARES MARQUARDT, ICI, 
POWELL 1965 

n
2 

+ 5n + mn 27, 126 

GRADIENT FLETCHER POWELL 
1963 

2n2 + 5n 207 

DIRECT ROSENBROCK, BEARD, 
POWELL 1964 AND 
McCONALOGUE's 
VERSION OF 
ROSENBROCK 

n
2 

+ 5n 126 

& 

The least squares methods need large amounts of storage since they 

use the residuals between each calculated and measured runoff value for 

each of the n search directions. 	This could be reduced by grouping 

the residuals together into a small number of composite residuals. 

With the exception of the least squares methods the storage 

needed by the other methods varies roughly as the square of the number 

of parameters used in the model. 	It is considered unlikely that 

hydrological models will exceed 50 parameters within the foreseeable 

future so storage requirements are not likely to prove to be a limiting 
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factor upon the optimisation technique used. 

4.8.2 Performance variation with increasing numbers of parameters  

Any deterministic' optimisation method uses function evaluations 

for two distinct purposes: 	first for defining a search direction and 

then for searching the direction that has been defined. One of the 

main purposes of this thesis was basically to assess the optimum ratio 

of function evaluations for search definition to those used in the actual 

search. 

The more sophisticated optimisation methods expend large numbers 

of function evaluations upon defining the search directions but do not 

need many for searching along those directions. 	The philosophy here 

is that if the response surface justified the assumptions inherent 

the search direction definition then interpolation formulae can be 

effectively used to economise on the line search procedure. The 

direct search procedures reverse this philosophy. 

Of the methods tested only Beard's used no function evaluations 

for search direction definition. Whilst this strategy is satisfactory to 

start with it gradually becomes detrimental to the effectiveness of the 

search. 	This is shown in Table 4.15 where it is seen that Beard's 

method did not find optima but converged prematurely. The direct 

search techniques of Powell's 1964 method, Rosenbrock's method and 

McConalogue's version of Rosenbrock's method make use of information 

collected during the investigation of the search directions to define new 

directions. By being able to search a variety of directions these 

methods gain in effectiveness over univariate techniques. Least squares 

and gradient methods expend far more effort upon search direction 

definition than do the direct search techniques. 

Since the number of function evaluations required to search a 

given direction to some predetermined level of accuracy does not vary 

with the dimensionality of the response surface whilst the number of 

function evaluations needed for defining a new direction varies at least 

linearly with the dimensionality of the response surface, it would be 

expected that the direct search methods would become more efficient as 

the size of problem increases. 	It should be noted that Powell's 1965 

method attempts to overcome this effect by using approximations to the 

partial derivatives that depend upon material gained in the search of 

the directions. The similarity between some of the results for the 
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different classes of methods shown in Table 4.15 may indicate that the 

break-even point on size of model is one with about 10 parameters. 

4.8.3 Constraint flexibility  

Of the methods tested only Rosenbrock's methr'. was designed as a 

constrained optimisation method. Constrained methods for gradient pro= 

cedures are available (Rosen, 1960 and 1961, Goldfarb and Lapidus, 1967, 

Murtagh and Sargent, 1968) but these require that the partial derivatives 

of the constraints exist, a condition that cannot be guaranteed for con-

ceptual models. 

This summarises the information known to the writer for which a 

search component applicable to nonlinear problems has a specifically 

designed constraint monitoring component. A number of constraint 

monitoring components (of which transformations are one) exist that are 

inLependent of the 

search component. 

techniques seek to 

objective function 

straints or as the 

4.8.3.1 	External 

search component and can therefore be applied to any 

With the exception of the transformation type these 

deceive the optimising routine by penalising the 

values either as the parameters approach their con-

parameters exceed their constraints. 

penalty functions 

Transformation techniques, while satisfactory for simple 

constraints, are not general enough to be applied to complex constraints. 

Penalty function techniques can usually handle any degree of complexity 

in the constraints. 	They may be applied in one of two ways. The 

first of these, called the external method, does not penalise the objective 

function until a constraint is violated i.e. only that part of the 

response surface external to the feasible region is modified. 	When 

constraint violation occurs the objective function is not calculated by 

the model but a value is substituted that guarantees that the step is a 

failure e.g. for points outside the constraints the last best feasible 

objective function value may just be doubled. 	A more sophisticated 

approach would be to add a weight to the last best feasible objective 

function value, the size of the weight depending upon the distance 

beyond the constraints at which objective evaluation is being attempted. 

The application of the external penalty should only be used as a stopgap 

measure since it can allow a search to settle on a constraint from which the 

search is unable to return to the feasible region i.e.'stagnation' occurs 

because a discontinuity is created. 	This is illustrated in Fig. 4.14. 
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4.8.3.2 Internal penalty functions: Carroll's method 

A better type of penalty function and one that has received 

much attention is that of penalising values of the objective function 

within the feasible region (Carroll 1961, Fiacco and McCormick 1964A 

and 1964B), cf. Chapter 2, Section 2.6. 	Such techniques seek to 

limit the progress of the optimisation towards a constraint before it 

is reached rather than after it has been passed. 

The internal penalty methods have a major fringe 1-)enefit in that 

they create a response surface that cannot have nuisance parameters. 

This is because they superimpose on the model function a penalty function 

whose ordinates depend only upon the relative positions of the 

parameters between their constraints. 

Unfortunately Fiacco's and McCormick's revision of Carroll's 

method used a symmetrical penalty function that causes nuisance 

parameters and parameters of low sensitivity to be drawn into the centre 

of the feasible region. This may inhibit later non-nuisance 

movements. 

Carroll's method has the further disadvantage that if the penalty 

function is too heavily weighted against the model's response surface 

all parameter values are drawn to values that minimise the penalty 

function. This could seriously impair efficiency if the initial 

parameter values were reasonable estimates of the global values. 

Using the symmetrical penalty function Fiacco and McCormick have 

been able to derive expressions for the optimum value of the initial 

penalty weight, R. However, their work ideally applies only to model 

response surfaces that have continuous first and second partial 

derivatives. 	While this requirement does not exclude the use of 

Carroll's penalty function on hydrological models it does reduce the 

usefulness of Fiacco's and McCormick's work. 

To test the effects of a penalty function technique Carroll's 

method was applied to two optimisation methods: Rosenbrock's and 

Powell's 1965 method. 	One reason for applying it to the latter 

method was to see whether adding the effect of a well-conditioned 

function (the penalty function) to an ill-conditioned function (the 

model) would produce a smoother surface and reduce control parameter 

sensitivity. 	A way of applying penalty function techniques to least 
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squares methods is given in Appendix 4. 

The results of using Carroll's method were not as good as had 

been hoped for. Both optimisation methods were given a starting point 

that was furthest from the global value since this initial point has:  

parameter values that lie close to the constraints. This was a 

deliberate policy in order to gauge the effectiveness of the penalty 

function at smoothing out small irregularities near the constraints. 

The results shown in Table 4.21 indicate that the policy worked for 

Rosenbrock's technique but the way in which it worked was rather dis-

concerting. The value of R = 10 was completely arbitrary and appeared 

to be too large since at the end of the first cycle all but the most 

sensitive parameters had been drawn to a position mid-way between their 

constraints. Progress from this central position towards the final 

values occurred during subsequent cycles with smaller values of the 

penalty weight R. The overall technique had worked in effect as one 

that had been given an initial starting point equally positioned between 

the constraints, with subsequent movement effectively penalised only near 

the constraints. The test was then repeated using a smaller value for 

the penalty weight (line 3 of Table 4.21) to see if more direct progress 

could be made without having to go first to the centre of the feasible 

region. The results for the early cycles still showed the centering 

behaviour but to a lesser degree. 

The results of using Carroll's method on Powell's method can be 

interpreted in several ways but all lead to much the same conclusion; 

i.e. that the smoothing effect of the penalty function did not seem to 

have affected control parameter sensitivity. 	If it had, the number 

of function evaluations in the first cycle (the only one that was 

completed) would not have been as large as 7500. This lack of damping 

may have been due to aggravating the condition that the objective function 

should approach zero at the optimum. 	Further tests using Powell's 

method were not conducted. 

One problem that was causing concern was the choice of a suitable 

value for the initial penalty weight R. To see if this problem could be 

solved two approaches were tried. 	The first of these consisted of , 

starting the optimisation at the centre of the feasible region and with 

a very large value for the penalty weight, line 5 of Table 4.21. 	The 

reasoning for this was that if the constraint function was too severe 
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the cycle would soon end. The process would then be repeated until 

a value of R was reached at which the parameters would start to move, 

The anticipated behaviour did not occur owing to the wide range of 

sensitivities for the various parameters i,e. it appeared that for 

almost any value of R some progress was possible, precluding the 

finding of a unique starting value of R. 

The second approach used finite difference estimates of the partial 

derivatives to calculate the initial value of the penalty weight using 

Fiacco's and McCormick's second criterion. The results in line 4 of 
Table 4.21 show an increase in efficiency at little expense to the 

effectivensss. The fact that the initial value for the penalty weight 

depends upon the size of perturbation used in the finite difference 

calculations was thought to be a possible weakness of this technique, 

The tests using Carroll's method had served to indicate the 

advantages to be gained from penalty function techniques but had also 

shown up weaknesses in: the method if it was to be applied to hydrological 

models. 

4.8.3.3 Penalty functions: 	a new method  

The new method creates a penalty function whose optimum lies at 

the starting point of each cycle. This inhibits the 'wandering' of 

nuisance parameters towards the centre of the feasible region. 

The way in which the penalty weight is calculated guarantees that 

if the starting point is non-optimal the cycle will find a better point 

not only on the total created response surface for which it will be 

optimum but also on the model response surface. 	At the end of a cycle 

the penalty weight is redefined by the state of the model's response 

surface. 	The process by which the penalty weight isdofined can be 

applied before the first cycle to remove the necessity of having to 

estimate a starting value. 

During the calculation of the penalty function value a condition 

arises that checks whether or not a constraint has been violated. If 

violation has occurred a dummy value for the objective function is 

calculated that reflects the severity of the violation. 	Stagnation.  

on the constraint value is avoided because of the internal part of the 

penalty function. For details see Appendix 5. 

The results of Table 4.2,7show that there is not a great deal to 
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choose between the new method and the standard Rosenbrock method. 

Comparison of the last result for the new method in Table 4.22 with line 

4 of Table 4.21 (which is the only strict comparison between the methods) 
shows that they are of roughly equal effectivenes_. 

4.8.4 Flexibility of the basic methods to different objective criteria  

With the exception of the least squares methods the techniques 

tested in this thesis can be used to maximise or minimise a function. 

Inherent in the least squares method is the assumption that an optimum 

of zero is being sought. Tests in which this assumption is seriously 

violated are given in Table 4.14 the bottom line of which includes a 

typical result obtained using Rosenbrock's method on the same problem. 

The comparison shows that the violation has seriously affected the 

effectiveness of Powell's 1965 method. 

For least squares methods the objective function must be made up 

Irom individual error terms. 	If the number of these error terms (or 

components) is less than the number of parameters the problem becomes 

indeterminate. Indeed if serial correlation is present between 

successive error terms (as it is, in hydrological records cf. Chapter 3) 

far more components than parameters will be necessary to make the 

problem determinate. 

Models that produce only 'lumped' objective functions that cannot 

be readily split into representative components by techniques such as 

that given in Appendix 4 cannot be optimised by least squares methods.  

Gradient and direct search methods, need only slumped' objective functions. 

4.8.5 	Peripheral benefits  

It can be shown (Scheffe, 1959) that least squares methods when 

applied to problems that satisfactorily fulfil the theoretical assump-

tions i.e. linear models, yield valid and meaningful statistics that can 

be used to place confidence limits on both the parameter values and the 

final value of the objective function. 

Such statistics would be very useful for assessing the confidence 

that could be placed in an optimised model. Unfortunately the 

nonlinearities of hydrological models render linear statistics meaning-

less. Beale (1960) describes a method of assessing nonlinear confidence 

intervals where the nonlinearity is not serious. Beale's technique is 

written into Marquardt's Share Library program. However, when the non-

linear confidence interval optio..4 of Marquardt's program was applied to the 
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O'Donnell model the most frequent result was a message indicating 

that the nonlinearities were in excess of those that could be tolerated 

by Beale's technique. 

Those optimisation methods that use more tilan one set of search 

directions generally have a leading direction that approximates to the 

axis of a ridge in the model's response surface. For straight ridges 

such directions give meaningful information about parameter 

correlations but the information cannot be extended to producing 

confidence limits. 

4.8.6 Number of function evaluations used to define an optimum  

Provided a model's response surface is unimodal and that the 

optimisation is guaranteed to converge to the optimum, then the number 

of function evaluations needed to optimise the model is a direct 

measure of the method's efficiency. 	Since the O'Donnell model is 

known to violate the former assumption and it is doubtful whether the 

latter can be guaranteed, use of the number of function evaluations to 

the termination of the optimisation was not considered a basic tool for 

deciding on the best optimisation method. 

As a quantity of secondary importance, however, it can be used 

provided that the precaution is taken of comparing only those results 

that have converged to the same optimum. Since only the global optimum 

is known such comparisons must be restricted to results that have 

obviously found the global values, i.e. values with the objective 

function value F less than 1. x 10 5. 	It was on these grounds that' 

the spectacular success of Powell's 1965 method, Tables 4.4, 4.9, 4.12, 

led to a great deal of effort being devoted to trying to make the method 

work reliably. 

4.9 Potential improvements to the basic methods  

Before making a decision as to which of the methods was the most 

effective consideration was given to what improvements, if any, could be 

applied to the methods already tested. For the tests leading to Table 

4.15 most of the methods with the exception of Rosenbrock's had been 

used in the original form proposed by their designers. The version of 

Rosenbrock's.method that was tested included O'Donnell's attempts to 

improve the technique's effectiveness on hydrological models. 

The potential improvements come under two main headings: those 
that are likely to improve effectiveness and those likely to improve 
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efficiency. 

The methods of Powell (1964), Powell (1965), Rosenbrock (1960) 

and Fletcher and Powell (1963) were reviewed for possible improvements. 

4.9.1 	Powell's 1965 method  

At a conference on optimisation at the University of Keele (1968) 

Powell remarked that he was dissatisfied with his 1965 method because it 

appeared to define directions that tended to become more dependent upon 

one another (cf. Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 on pages 39 and 40). To the writer's 
knowledge, no information has been published about such occurrences but the 

function profiles given in Figs. 4.4 - 4.10 would support such a con- 
clusion. Apart from attempts to dampen the sensitivity of Powell's'1965 

method to its control parameters no further alterations were found 

necessary. 

4.9.2 Fletcher's and Powell's gradient method  

Fletcher's and Powell's gradient method has long been considered 

a very powerful technique when partial derivatives are available. In 

the absence of analytic derivatives, estimates can be made by finite 

difference techniques. An improvement in the operating efficiency of 

this method is possible. The cubic interpolation line search procedure 

used needs partial derivatives at every point sampled. This means that 

n + 1 function evaluations are needed at each search position instead of 

just one where n is, the number of parameters. For hydrological models 

it is doubtful whether the extra effort involved in estimating the partial 

derivatives is justified. The efficiency of the method could be 

improved by carrying out a different type of line search that does not 

require partial derivatives. The partial derivatives needed for 

defining the new search directions could then be evaluated using the 

best point found by the line search.' This modification of the basic 

method was not attempted since there was no reason to expect an 

improvement in the method's effectiveness, the prime consideration in 

this study. 

4.9.3 	Powell's 1964 method  

Powell's 1964 method has been found to be theoretically at fault 

by Zangwill (1968). The error lay in the assumption that the initial 

coordinate directions would lead to a mutually conjugate basis after 

n + 1 iterations. Zangwill shows that this is not necessarily true 

and gives the modifications necessary to rectify the fault. 	Information 

in Zangwill's paper together with precautions built into Powell's 
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computer program made it seem unlikely that the results in Table 4.15 

would be affected. 	Consequently the tests leading to Table 4.15 were 

not repeated with Zangwill's modifications. 

A second point raised in connection with Prwell's 1964 method 

concerned the criterion for changing a direction in the search basis. 

At the end of an iteration a new direction is defined and the inclusion 

of this new direction depends upon whether or not it causes the 

determinant of a transformation matrix to increase. 	It has been 

suggested that the greater the dimensionality of the problem the less 

is the likelihood of new directions being incorporated into the search 

basis. This could be overcome by relaxing the criterion that the 

new direction must increase the determinant, to one that will accept the 

new direction provided the size of the determinant is not greatly 

reduced. Such an approach would bring in a further control 

parameter, the value of the determinant at which a new direction would 

be accepted. 

In theory this adjustment to the method is simple. In practice 

the technical difficulties are considerable since the criterion 

originally used by Powell implies certain conditions that make it 

unnecessary even to store the determinant let alone evaluate it. 

The evaluation of a determinant is a numerically difficult process 

and the modifications to the program would have meant rewriting it, In 

view of the results already obtained, Table 4.15, 

required for the changes was considered too great 

improvement that would have been gained. 

4.9.4 Rosenbrock's method  

This method was originally designed for a 

small amount of core storage and was written in 

language (Mercury Autocode) that had few of the 

the amount of time 

for the probable 

computer with only a 

a simple computer 

facilities of modern 

scientific languages (.such as Fortran IV.) 	The restrictions placed 

upon the original program were such that rounding errors could rapidly 

accumulate and steps to improve the method's efficiency by such 

techniques as scaling the parameters etc. could not be included. 

Examination of the original program produced a sufficiently large 

number of possible improvements that they warrant the separate section 

below. 
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4.10 The improvements made to Rosenbrock's method  

A review of Rosenbrock's method, the one most studied of those 

tested, indicated that several points needed critical examination. 

Priority was given to those effects which were considered to improve 

mainly the effectiveness of the method. During the course of this 

work opportunities also arose for improving the efficiency of the method. 

4.10.1 	Improvement of effectiveness  

The first subject to be examined was that of different constraint 

monitoring components. 	In the original Rosenbrock method the constraint 

monitoring prevented constraint violation by penalising the objective 

function in a region very close to the constraints (Chapter 2, Section 

2.6 and Fig. 2.19). The results of comparative tests between the 

original and the transformaticm type monitoring components (the first 

and second lines of each group in Table 4.23) show that the original 

Rosenbrock method was no better than the transformation technique. 

An investigation into why the original Rosenbrock method was worse was 

carried out. 

A point that had not been appreciated in the comparative tests 

was that some degree of numerical scaling of the parameter values 

occurred through the use of a transformation. Consequently the first 

two lines of each group in Table 4.23 are not strictly comparable. A 

change was therefore made to the basic Rosenbrock search component so 

that the initial parameter values were scaled to unity. The results of 

the scaling are given in the third line of each group in Table 4.23. 

Comparison of the first and third lines shows that the scaled version 

was better than its unsealed counterpart on all but the first starting 

point where its failure can be attributed to premature convergence caused 

by the accumulation of rounding errors (cf. later in this section and 

Appendix 6). 

However, the not inconsiderable improvement obtained by scaling 

the parameter values together with th, flexibility of Rosenbrock's 

constraint technique were now considered to be strong enough reasons 

for dropping the transformation techniques. 

Some of the results from the runs of Rosenbrock's method have 

been qualified by the words 'premature convergence'. In the original 

Mercury Autocode program that Rosenbrock wrote, lack of storage forced 
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him to economise wherever possible. Rather than store two sets of 

parameter values viz. the best so far found and the next values to be 

tested, only the new set was kept, the best set being regenerated in 

the event of a failure by subtracting the last set of steps taken. 	If 

too many successive failures occurred the frequent regeneration of the 

best parameter values led to serious contamination with rounding errors 

so that eventually the 'best' parameter values did not correspond to the 

original start of search best value of the objective function, If the 

rounding errors caused an improvement in the objective function the , 

rounded point would be accepted as the best point and the effect of the 

rounding errors would be neutralised. 	If the rounded parameter values 

caused only worse objective function values to be found one of two 

things could happen: 

a) if there had been any successful steps during the stage, the stage 

would end and a new one would be started; 

b) if no progress had been made no material was available for defining 

new search directions and the program's instructions for convergence 

would cause infinite looping. A more detailed account of this 

failure together with a possible solution is presented in Appendix 6, 

Both O'Donnell and Rosenbrock stopped this looping by placing a limit 

on the maximum number of function evaluations permitted. Convergence 

was deemed to have occurred if this limit was reached. 

O'Donnell observed that the looping generally occurred after about 

6 stages for a nine-dimensional problem. This led him to introduce the 

concept of 'rounds'. If after 6 stages the maximum number of trials 

allowed had not been exceeded the optimisation procedure was begun again 

from the best point found and the step size was restored to the initial 

one i.e. every 7th stage started a new round of stages and returned to 

searching the coordinate axes. 

Although this approach discarded all the data gained about the,  

response surface after every 6th stage it also threw away all the 

contamination caused by the rounding errors. O'Donnell's observation 

had selected the point in the optimisation at which the law of 

diminishing returns applied i.e. data beyond the 6th stage generally 

contained more error than genuine information. O'Donnell's 

modification was empirical and if much progress was made in one 
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direction of a stage while no progress was made in one of the other 

directions the maximum number of function evaluations could be 

exceeded before 6 wages had been completed. This is what had 

occurred in those tests labelled with premature convergence. 

The introduction of rounds had raised the need for a further con-

vergence criterion, since Rosenbrock's original criterion applied only 

to stages. O'Donnell developed an elaborate system of checks based 

entirely upon the amount of improvement in the objective function over 

both stages and rounds in the optimisation procedure. Such techniques 

were empirical and depended upon what was regarded as reasonable 

progress but were vitally necessary for Rosenbrock's method used on 

O'Donnell's model because of the presence of nuisance parameters. 

The success of Rosenbrock's constraint method hinged upon equal 

values of the objective function being counted as successes. Nuisance 

parameters cause the computer programs to 'go to sleep 'under this 

policy unless a check is applied to the change in the best function 

values between successive rounds. 

Having ascertained the apparent reasons for the unusual behaviour 

of Rosenbrock's method under the conditions imposed by a hydrological 

model the convergence criterion was again modified in the present work 

to overcome the difficulties. 	A summary of the final changes made' 

is given below. 

Modifications  

Initial parameter values are 
scaled to unity 

Equal values of the objective 
function are only counted'as 
successes if the present point 
is in the boun6.ry zone or is 
about to emerge from the 
boundary zone. This reduces 
the wandering of nuisance 
parameters without affecting 
the constraint technique. 

Rosenbrock's original method  

1) Parameter values are not 	1) 
scaled. 

2) Equal values of the objective 2) 
function are always counted as 
successes. 

3) 	A stage is completed after a 
success followed by at least 
one failure in each direction 
or because this may not be 
possible as a result of (2), 
when at least four failures 
with no successes have 
occurred in one direction. 

3) 
	

A stage is completed after a 
success followed by at least 
one failure in each search 
direction. 
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Rosenbrock's original method (cont.)  

4) Rosenbrock's program has no 
equivalent. O'Donnell intro-
duced the concept of searching 
the coordinate axes after every 
6th stage. 

5) To define a new stage some pro-
gress must have been made during 
the previous stage. This is, 
in theory at least, always 
achieved by accepting equal 
objective function values as 
successes even if this means 
reducing the step size to zero 
so that the same point is tested. 

6) A limit in function 
evaluations is needed. 

7) Rosenbrock did not check to see 
if step size reduction had 
reduced a step size to zero. In 
theory this is not possible. In 
practice it can occur because of 
rounding. O'Donnell incorpora-
ted a check and gave the step 
size a nominal value if it %as 
rounded to zero. 

Modific-ationa (cont.)  

4) If at least four failures 
along each direction occur with 
no successes at all a new round 
is started. If the round 
terminates after the first 
stage c'E' that round or because 
no change in the objective 
function has occurred, 
optimisation is terminated. 

5) As a result of the latter part 
of (3) zero progress may be 
made in certain directions; 
For any direction in which no 
progress has been made a 
quantity is assigned. This 
action tends to swing the search 
basis towards one that is 
equally inclined to the direct-
tions of the coordinate basis. 

6) This is no lc-ger needed. 

7) O'Donnell's check was retained 
but is less often used. 

Two points in the modifications need amplification, the first being 

the decision to retain the concept of a round. The reason for .flais is 

that if a sit...lar amount of progress has been made in the same overall 

direction for more than one successive stage there may not be a great deal 

of difference between the search bases defined by these stages. 	This may 

well be true towards the end of a round when the progress in many of the 

directions may be given by the nominal value. 	The starting of a new 

round with the original step size was to guard against this eventuality 

and serves to increase the effectiveness of the search. The fact that 

more than one round is frequently used is taken as confirmation of the 

above argument. 

The second point concerns the decision to retain a convergence 

criterion based upon the change in the objective function value over a 

round. This was necessary to avoid complex looping caused by the 
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requirement of a new round that any parameter values within their 

constraint boundaries should be placed on the inside edge of that 

boundary. 

With one exception the permanent modifications of the Rosenbrock 

method were now complete. The exception concerns what is called the 

'failing case' for the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation process by which 

the Rosenbrock method defines a new search basis. Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonalisation will only produce an independent set of directions if 

some progress is made along all the previous set of search directions. 

Rosenbrock's original method attempted to guarantee this by always 

accepting equal values of the objective function as successful steps 

In the presence of nuisance parameters such a policy could lead to a very 

bad set of search directions. The modified program presented in this 

thesis rejects the acceptance of equal values except under special 

conditions (item 2 above). Consequently it is possible for zero 

progress to be made. 	In order to retain a set of independent 

directions a nominal amount of progress was substituted where no 

progress occurred. This empirical approach does prevent the search 

space from collapsing. 

Davies, Swann and Campey were able to show that the subspace 

generated by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation using only directions in 

which progress was made is orthogonal to all the directions of the 

old basis in which no progres was made. This enabled them to retain 

an orthogonal search basis without resorting to empirical methods. The 

writer is, however, sceptical of the advantages of retaining bac' search 

directions. 

The technique was not tried because of its similarity to 

McConaloguels version of Rosenbrock's method, the main difference being 

in the orthogonalisation procedure for the failing case. The idea of 

retaining poor search directions was considered a weak policy on two 

counts. Firstly, it removed the flexibility in the definition of 

search directions. Secondly, bad directions under the search strategy 

used by McConalogue's version of Rosenbrock's method, and by Davies', 

Swannt andCampey's method are more likely to remain bad than in the 

original Rosenbrock procedure. These conclusions are supported by the 

results of using Palmer's orthogonalisation technique. 
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Palmer (1968) and-independently Powell (1968) have recently 

published accounts of a :Aethod of orthogonalisation designed to 

overcome the failing case. The method is theoretically appealing 

and appears to be a solution to the problem when no progress occurs in 

one or more but not all of the search directions. 	Results of testing 

this new technique are shown in Table 4.24 which is directly comparable 

with Table 4.27. Table 4.27 shows the results obtained using the 

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisatica procedure with nominal progress 

substituted for zero progress. The results from the two tables 

indicate that the more empirical method is very effective on the 

easier starting points (up to 50% away from the correct values) whilst 

Palmer's method is more effective on the more difficult points. Even 

so the latter method was not able to find the global optimum. 

A possible explanation for the failure of Palmer's method on the 

easier starting points concerns what happens to directions along which 

no progress occurs. Such directions are still retainea, leading to 

the same criticism as was levelled at Davies', Swann's and Campey's 

method. 

A further temporary criterion was found necessary but only when 

using synthetic data. With synthetic data the objective function 

should become zero. 	Values of the objective function below 1. x 10-7  

occurred only if the global optimum had been found. Since much 

computer time could be used m^rely refining the rounding errors in the 

objective function for no real gain in effectiveness, an economy on 

computer time was effected by stopping the optimisation if the 

objective f,...action becomes less than 1. x 10 7. 

4.10.2 Improvement of efficiency 

The modifications so far described (with the exception of the last 

temporary measure) had all been directed at increasing the effectiveness 

of Rosenbrock's method. During the studies possibilities for 

improving the efficiency of the method were also discovered. 

At the end of a stage it was possible for an incompatibility to 

occur between step size and search direction. This is shown in Fig. 

4.15 where C. 
1 	2 and E are the search directions used for a current 

stage that results in the definition of new directions 9 1  and 92.  

for the next stage. If most of the progress during the stage was 

along S2 	 ) the first direction of the new search basis, r 11  will be 
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INCOMPATIBILITY BETWEEN SEARCH DIRECTIONS  
AND STEP SIZES  
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'more parallel' to S2  than to (.) 

reasonable to associate the step size 

direction r and similarly for r 
/1 	D1 

independence and orthogonality of the  

It would therefore seem 

used along direction ( 2  with 

and 92. The linear 

vectors of each basis ensure that 

each vector of the current basis is uniquely associated with a vector in 

the new basis. Making use of this avoids having to give the same 

direction two different step sizes. The results of testing this 

technique are shown in Table 4.25 but are not as decisive as had been 

expected, probably because the effeots of scaling tend to produce step 

sizes of more equal length. 

The effort needed to specify the step sizes occurs only at the 

end of each stage and is relatively small. 	It was decided to 

incorporate this modification into the Rosenbrock procedure as a 

guarantee against possible bad surface scaling i.e. since numerical 

scaling may not remove long narrow ridges a large difference in step 

sizes along the various search directions is still poss.Lble. 

In 1963 O'Donnell experimented with a technique, a somewhat 

similar version of which was independgntly'developed by Davies, Swann and 

Campey. O'Donnell's "Littlestep" technique makes use of the fact that 

the first search direction of e-:ch new stage tends to lie along the axis 

of a straight ridge in the response surface. The Littlestep method 

comprehensively searches this direction at the end of a stage before 

reverting to the standard Rosenbrock search pattern. 	The overall 

effect can be likened to that of a generalised version of the method. of 

Hooke and Jeeves (Section 2.4.3). 	Results for the Littlestep 

technique ar,  shown in Table 4.26 and show that this modification is 

marginally worse than the standard technique. 

Reasons for the lack of increase in efficiency that was expected 

may be due to several causes. 	The mcthod would only be rore economical 

if the ridges were straight in all dimensions. While this may be the 

impression given by Figs. 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7 (pages 77, 81 and 84) . 

respectively), the multiple optima shown in Fig. 3.7 may well represent 

the 'lumps' produced by a ridge snaking out of the plane of the paper. 

A more fundamental point that would probably reduce the 

effectiveness as well as impair the efficiency of the search is that 

the progress made during the comprehensive first search removes the 

main component for the next orthogonalisation which is the component 

by which the new search basis is defined. This could lead to successive 
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bases being only slightly different and the method would converge to 

one that is similar to the method used by Hooke and Jeeves i.e. the 

versatility of the Rosenbrock rotating coordinate procedure would have 

been wasted. 

Before dismissing the method, it was applied to a more complex 

problem - fitting the Stanford Watershed model. The results showed an 

improvement for only one out of the four stages to which it was applied. 

Further work on this technique was not carried out and it was not 

incorporated into the final computer program. 

4.11 Selection of the 'best' method 

The tests led to the development of an improved version of 

Rosenbrock's original technique. A comparison of Table 4.27 with 

the results given in Table 4.15 clearly indicates that an increase in 

effectiveness has been achieved. 	Since the effectiveness of the 

improved Rosenbrock method appears to be better than that of Fletcher's 

and Pow -11's gradient method, the former was selected ,=.6 the best 

deterministic method. 

A re-ranking of Table 4.16 is shown in Table 4.28 but with the 

results from the improved version of Rosenbrock's method in place of 

those from the original version. The results serve to underline 

the conclusions stated in the previous paragraph. 

Discussion has so far avoided mentioning the Random search 

method since the best determi istic metaod was being sought. The 

results of using this stochastic technique are shown in Table 4.15 and 

imply that the method is more effective than most deterministic methods. 

The significant feature of these results is where the superiority occurs 

on the more difficult starting points. 

This supports Karnopp's (1963) statement that the best compromise 

for an optimisation strategy is one that starts with a purely random 

search and gradually becomes more deterministic. The results therefore 

imply that a deterministic method should complement a stochastic one, 

a technique examined later in this chapter. 

4.12 Attempts to improve search effectiveness by techniques that are  

independent of the optimising routine  

The optimising routines had now been developed to what was 

considered to be the point of maximum effectiveness and yet this had not 
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enabled the global values to be found from all the six starting points. 

Attention was therefore turned to techniques which sought to present 

the optimising routine with a simpler surface. 

Three ideas were tried: smooth the surface to remove local 

optima; limit the dimensionality of the search space to one in 

which, hopefully, only a single optimum lies; exploit any global 

surface characteristics. 

4.12.1 	Surface smooth 

The idea of smoothing first came while using Carroll's boundary 

method (Section 4.8.3.2). 	If the model's response surface is as 

shown in Fig. 4.16, the effect upon the local optima (particularly 

those near the constraints) of imposing a penalty function surface 

would be as shown by the total curve i.e. weak optima would be 

smoothed out. 

In theory this approach seemed satisfactory. In practice 

difficulties occurred in selecting initial values for the penalty 

weight cf. Section 4,8.3.2. While the problems discussed in 

Section 4.8.3.2. are bad enough, use of a penalty function for 

smoothing purposes aggravators the situation still further since 

additional requirements must now be fulfilled. The penalty function 

must now be sufficiently small to enable the main surface 

characteristics to be retained while removing the small irregulari-

ties. Lack of an analytic form for the model resp rise surface 

forced empiricism to be emplo3 d. 

The results given in Table 4.21 were considered to embody the 

probable outcome of using Carroll's method as both a smoothing- 

technique and a way of applying constraints. 	The results were not 

considered to show great effectiveness for the joint method. A 

modified form of penalty function was adopted that would act more as 

a smoothing agent than as a constraining technique. The f.unction used 

was FT 	
FM  (1 + R x F ) 

where FT 
is the total objective function, 

FM  is the value of the model response function, 

F is the value of the penalty function (as for 
p 	 Carroll's method) 

and 	R is the penalty weight. 
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The results, shown in Table 4.29, indicate that the method is a more 

effective smoothing technique than Carroll's, Table 4.21. 	It should 

be noted that the new method will work as a constraining method if 

R 
at the constraint. 

Before leaving the subject of surface smoothing, the effect of 

the new penalty method, described in Section 4.8.3.3 and Appendix 5 

	

is shown in Table 4.22 and is worth re-examination. 	It will be seen 

that this new method found the global optimum from a very difficult 

starting point (next to the most extreme used). . The fact that this 

occurred indicates the potentialities of smoothing techniques. 

The use of a smoothing technique is considered a most powerful 

deterministic way of dealing with response surfaces of the type shown 

in Figs. 4.4 - 4.10. Had a stochastic search method not appeared to 

be more effective, further development of smoothing techniques would 

have been carried out. However, the empiricism inherent in such 

techniques could not have been removed. 

4.12.2 Constraint relaxation 

Since it was possible for the modified version of Carroll's 

penalty function to break down in the present of a strongly 

constrained optimum, a technique was developed to mr e use of this 

failing. 

Given a starting point and a set of upper and lower constraint 

values, the proximity of each parameter value to its constraint ralues 

can be asce:,:.ained. For parameters near their lower constraints a 

modified upper constraint was constructed as given by 

Mhi 	
- g.) 	= 2xi 

 
gi 

where gi  is the lower absolute constraint, xi  is the parameter value 

and Mhi 
is the modified upper constraint value. 

This procedure reduces the parameter space so that the starting 

point is symmetrically placed. Optimisation was then carried out 

using the modified Carroll penalty function to smooth the surface. If 

an optimum was found to lie near to one of the modified upper constraints 
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that constraint value was doubled provided that this did not violate 

the absolute upper value. If violation occurred the new value was 

set equal to the absolute value. In this way it was hoped to 'tunnel' 

through the response surface to the optimum. The results shown in line 

1 of Table 4.30 were disappointing. The optimisation in the small 

subspaces appeared to have seriously impaired both the efficiency and 

the effectivenass of the search. This effect might have been due to 

the penalty function restricting the step size to very small values 

so a re-run was tried using tie standard Rosenbrock method of applying 

the modified constraints, cf. line 2 of Table 4.30. 	The results 

again showed that the search was too restricted. 

4.12.3 Restriction of the dimensionality of the search space  

So far, all search methods had used the full dimensionality of 

the parameter space on the grounds that this was necessary if 

correlations between parameters were to be exploited. 	The extreme 

sensitivity of parameter x
7 

in the O'Donnell model gave rise to 

a situation in which the optimum value of this parameter was found 

long before those of the others. Much effort was then wasted making 

small alterations in the value of x7  for very little gain. 

The first technique developed for restricting the dimensionality 

of the search space began by •onducting a standard optimisation (with 

only a coarse convergence criterion) in the full parameter space. 

Then that third of the parameters which had changed their value least 

were 'frozen' and the search was recommenced in the reduced parameter 

space. 	Convergence now °cot •red more quickly since a reduced 

problem was beingtackled. Half the parameters in the reduced problem 

were then frozen and the previously frozen parameter values were freed. 

If all but one parameter are frozen the method reduces to a univariate 

technique after the first full optimisation. For typical results see 

Table 4.31 from which it appears that most of the optimisation had 
been done in the full parameter space. 

At the time that the above technique was being developed, 

growing awareness of the problem created by nuisance parameters 

was being gained. Since freezing parameter values on the grounds of 

lack of progress did not materially advance the effectiveness of the 

optimisation, it was decided to try a new criterion for freezing. 
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Nuisance parameters have ranges of values over which the 

objective function does not change. When the model was being 

optimised under the original criterion for freezing, nuisance 

parameters would not have had their values frozen except by chance 

In fact the values would have wandered aimlessly between the 

constraint values. A somewhat similar situation occurs if very weak 

parameters are present. Consequently the criterion for freezing was 

revised to one in which the change in the objective function for any 

finite change in a parcneter value had to be greater than some 

nominally small amount.2 All nuisance and insensitive parameters 

were frozen before optimisation started, 

Unfortunately there were insufficient nuisance parameters in 

the O'Donnell model to test the procedure fully. The Stanford 

Watershed model was used on synthetic data generated by the O'Donnell 

model. The results are shown in Table 4.32 which included a 

comparative set of results using a revised version of Rosenbrock's 

method in which equal values of the objective function were 

considered as failures unless a parameter value was in one of its 

constraint boundaries. 	It is seen that there is little to choose 

between the methods even on the grounds of the number of function 

evaluations needed to get the same change in the objective function. 

This implies that the freezing procedure was reducing its potential 

effectiveness for no apparent gain in economy. This is supported 

by the fact that those parameters frozen by the freezing technique 

were allowed to move by the non-freezing technique. 

Because no real improvements had been gained by reducing the 

dimensionality of the searoh, freezing methods were not considered 

further. 

4.12,4 Exploitation of global surface characteristics: 	search  

for the global optimum  

Many of the results given in Table 4.15 may represene points 

on the response surface that are not true optima either local or 

global but are some form of structure such as a complex saddle point. 

2This amount can be zero if the computer being used tests exactly 
for floating point zeros 
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The improvements carried out on Rosenbrock's method would seem to have 

reached the point at which the chances of finishing at such a false 

optimum are minimal. Consequently attention turned to investigating 

points that it was reasonable to assume were true optima, in an 

attempt to distinguish local optima from the global optimum. 

The first technique developed Was very crude and sought to 

exploit any symmetry in the response surface. An optimum was first 

found. If the value of the objective function was sufficiently small 

to indicate that the global o)timum had been found optimisation ceased. 

However, if it was concluded that the global optimum had not been 

found a symmetrical point was constructed as shown in Fig, 4,17. 

The line AB was searched and if the value of the objective 

function at any point along AB was less than that at A (the starting 

optimum) a fresh optimisation was begun from that point. If no 

better point was found an optimisation was started from point B. The 

process was repeated for a set maximum number of cycles or until the 

global optimum was found. 

Results are shown in Table 4.33. It was perhaps hardly 

surprising in view of Figs. 4,4 -k10 that no better points were found. 

The next development was to attempt an interpolation for further 

optima. At the end of an optimisation one is left with an optimum and 

a set of search directions along which no progress had been possible. 

The profile of function values along any of these directions has at 

least one optimum on it. The interpolation method assumes that the 

profile can be represented by a quartic polynomial. By using the 

present point plus four other points along the direction of the profile 

the coeffici nts of the quartic can be determined. 	The quartic can 

then be differentiated and the roots of the resultant cubic give the 

positions of the turning points of the quartic. The roots of the 

cubic can easily be found since one of them, the present potht, is 

already known. 	The predicted values (if any) are tested to see whether 

they are maxima or minima and those points that are of the type of 

optimum that is being sought are tested on the model. 	If the 

interpolation yields a better point a fresh optimisation is started. 

Table 4.34 shows the value of the objective functions at the predicted 

optima. 
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Deterministic methods of estimating the position of optima 

had not always been successful in finding the global optimum so 

attention was turned to the prcblem of finding and starting an 

optimisation from 'good' initial parameter estimates. 	Since 

Rosenbrock's method was generally able to find the global optimum 

if the starting values lay within 30% of the correct values, a 

preliminary grid-point search was organised that Acamined one by one 

all 3n combinations of three points on each of n parameter axes. Each 
parameter range was split into three equal segments and the mid-p,  ints 

of the segments used to form the grid for preliminary searching. (The 

points used for the grid are not to be confused with those set up in 

Section 4.2.2 since each parameter's range was much greater than 

twice the correct value used in that section.) 	Much computer time 

was used to evaluate the 39  points for the O'Donnell model. The best 

point found was then used as the starting point for an optimisation. 

The results shown in Table 4135 indicate that this technique was 

largely unproductive. 

However, rather than a regular grid search method, an article by 

Karnopp (1963) led to the development of the Random search method 

described in Chapter 2, Section 2.5. While the results given in 

Table 4.15 are not in themselves particularly good estimates of the 

global optimum, they have represented good starting estimates on which 

Rosenbrock's method was able to make considerable progress (Table 4.36). 

Unfortunately a copy of Karnopp's thesis had not been obtained prior 

to the completion of the work for this thesis. 

The fact that using a stochastic method found a good starting 

point for the deterministic method supports Karnopp's contentiot that 

that the best search technique should gradually change from pure 

randomness to pure determinism. 

The improved version of Rosenbrock's method succeeded in three.  

of the six categories of starting poin's. When applied tc the best 

values found after a random search had been carried out, a further two 

problems were solved correctly. This is considered to be a 

satisfactory conclusion to the comparative study of the optimisation 

techniques. 
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4.13 	Summary of conclusions 

The comparative tests of 9 different optimisation methods 
were carried out under as identical conditions as possible. The 

results for one of the least squares methods (Powell 1965) were 

incomplete since extreme sensitivity of this method to its control 

parameters made any results of doubtful value. This sensitivity was 

shown to be largely due to violations of theoretical assumptions 

implicit in the method. 

The methods were compared on grounds of effectiveness, this 

being the only criteriol that could be readily defined. A statistical 

analysis showed a significant difference between all the results at 

the 5% probability level. Owing to the paucity of results, 
statistical tests could only be used as indicators of the best methods. 

Three methods, Fletcher's and Powell's gradient method, Rosenbrock's 

method and a stochastic search technique appeared to be the most 

effective. The results indicated that stochastic methods should 

complement deterministic methods. 

After improvement, Rosenbrock's method was selected as the best 

deterministic method for general purpose hydrological models for the 

following reasons: 

a) it was the most effective of the methods tested; 

b) it was robust in the statistical sense; 

c) it had an extremely flexible constraint technique; 

d) its demands for computer storage were small; 

e) it can optimise almost any type of object ve function. 

Several types of constraint mechanism were examined but the 

technique developed by Rosenbrock was accepted as the best, mainly on 

grounds of flexibility. 

Penalty functions were looked at from two standpoints: as 

constraining methods and as response surface smoothing techniques. 

The results of using penalty functions for the latter purpose were 

encouraging but initial control parameter value problems were liable 

to cause serious fluctuations in efficiency and effectiveness. A 

newoethod was developed that overcame the control parameter problems. 

This technique was the most promising of the deterministic attempts 

to remove local optima, 
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A stochastic search technique proved more effective on 

difficult starting points than response surface modification. 

Consideration of all the results has led to the conclusion 

that the best procedure for optimising a hydrological model is to 

give a stochastic search method rough estimates of the initial 

parameter values, and to refine the output of the stochastic method 

with an effective deterministic method. 
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CHAPTER 5  

THE FITTING OF MODELS TO REAL DATA 

The chapter opens with a brief description, in Section 5.1, of the 

problems real data present and of how the effects of the differences 

between synthetic and real data were to be assessed. Section 5.2 

describes how the error-free synthetic data was deliberately 

contaminated with random errors. In Section 5.3 the effects upon the 
optimisation of using data corrupted with random errors are examined. 

The effects of time-stationary systematic errors are looked into in 

Section 5.4 while their effects upon prediction are examined in 

Section 5.5. 	In Section 5,6 modifications to the structure of the 

original O'Donnell model and of the original Stanford model are 

described. The real data available for testing the different models 

is described in Section 5,7. The Stanford model and the O'Donnell 

model are compared in Section 5.8. The work presented in Section 5.9 
compares the quality of predictions obtained with the different 

parameter values obtained by fitting to different lengths of record. 

In Section 5.10 the work of fitting models using different objective 

functions is reported. 	The development of a new model is outlined 

in Section 5.11 and comparison with the Stanford model are given, 

Section 5.12 summarises the conclusions reached in the various sections. 

5.1 Introduction  

The basic development of an effective method of fitting catchment 

models to hydrological records required that the data should be error 

free and should be capable of being fitted exactly. 	This led to the 

use of synthetic data which differs from real data in the following ways: 

a) there are no random errors of measurement present; 

b) there are no systematic errors present e.g. for real data the 

stage recorder might have a datum error; 

c) the synthetic record is a stationary time series i.e. none of 

the model parameters are functions of time; and 

d) a model can give an exact fit only to synthetic data generated 

with that model. 

It is most unlikely that any of these features would be true for 

real data. These four differences can be broken down into two basic 

categories: 	random effects (in (a) ) and systematic effects (in (b), 

(c) and (d) ). 	By definition the former are unpredictable and so must 
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be their individual effect upon the fitting procedure. To assess the 

integrated effects of random errors, tests were conducted in which 

error-free synthetic data had random errors from a known distribution 

deliberately introduced. 

The deterministic effects are more difficult to assess because of 

the different combinations and variability of error types possible. 

Yig. 5.1 shows various possible deterministic error effects. 	To study 

all possible deterministic errors was impractical. 	A detailed study 

on a few error types was also ruled out since it was considered to be 

too restricted to be of practical value. 

The strategy chosen for studying the problems of fitting catchment 

models to real data was to proceed in a series of steps. Firstly, to 

study item (a) above, work was done on fitting the O'Donnell model to 

synthetic data generated by that model but contaminated with random errors. 

Then item (d) above was studied by fitting the Stanford Watershed model 

to data records generated by the O'Donnell model. 	Finally all four 

items were jointly examined by fitting various models to real data. 

As regards item (c) above, non-stationary effects caused by 

continuous time-dependent changes e.g. afforestation,coald be dealt with 

using more complicated models. Discontinuous changes could not be 

dealt with so easily. 

5.2 Introduction of random errors into synthetic data  

For simplicity and convenierca,random errors both in the input data 

(precipitation and potential evaporation records) and in the output 

data (stream flow recoils) were assumed to come from a Normal 

distribution. 

The errors were introduced separately into each ordinate of the 

three synthetic records. For any particular ordinate, the error was 

given by a random number from a Normal distribution whose mean was the 

error-free value and whose standard deviation was 10% of the error free 

value.
1 If either the error-loaded precipitation or runoff value was 

negative, the value was rejected and either zero or a value equal to the 

smallest non-zero quantity that could be measured was substituted. 

1 
This procedure creates quite large errors, even for hydrological data. 
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The decision as to which of the latter should be taken was based on a 

'coin-tossing' procedure. Negative values for the potential evaporation 

record were allowed since they can be assumed to have a physical meaning 

e.g. frost. 	After contamination all values were rounded as follows: 

precipitation and potential evaporation figures were rounded to the 

nearest hundredth of an inch (0.25 mm) while the stream flow records 

were rounded to three significant figures. 

5.3 The effects of random errors upon optimisation 

5.3.1 Starting values for the parameters  

Six different sets of parameter starting values for the O'Donnell 

model were used for each test, graded by difficulty as in Section 4.2.2. 

The individual parameter values together with the value of the '.sum of 

squares' objective function at the starting point are given in Table 5.1. 

5.3.2 Optimisation technique  

The optimisation technique used was a version of Rosenbrock's method 

but not the final version described in Chapter 4 which was still under 
development. By comparing the values in Tables 4.15 and 4.27 with those 

in Table 5.2 it will be seen that the version of Rosenbrock's method used 

was intermediate in its effect between the initial version and the final 

version, 	(Note that Tables 4.15 and 4.27 are not strictly comparable 

with Table 5.2 since a properly constrained version of the O'Donnell model 

was being used, cf. Section 5.3.3). 

The majority of tests were compulsorily stopped after 5000 function 

evaluations had been completed. 	This was done purely to save excessive 

computer time in view of the large number of tests that had to be 

conducted. It was not caused by the fault described in Section 4.10.1. 

5.3.3 	The model used  

A version of the O'Donnell model known as the 'properly constrained' 

model was used. Considerable use of the original O'Donnell model had 

revealed several features that needed revising before it could be used on 

real data and so it seemed only proper to make the needed revisions before 

using the model with error-loaded synthetic data. 	The effect of the 

modifications was to reduce the feasible region for the optimisation but 

at the cost of increasing the computer time used at each call of the model 

subroutine. The revisions are summarised below: 
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1) The maximum potential 
infiltration rate could become 
less than the minimum 
potential infiltration rate. 

2) If groundwater storage 
exceeds its threshold value, 
G*, at which level soil 
moisture storage is absorbed, 
transpiration demands are 
satisfied directly from 
groundwater storage. Provided 
G* is large such demands could 
be satisfied without the level 
in the groundwater storage 
ever becoming negative. 
However, an occasion arose in 
which G* was small and ground-
water storage became negative.  

2) The maximum potential 
infiltration rate was constrained 
to be larger than the minimum 
potential rate. 

2) Transpiration demands are tested 
against the groundwater available 
and the potential rate is not allowed 
if this will exhaust groundwater 
storage. 	This necessitates 
applying equation A.1b11(Appendix 1) 
using the level in groundwater storage 
to replace G* to calculate the 
maximum rate of transpiration from 
the groundwater. 

3) Capillary rise must 
neither fill soil moisture 
storage (otherwise deep percola-
tion will occur) nor exhaust 
the groundwater storage. This 
condition was recognised 
originally but was not applied 
in the computer program as it 
was thought to be a most unlikely 
occurrence. 

3) The threshold levels of the 
soil moisture storages were con-
strained so that no contravention 
of the model's operating rules 
occurred. 

5.3.4 	The results  

5.3.4.1 General remarks  

The results of various tests are shown in Tables 5.2-5.7 which 

cover six tests using the following combinations of data records: 

the error-free records, then errors in one or other of the records, 

errors in both the input records, and finally errors in all three 

records. 	Before reaching any conclusions, the characteristics of 

the various records must be put in perspective in relation to the 

type of event on which the testing was conducted. 

The record used was for a storm ev-,nt in which the effect of the 

potential evaporation record was small. The potential evaporation 

data differ from the precipitation and runoff data in that they are 

'bounding' data as opposed to absolute data. For example if the 
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correct value for the potential evaporation is 3 mm and the error 

perturbed value is 2.7 mm the error of 0.3 ma will have no effect if 

the available moisture will only allow an  actual  evaporation of 1.0 mm. 

Consequently it is to be expected that the errors in the potential 

evaporation record will have a smaller effect than errors in either 

of the other two records. 

Unlike the potential evaporation data, every error in the 

precipitation and runoff data will have an effect upon the fitting. 

In spite of introducing errors into the precipitation or runoff 

records that, averaged over long records, would have negligible effect 

upon the volumes of water involved, there is a considerable difference 

(1-2 orders of magnitude) betwe3n the degrees of fit obtained using 

records with errors of the same relative size first only in the 

precipitation record and secondly only in the runoff record. 	This 

is explained by the irreversibility of the precipitation to runoff process. 

Errors in the precipitation (input) data can be absorbed by the 

processes of evaporation and transpiration as well as smoothed over 

several time intervals by the reservoir action of the model. This 

latter action gives errors a greater chance of compensating for one 

another. 	For errors in the runoff no such smoothing exists, the 

objective function value being a measure of the differences between 

smooth and 'noisy' curves. 

The general effect of random errors is to raise the level of the 

response surface so that a zero optimum no longer exists. This is 

particularly well shown by the values of the objective function for 

those tests that used data with errors in the runoff (Tables 5,5 and 

5.7). 	The loss of this characteristic removes the clay certain way 

of testing whether an optimum is global or not. 

5.3.4.2 The effect  of random errors in  the data upon the optimised  

parameter values  

Another general result shown by most of the tests was the 

ability of the optimising routine to find better values of the objective 

function at 'wrong' points than those at the correct noiht. This in 

the presence of consistent parameter est4mates would imply that the errors 

had not affected the position of the optimum. To check this, the mean 

values for each of the nine parameters for each of the six data sets 

were compared with the correct values on the assumption that the mean 
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values were Normally distributed about the correct values. The results 

showed that no significant positional change of the optimum had occurred 

at a 5% probability level. 

What was considered more likely was that the spread of the final 

parameter values would have increased as more error-contaminated data 

records were used i.e. the correlation 'valley' described in Section 3.6 

would have become 'broader' and 'longer'. 	To measure the spread of the 

final parameter values about the correct point, a form of standard 

deviation was used. Owing to doubts about the statistical distribution 

of the standard deviationsa non-parametric test was used to compare the 

results for the different data sets. 

However, before calculating the standard deviations it was necessary 

to normalise or proportion the optimised parameter values and then to 

transform them so that comparisons between the values of the ebandard 

deviations for different parameters could be made. 

The normalising was done using the expression 

x - g 
	 (5.1) 

 

h - x 

where g is the lower constraint value, h is the upper constraint value and 

x is the optimised parameter value. Values of the ratio given by 

expression 5.1 lie between 0 and 00 . 

The different parameters will have correct values that may lie in 

different relative positions with respect to the constraints of g and h. 

It is therefore possible to have, say, a much larger overestimate than 

underestimate of the correct value if the latter lies close to its lower 

constraint. To avoid biasing the examination and statistical study of 

the results of different runs by the occurrence of one or two very large 

overestimates or underestimates, it is desirable to transform the 

dimensionless parameters given by expression 5.1 so that the range of 

underestimates is the same as the range of overestimates. One way to 

satisfy this aim is to use the transformation: 
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where 
cz = 1°g10 

and z = log10  

x - g 
( 	) 

h - xc 

x - g 
( 	 ) 

h - x 

where x
c 
is the correct parameter value. The values of z range from -co 

to + co and are centred on the value of zero given by x = x
c
. 

For each combination of data records (or data set) there were six 

optimisation runs each of which used a different set of initial parameter 

values. Each run produced an optimised value for each of the parameters. 

By the time six runs had been completed for each data set there were six 

estimates of each parameter value, ene estimate for each of the six 
different starting values. A standard deviation was then calculated 

for each group of six values corresponding to each parameter. Table 5.8 

shows for each data set the standard deviations calculated from 

( z. - cz. )2 
ik  

L 

where S. . . is the standard deviation of the transformed parameter 
.th 

values of the 1 parameter for the j
th data set. zik  is the term z 

th. 
for the 1 parameter. L is the number of paramter estimates for 

each data set and c1 
	

ith z. is the correct value term for the 	parameter. 

Iftherandomerrorshadhadanyeffect,theS..values for the 
13 

different data sets would be expected to be significantly different. 

A Kruskal-Wallis test was applied to the S..ij 
 values shown in Table 5.8 

since there was uncertainty about the distribution of the values. The 

value for the Kruskal-Wallis statistic, H, was 1.3 with 5 degrees of 

freedom and usin, Chi-squared tables to which H approximates with 5 

degrees of freedom, it was found that there was not a significant 

difference at the 5% probability level. 
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Since the random errors in the data had been deliberately put in 

on the large size in order to agl-ravate any effects, it was concluded 

that random errors of the size normally encountered in hydrological 

records would have a negligible effect upon estimates of the true 

parameter values. 

5.3.4.3 Assessment of the amount of data used to estimate each 

parameter value  

With the exception of the values of the standard deviations for 

the 7
th 

parameter, the normalising and transforming of the optimised 

parameter values had produced figures that were of comparable 

magnitude. 	A possible explanation for the anomalous values of the 

standard deviations of the 7th parameter can be obtained from an 

examination of the sensitivity figures published by Dawdy and O'Donnell 

(1965). Their values are reproduced in Table 5.9.from which it appears 

that the mean standard deviations are inversely related to the 

sensitivity figures. 

Sensitivity figures can be considered to supply local knowledge 

about how much of the intrinsic data content of the hydrological records 

is used to find each parameter value. As the standard deviations are 

more widely based than the sensitivity figures they are better estimates 

of the average amount of the intrinsic data content used to find each 

parameter value. The following empirical study was carried out to 

illustrate the sort of calculation that could be attempted. 

For each parameter value, the sum of the standard deviations of the 

transformed values for all the six data sets is calculated, giving the 

Si  in column 1 of Table 5.10: 	these are proportional to the mean 

standard deviation for the six values of each of the nine parameter 

values in Table 5.8. The sums are themselves summed to obtain the total 

given in the bottom line of Table 5.10. The proportion of data used 

by each parameter is calculated after finding the factors, 0i, as shown 

in the second column of Table 5.10. 	By normalising the Oi  weights, 	the 

amount of data available to each parameter from a 60 piece record is 

gained as in the third column. Neglecting the reduction in the amount 

of data caused by serial correlation, there is sufficient information, 

according to the figures in Table 5.10, to determine all the parameter 

values. 	If serial correlation reduces the effective length of the 

record by 70% (a conservative figure, cf. Section 3.6) then there is only 
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enough information to determine x7. 	These calculations and tests, 

though rough and ready, are believed to point towards the real reasons 

behind the great variability in parameter values. 

5.4 The effects of time-stationary systematic errors  

A study was made of the procedure of testing one model on synthetic 

data generated by a different model. Neither model contained components 

that allow for non-stationary effects. The results are c.nsidered to 

represent the effects caused by time stationary differences between a 

model and the catchment it is simulating. 

The data sets used were the short 60 piece records generated by the 

O'Donnell model. 	Both error free and error contaminated data sets 	were 

used. The model used to fit the data was one based largely on the 

Stanford Watershed model (Mk. IV). 	In view of the large number of 

parameters in the Stanford model (23), it would have been desirable to 

use longer records for the testing to avoid the optimisation being 

underdetermined by serial correlation in the data. Unfortunately this 

was not possible because of the excessive computer time required. 	In 

fact the tests that were conducted had to be limited to approximately one 

thousand function evaluations. Although the degree of serial correlation 

in the synthetic data was not tested, it was thought that it would be 

less than for real records on two accounts: the input data was devised 

by man and not by nature; and the O'Donnell model which generated the 

output record has only a short 'memory' so that serial correlation 

coefficients for lags greater than two rapidly decrease to zero. 

The results for the six tests conducted are shown in Table 5.11. 

All the tests used the same starting point and constraint values. 

EXaminItion of the final values of the objective function, F, and 

comparison with those in Tables 5.3 to 5.7 shows the same pattern of 

behaviour i.e. input errors have less effect upon the degree of fit 

obtained than do Jrrors in the output record and the effect of errors 

in the precipitation are more serious than those in the potential 

evaporation record. The reasons for these similarities can be explained 

by the same arguments as were applied to the O'Donnell model in Section 

5.3.4. 

The degree of fit for the worst case is shown in Fig. 5.2. 	Both 

the timing and the magnitude of the peak agree well with the error free 
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values although the fitting was done on the error contaminated record, 

a curve whose peak was different in both time and magnitude. From 

this it is concluded that the Stanford model was able to separate the 

'true' catchment response from the errors. 

One feature of fitting a complex model to data generated by a 

simple model is that in the presenceof errors in the data the complex 

model has a potential for spurious simulation
2 
 . 	That this did not 

happen implies that -We different models built by two different people 

have very similar basic characteristics. This would seem 	indicate 

consistent interpretations of hydrology. 

Tests in which the simple model was fitted to data generated by the 

complex model were not carried out but would have been more realistic. 

It is, however, difficult to sea what additional information such tests 

would have given other than more consistent parameter values. The 

consistency of final parameter values has been discussed already in 

Section 3.6. 

Where a parameter in the Stanford model is equivalent to either a 

parameter or a fixed quantity in the O'Donnell model its value has been 

given in the last column of Table 5.11. Such values generally occur 

because of redundant components in the more complicated model. For 

example the Stanford model treats pervious and impervious areas in 

different ways while the O'Donnell model treats all the area as pervious 

i.e. the fraction of impervious area (parameter x2) is or should be zero 

in the Stanford model. The only value that appears to be seriously 

in error is the initial level on the lower zone storage (x20). This 

may well be because the level in the lower zone reservoir affects all 

movement of water in the pervious area. The fact that x20 
has almost 

the same value as the threshold (M*) on the soil moisture reservoir of the 

O'Donnell model (2.0) may be significant but was not examined. 

As the Stanford model appeared to be giving true simulations rather 

than just spurious ones a closer examination of individual parameter 

2 'Spurious simulation' is when parameter values have been manipulated 
so as to improve the value of the fitting criterion merely by neutralising 
some of the random errors in the data. 	In effect the parameter values 
are controlled by the random errors in the data. 
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values for each set of data was conducted. The following parameters 

seem to have somewhat erratic values; 	x4, x6, x11, xl-, x 5 x
16. A 

comparison of the basic structures of the two models allows most of the 

variation in parameter values to be explained by the redundancy of 

certain components in the Stanford model. These components cannot assume 

meaningful values since they have no counterpart in the O'Donnell model 

and are manipulated to minimise the effect of random errors in the data. 

From the results it appears that time-stationary differences between 

a model and a catchment are unlikely to be a major source of poor 

simulation of the catchment response by the fitted model. 	Consistent 

differences between the parameter values for the Stanford model and 

their equivalent values in the O'Donnell model, e.g. x20, may be 

attributable to time-stationary differences between the models. This 

would hide any physical meaning a parameter might have but should not 

affect predictions, a conclusion supported by the next section. 

5.5 Predictive ability for time-stationary data  

A chief aim of the research has been the fitting of models so that 

floods might be predicted. 	It was considered desirable to see how well 

a fitted model would predict floods in the absence of non-stationary 

time effects. Section 5.10 deals with a similar study in which non-

stationary effects were present. 

A real rainfall and potential evaporation sequence was fed into the 

O'Donnell model with a 'correct' set of parameters, and runoff values 

were generated. 	The Stanford model was then fitted to the first half 

of the record (365 pieces of data) and allowed to predict the second half 

using the parameter values optimised with the first half of the record. 

The results, Fig. 5.3, show that extremely good prediction was obtained. 

To quantify the goodness of the prediction and to remove the effects 

caused by one half of the record having smaller average ordinates than 

the other half, the quantity X3 was constructed as follows: 

3  The writer is grateful to D.P. Dawdy for pointing out that the m 
in the numerator makes X into a coefficient of variation that can be 
used to compare records of any length. 
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717 
x = -- 

QM 

 

(5.3) 

 

where F is the sum of squares of the errors between the m measured and 

computed flow values and (4,is the sum of the measured discharges for 

the record over which F was formed. 	It will be observed that X is 

dimensionless. For the first half of the record X had a value of 

0.1685 while for the second half X fell to 0.1670. 	This indicates 

that the prediction was at least as good as the fitting. 

To obtain some idea of how random errors affected a split record 

test the experiment was re-run using the final values of the parameters 

from the previous test as the starting values, and using a precipitation 

record with errors introduced in the same manner as in Section 5.2. 

Both the previous test and the present one used a version of the 

optimising routine that 'froze,  insensitive parameters. The final 

parameter values for the two tests are shown in Table 5.12. Examination 

of the X figures shows that the random errors had not affected the degree 

of fit obtained, but had caused much the same sort of parameter movement 

as occurred in the tests given in Section 5.4. 	The random error did not 

affect the goodness of the prediction from which it is assumed that the 

Stanford model is statistically robust to random errors. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from these tests is that in the 

absence of non-stationary time effects both the fit and the subsequent 

prediction are very accurate. Furthermore the accuracy of both these 

quantities seems insensitive to random errors in the precipitation data 

although these did cause weak and highly correlated parameters to change 

their values considerably. 

The results must, however, be qualified. 	Because the Stanford 

model is more complex although the individual components are less 

sophisticated than those of the O'Donnell model it would be expected 

that good fitting should be obtained since those components in the 

Stanford model that do not have counterparts in the O'Donnell model must 

simulate spuriously and improve the fit for no gain in the 'hydrology'. 

5.6 Modifications to the models  

Since comparative testing of the optimisation techniques had been 
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completed the need for not altering the structure of the models was no 

longer present. 	It was also intended to use the models on real data. 

A decision was therefore made to modify the two models available (the 

Stanford and O'Donnell models) in an attempt to reduce computation time 

and to ease the optimisation problems formerly encountered. 

5.6.1 Modifications to the O'Donnell model  

Modifications were made to the O'Donnell model primarily to improve 

its hydrology which had deliberately been made simple in order to 

concentrate on the feasibility of the optimisation. Originally the 

model was used with all the initial reservoir level:, at zero. This 

cannot always be guaranteed for trials with real data so all the initial 

reservoir levels were now considered as parameters for optimisation. 

This change increased the number of parameters from 9 to 13. 

To try to restore the balance as well as to ease the optimisation 

problem caused by parameter correlations (Appendix 3), the 3-parameter 

Horton type infiltration component was replaced by a 2-parameter one 

based on the Philip equation (Philip, 1964), 

S 

ft - f min 
2 ̀I(  tN 

 

(5.4) 

 

where ft 
is the potential infiltration rate at tLme tN' 

fm. is the minimum potential infiltration rate, 

and S is the sorption. 

 

A further point in favour of adopting the Philip equation is that it is 

derived from a theoretical consideration of infiltraV)a whereas the 

Horton equation is the result of curve fitting to measured data. 

The integrated form of Philip's quation used in these studios was 

FN 	S ( J tN 	_ 	) 	f 
min 

 

(5.4a) 

 

where FN 
is the volume of potential infiltration during the Nth interval, 

tN 
is an effective time at the start of the Nth interval and is 

not a real time, 

and 	LS, 	is a real (fixed) increment of time. 	The effective time at 

the start of the record, t1, was taken to be zero although it could have 
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been included in the optimisation as an 'initial value' parameter, 

The effective time t serves to pass information abnut the state 

of the ground from the Nth interval to the N + 1
th 

 interval. 	If 

infiltration could occur at the potential rate for a whole interval, 

A , without exhausting the suplDly, tM  at the start of the interval 

was incremented by L. to give tN + 1 
at the start of the next interval. 

The major problem of using either the Horton equation or the Philip 

equation arises when the available moisture cannot satisfy the potential 

infiltration demand during an interval. 	It is known that when there 

is no moisture to meet the potential demand the potential infiltration 

rate rises i.e. the effective time tN 
in equation 5.4 decreases. 	Very 

little is known about how the potential rate recovers under dry conditions 

and even less is known about what happens when moisture is available but 

is insufficient to meet the potential demand. Intuitively some form of 

recovery mechanism like that shown in Fig. 5.4 would be expected. 

The lack of information, either theoretical or experimental, about 

the recovery of the potential infiltration rate necessarily leads to the 

development of empirical equations that match the type of recovery 

behaviour shown in Fig. 5.4. The original recovery mechanism developed 

by O'Donnell for use with the Horton equation is described in Appendix 1. 

Use of a similar technique for the Philip equation was not possible owing 

to the Philip equation having a maximum potential infiltration rate that 

is infinite (the Horton equation has a finite maximum infiltration rate). 

To be compatible with the Philip equation the value of the potential 

infiltration rate should recover to an infinite value after an 

infinitely long dry period. 

Nearly 20 different empirical rules were tried as possible 

recovery mechanisms. All the rules depended upon different functions 

of the supply rate and start-of-interval ground condition but 

unfortunately many exhibited oscillatory behaviour over successive 

intervals. 	The most reasonable mechanism found was to evaluate tN  

from the Philip equation (equation 5.4): 

i•e• t, ( 1 

2 	f 	- f m. t 	in 

2 

 

(5.5) 
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The potential infiltration rate, ft' 
at the end of the N

th 
interval 

is given by 

ft f
N+1 

+ 

 

(5.6) 

 

In equation 5.6, f
n+1 

is the potential infiltration rate at the end of the 
th 

interval as calculated by the Philip equation and 	is the recovery 

in the potential rate during the N
th  interval given by 

F
N 

- R 

 

(fs fN+1
) 	(5.7) 

 

  

F f 
N min 

  

where R is the supply rate (N.B. R < FN 
if there is to be any recovery) 

and fs 	is the potential infiltration rate at which the supply R 

would become exhausted if infiltration.continued along the line of the 

Philip equation. 

Typical curves for this mechanism are shown in Fig. 5.5. Note that 

if supply is just equal to demand, GC = 0 and the Philip equation 

applies i.e. the recovery mechanism is continuous with the original 

equation. 

5.6.2 Results of modifications to the O'Donnell model  

After the original O'Donnell model had had the new infiltration 

component inserted and the initial reservoir levels made into parameters, 

two tests were,  carried out on the error free synthetic data generated by 

the original model. 

The first test fixed all but the two parameters of the Philip 

equation at their 'correct' values and proceeded to optimise the two 

infiltration parameters. 	The second test allowed all the model 

parameters to be optimised with the exception of the initial reservoir 

levels which were set to zero. 	The results are shown in Table 5.13. 

The final hydrograph for the case in which optimisation was carried 

out on the two infiltration parameters alone is shown in Fig. 5.6. The 

rising limbs of the hydrographs appear to have been well fitted 

indicating that the Philip equation was a satisfactory substitute for the 

Horton equation. The recessions are worse and this would seem to imply 

that there were significant differences between the empirical equations 

5.5 to 5.7 and the equally empirical recovery mechanism developed by 
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O'Donnell for the Horton equation (cf. Appendix 1). 

When all the parameters apart from the initial reservoir levels 

were optimised a much better fit was obtained. The differences between 

the calculated hydrograph and the one generated by the optimised model 

were so small that they would have been indistinguishable if plotted. 

Two points concerning the final parameter values are worthy of note, 

The first is that the final value for the minimum infiltration rate is 

within 5% of the value used in the Horton component when the synthetic 

data were generated. This would imply that the behaviour of the two 

different infiltration components was similar after long periods of 

infiltration at the potential rate. 	The second concerns the large 

increase (400 %) in the value of the interception threshold level (x3).  

This implies that the Philip equation decayed more rapidly than the 

Horton equation and that consequently surface storage had to be 

increased (a) to prevent too much water entering the channel storage 

and (b) to enable the requisite volume of water to reach the groundwater 

storage so that recession could be adequately simulated. 

This argument is supported by the lowering of the soil moisture 

reservoir threshold value. 	This increases the speed with which 

infiltrating water starts to reach the groundwater storage while reducing 

the opportunity for transpiration at the potential rate, so compensating 

for the increase in the evaporation from the interception storage. 

5.6.3 Modifications to the Stanford model  

The modifications to the Stanford model were approached from a 

different viewpoint to those for the O'Donnell model viz, from the 

optimisation point of view rather than from hydrological considerations. 

Some of the worst optimisation features of the Stanford model had been 

removed when the initial program was being prepared. Typical of these 

were the parameters concerned with the routing of overland flow. This 

component in the original Stanford program used three parameters: the 

Manning coefficient, n; 	the length of the flow slope, L; and the 

average gradient of the flow slope, S. 	These parameters only occurred 

when combined into the following group 

nL 

r---, 
S 

	(5.8) 

Since the parameters never appear in any other combination the optimising 
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routine could only find a unique value for K. The values of n, L and 

S would not be unique. This example of 10C % correlation between 

parameters was removed by considering only the group value, K, to be a 

parameter. 

Where possible the degree of parameter correlation was reduced. 

A typical case is in the routing of groundwater flow. 	In the original 

model, groundwater flow is given by 

1/96 

gw 	(1 	z1 	
) (1 + 

 z w) 1 2 g 

 

(5.9) 

 

where z1 and z2 are parameters, w is an antecedent index and 1 is the 

level in the groundwater reservoir. The modifications carried out 

to this equation were to rewrite it as 

gw = (x1 -I- x2 w) 1g 

 

(5.10) 

 

where x1 
 = 1 - 21

1/96  and x2,...x1  z2  

This saves computation time by avoiding the evaluation of 1-z1
1/96 

at 

every call of the model and by removing a repeated multiplication 

operation. The degree of correlatin has been reduced since the 

interactive term z1z2 has been eliminated. 

5.7 Non-stationary effects - use of real data  

5.7.1 Introduction  

Error perturbed synthetic data had shown that the effects of random 

errors in the data were much less than had been expected. 	It was 

therefore concluded that the major source of trouble experienced in 

model fitting must be due to deterministic errors such as those shown 

in Fig. 5.1. 	Owing to the large number of combinations of such types 

of error as well as a complete lack of quantitative knowledge about such 

errors it was considered impractical to start introducing each type of 

error separately into the synthetic data records. 	Attention therefore 

was turned to using real data. 

5.7.2 Data available 

Two sets of real data of high quality were available. 	The first 

of these was a short summer record for the River Brenig, an upland 

catchment in North Wales. 	(Fig. 5.7). 	The data consisted of rainfall 

and flow records for the months May to August,1967, together with a 

choice of estimated monthly potential evaporation figures. Of the three 
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estimates of potential evaporation, only one set, those based on Penman 

estimates using the sunshine records at Ruthin, ran through the whole 

length of the record. 	It was decided that it was best to use a 

homogeneous evaporation record rather than :- ne that changed in quality 

from month to month. Having manipulated the rainfall and runoff 

records so that matching 3-hourly volumes were available, attention 

turned to distributing the monthly potential evaporation demands into 

3-hourly values. The process by which this was done was probably 

unjustifiably complex in view of the small effect that errors in the 

potential evaporation record have upon the overall fitting, 

For each month the largest daily rainfall falling between 9 a.m. 

and 9 p.m. was found. A series of weights for each day of the month 

w. were prepared from 

k 

w.a. 	V./ E V. 	 ..,..(5.11) 
1=1 

where 
	

V..(1 - pi/  
Pmax 

	(5.12) 

th 
and 	pi  is the precipitation on the i day 	the month, between 9 a.m. 

and 9 p.m., 

pmax is the maximum of p
i  during the month, 

and k is the number of days in the month. 

The daily potential evaporation was then set equal to the product of wi  

and the monthly evaporation total. This procedure gives dry days a larger 

potential evaporation figure than wet days whilst allowing evaporation on 

all but the wettest day of each month. 

The daily potential evaporation was then distributed into 36-minute 

intervals by assuming that the potential rate varied sinusoidally from zero 

to a maximum and back to zero between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. 	If a rainfall 

occurred in any 36-minute interval the potential evaporation for that 

period was set to zero and the remaining non-zero values were linearly 

scaled to maintain the daily total. .The 36-minute values were then 

combined into 3-hourly groups that were compatible with the intervals 

used for the rainfall and precipitation data. 

The second set of catchment data consisted of 44 water years of 

matching 3-hourly rainfall, potential evaporation and runoff values for 
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the River Ray at Gxondon Underwood, an experimental catchment operated 

by the Institute of Hydrology. A general impression of this record 

can be g.ined from Fig. 5.8 which shows that the first half of the record 

was drier than the second half although the major event of the record 

occurs in the first half. 

The catchment is basically a rural clay catchment which is 

considered to be leak proof. 20% of the catchment is wooded whilst the 

rest is mainly used for farming. 

The instrumentation on the Grendon Underwood catchment is shown 

in Fig. 5.9. The autographic rainfall gauges have their values 

combined to yield mean precipitation over the whole catchment. The 

weights for the contributions of each gauge are taken from an isohyetal 

plot. 

5.8 	Selection of the 'best' model  

At the start of the tests only two models were available, the 

Stanford model and the O'Donnell.model. 	As it was not going to be 

feasible to use both models for long data runs it was necessary to make 

a decision as to which model would be the better one and then to use only 

that model for later tests. 

The simplest way to decide which model was the better would have 

been to test both models on one storm event. This technique although 

tried was not considered to yield conclusive evidence of the superiority 

of one of the models; 	on a short piece of record the Stanford model, 

having roughly twice the number of parameters as the O'Donnell model, 

would be expected to have more parameters cancelling out the effects of 

random errors in the data. As long as the record was short the 

Stanford model would always give the better fit. 

Fitting was therefore carried out on the 3 months of 3-hourly 

values (736 pieces of information) of the Grendon Underwood record that 

included the major storm of the full period of the record. 	Testing was 

also carried out using the 73 pieces of information that served to 

define the major storm. This latter short record was mainly used for 

assessing modifications to the O'Donnell model brought about by the 

failure of the original structure. 

5.8.1 	Tests using the O'Donnell model  

In the first test the O'Donnell model was fitted to the first 736 
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points of the Grendon Underwood record. (October to December, 1963). 

The resulting fit on the major event is shown by the chain dotted line in 

Fig. 5.10. Several things were learnt from this test that governed 

later tests. 

The first of these concerned the length and nature of the record to 

which the fitting was done. 	The object of the tests was to see how 

well the model could be fitted to a flood event. To achieve this end 

the objective criterion used for fitting was the sum of squares of the 

residuals. As this criterion depends heavily upon the size of the' 

errors in the high flow values its control upon the fitting of the small 

ordinates was negligible. Consequently to reduce computer time, later 

tests used only the data points in the immediate vicinity of the major 

event. This meant that parameters whose values were largely controlled 

by low flow conditions would probably take on false values since the 

components to which they belong would by giving spurious simulations. 

The fit achieved by the O'Donnell model was unsatisfactory in 

several respects. First and foremost is the fit at the peak of the 

hydrograph which is both low (25% underestimated) as well as being too 

early. Further examination of the hydrograph reveals that the response 

to rainfall is too rapid. These two effects were easily explained 

by reference to the way in which the optimisation routine had manipulated 

the model. 	(Fig. 3.2, page 343). 

The model parameters were adjusted so that negligible groundwater 

flow occurred. While this closely coincides with -the known catchment 

response it does mean that all the flood must be routed through interception 

storage and the linear channel storage. This explains why the peak was 

early - there was insufficient damping in the model to match that of the 

catchment. The low value for the peak discharge reflects the influence 

of the minimisation of the errors on the rising limb of the hydrograph 

i.e. had the peak had the correct magnitude the errors on the rising 

limb would have been very large. 

Since the reasons for the poor fit of the O'Donnell model had been 

related to structural deficiencies, changes were attempted. 	The first 

of these was to remove the soil moisture component. The conceptual 

effect of this was to change the groundwater storage into 'interflowl 

storage. 	In this way the groundwater reservoir simulated the delay 

caused by horizontal flow in the unsaturated soil layer between the 
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water table and the ground surface. Reference to the dotted line in 

Fig. 5.10 shows that this change had not had an adverse effect upon 

model p.:,rformance and represented a reduction of two in the total 

number of parameters. The problem of the rapid response of the model 

still remained. 

To put more damping into the system the output from the channel 

storage and linterflowl storage reservoirs was now routed through another 

linear reservoir. The conceptual effect of this additional reservoir 

was to relegate the role of the former channel reservoir to that of an 

overland flow reservoir whilst using the new reservoir for channel 

routing. 	The broken line in Fig. 5.10 shows that an improvement had 

been achieved but that the former unsatisfactory behaviour had not been 

completely eliminated. 	The change had also adversely affected-.the 

storm recession and it was concluded that the use of linear components 

for overland flow routing was inadequate. 

At this point modification of the O'Donnell model was ceased because 

in effect subjective changes were being made to suit a specific catchment. 

It was the principle of this research to be objective. 

5.8.2 Tests using the Stanford model 

The results of carrying out the same tests with the modified 

Stanford model as had been conducted on the O'Donnell model are shown in 

Fig. 5.11. 	The fit achieved using only the 73 ordinates of the storm is 

on the whole very good, the largest and most consistent discrepancies 

appearing in the recession parts of the hydrograph. The fit was in 

fact so good that there is a strong possibility that owing to serial 

correlation in the data there is insufficient information to determine 

all the parameters. This is supported by the wide variations between the 

final parameter values for the two tests carried out, one using 73 data 

points, the other using 736 points. The final parameter values for 

these two tests are shown in Table 5.14. 

The results of fitting the model to 736 pieces of data is also 

shown in Fig. 5.11. The time to peak and peak value are again very 

close to those actually measured but the recession fit is worse than 

before. A possible reason for consistently poor fitting of the 

recession limbs could be the coarseness of the linear groundwater 

storage component. This was not examined at this time although 

later sophistication of the Stanford model did try to refine the 

original mechanism. 
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5.8.3 Conclusions about which model is best  

The final objective function values, F, for the tests on the 

O'Donnell model were: 

0.0315 for the O'Donnell model fitted to 736 points; 

and 0.0252 for the O'Donnell model fitted to 73 points. 
The corresponding values for the Stanford Model were: 

0.0054 for 736 points; 

and 0.0002 for 73 points. 
Bearing in mind that where subjective decisions have had to be made in 

this thesis they have been based on grounds of effectiveness rather than 

economy, it would appear that the Stanford model should be selected as 

the better model. 

The O'Donnell model was now rejected in favour of the modified 

Stanford model and all subsequent tests on real data used the latter 

model. 

5.9 Predictive tests  

So far tests both on synthetic data and on real data had shown a 

disappointing lack of agreement between parameter values. Reasons for 

this have been put forward in Chapter 3. However, there still remains 

the problem of trying to estimate the reliability of final parameter 

values so that confidence can be placed in the use of an optimised 

model. Sharman (1969) presents several standard ways of comparing the 

measured data with the values produced by a model. The confidence 

limits he found for the runoff values calculated by his models, showed 

that the fitting he obtained was highly significant. The reason for this 

was that the number of degrees of freedom he used in his tests of 

significance were based on the number of data points less one. 	This 

means that in the derivation of the number of degrees of freedom for the 

purpose of making tests of significance, he effectively ignored the high-

serial correlation between successive runoff values and greatly 

exaggerated the significance of his results. Had he allowed for the 

serial correlation and based his degrees of freedom on some quantity 

such as the intrinsic data content defined in Section 3.6 his results 

would have been more realistic. In view of the inadequacies of methods 

used to estimate the intrinsic data content of sequential data in terms 

of independent values, the chances of giving meaningful confidence 

intervals for the parameter values were considered to be very remote. 
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Consequently no estimates of confidence intervals were attempted. 

It was therefore decided to try predicting future records using 

the optimised parameter values obtained by fitting to past records i.e. 

split record tests as in Section 5.5 above. 

The following subsections describe the diffLrent ways these tests 

were carried out in an attempt to assess the optimal policy for this 

type of work as well as to assess the pitfalls in it. 

5.9.1 	Assessment of the predicted records  

Having fitted the model to a portion of the input and runoff record, 

a subsequent portion of the runoff record was generated from the relevant 

precipitation and potential evaporation records and using the optimised 

parameter values. The following quantities were produced by the computer 

program for both the fitted and predicted portions of the record: 

F - the objective function = the sum of squares of the differences 

between the measured flow 
M 
 q. and the calculated flow cq.; 

m 
m 

i=1
qi 

 
m 

i=1 

If a perfect fit or prediction occurred F would have the value zero and 

QM  would equal QC. These three quantities were combined into the 

following dimensionless groups. 

QM - the total measured flow volume = 

QC 
- the total calculated flow volume 

= X and QM QC Y 	(5.13) 

 

QM  

 

which enable fair comparisons between records of different lengths and 

different mean values to be made. 

Prediction was rated as good if X and Y for the predicted period 

were within 25% of the corresponding fitting period values. 

Assessment of the fitting itself was less easy. 	In the end it 

consisted of comparing X and Y values during fitting with those produced 

by fitting to other records, and of an examination of the final parameter 

values to see if consistent correlations were present. 

Both the fitted and predicted records were examined for gross 

discrepancies which were usually reflected by at least one of the 

dimensionless groups X or Y. 
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5.9.2 Prediction using storm parameter values  

Having already fitted the Stanford model to the major event of the 

Grendon Underwood record, it seemed reasonable that the first tests 

should examine how well the parameter values optimised for the storm 

predicted other parts of the runoff record. Prediction was carried out 

for 3 three-month periods; 	October to December, 1963, January to March, 

1964 and October to December, 1964. 	The first three-month record 

included the storm for which the parameter values were found. 

The values of X and Y are shown in Table 5.15 along with the values 

obtained when the first three-month period was used for the fitting. 

Unfortunately a.utumn, 1964, was very dry and this is reflected by 

the results which show that very little in the way of fitting for the 

'dry' weather parameters had occurred by optimising only on the storm 

ordinates. 	While it can be argued that the prediction was good 

because only small runoff values had been predicted it does mean that 

for the next storm the antecedent ground conditions were likely to be 

badly in error with a corresponding effect upon the flood prediction. 

The effect of errors in the antecedent conditions is shown by a 

comparison of X and Y values for the optimisation and the prediction on 

the autumn, 1963, record. 	The prediction for this three-month record 

could not even rank as good when compared with the results of optimisation. 

The major flood peak value changed from 	0.2103in(5.35 mm) to 

0.1642 in (4.18 mm) (Measured value = 0.2050 in (5.21 mm) ) 

5.9.3 Optimisation and prediction on sequential records  

For the tests under this heading, the Grendon Underwood record was 

split up into approximately 4-month periods. No regard for possible 

seasonal effects was taken into account in the division of the full 

record. 

The results of optimising on a four-month period with prediction on 

the following four months are given in Tables 5.16 and 5.17. Selected 

hydrographs for the main events for the predicted records are shown in 

Figs. 5.12 - 5.19. 

The first two lines of Table 5.16 show the results of a test that 

found a local optimum. At the time no other values for the X and Y 
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dimensionless quantities existed. 	It was examination of the optimised 

and predicted records that suggested that the optimisation had found 

another valley rather than a different 'pothole' in the correct valley. 

A fresh test was run using a new set of starting values and much better 

results were obtained. 

By using the final parameter values from one optimisation as the 

starting values for the next it was hoped to remain in the same 

correlation valley. 

The results for the dimensionless factors X and Y show that in only 

one case could prediction be rated as good. 	In most of the other 

cases the results varied from fair to very poor. The explanation for 

these variations lies in the fact that frequently the parameters for one 

season were being used to predict runoff for different seasons. 

Examination of Figs. 5.8, 5.12 - 5.19 shows that the explanation for the 

poor prediction in tests 7 and 8 was largely due to a type of condition 

the Stanford model had to simulate i.e. cracking clay. The record on 

which the optimisation was carried out was mainly a winter to early 

spring record and soil moisture conditions were such that the clay never 

cracked. The subsequent record on which the prediction was carried out 

commenced with a long dry period. This allowed the catchment surface 

to crack and one effect of this upon the model structure was to require 

that the potential infiltration rate be initially Very large, Subsequent 

optimisation of the 'cracked clay' record allowed the necessary adjustment 

Of the model parameters to take place so that subsequent fitting was good. 

The adjustments consisted of increasing the capacity of the interception 

(1), upper zone (5) and lower zone (7) storages (Table 5.17, cols. 4 and 5) 

so that the precipitation could be absorbed for later, gradual release. 

Comparison of lines 10 and 11 (9th Nov. - 12th March) of Table 5.16 

shows that prediction and optimisation of this record was equally poor. 

Reference to Fig. 5.19 shows that the reason was snow melt. Allowing'  

for the fact that the model could not forecast the delay to be put on the 

snow melt, the resultant differences between the measured and total 

runoff is small indicating that although the surface components were 

unable to function correctly the subsurface components were able to and 

did. 

These ipst .aad served their purpose in that they had enabled the 
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predictive performance of the model to be studied in quantitative terms. 

The value of the dimensionless comparison factors X and Y had been shown 

and their significance apprecirted. 	The first of these factors X 

indicates whether the temporal distribution of the runoff is correct. 

The second quantity Y is the chief indicator of whether or not the 

storage elements of the model are functioning correctly. They also show 

that if confidence is to be placed in the predicted runoff it is important 

that both the dimensionless factors for the prediction should agree with 

those evaluated for the optimisation. 

The major hydrological outcome of the tests was the indication that 

seasonal effects must be taken into account either in the model or in the 

optimisation-prediction strategy if reliable predictions are to be made. 

5.9.4 Optimisation and prediction on a seasonal basis  

The Stanford model was fitted to the first three months of the data 

for the Grendon Underwood catchment (an autumn record) and prediction 

was carried out for the following three winter months and the four 

succeeding autumns. The results are shown in Table 5.18. 

The first conclusion to be drawn from Table 5.18 is that with the 

exception of autumn, 1964, the autumn predictions provide better values 

of X than does the winter of 1964 which immediately followed the record 

on which the optimisation was carried out. Examination of the 

dimensionless factors X and Y for the winter record suggest; that the 

prediction was affected by some phenomenon not present in the autumn 

record with which the fitting was done. 	Investigation of the 

discrepancies between the measured and calculated records showed that the 

time distribution differences were due to snowmelt. It was encouraging 

to see that the total calculated and measured volumes of discharge for 

the three-month period were practically the same implying that the correct 

soil moisture calculations were still being conducted. 

The second conclusion to be drawn from Table 5.18 is thatthe X value 

gradually get worse as the period between the optimised record and the 

predicted record increases. This could be evidence of non-stationary 

time effects although insufficient data is available to test such a 

hypothesis. 

The record for the autumn of 1964 forms an outlier in the results. 

This was because that period was so dry that the important correlations 

between the flood parameters on which most of the optimisation effort had 
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been expended were not used. Had the criterion of fit that was used 

been less biased towards flood peaks the results for prediction on this 

record might have been very different. Another factor which made 

matters worse was that initial reservoir levels had to be based on the 

values for the preceding autumn and may well have caused gross prediction 

errors simply because there was no storm event to mitigate their effect. 

The major events for each of the predicted seasons are shown in 

Figs. 5.20 - 5.25. 

The general quality of the prediction of peak magnitudes is good. 

The major exception to this is the prediction for the winter of 1964 

where a serious overestimate of the flood occurred. Examination of the 

precipitation record shows that a large quantity of precipitation fell 

(54 mm in 45 hrs). The way in which this precipitation actually 

proceeded to produce runoff will be seen to be unusual. A second peak 

occurs for zero rainfall after which the stream discharged at an 

unusually high rate. Meterological records for the catchment indicated 

that the storm started as rainfall and gradually changed to snow. The 

peculiar position for the second peak represents the effect of the daytime 

thaw. The rising temperature enabled the recession to be upheld by 

gradual snow melt until the second storm arrived. The runoff for the 

second storm was in excess of that expected presumably because it 

removed the remaining snow from the previous storm. 

The other less severe exception to the general quality of the 

fitting is the major event of the autumn of 1967, Fig. 5.25. 	Examination 

of Fig. 5.8 shows that prior to this storm there had been a relatively 

dry spell. This may have led to some surface cracking of the clay 

which usually results in a reduction of the observed runoff (Section 

5.9.3). 

The improved quality of the prediction on a seasonal basis over the 

predictions in which seasonal effects are ignored, suggests the former 

seasonal basis is preferable. Errors brought about by assuming that 

the initial reservoir levels at the beginning of the record to be 

predicted, are the same as those at the beginning of the record on which 

the optimisation was conducted could be overcome by carrying the 

prediction through the whole length of the available data using the 

parameters derived for the different seasons. This has not yet been done. 
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5.9.5 Prediction of annual records  

For these tests optimisation was carried out on the Grendon 

Underwood data using one water year of 3-hourly values. The fitted 

model was then used to predict the runoff record for at least the 

following year. 

Owing to the large amount of computer time required to optimise a 

full year of record only two tests were conducted, 

In the first test the first year of the Grendon Underwood record 

was used to fit the model. Using the optimised parameter values, the 

second year of 3-hourly runoff values was predicted from the precipitation 

and potential evaporation records. The results of the prediction for 

the second water year of data are shown in Fig. 5.26. 

Since the second water year of the Grendon Underwood record was very 

dry with only one major event in that period, a second test was carried 

out. This test fitted the model to the third water year of the Grendon 

Underwood record and prediction was carried out for the remaining 11-44: 

years of record. The major events of the predicted record are shown in 

Figs. 5.26 - 5.34. 

Table 5.19 shows that the optimisation on a whole year of record 

generally produced good forecasts of the annual runoff with values of 

Y comparable with those obtained for the seasonal tests (Table 5.18). 

The reason for this similarity between annual and seasonal tests when 

the former appear to give poor flood forecasts is presumed to lie with 

the optimisation which used the same objective function (the sum of 

squares of the differences between computed and measured flow values) 

for both tests. For the annual tests the larger proportion of small 

flow values due to the summers being drier than the winters would cause 

the parameter values to be less biased towards floods. Two effects of 

seasonal differences are worth noting. 	The first concerns Fig. 5.15 

and cracking clay. Using annual values a good predicted hydrograph was 

obtained, the peaks being coincident in time and having values of 0.350 

and 0.364 for the measured and predicted values respectively. This 

contrasts sharply with prediction using short period non-seasonal 

parameters and supports the conclusions shown by the rest of the annual 

tests viz. that the long record enables a better assessment of long term 

storage parameter values to be made. 
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The second seasonal effect is shown by Fig. 5.34 and shows the 

effect of snowmelt upon prediction. The difference between total 

measured runoff for the year and that predicted was reasonably small 

(14.6%) again indicating that satisfactory soil storage action was 

occurring. 

5.9.6 Conclusion on the predictive tests  

When predicting events for which the model structure is a reasonable 

approximation to catchment behaviour the results are good. 	However, 

when predicting for situations for which the model has not been designed, 

notably snow melt, results are poor. 

A second cause of unreliable predictions occurs when situations 

arise in the prediction period that did not occur in the fitting period, 

for example the prediction for a record in which serious cracking of the 

surface layers of clay occurred. 	When the model was fitted to data in 

which some clay cracking had occurred (the annual tests) the results of 

prediction were much better. Another situation of this type would be 

caused by rainfall on a frozen catchment. The effects that have been 

mentioned are largely seasonal. 	It is thought that optimisation on 

seasonal data with prediction over the corresponding seasons is likely 

to give the most reliable flood predictions. 

A predictive strategy based on seasonal parameters should give more 

reliable predictions than one based on annual values. The main reason 

for this concerns the nature of individual storm events. Roughly  

speaking storms of sufficient precipitation content to produce floods 

can be divided into cyclonic and convective. As each type of storm 

has its own basic characteristics it would be expected that the 

parameter values obtained by fitting to a record predominated by storms 

of only one type would differ from those obtained by fitting to a record 

largely containing storms of the second type. Each type of storm can 

therefore be considered as producing sets of parameter values from two 

different statistical distributions. 

Fitting to a record that contains roughly equal numbers of the two 

types of storm will produce parameter values that fit neither type of 

storm adequately. This could be overcome by having sets of parameter 

values that are classified by storm characteristic. Work along such 

lines has been conducted at the Institute of Hydrology but nothing of 

this sort was done for the present study. The alternative to which 
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brief attention has been given to have seasonal parameters. 	These 

reduce the storm effects since storm types tend to be associated with 

seasons i.e. convective rainfall generally occurs in summer. 

The use of seasonal data must, however, 'be tempered with caution. 

Although economically attractive, fitting to individual storm events 

was ruled out since: 

a) there may be insufficient data in the record to allow the 

parameter values to be properly determined; 

and 

b) if the storm is indiscriminately chosen there is a strong chance 

of picking one that is not characteristic of the general pattern. 

The latter reason for rejecting storm parameters must also apply to 

seasonal values if only one storm (single or complex) occurs in the 

season. The following is therefore proposed as the strategy by which 

model parameters should be found and then used for forecasting:- 

1) 	Optimise separately on each season of one year's data. 	Check the 

seasonal records to make sure that seasons have not been used in which 

less than two independent storms occur. If this has occurred optimisa-

tion should be carried out on: 

a) a more suitable seasonal record using as initial parameter values 

the best values found for the unsatisfactory season; 

or 

b) failing a more suitable record, optimisation should be carried 

out using at least two seasons of data simultaneously. 

2) 	Having obtained sets of seasonal parameters, a known piece of record 

(at least one year) should be predicted using the seasonal parameters. 

The predictions should be compared with the measured record to see if 

any gross errors have occurred. 	If such errors cannot be attributed 

to deficiencies in the model (e.g. snow melt) a re-examination of the 

data to which the fitting was done should be carried out to see if a.  

non-global valley (as opposed to a 'pothole' in the global valley) has 

been entered. This will usually reveal itself by: 

a) the factor X for the season in question may be much larger 

than for the other seasons to which fitting was done; 

or 	b) the percentage error in the total runoff for the season, Y, 

will be large. 
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If a local optimum is suspected, a re-optimisation from a new 

starting point should be conducted. If the final point still fails 

on the prediction tests optimisation should be carried out on new data. 

5.10 Different objective criteria  

Constructive work in connection with the solution of the problem 

of variability in the final parameter values first came to the writer's 

attention in an article by Betson and Green (1968). Although the writer 

believes that many of their problems resulted from an underdetermination 

of the parameter values (32 parameters were used with 120 hourly data 

points)Betson and Green did succeed in getting consistent parameter 

estimates by breaking their problem down into two subproblems. With 

the model they were using it wrs possible to distinguish between those 

parameters which controlled the temporal distribution of runoff and 

those which controlled the volumes of moisture to be distributed in 

time. By first fitting the temporal parameters and then re-optimising 

using all the parameters Betson and Green achieved high consistency. 

5.10.1 	The new criterion 

To try to overcome some of the inconsistency introduced into the 

final parameter values by serial correlation in the data it was 

decided to try to extend Betson's and Green's ideas to the Stanford 

type model. Segregation of the parameters into those affecting 

temporal distribution and those affecting volumes in storage did not 

seem practical since some reservoir levels were used to control time 

distribution processes i.e. there was interaction between the two types 

of parameter. 

The decision making was therefore left to the optimising routine. 

By creating an objective criterion that gave weightir, to both the 

temporal distribution of runoff as well as long term volumetric discharges, 

it was hoped to obtain more conE'stent parameter values. 

The objective function chosen was 

F 

m 

i..-1 

k 

(mi q 	- Ci  q)
2 
+ b .. 1.1 

	

-- L 	.. 

	

".1 	(Mj  q 	- C q1  ) 1.1  
.-- 
	(5.14) 

where  a and b are weighting factors, 

m 	is the total number of pieces of data in the series, 

2 
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Mqi 	is the measured runoff during one interval, 
q. C 	is the calculated runoff during one interval, 

and the product of 1 and k is equal to m. 

The first term largely controls the temporal distribution of 

runoff while the second term controls long term volume changes, provided 

k is small. Although using equation 5.14 was not a two-stage process 

like that devised by Betson and Green it was thought to fulf:1 the same 

basic requirements. 

5.10,2 	Tests using_the new criterion of fit  

The main object of the tests was to discover whether or not the 

new criterion yielded more consistent parameter estimates. 	As a 

by-product of the work its effect upon prediction was to be examined. 

Since any record would do for the first objective the data used 

could be selected so as to show clearly the effects upon predictions, 

The record chosen for the fitting was one of the 4-month non- 

seasonal records used in Section 5.9.3. 	The particular data sets used 

were those of lines 7 and 8 (4th March - 6th July and 7th July - 8th Nov. 

1968) of Table 5.16 which had shown large incompatibilities because of 

the cracking of the clay. The fitting of the model to annual records 

had shown that it was within the capabilities of the model to allow 

for the cracking of the clay. Because this had been achieved largely 

by manipulati:m of the soil moisture parameters it was with interest 

that the effects of the new criteria, which increased the emphasis on 

the soil moisture parameters, was awaited. 

The tests with the least squares criterion had, in effect, been the 

same as using equation 5.14 with a=1 and b=0 so the first test that was 

carried out used a = 0 and b = 1. 	The second test used a = 1 and b = 1. 

All the tests used the same starting point. The three sets of results 

are shown in Table 5.20. 	Reference to Table 5.21, which gives the 

'physical' meaning of each of the parameters used in the Stanford model, 

shows that the compound criterion had consistent parameter estimates 

with each of the other two criteria and that the consistency can be 

linked through their physical meanings. The ratios of the values of 

x
5 
to x

7 
for all the tests (x

5 
 /x
7 	

) agrees with the observations 

of Crawford and Linsley. 	
5 

The tests with a = 1 and b = 0 and with a = 1 and b = 1 were repeated 
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using different starting points to see if consistency was improved. 

The results of these tests are shown in Table 5,22. The final column of 

Table 5.22 shows what happened to the parameter values when the constraint 

conditions on x
3 

and x
17 

were relaxed. Fig. 5.35 shows how the various 
parts of the total criterion varied throughout the test. Note that 

initial movement in the total objective function is largely caused by 

the volumetric component in both cases. 

Table 5.20 shows that the new criterion is an improvement over the 

old one in that more 'muscles' of the model appear to be significantly 

'flexed'. Comparison of Tables 5,20 and 5.22 show that the consistency 

in parameter estimates was not noticeably improved. 

Comparison of the values for the sum of squares of the differences 

between each ordinate (the first term of equation 5,14) for the third 

and fourth columns of Table 5.20 with the corresponding figures in 

Table 5.22 (cols. 3 and 5) shows that the new criterion with a = 1 and 
b = 1 had not seriously affected the degree of fit of the flood event, 

For predicting purposes, the values of the parameters that were 

found for the second test, using the compound criterion, were much more 

reliable as far as peak magnitude was concerned although the model still 

seemed incapable of storing the water indefinitely. The results of 

these predictions are shown in Figs. 5,36 - 5.39. 
5.10.3 Conclusions on the new criterion 

The tests had not shown any spectacular successes as regards a 

solution to the problem of inconsistency in optimised parameter values. 

However, the new criterion (a=1 and b = 1) did seem to have two parts that 

did not interact to any great extent and this allowed the data to impose 

two sets of correlation conditions upon the model, one affecting floods 

and the other affecting long-term volume changes. Since the earlier 

criterion (a=1, b = 0) only allowed the first correlation condition to 

be imposed it is thought that more reliable predictions should be 

possible using the new criterion. 

5.11 The development of a new model  

5.11.1 General philosophy 

Dissatisfaction with some of the optimisation features of both the 

Stanford model and the O'Donnell model led to the development of a new 

model embodying the numerical principles set out in earlier chapters. 
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Althoush the new model could not be rated a great hydrological success 

it fulfilled its main aim: it was an example of how a model should be 

built to ease the problems set to the optimising routine. 

The new model was designed to eliminate both high parameter 

correlation and nuisance parameters. The only known example of the 

former condition occurred in the Horton infiltration formula. Nuisance 

parameters were largely avoided by discarding threshold values on the 

reservoirs. 

Having decided what was not going to be built into the model, 

alternatives had to be found. This was a relatively simple matter for 

the infiltration process and advantage was taken of the infiltration 

component based upon the Philip equation already developed (Section 5.6.1). 

Replacement of the threshold value concept was less easy but a 

continuous approach was devised based largely on the work of Boughton, 

1966). The idea of a constant value for the spillway level of a 

natural reservoir is bad from the optimisation point of view as well as 

being crude hydrologically: for example, the potential interception 

capacity must vary with rainfall intensity as well as seasonally for 

deciduous vegetation. A selection now had to be made between the 

remaining types of components used in the Stanford and O'Donnell models. 

For modelling subsurface flow, the O'Donnell model used interval 

continaous
4 linear reservoirs whilst the Stanford model used a combination 

of nominal 5  reservoir contents and interval-discrete6  linear reservoirs. 

An interval continuous linear reservoir is one for which the input 
volume is assumed to arrive at a uniform rate throughout the interval and 
the output volume is calculated on this basis. 

5 	In the Stanford model, reservoir discharge characteristics-are con-
trolled by dimensionless measures of the reservoir contents. 	In order to 
calculate this dimensionless measure an amount of contents known as the 
nominal amount is needed with which the actual contents in the reservoir 
can be combined to give a dimensionless 'state of contents' factor. 	The 
nominal amount concept does not hare any physical foundation and merely 
acts as a yardstick against which reservoir contents are measured. It is 
a scaling factor. 

6 An interval discrete linear reservoir is one for which the input 
volume is assumed to be instantaneous and to arrive at the beginning of 
the time interval. The output volume is calculated accordingly. 
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From an optimisation point of view there was little evidence in 

favour of either the nominal level or linear reservoir concepts. From 

a physical point of view nominal levels appear to have little 

significance and are only useful if infiltration rates are to be based 

on the state of the soil moisture reservoir (as in the Stanford model). 

They were rejected in favour of linear reservoirs whose decay rate 

constants can be estimated from recession curves. 

The next decision concerned whether interval continuous or interval 

discrete linear reservoirs were to be used, 	Since the latter type of 

reservoir requires less computation than the former, it would have been 

used if there was little effect upon how well the model was fitted. 

While the new model was being developed a test was carried out using the 

Stanford model. The groundwater component of the Stanford model is an 

interval discrete linear reservoir. This component was changed to be 

interval continuous. The results for two comparative runs on the same 

data are shown below 

TYPE OF GROUNDWATER 	OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE NUMBER OF FUNCTION 
COMPONENT 
	

STARTING 	FINAL 	EVALUATIONS 

INTERVAL DISCRETE 223. 29.1 754 

INTERVAL CONTINUOUS 230. 21.8 761 

From these results it would appear that the interval continuous linear 

reservoir is preferable to the interval discrete reservoir. 	Consequently 

all linear reservoirs in the new model were based on the continuous 

principle. 

The remaining major component of the catchment system that has not 

been mentioned is the channel routing procedure. The O'Donnell model did 

not really have a channel routing component so the relatively simple 

Stanford procedure (time delay histogram + Muskingum type routing) was 

adopted in full. 

A schematic diagram of the new model together with a flow chart is 

shown in Fig. 5.40. A listing of the computer program for the new model 

is given in Appendix 7. 
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5.11.2 Comparative tests with the Stanford model  

The resultant model has 23 parameters as opposed to the equivalent 

Stanford model which has 24. However, of these 23 only 4 are initial'  

storage levels whereas 6 of the Stanford model's parameters are 

initial storage levels. 

The tests that were prepared for the new model had to answer: 

a) how well does the new model fit real data? 

b) how economical on computer time is the new model? 

c) how well does the new model predict? 

To answer these questions a standard of comparison was needed. This was 

provided by repeating the tests using the Stanford model. 

To cover as wide a range of hydrological conditions as possible the 

models were tested on data from two catchments, the Brenig and the 

Grendon Underwood. 	In both cases split record tests were carried out, 

the fitting being done on the first half of each record with prediction 

on the second half. 

The results are shown in Tables 5.23 and 5.24. The major events 

for the fitted records and the predicted records are shown in Figs. 5.41 -

5.45. Since the new model allowed infiltration and evaporation processes 

to interchange the order in which they act whereas the Stanford model 

always gives evaporation preference, it was decided to examine the effect 

of changing the order of preferences for the Stanford model. For thiS 

reason there is an extra set of results for the tests on the Brenig data, 

Fig. 5.43. 

The results show that the new model was very much faster as regards 

computer execution time. However, this seems to be the only feature for 

which the new model was superior to the Stanford model. Using the Brenig 

data, the new model achieved a degree of fit very similar to that attained 

by the Stanford model but the prediction for the second half of the record 

was roughly three times as bad as for the Stanford model. When applied 

to the Grendon Underwood data the new model did not fit as well as the 

Stanford model. Prediction was again badly out. 

The poor results can be blamed upon the optimising routine having 

found a local optimum. This once occurred for the Stanford model when 

very poor estimates of the true parameter values were used as the initial 

values. 	When the poor estimates were replaced by better estimates the 
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'global' optimum was soon found. To reduce the chance of finding a 

local optimum the starting values of the parameters for the new model 

were estimated with care. hence the poor prediction can only be 

explained by spurious si: elation caused by some of the model components 

being hydrologically unrealistic in their actions. 

5.11.3 Conclusions on the new model  

From the results obtained the only conclusion that can be drawn 

hydrologically is that the Stanford model showed that a significant 

computational improvement had been achieved. 

In defence of the new model it must be emphasised that it was built 

in a period of a few months and that it represents the views of one 

relatively inexperienced hydrologist. The Stanford model represents 

years of development by experienced hydrologists. 

To obtain some idea of how much spurious simulation as opposed to 

genuine simulation there was in the new model the first half of the 

Brenig record was fitted using polynomial and harmonic series. The 

criterion for fitting was one of least squares in both cases. The 

results are shown below 

FITTING AGENT 
	

NO. OF PARAMETERS OR 	SUM OF SQUARES OF 
COEZFICIENTS 	DIFFERENCES 

POLYNOMIAL SERIES 	23 	0.0606 

HARMONIC SERIES 	25 	0.0468 

STANFORD MODEL 	24 	0.0154 

• NEW MODEL 	23 	0.0178 

from which it was ccncluded that the new model was achieving more than 

just curve fitting. 

A listing of the new model appears in Appendix 7. 	It is an example 

of how a model should be built if it is to be fitted by automatic 

techniques. It is hoped that this testing will form the basis for a new 

and hydrologically more satisfactory model. 
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5.12 Summary of conclusions 

The object of the work reported in this chapter was to find a 

practical way of using the optimising program to fit hydrological models 

to real data. To accomplish this it was first necessary to assess the 

effects of both random and deterministic errors upon model behaviour. 

The effects of random errors were easily studied by introducing 

them into the synthetic data generated by the O'Donnell model. By then 

fitting the O'Donnell model to various combinations of error-contaminated 

records it was possible to build up a picture of how random errors in the 

various hydrological records affected the final fit. 	It was found that 

random errors were unlikely to be a major source of trouble unless they 

were gross outliers. 

Attention then turned to systematic errors. These errors are some 

form of biased effect in the data and can be loosely classified as those 

whose effect is constant throughout the record (time stationary effects) 

and those whose effect varies (non-stationary effects). 	By fitting the 

Stanford model to data generated by the O'Donnell model non-stationary 

effects were eliminated. 	From the ability of the Stanford model to fit 

synthetic data accurately and then to produce equally accurate predictions 

it was concluded that stationary effects were also unlikely to be a major 

problem. 

Investigations into non-stationary effects were then conducted by 

using real data. A comparison of the Stanford and O'Donnell models 

showed that the former model was much better at fitting real data. 

Consequently the Stanford model was used for all subsequent tests on 

real data. 

Using the work presented in Section 3.6,2 on how long the data 

records used should be for all parameter values in an optimisation to be 

determinate, records of various lengths were fitted and subsequent 

records were predicted. The testing attempted to find out what was the 

best strategy for fitting a model so that reliable and accurate flood 

predictions could be made. 	It was found that the best flood predictions 

were obtained when fitting and prediction were carried out on a seasonal 

basis. 

For some of the predictions, particularly those on a non-seasonal 

basis it was found that unreliable estimates of peak magnitude occurred 
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because the conditions predominating in the prediction period were absent 

in the fitting period. Although thim was minimised by working on a 

seasonal basis it could still occur since serial correlation in the data 

causes very long flat valleys in the response surface based nn the sum nf 

squares criterion. In an attempt to reduce this unreliability in the 

predicted peak flow a new criterion of fit was developed that sought to 

emphasise the effect of low flow parameters without unduly affecting the 

peak flow parameters, It was hoped that the new eriterion.would improve 

predictions of flood magnitude and reduce the range of different estimates 

of the final parameter values. 	In the event some improvement in the 

prediction of flood magnitude was achieved but little seemed to be gained 

as far as reducing the variation of final parameter values was concerned. 

After the optimum strategy for the use of a general catchment model 

in predicting had been developed, attention was turned to improving the 

economics of the strategy without reducing its reliability. To do this 

a new model was built that attempted to combine what was best computation-

ally with what was best hydrologically. The new model, though more 

economical on computer time than the Stanford model, was not as satisfact-

ory hydrologically. It was, however, an improvement over pure curve 

fitting techniques. 

The tests reported in this chapter were not as comprehensive as the 

writer would have liked them to be, mainly because of a finite limit to 

computing facilities. Nevertheless it is felt that the best compromise 

was achieved with what was available. 	The writer is of the opinion that 

further work should be done to improve the economics of the suggested 

optimum fitting/predicting strategy. 
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CHAPTER 6  

FUTURE DEVw1.0PMENTS 

Section 6.1 summarises the main findings from the optimisation 

point of view of the research described in this thesis and briefly 

describes the areas in which monetary economics in model fitting are 

likely to be achieved. The way in which the structure of catchment 

models can control the monetary cost of the optimisation is discussed 

in Section 6.2. The problem of finding the optimal amount of data to 

use when fitting a model is treated in Section 6.3 and mention is made 

'of using other types of data in addition to those used in the tests 

reported in Chapter 5. Section 6.4 points out that work needs doing 

on the assessment of how -v'elia7,1y mathematical catchment models will 

predict floods. Section 6.5 summarises the main areas in which more 

research is needed. 

6.1 	Optimisation 

The main aim for the research presented in this thesis was to find 

an effective method for fitting mathematical models of river basins to 

precipitation, potential evaporation and runoff records. To do this, a 

number of the main deterministic optimisation methods available were 

applied to a typical hydrological test model. It was concluded that 

Rosenbrock's method, after suitable modifications to allow for problems 

peculiar to mathematical models of hydrological systems, was the most 

effective of the deterministic techniques available. The reliability,  

of this and other methods for finding the correct parameter values is, 

however, somewhat suspect owing to local optima produced by the 

serially correlated nature of hydrological data and/or the structure 

of the model. A pilot study was conducted to find ways of overcoming 

the problems created by local optima. Much more work is needed on the 

problem of local optima which c n be either attacked at its source, 

(the model plus data), or accepted as an inevitable consequence 0-

hydrology (in which case it must be tackled in the optimising routine). 

Since dwerministic optimisation methods are unlikely to be 

capable of development to the point where they can recognise and 

proceed beyond local optima (this would imply analytical knowledge of 

the response surface of the model plus data interaction), a stochastic 

approach seems unavoidable. Only one such procedure has been found 

but an unexpectedly effective method was built up from a somewhat 
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sketchy article by Karnopp. By itself the Karnopp stochastic method 

was not as effective as the final version of Rosenbrock's method but 

a very coarse combination of this stochastic method coupled to the 

Rosenbrock method solved two of the worst test problems. It would 

seem that further studies into a refined technique that starts 

stochastically and gradually changes to pure determinism would give 

an effective method. For such a study Karnopp's thesis would 

probably form a good starting point. 

A cautionary note must be sounded about the introduction of a 

stochastic element into the optimisation process. Stochastic methods 

are seldom used on unimodal surfaces because they are less economical 

than their deterministic counterparts for such surfaces. In view of 

the cost of using a deterministic method to fit a general model of the 

size and complexity of the Stanford model to 3000 intervals of data 

(E1000 would be a conservative estimate) it is thought that the 

introduction of a stochastic element at this time (1969) would render 

the combination technique uneconomical. 

The present high cost of fitting complex models could be greatly 

reduced. First and foremost would be the rewriting of the present 

computer program, including the model, in machine assembly language. 

Secondly the strict convergence criterion (which has never been 

satisfied for tests on real data) could be made less stringent by 

the use of on-line computing techniques. Such an arrangement would 

allow subjective decisions to be made as to when convergence had occurred. 

A saving would be effected since the convergence of the optimising 

routine falls into two almost independent parts. Initially and quickly 

the optimisation finds the 'correlation valley'. Step sizes are then 

greatly reduced as the search wanders about the valle • floor looking 

for an optimum. A competent operator would be able to see when the 

valley floor had been reached by examining the manner in which the 

objective function values (printed on-line) change between succesC_ve 

iterations. Human judgement of effective convergence is likely to be 

more economical than a set of inflexible instructions. Rigid 

instructions might be used if a hydrologically practical limit 

were placed on the minimum change that could occur at each step 

of the search. In the present program this limit is very small 

adding to the stringency of convergence tests as well as to the 

scope for subjective decisions. 
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On-line computing facilities were not available for the tests 

reported in this thesis. A less economical alternative was adopted 

whereby 'dumps' of information were placed on magnetic tape at 

regular intervals of time. Just prior to the exhaustion of the 

job's computer time a final dump was made. This technique provided 

an insurance policy against machine errors - the run could be 

restarted from an intermediate dump - and allowed the user to 

examine the output to decide when the point of diminishing returns 

had been reached. The programming for the dumping is included in 

the listing at the end of this thesis. 

6.2 	Models 

So far, the economy of the optimisation has been gauged in terms 

of the number of functio•, evaluations needed to achieve an adequate fit. 

This is a direct measure of the economics of the fitting method. However, 

most of the actual computing time is taken up by the model calculations 

when long data records are being used e.g. 9C% model calculations to 10% 

optimisation manipulation, so that streamlining the model calculations 

should produce large reductions in computation time. The computer 

program should be written in computer assembly language so as to be as 

efficient as possible. If storage is not at a premium, functions of 

model constants (note that the parameter values are constants as far as 

a model calculation is concerned), can be calculated once and stored for 

subsequent use. This is particularly relevant if the data interval is 

constant as is assumed in the models presented in this thesis. 

Computer time has been excessive because an unnecessarily complex 

model has been used. Many of the components of the Stanford model 

have been redundant when applied to the two sets of real data used 

e.g. overland flow is unlikely to have occurred on e--her the Brenig 

or the Ray catchments. Such redundancies if removed would have saved 

much computer time. However, i+ is the writer's opinion that general 

models should form the starting basis of finding a specific model for 

a specific catchment. Subsequent 'pruning' of a general model will 

reduce computation time as well as increase the sensitivity of the 

remaining parameters and this latter result could lead to more 

physically meaningful and consistent parameter estimates. A further 

argument in favour of starting with a complex model and then pruning 

is that it requires far less skill to cut out components that are 

redundant, than to build up an initially inadequate model. 
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Where local experience can be used to construct a model, 

considerable savings in the number of parameters can be effected 

c.f. Lambert (1969). A reduction of components generally reduces 

the magnitudes of parameter correlations. For example, if the 

Stanford model was to be used for long term water balance studies, 

the channel routing component, which is thought to have had parameter 

correlations present, could be completely eliminated. 

6.3 	The Data  

So far suggestions for economies have been directed at the 

optimising method and the models. Such economies s'iould be relatively 

simple to instigate as they are entirely under the user's control. 

This is not so for the data. 

Under ideal conditions the model and optimising routine would like 

records of precipitation, potential evaporation and runoff data that are 

time series with all serial correlation coefficients equal to zero. 

This would imply that each extra piece of data in each of three records 

would contribute an equal amount of information about the catchment. 

Unfortunately non-zero serial correlation coefficients caused by the 

reservoir action of hydrological and meteorological phenomena cause a 

departure from the ideal conditions. As has already been explained 

(Chapter 3), the smaller the time interval between data points the 

higher the serial correlation (generally speaking). Consequently if 

data could be available at any desired time interval, it would seem 

reasonable to suppose that an optimum spacing exists which gives the 

optimal amount of information for the least number of ordinates. 

Methods need developing that will estimate this best interval length. 

To be of practical use such methods would have to take into account the 

different sensitivities of the parameters. 

All too frequently the interval at which data is available will 

have been predetermined. In such cases the safest argument is to use 

data at the minimum available spacing. Such a policy will have ar 

adverse effect only upon the cost of the fitting. 

Many of the problems associated with the optimisation of hydrological 

models have been shown to be directly attributable to serial correlation. 

Until a fundamental study of the interaction of serial correlation with 

optimisation has been completed, and a solution to the present 

difficulties found, the problems that arise must be circumvented by 
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other means. One of these would be the construction of a model 

objective function that emphasises different components of the model. 

An attempt along these lines was tried in Chapter 5 and the results 

indicate that it is probably a profitable line of enquiry. 

Precipitation, potential evaporation and runoff records are the 

data records that have been used to fit the models. Additional data 

is often available for experimental catchments e.g. soil moisture 

measurements. Such extra data can be used to help 'throttle' certain 

loops of the model by building it into the objective criterion. 

6.4 	Assessment of the ability of models to predict floods accurately  

This is a thorny problem to which no satisfactory objective solution 

at present exists. Model complexity together with serial correlation in 

the data generally render invalid statistical confidence intervals based 

on the assumptions that the model is linear and that the data values are 

independent of one another. 

Subjective measures of confidence can be gained by using a fitted 

model to predict a different piece of record which did not enter into 

the fitting. By comparing the dimensionless degrees of fit obtained 

for the optimised and predicted records, an indication of gross errors 

can be obtained. Alternatively additional independent data not used 3n 

the optimisation such as soil moisture measurements could be used to 

assess subjectively the reliability of the fitting and hence of the 

prediction. 

Once some idea of model reliability has.been obtained improvements 

can be made. Examination of Figs. 5.19 and 5.20 shows that the 

reliability of prediction can be dramatically improved if some form 

of snow melt component is used. Such a component would only need to 

be crude and could perhaps be based solely on tempera4- L..?e measurements. 

Less important in the short term are the effects of areal and temporal 

distributions of the precipitation. All the models presented in this 

thesis have made the necessary a6sumption that precipitation and 

potential evaporation figures represent the mean over the catchment. 

For anything but the very smallest catchments this is unlikely to be 

true. In a reoent paper Dawdy and Bergmann (1969) have examined both 

the spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation and concluded 

that for a single gauge in the catchment, prediction of peak discharge 

was likely to be up to 2c in error. Should rainfall records for more 
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than one autographic gauge be available, imperfections caused by areal 

and temporal lumping can be reduced but at the cost of computer storage 

and increased complexity in the calculations. 

The final factor affecting the reliability of predicting is the 

strategy adopted for the fitting and predicting. A seasonal policy has 

been suggested for floods but this is largely an intuitive conclusion 

supported by only one test. 

It is unsatisfactory that nothing more concrete can yet be said.•about 

the flood predicting ability of models for this is likely to impede their 

introduction as flood warning devices and design tools. For these 

purposes catchment models are eventually bound to be intrinsically more 

reliable than methods that do not attempt to use any physical concepts. 

6.5 	The future  

As yet a model of a major river system has not been optimised 

although it should not present insuperable difficulties if the independ-

ent sub-catchments are modelled sensibly. Once such a model has been 

built and fitted, the uses it can be put to are legion. If fitted to 

a flood criterion the optimised model can be used for flood forecasting, 

design of flood prevention schemes, assessment of changes in land use etc. 

The long term prospects for conceptucl models of catchment hydrology 

are good. However, much remains to be done to add to the studies carried 

out for this thesis. The main aspects requiring further attention are:- 

a) the development and use of stochastic optimisation methods; 

b) the assessment of the true data content of the records used 

to fit a model (this study would have to include the use of 

different objective criteria); 

c) the development of models that are satisfactory from both 

the optimisation and the hydrological points of view; and 

d) the development of an optimal fitting/predicting strategy. 
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TABLE 3. I  

THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN  THE HORTON  
INFILTRATION DEC_AY CONSTANT X,, AND THE REMAINING  

PARAMETERS OF THE O'DONNELL MODEL  
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Az Xm Xs 'it, X., )(70  XI 

$.16 0,16 I, o t, -D.ol -D.SO -1.00 - 0.27 0.14 0.41 

0.03 0. 8"7 0.00  -0.17 o.14 -0.18 -0,cl -0.54 o.2.1 

2.84 -0.43 0.16 -0.24 o. It -0.19 0. Sit” i. 05 0.47 

1.43 -0.7.3 c).58 0.13 0.70 -0.38 0.31 -0.55 -0.11. 

2.63 -0.03 0.q7. 0.03 -0.18 0.15 0. of. 0. 14 - 044 

I. to 0.4Z. 0.” 0.38 0.31 -0.03 - 0. 07 - 0.71 - 0..11 

0.041 0. 0 $ 0.?- 0.04 0.34 -0.47 0.62 0.33 0.42 

1.60 0.45 0.11 0.17 0.56 -0.02 0.11 --0. $7 -0.17 

2.00 -0.0S O. 0.43 0.52 -0.28 0.21 -0.59 -0.37. 

1.14- *.X4 0.11 0.41 0.29 -0.01 0.00 -0.65 -0.1.3 

130 0.13 0.9'6 0.71 0.65 -0.13 0.31 -0.1.4- -0.2.2. 
1.91 0• 12- 0.11 0.54- -0.08 -0. IG -044- -0.01 -0.18 
2.64 -0.73 1. Do 0.11 0.48 0.1S 0.11 0.11 0.9'8 

I./4 -0.15 D.cil, 0.14- 0.81 -0.11 0.23 -0.07 -0.03 

264 
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TABLE  4.1 

PHYSICALLY MEANINGLESS PARAMETER VALUES OBTAINED  
BY USING UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES  

METHOD x, x, v..j,X, 
Mg

2r,  ,X.i  

CORRECT 
VALUES 

. 
STJAATIN 
VALUES 

FINAL 
VA LuES 

STATi 
YAL

A
mES 

- 

3'O 
1944) 

9 

el . 0 

.1 
"15 $ 1 ° 

. 

I . 431v.10 

Awrgaresloamolomermewxsamourso 

2..Do 

3. 5D 

5.So 
, 

I. Q0 

0.3DD 

0.52.5 

0311 
.., 

0, 600 

2...DD 

3 SD 

3.18 

4..00 

O.1 Do 

0.115 

c:o58 

0.300 

2.o0 

3.50 

 

5.00 

2.).5 q.ot 

1.00 
m 

1.00 

Io.00 

11-50 

5.00 

40.0 

7o.0 

43.3 

5.5.15 

0.100 

0.175 

-0.446 

0,05.0 

FINAL 
WA Luit.5 

S TA KT I N4 
yA1A4 ES 

POt.IU. 
(14140) 

0 

0.13.5 /t1  
. 	. 

PA 9  0.603  3.15 

&OD 

0.29 

0.38o 

4.8a 

.5.00 

-.0.007 

).00, 

S.04 

5.00 

55.0. 

Ss .o 

o.sz.e 
., 

0.0‘45 1.4-za.10°  Loy. r).600 

f issAL 
V A. LIAE-5 

5. TARTIN 
YA t.v..E5 

yALLAES 
N66 towtru. 

(186 5) 

it 

(.141b6) 

Fou1YIt 0  
C):16.7$ ° 

G 
c).qpixio 

0-19  

o g85 

0.1c4 I 

0.O0S 

o.6a5 

0.609 

3.'0 

3.g0 

3.83 

0.118 

0.275 

0,24 5 
............ 

-0.253 

1.81 

-0.106 

0.00i,  

-o.oto 

5.o5 

5.05 

S.01 

S4.4 

54.5 

53.7 

o.o4.o 

6.31.5 

0.3o. o- 	35' 

t STARTING VALUE UNKNOWN 

56 RESULTS DIFFER BECAUSE OF DIFFERENT CONTROL 

PARAMETERS 

It A CONTINUATION OF A RUN THAT RAN OUT OF 
COMPUT ER T IME 
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TABLE 4.2  

A COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TRANS FOBMS  

EXP 	3 	3)./(1 	 SIN': 	x. 3 5. (k-7) on' y 

SIN : 	x r 3 • 6.s(k-3 )(1 sth 3) 

TYFg OF 
TRANS Mon 

TOTM. No. 
OF MAU, x, x3 .x., x4, '!s xi  x, x, Illegi 

CORRECT VALUES 0.0 2 .00 0.300 2.00 o. i oo 2.00 3.00 ;coo 40.0 0. too 

STARTING VALUES 0.20.3x1(51  WM Oleg 1.130 0•1!3 2.0o 2.11$ 10.c4 31.0 0.090. 

Mt' 1409 0 .43ox so
4. 
 1.91 0.3oo 1.98 D.103 2.0a 2.81 lo. 0 3111 0. 099 

SIN;  11 11 
 

0.148 x11,  1.1.5 0.111 IA& 0.11)9 1.14  3.27 ID. 0 40.0 0.124 

SIN 809 
- 4. 

0.109110 1.11 0.301 1.9.5 0.088 1.10 3.4o 9.9'6 40.4 0.132., 

STARTING! VALUES 0- 300 %al  1.34 0.371 1,49 o.070  1.5 0 3.59 7.03 5( .5 0.014 

Ex P 2.208 9./31y.to3  5,1,2 0.304 4.43 0.041 I. 05 10.00 4.75 55.4 0.564: 

S)7.4 1" 1943 
i-• 	- 	-1 
0.4671tIo moo 0.59+ 0.506 0.011 1.68 4.10 too 29.5 0.014 

STARTING VALUES 0.443A10.  2.95 0.10 1.1 5 DAYS Leo LiS 14.74 53.4 0.144 

E lc P Z6t4t 
-3 

o./c,i x 10 1.52 0.186 1.82 0.01'1 1.65 to . oo 10.00 44.1. 1.141 

SIN` l c( 6 9 - 0.114. %103  i.81 0.292 1.91 0.110 2.oi 3.37 10.00 41-0 0- 29/ 

STARTING VALUES 0.5211.10°  3,28 0.111 3.03 0.048 E.  oi 1 .03 16.43 i 5.2 0j57 

E X P 1904 c).1(6% it, 4..84 044-1 4.24. 0.12$ 4.2.4. 0.55 IDA 11.0 0.04 

511.41  24181 
-I. 

0.10/ 1, 1 0  2.53 0.190 2.30 0.445 2..1, 5 2.II. ID. 5 52.3 6. 060 

STARTING,  VALUES 5.36 5 3.34 0.531 0.40 0.011  3.55 0.94- 3.18 10.7 0.182- 
A 	. 

Ex P 0100 0 jum 1  p 1.09 1.14- 0.00 0.00 1. 65 10.030 7.19 14..2. Dan! 

SIN` 1342 
I 

0.170Y-10 
1111111111111111NINMONMAIIIIMOD14.1111.014OMMIP 

6.11 1.55 0.2.00 
IMINIMIMMIIV 

0.12.5 1. 59 C.10 7.G 19.1 0.113. 

STARTING VALUES 1.153 0.051 0.04-1 DAN> 
_ 
o.r111 0ha.87 0.382 19.9 75.0 a. 01, 

Ex. P 2 514- 
-a 

0.eqos 10 0.444 0.25o 0.731 0.500 0.1.13 0.01.5 9.99 11.0 
-: 

0.0" 

SIN' .2 04.5 0. $45% 40
a 

 0.010 0.03o 0.1.$1 0.473 1.31  3,41 lo .1 5G.L 0.3 tot; 

STARTING VALUES 0. 113  7.10-  2.10  0.315 2.10 0.105 2.14 3.15 10.5 42.0 0.10 S 

E x.P 14.16 D. 131k% to
4 

 ..o4 0.1217 2.02. 6.115 2. 1.3 2.51 10.1 40.0 0.054 i 

9 1 r4 1 etel> 
a 

0.3 / 4y. K. 1.69 0.301. j.cm 0.01 I.L.E. 234- st..c. 42.9 0.057 

STARTING VALUES 0.3401..163  1.29 0.304 1.63 DOES 1.51 2.54 9.19 42..? 
1 

9.0gil: 

E x.P 4 0 0 - 
0.529 y. 1p4  :.2.1 0.305 1.61. 0.092 1.70 3.62 9.113 42.6 0.111 

5 tN11.  900 0.557x10 1.3/ 0.1111  1.41 0.047 1./1 3.57 1.11  41.1 0.119 
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TABLE 4.3 

.C.CSSIMIL-EAMMEUBMiNg  ROSENBROCKIS METHOD  

F ma  x, x„, x., x., 
_ 

x, ;cc  

CORRECT VALUES o.o 2.00 0.300 1.0o 0.10o 1.00 10• 0  40.0 0.100 

1.1.0 1.00 0.450 

0.303 

3.a0 

I 	ei 

ein 

0.55o 

3.00 

lin 

1111111112111111111111:1111111:111 

4.5o 
IMII 

.. 	8 

60.0 0.150 

000 

1.5 

Pii:al 

1:11 0.)  

mMO 6 
0.8 

Tom w. 
or •rinu..i 

31 55 

F x, 

6.51$1061-  $.04 

f450 i .ny.105  

1. 

0.:81.68 

1311/1

Mal  0. Stli 1.1.5 4.33 4.96.

0 

0.000 

4Di 4.4.1%64  • 0.301 1.63 0.544 1.16 3.10 40.1 0.000 

4401. 0.0 .0 0 0. tot MI 10.0 40.0 o.100 

2.0 
, 

0.1. II 5 5 7,78%10+  6,09 r 4,01 0.241 .It 3.75 to.; 4e. 5 0.000 

2.00.4 2.454 - el.11io4  4.61 o•Poo a 3 0 T 4.10 cr•Sk. 471 6.000 

3.o 0.4 1538 _A. 3 .11 y.10 3 ,18 3.4o 17-063 t.i s 3.06 9.e2. 45.) 0.113 

2.0 0.1 2-103 5.14u)0-4.  4.34 0.01 3.$1 0.075 0.75 9.118 9.91 71. I 0.676. 

j,o 0.) 7011  
-7 

4.06x10 2.o$ 0.300 3.04. 0.10/ 3.01 .2;77 10.0 39.0 0.087 

3.0 0.t 1612 1.0tr.10-3 .01 0.26S 2.57 0.o00 .1.02. 4.6 7 = 0.105 

30 > 0.001 1410 1.1300
3  x.15 0.154- 6,10 0.401 2.04. 4 'It q.11.1. 51.3 0•000 

1.0  o.5  001 2.S 32. 1-17 16  2.1✓o 0.215 2..132. 0.062 1.15 4.44 4.131 si 	5 0.1.0 

3.0 '0.5 0. 1  I1 'TS 1 .96,,10  2.73 0.2.414 2.77 0.062 1.16 4.41 9.817 51.2 0.314 

3.o 0. 4  0.1 2517 .5.0 AID .1 0.2/1 2.44 0.0SS C'.47 1.49 9.8 `9 11.6 6.611 

3.0  2/15 1801. 1•41 %.10  1.42 0.135 2.99 0-B24 4.28 4.11 1o.5 41.2. 0./.1- 

4- 0  tommmi 2.60% 10  2.11 0.301 2.11 0•105 2.02. 2.76 to. 0 0.01 

0.4 ma4.c. 0.0 .o3 0.'300 2.01 0.10! 2.00 to. o 54.9 0d07 

4.0 

M 1811. 

0- 6  0• 1  
3 

1 	io2 

s.2Lx1o3  10.00 0.300 5.46 0.101  0.11{1 1.6) 3.05 104- 35.0 

I.Str.lo4  7.77 0.305 4 -63 0.151 2.07 10 0 30.5 0.000 

S' 0.z.  0.1 1655 410x 10 1.44 0•250 3.19 0.0.13 1.5e s• IS 10.0 50.4 0.1 *1 

5.0 o..f. 0.1 2x 951 3,)/7. :;3  0.01 2.033 0.50 0.121 1.88  4.30 Si.44. .23.8 0.110 

5.0 b.6 0.1 5113 0.0 2.00 0.300 2,-00 0.100 2.00 3.7.) 10.0 40.0 0.107  

THE FACTOR S'( WHICH SUCCESSFUL STEPS ARC INCREASED 

to 1HE FACTOn. SY WHICH IINSUCCZS5FU.L. STTP5 ARE DECREASED 

THE 	FRACTION OF THE CORRECT 'VALUE THAT F00 MS Tie INITIAL  $T5? 5110 
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TABLE 4.4 

CONTROL  PARAMETER TESTING POWELL' S METHOD (1944) 

CORRECT VALUES o.0 1.00 0 Zoe 1.00 0.100 .2 .E.o 3.00 10.0 40.0 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 1.1.3% i; .2, io 0.115 x.10 0.105 

MI 

2,10 a,  I s Jo. s 

1 0.0 

amen  

ISIIIIIII 

40.0 

0.10.5 

0.143 

0.106. 

S.0)&101.=4410 

i.oxio2.  1111= 

2.0xio 11121E1 mom4410 

	

34 	-A 

	

.t.0 Ate 	11)v* 

	

& 	-4 

	

&WO 	1.11,00 	105/ t  

6.29ik10 

0. 0 

° • b 
0.0 

2.09 o.06(, 3.40 
;An.) 0.500 2.00 O, to© 2. 00 3,17 

2.01 0.00 2.00 0.100 2.00 3.12 10.0 40.0 0,104 

1.00 0.100 ..CO 0.10 /.00 10.0 40.0 0, 104 

DM 

1.01%10
6 

 

-2 
2.03x10 

2.01; 

1.110 

. 

0.30o 

0.300 

0.251 

2.00 

1.(16 

0,100 

o.V; 

0 1 3 

2,60 

!.1 e. 
. 

.2.0.0 

2,68 

3.11 10. 0  

lo. 0 

10.0 

10.1 

isommits 

460.0 

40.4- 

as 

*A.0,5 

.0.0 

4-0.1. 

0,096 

0.010 

0.0, 

D411 

0.107 

0.084 

IS 
3.000 

E istcg ll 

, 1.0t10 

Ea .00.11,3 

or 

1.0740 

1,91. -03.1011 

30% 1• 

liro. 

INS 
 

om A 0 otbor 

ma 

Ell 

i 0 1 I 

1737 

4..3-17. t0-5.  

7,411to." 

0. 0 

1.2.5 A M.-  

in x 4, a.$ 

2.3 

3. 0 I 

3.00 

.2.0S 

0.112 

o VP- 

0.300 

0.291 

2.10 

I. sci 

2.03 

0.116 

0.10A. 

0.100 

0.119 

2.04. 

2.04- 

1.00 

2.01 

1.18 

3.20 

0.291 2.li 0.1 	4 1.11  1.1,0 10.i 40.3 0.07! 

3 Og iti•  t.0a1: 4.111110-  1.93 0.2.1 k 1.9/ 0.10 1.86 • 41 42.8 0,160 

1M 	CON kOt. OM elle A 14tTcg 	ssftitt14 DI ale ovios src p 	SISF: 

0- 	4= 	MIT/AL 	31E0 	SIZE 	7611.014S: 	C 0 0ft.0 	V1tIF‘11*N3 

114 Di GAYE'S W1.1e-T1.4&lt CV1,15 TAO% mICA OR WT. c. 5-11' Awn, AtruED fly Sir.? mapregri 

t 	10B RAra otfr OF Cori rwrsk 
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TABLE 4, 5  

CONTROL PARAMETER TESTING POWELL 	METHOD.,  ii96$1. 

F z, ,C.s. 7C.3  X. a  'Cc, 'X, 

CORRECT VALUES 0.0 2. Dt, 0. - 00 2 .15 /3  o. lop 2.00 3.0o /0.0 40.0 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 1.'73 y,1 0-1  2 	1  D 0.3)5 2.10 0.105 2.I0 3.15 10.5 42.0 0.10.5' 

sio le , 
f r46 rcrria. 	, 

or Posicriost 
OftwAINowl 

F De, xl  x, zw  x., x, ,c., Xs Itq 

2•ST141." 1.4  501 1-  1,92 y.1E1  2.05 0.309 0.101 2.01 3.34- 1 0 .3 4.1.4 0.112 

0. on

.0  
cPple,  p Ns 501 9.8 X 10

-6 
2..00 0.300 0.091 •2.00  2.79 10.0 40.1 

.asio . •• 2.00 0.500.2. oo 	0.1x0 2.00 3.15 0.0 40.0 0.108 

3.0s1 'I • • 1.00 6.300 2.60 	0.1 00 2.00 5. 15 '0.O 4.D. D 0405 

A.Pla , 115 O.0 
- 

.1.00 .. 0.30 0  2.0a 	.0.100 .2.00 3.24 10.0 4-0,0 0.1D$ -  
0.04 . 314- 0. 0 2.60 0.300 2.00 	O. Una 2.00 i 3.0.1 1 0. 0 .40.D 8.10 1  

STARTING VALUES- 1.43n to' 1.00 0.600 
, 

4,0* Mille= 
.. . 

5 	. D 0.500 

3t5 y; 
* 

C 
TOTAs. 
r ouoiert F x, /C u  X 3 	x 4  Its IC, n, *4 

Iva Loa No 4 16 01  • 17. S7 n 10-I  0.i 9 0.605 8 .40 	0 . XIS -0.7.5. IL 0 1  S. DS 54.4, 0.040 

4 .000 

STARTIlsi‘ 

1.0t$
..c  
0 

_ 
No Dr o( t  

• 

VALUES 

1, ml •A. to o  

2.o'3xlo Z  

0.49 

I., t, 

0 . i,. D4 

0.101 

	

3.13 	0.1.112 

	

i.so 	0.'13 

4.. DI 

2. 00 

2.40 

218 

5.02. 

10.9 

54.9 

2.7.9 

0 . AO 3 

o.oto 

co rp 
, 

• 
C 

. 

Tertekt. 	Ns,;  

ar Powrrrai 
titular 

F zs, ?r, ot s 	sc4. sc5 It, 2i, ac s  aft  

4,0•14 1.I)g 1Es 5633 1j9 p ity". 
 1.52 0.21 6  i• 6t; 	0.110 .2. 6 0 3.11  10. t 40.6 0.i32 

3.04.1.5si,17 yEs 4,37 2.55 %); .t.  •1. 67 0 .261 1.79 	0,11.6 2.0 1 3.14 (0.2. 44.4 0.2/ ) 

34•4 1-001;1'  YES 595 1.47x10+  1.04 0.2/3 1. 85 	D.114 2.05 	1.2.69 10.2. 413 0. 14 4 

4•Intit.fotO Yez 5'26 	- 1.54 x104  1 .1, 5  0.291 1.77 	0.120 2.07  /.17 to. 0 41.9 1.77 

IA 4 0.11 YES 202.4 1.0$ x 10 5  h.4.1 0.2.9.5 1. (.1 r, 	, 41. g_  0.136 

141111 3.010 leS 253 191 0.300  2. 00 	0.(00 2. 00 3.25  to. o 40.0 0.101 

e 
Millar Oslo

..4  
Ya „et 12. I.15 .16

- 5 
15 0 , 305 2.13 	0.047 2,01 324- 1. ,19 31.2 0.05'3 

loot ,.... 154 tEs 46 4. 
 

0.0 A., 00 0.5r.0 1,O 0 	o., 0, 1.00 3,25 to .O 40.0 o.ipi 
3.D,Ot et

4  -5 
1.ecitcr ye .2.1110  4 

(.10 i).147 1.4/1 	e.107  t..2.3 L,o1 lo .$ 43.9 0.331 

2.0,0/1.44 yo 1 094 3.1s x to I. 60 D.1153 1.1 	6.145 2.07' 2.8Z 10.0 40.5 0.1.12. 

THE CONTROL ON PARAMETER SRADCH DiREc Tlow STEP 31 1E 

,THE PARAMETER PERTukOATtom USED F0€ E sTIPIATThf.s. 'THE  P ATiPt. DERIVATIVES OFF 

0.101.:AltS v4E-omit cop./Di-441NC° 
	)4 T. cortrTAI NTS APPLIED DI MN TRAota POO" 

THE 	reRrwriso muno Egt aF puueTtore E vA1. u ArIONS WAS 	R6-11, C.144-0 OR THE 
700 	Ritiq 0tAT 	DP Co CA c4/T1Z rime- 

9,  In 

C 

t 
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TABLE 4.6  

CONTROL PARAMETER TESTING MARQUARDT 'S METHOD  

CRITICAL ANGLE 74 	 VARIANCE RATIO STATISTIC r 4.0 

STUDENT'S t 	2.0 
	

CONVERGENCE CONSTANT, "e w 0.001 

F y., pc z  X.3  X4  Xs  X 4  %-; Up X, 

CORRECT VALUES 0.0 2.00 0.30o 2..vo 0.100 2.00 3.00 pp. b 4.0.0 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 1 
2.03$10 1.76 0.2.st1 hito 0.113 2.00 2.88 10.9 37.9  0.040 

K 
6  pr,AL Ni. 

611/14.41 A 1100.5 

F  
, x., X3  X4, ; 0C, 7f, Xs Ns 

-1 Louie. 
-3 

1.68tito 2 ot) 5 1.34% 10 1,50 0.284 I.44 0.114 2.01 ),95 It.° 404 0.12$ 

i•Os10
-I ...4 5.01(10 .207 4.%8x184 1.4.7 0.240 1.441 0.113 0.44 A60 ID.) 10.1 0.234. 

, 	ti f.exti.4 
I "I T  

 
.. 4 

4.$0,.16 1.47 0 . U.I Leo 042.1 0.5t 0.11 10.1 0.4 6.217 

" 5.0 %10
5 

10 ..5  A  2.17n10 1.15 0.2.80 1.11 o.151 2.10 2.59 10.1 40.6 0.100 

ii I.> ,( 197  S  291 4.03 x 10.  1.78 0.111 1.1$ 0.104. 2.11 2.43 10.2 38.2 0.021 

5.04I0.  it 95 e.61 R IC/.  1.74 0.12 9 1.80 0. 133 1.00 2.08 so.). $7.13 
, 

0.090 
. 

-4 Lox It II 3.20 1.31 0.14+ 1.40 0.11 4 0.41 0.708 10.1 01.3 l/• VII 

Los Iiii  ,. 
• 

4.4 
162, 3.03 K 1 071 

- 
0.137 2.13 2.55 10.1 40.1 1". 095 

, 

THE PARAMETER PERTUkbATION USED FOR ESTIMATING NE PARTIAL RERIVATivgs or F 

5 so THE' CONVRRGENcE Cki TERIoN 

t 	COMPUTATIONS rERMINATED 0EoAtASE OF A 5;1,46 ut.rak MATRIX 

C0t4PuTATiON6 IPERMlivAlTO I3EoAusE A SCALE FACTOA wAs inActtNetzy 
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TABLE 4.7  

CONTROL PARAMETER TESTING :  DAVIDON'S METHOD 
AFTER FLETCHER AND POWE'Ll 

CORRECT VALUES 0.0 2,00 ci.31?0 147D 0.100 2.00 3.0O 10.0 46.0 0.100  

A 
TOrirt3., 	No. 
or FlAwer-i.4.,  

mmekroms F . x, x s  N, xo  

STARTING VALUE5 2.03 Ate:1  1.16 Das, Lso 0.113 2.00 2,88 Ion 37.8 0.0/0 

1,0% 10- 2.3 0 - 7 2.2400 1.90 0.101 1.11. 0.043 1.cf 5 2.96 1,99 40.3 O.IDo 

I. C' A 10 
4  

STARTING% 

it 
14$0 

V,6,41.11E5 

1.1, / o. lo-4 

3.00 x151  

1.86  

t. 	4 

0.300 

0.3/1 

IA3 

1.4-9 

0.044. 

0.010 

1.18 

2,50 

2.16 

3,$9 

ci, 
7.03 

40.3 

51.5 

0.0q1 

0.079 

1. Ox 10-5  
12.10 4.08K to 4  1.28 ban 13,2 0.080 2.0 o 3.52. /./8 44.7 0.140 

1. 0 Alb 
4 . 	* 

1 2.1  0 
-4- 

3.65 x 10  1- 4.  0.293 1.68 0.012 2,10 1,.49 0..41 43.1 0.263 

STARTusiG 	WIL.t.q.5 
-e 

4.42. s•tt,  2.1.5 0.111 LIS 0.05 3.42 I. 65 14.7 53.4 004-0 

1.0% IP
-.5 

 
't 13 00 

-3 
1.32x10 1.0'1 o.3:70 8.200 1.03 1.17 10. I 50,1 0.087 

1.0 X 10-4. 
 1300 

-3 
i. 20 x10 

- 
0.07 

r 
0.261 1.41 0 jog 0,69 1.14 ID.) 56.3 0. ti 1 

STARTING 	1(Fts...v.E6 SA I % iv"  3.28 0.11 t 3.03 0.044 3.01 1.o4 16.4 65.2 0.1.57 

It% ID-5  • * 
1440 

- 
2.0%10)  2.02  0.151 3.00 0.2-06 3.2.I 1.04- wit 10.0 0.169 

Lox 10-4 *it 
122.0 

- 
1.05Y.10 ,  1.61 0.1.40 2.11. 0.15; o.74 10. 1  45.3 0.120 

STARTING VAL1.E1 5.21 1.10°  3.34. 0.531 0.44.. 0,021 3. 5,E 0.84 3.19 10.1 0.101 

- 
ii) X 	10 	

5 -wg 
11/ 0 -3 2.241(10  3.24. 0.107 0.96 0.64.1' 1.11 5.85 1b. o 41.4 0.177 

1.Dy.. 	10-4 12,. 0 0elt - 2.54 s.io..)  2.11. 0.111 1.155" 0.424 1.45 D.SS ID.2. 40.1. 6.180 

START /N& 	VAL.1.1.E.6 1. 15 1, 10 °  0.09 0.0.41 0,13., 0.181 0.21  0.35 19.1 75.0 0.011 

1.0x 10 -5 126 0  1.15- x.10 3 
 0.04- 0.143 0.3 0.900  0.29 11.45 10. I 75.4• 0.003 

4. 1.0 I, to 460 r 0.31 0.015 0.31  0.0 10.1 75.4 0.0b4. 

CORRECT VALUES D. 0 2.00 0.300 b• too Z-00 10.0 40.0 0-10e, 

THE 	rfig Ana TER PEATIAR6 AT ION u3a0 Folk 54-Tif1ATI WO 1 	PARTIAL. OSMVATIvE5 

it 	Ca 11, tATIrr)om s Tbit hi No.TED 	6Ce AU: E THE 11A% Mum No. OF 	 ( so) 

ik 0 13 	N 	c.o 1Pt.rTE•p  

t 	7001 	 o F TIME 
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TABLE 4:8 

CONTROL PARAMETER TESTING  
MCCONALOGUE' S VERSION OF ROSENBROCK S  

MELI:LO D  

X, V., X 3 "( s x, X, ar s ar s 

coRREcr. VALUES o.o 2.1=0 0.10o 2.00 0.100 1,00 N.to 10.0 4.0,0 0, for> 

51A STING' VALUES 3. Or. /0` I 1.34 0.3/1 1.49 0.010 2.5 0 3.9.8 7.03 51.5 0.0113 

...a. At, 
T trTxi. 	No. 
Or 	pogrui. 
Wit(Aaaaro 

r 74~ xu X 3 k4 1s c Xa j /t g 

1.0x/0
S 

 751 sm P.' 1.56 0.480 1.10 D.011 1.13 3.39 9.04 34.3 0.1Do 

.1. 
Lot to 328 

- 
8.74x:0 3  7.60 0.408 0.91 0.013 I.-73 8.95 ft . tie 30.5 6.2/9 

.4 Los lc, 
.1. 

1,0y to 
,,, 	 . -6 6 ì 

, -3 
1.,.5‘, 1c i0 

,, 	,* ,,, 
1.155  0.573 0.50 

„........-.....-.. 
0.02.6. 1.54. to. 0 9.is 30.3 0.649 

1.0 ,00 i.o   .tot 551 -7.ot:40 3 
I. St 0.550 0.50 0.060 1.46 q.44 9.4.2. 32.6 0.725 

_r t. 	CRITERION 	1.011 	ENDINCa 	OP TIMIS A rioN 

frt 
	 ti 	 n 	 % 5TA(x E 

N.D. 	ALTHOIrt&H THE51 ReSIALTS 	ARe 	1":;:tori A Cor4.5TRAmED 	OPTIMIS A TION 

THE 	CON sTP. luy's 	(4)51.0 NOT 	APPLIet 	47Y 1VANS FO Ar10145. 
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TABLE 4.9 

CONTROL PARAMETER TESTING : POWELL S METHOD (1965)  
(UP TO 30 SEARCH ES PER DIRECT ION) 

F 7, 9=L x „.,,. x4. x  x, x, ,c5  7c, 

CORRECT VALLI. 0 . 0 2-'1)  0.35° 2.6D 0•10) 2.O0 3.00 10.00 40.0 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 0.201x11 Lit, O. 1.80 0.115 2, pt, )..fl 10;14  yu 0.070  
-inn ND-Oc 104C0 

avAtAtail 
F 7. t  X, 7t .  )(4. Otr X6  7(1  Ntt 'xi 

1.1.10t  0.$/a 20 0.111x 10
(. 

 Of. 0,3720 1.48 0.10* 6.99 2.8q to.00 40.) 0.041 

_ 	t 
1. v.to 

.it 
o.t51.10 Sg t 10.223x10

3  1.98   0.300 2.07 
. 

o II/ ).0 3.41 10.00 41.1 0.0.24 

I."
s  

0.3306 1001* 
..) 

0 418 V. LIS O. 	4) f.SI o.ii3 Zoo 1.82. 10.14. 37.1 &CA 

2.14.145  0.15 	19 I DO)*  0.1// •glii°  1.10 0.23,  1.80 0,113  2,0* 1.03 10.6+ 37,g 0,050 

"lb
+ 3 

D.5)4,1 0  
_ 
/42 

-1 
0.g9 x10 Ill 0.2.$13 1.81 0.119 .2.00 1.24 /0.92, 37.8 o.050 

2.x It 0.1s;1;)  100l' 0.1C4Y•lo 1.7$ 0.2(18 I.$1 0.11'1 2.00 1.15/ 1012 37.9 e.05o 

1. X /0 
-4 

0.3xio 
t 

1071 
-4. 

0.704 le to I. I 9 0.2.02 1.51 0./05 1.64 3.33 10.6 6 44.0 0.110 

- 
2.-4 tto0,15A te

4 
 44.1 O. 233 )c. to 1 .31 0.145 I. S 1 0,111 1.93 2, SO ip,DS 41,4 o. is! 

• THE CONTROL ON PARAMETER SEARCH DIRECTION STEP SIZE 

tj ▪ = THE PARAMETER PERTLLASATI ON U.sE.D FOR 	ESTIMATING THE 

PARTIAL DERIVATIVE'S of F 

• * 	THE PE'RMIT' TED NumSER OF FANCT1oN E VALIA ATI oN 5 WAS REACHED 

CONSTRAINTS APPLIED 5`f 51141  TRANSFORM 
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TABLE 4.10 

MCCONALOGUE S VERSION  OF ROSENBROC KIS ' MET HOD  
OPTIMISING THE CONTROL PARAMETERS OF POW E LL' S  

1965 METHOD 

TEST 
4.. 

• TEST 	2 
... .. 	or TOILiA 6 Eli  

Ma. rinscrio 
mouLorri 

.s.,A... 	
MI to 	 Y) SI 44C111444  F 

i 	25,000. 0.0001100 210 0.3534A;2" - 25,60'0. 	0.00011.00 ,  2/0 0.1534 r.to 

2. 151 500 0. boo il000 11'3 0. 4711* 10
X 

 2 300'00. 0.0001t000 lin 0.401%  IV 

3 24,500. 0.00012. 000 11 I 0.1515 %(OI' 3 20.,000. 0. 4)002.17" 2131 0.2.1911f. so  
, 

 

4 2305 o. 0.00011000 2 50 
i. 

0.5111 Ma 4. d2.4;210„  0.0000.000 2-21 
-t 

0.800 gm 

24,519. 0.00012000 26 4 .-7431%ipa 5 .2spoo, 0.06014-41.00 203 
-t 

0.330 ytto 
I 

24)5c,  . i.0 b01).2.44 2.‘11 
-1 

0.1313 'Lip 6 2s,000. 0.00011000 lss 
1 

04.182 It. to 

2.4,500. 0,0001060 21 t 
.., 

0.3456x/0 1 25,000. 0.0004,32213 .2i33 
-2. 

0. $ 5177 /0  

14., So 	. 0.p0 019 54. 207 0. 3439x i0 8 2 54.-.9 6. 0. oalt.1434 24; o• cSoilo
1  

/ 

1 24,7411. 0.04,x01144,34,3 5 ,i3 
.-2. 

0.036 14.10 .2A,501. 0.00011690 214,  
. 

0.2cbs)(10
1. 
 

10 3.5011 . 0,00a II lib 27'7 0.50/ y.10
1. 

 4,p 23,7k. Q. 000011 4:$0 275 
-t 

omsaikio 

I I .24.,710. 0.00011 499 212. 0.3V/4 yib.  11 24,401. 0 • 000)2017 2.9E, 
....1 

0.1095 It 10 

11  24,199. 0.00012411  209 0.72.02%1i:I  11- 22,015. 0.000/2931 210 0.414 8  A Iv 

24,611. 0.00011749  24.4 o.2,5t7y30
1. 

 13 26,140. 0.00011951 2% 0,4/3074,0
1. 

 

14- 24,124, a 00011 r it . 	2. 1 6.1464 ,, rot  )4, 15,471.  0.000,14 6.5 2 S'S 
- 

0.1.04.37.10.
2 
 

15 24,624. 0. por>1141)- 2414 
-2. 

0,6453Y-10 15 2.41 97s, 0.00013119 283 .2(44 p.10
-2.. 

I6 24,1/5. 0-00011194- 216 0.3,21/x101  16 x,, 4,30. 0.00010115 161 0.40119:901  

11 24,703.  0.0001,1116 '3 0.11 41 xii./1  17 „2.4. 1$1. i vol7.604 Soo o.sti24x10-1  

IS 14,454. 0.000 rzio...5 2,44 0,31167.10 1 8 22,030. 0 - 00°12-111 . 269 
- 

0.50/z.14 to 

14 2-4,15/. 0.000t17o 242, 
-1. 

O. 21/0y. 10 1 9 26 475.  / 0.0001113) 253 
- 2. 

0 .34,14-100 

50 	q 	coevrac. Po AlFtrtrizas C.f. Nerts 	rAst.e 4.9 



TABLE 4.11  

COMPARATIVE TESTS USING KUSHNERS STOCHASTIC  
SEARCH TECHNIQUE ON POWELL' S 1965 METHOD  

F x, x.a.  x, X.4  XI xi, Xl  Xs Xi  

CORRECT VALUES 0.0 .1.00 0.1vo 1..OD 0.10* .2-00 3.00 10.0 40.0 0.100 

STARTIN& VALUES 1.153 0:01z 0.041 D.tot. 0.164 0.1.21 
4 

0.351 ig..q 75.o 0.011 

No. 0, FaasersaN 
CVALcs A 'MONIS Pa 
Lt.[ 	se A Reit 

TiPT a s. No. 
OF INhaTIAMI 

EVatOmr1010  F 1-ic Y-7,. xs x4 xs x 21., x. x, 
... 

3.0 550 O. 216 1.00 0.1IS p•457 0.VA 1.33 4.31 It,. 4 2.58 0.00a 

40 f  105o 
... 

0. 32.1 0 ,ele 0.15 0.5z0 0,105 
- 	— 

1.311 0.511 ̀ 16.5 2.14 0.015 

275 
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• B_LE 4  

CONTROL PARAMETER TESTING WITH LONG DATA RECORDS  

POWER. 

   

 

# 

 

   

F x, x t  x3  'N4 "s ,C 7  %I  

CORRECT VALUES 0.0 2.00 0.100 1./0 o.100 1.9 D 1.00 10.0 40.0 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 0.162 K loe  1.74 0.259 1.$o 0.113 2. Do .2.gg 10.1 37.11 0.090 

9 U.," , 
"VITAL. $`4. 
Of f14Failitt4 
10,1,4w-19Na F or, 7 1. x3 x  4 "S /I t 7, 

1.014 0.1%1;1  51  
- 

0.14 	y.lo
$ 

 1.94 0.311 1:11. 0.0oS I./ 5 3.414 9.16 4,5.4. 0.321 

2.6sto b.iso:' 19 4 
-7. 

0.532 x. Io 2, t t, 0 ..i.,  98 I . vi 0.051 .2. 15 1).4119 10. 0). 401 03 t ili  

1.1)11.10 
...I 

0.306  
4, 

1 °DI 0.511 IL ID
% 

 1..27 0.214 1.17 0.116 2. 1‘t 0.b58 to .0 1  59.9 0.121, 

2.000
3  , 	. 

0. 1bKID
/.  

313 
-1 

0. 101 	It 10  2.39 o.3tb3 2.o' 0.000 1.71 2.05 1.97 44.3 0.360 

4 
1.0f.10 0.300 1001 

A ...i. 
6433 x. 10 2.04 0.2.47 1. 6 .5 P.oil I.gfi 0 1.1 13 ¶.13 4-3.4 0.165  

2.0110 OA di°
-3  PA 

(100 1 0.5151.10....1  2, Ot 0.2,15 1.75 0.094 114 o.7SD 10.01 4b.3 D.11 6 

"xi L.ax  lb 
-4 -lc 

I D  P i 
,. 

0. 	3.1 1̀  1P-  	11.44 0.2.9'l 1.34- 0.0/S1 2.08 O. 851 to. oo 42.0 0, 1,4.2. 

-Yr 	THE PERMITTED N1.A4BER OF FUNGI' koN EVALUATIONS WAS REACHED 

t 1// m CONTPOl. PARAMETERS 	c.f. FOOTNOTE ON 1-ABLE 4. 

CONSTR AIM-5 	A Prt. 1E0 13'f 	siN1  T7eAN5FoItN 

A 	REVISED VER io 	1t-1E. O' OONNELL MODEL WAS USED FOR TliE6 E res-rs 
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TABLE 4,i3 

CONTROL PARAMETER TESTING ON DATA WITH ROUNDING ERRORS  

POWELL'S METHOD (19451 

F •7[ , X' I.  X 4 xS Xi, A) 
t 

X s .x, 

CORRECT 

STARTING 
ramonwssmomiAm.--- 

VALUES aim.% ‘0" 
..., 

.00 0.1 oo 1.99 a. too z.00 3.90 1:3.9 40.6 9.100 

VALUE5 0.11 1%16-1  1.76 o.iget 1.9,0 0.113 1.00 L%b 10.4 37.8 0.040 

9 $1,  
TOTAL No, 
pu,seT ION tent 

F Oc. , N s X, 7CS '.1  

2.1c10 
-3 

0.15019 
.,, 
rib 0 o.4.03". to-3  3. 	cr 0.291 2.68 0.041 0  1.3o  3.16  tili,  31.9  6.3.02  

23.5 a D.13axi? 551 
_ .. 	-4 

0.1 s5 is 10  1.4-1 CO,1t I- &P- 0.144 2.00 3.00 IDA .41.4 0.144 

2.Sx1p4  adagio-3  1 974 
-a 

0.2.14 ;00 1A4 o.3u. 1.c13 0.094 t.17 3.34 4.1 3 3S• et D.oRs 

3,7.1°
4 

STARTING 

-1 
DJ wto 415 

VALUES 

-3 
0.177x 10 

9.29 0 y.,9°  

1..6b 

1.'234 

0.11‘ 

o 3-ri 

1.91 

1.49 

0.o67 

o.o7o 

2.11 

.2. 50 

3 lb 

3.98 

(o.0 

7,03 

41.3 0.164- 

0.0/3 

95  
, 

ct,' 
To 	L 	N..N..OF  Fuoc.non 
fl/#4,144T1104,3 

F , .x,,. x s- 
..... 

,c, x., :x s  Xi 

1.S LIO4  
-3 

0.1100 2151 
• 1 

0.94-1x10 1.08 0.419 1.67 o.oao 1. 14L 4.80 6.80 44.5 (3A) 

2. x104- 0.1SILI0-3  31'11 9.839 x Jo 1.86 0.37.5 2.05 &• 01 0  I. SS 3.5 0 1.71 41.9 0.044, 
* 2.5s10 

-a 
4-.1111.'9 4613 0.111 $41.

-
+
3. 

1.01 0.313 LI 3 0.061 !..-74- 4.32 1.51 3S.2 0.104 

1.g10 ailklci 1 0141 p.m 5Ktiy-1" 3.4.1. 0.414- 2.418 0.016 	
1  
, 1.14 4,11 9.33 .41.4- 0.00E 

pK , CONTROL 	PAPA ME TER5 	F09TN0TS ON TABLE 4.1 

COPI S TR A I N-rs 	k4 fPLlEp 	BY 	51'4 TRANS F 0014 
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TABLE 4,14  

CONTROL PARAMETER TESTING WITH  NOISY I  DATA RECORDS  
POWELL'S METHOD (1965)  

F 2C i.  2(3  ?[ a XS -44 v xd 'X/ 

CORRECT VALUES 64/3 K (0 g'  2.00 30D LI 0 0.100 1.90 1.00 10.0 40.0 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 0.216):. le i.-16 0.2.91 1.90 0.113 .00 2. eS IDA 37.9 0.010 

9) v„, TOTAL   

e
p

ikwail 
„... s  V F x., xi, x, -x4  Xg X, 24.7 X i  

I.Dtiti 0.30a 2 03 0.2 03s. 1 0- .1. 	11 0.2$3 1, l2 0.092 2.31 0.07 10. $ 31,3 0,007 

1.int10 0.1Sx1V 2 3 3 0.11/ I,. le '2.1 4 0,211 0.061 3.31 4 .43 10.2. 6(,.2 0.000 

1.0003  0.14/0
1. 
 IL 11 0.161000  41. t1 0.12.0 0.000 5./3 1.93 /0.3 74.0 0.01i 

2.010°3  6.1.5";3'  122, D.151 lc 10 5.13 0.247 4.97 o.054- 1.1 S 4.55 9.61 68.3 p.000 

1.0  ?op
+  . 
"*"

4 
 4.4 0.153 x 10°  1.4.0 0.146 LIS 0.142. 0.511 5.50 cf. 61 10.0 0.000 

morarrea-......4......---

Lax  IV 
dr -3 

0-15Ic ti,  1 .7 27 0.1.65 x. 1 e 
4 

5%131 
- 

0.016 3.06 0.62.8 3.4.0 1. / S )0.8 51.1  15.867 

S 
I. oz '0  CP• 19  

-4..
° 

.°5. 
3001 0. 110 X 10 4.15 0.063 3.44 1.12 4.7 9 1.41 10.i 10.0 2.23+ 

2.0 	IDS  0.15% 10  I101 0.10 X ID°  "3.31, 0.045 0. 5t3 2. 	s 0.55 4.64 to. I 91.S I 1 i 

11$4.OM IN D 
Or OM  

ART/40  
',wit pikatutki 11b3 0.151 x 109  2.41 0.103/. 1.00 C1. 411 2.12 0302. 

-‘, 
10.0 

• 
58.6 0 - 12.4 

* or THE PERMITTED INLAMI3ER 
	OF Fu NC T1 Dm EV IA AT fOris WAS REACHED 

SD a )L' 	CONTROL PARAMETERS 	c 	P0O"rNOTE ON TA eLE 

CON 31-IZAINT-5 APPLIED  3'( 	si 	T12 A N S  F oRM 

A REV1S5D VE R 5 ON OF THE 0' 0 0NNELL MODEL WAS 1A5E1 Fok 11-1EsE TESTS 
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TABLE 4,15  

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS 

11  a 
is  

coapsaT 
VALUE 

171411116 
VALUES 

134AKirs &Mt45uct Mow& 	folatu.'s 	&wadi & 
nrniott 	11014•10 	PIETHIO 	KO WPM rjoaes NM* 

1.C.I's 
Ramo ts 

ttsmiwattli 
rilL1110D 

Potaas ft 
Mite, 

A Atuctot 
eis7Uo0 

2.00 111111=1111211=111 IA 1 in 1.44 2. 60 II:III 

0.3o6& 

Mill 
0.113 

0.3oo 0.2.6q 0.215 	0.2.91 	o./11 	0.2.99 	0.30t 0.210 0.2.44 0.300 

IS 0.1 

11 

Lop Lso 1.°o 1.11 111 1. So III= 1.13 2.Do 

Do 0 • 1 )3 0.t it o.IVV D. ;o1 0.125 	0.011 0./)9 0.115 0.100 

.2. 0 0 2. 00  1.6S 1.18 11111111 1.98 1111 

'1.03 

0.542• 

0.383 

2.00 13.3o 

10,0 

111/ a 3. °0  2.58  2..7V 1111111111 2.10 	.2.85 • 10. 0 EIS 10.1 10.0 10. V 10.0 /.419 10. 0 t0.1 

40.0    Men 4o.1 4.0 .) 40.2. 42 .1 ii. `I 4.0.17 38.8 

0  DA 0 o 0.09 a 0,155 '6.124 0.155 0.105 0.1o1 2.17 0.2.4.‘ P,/o8 0.263 

0.0 

11111111

11= n 2.00 

a 0.300 is 2.o0 

0.100 

is 2.00 

v o 

a10.0 

MI 40.0 

emommeen  ..I 

0.11,3%/1) 

I NI 

0.3/1 

111110,%4 

0.070 

-3 *.4.13.x.10 

1.0.3 

-5. 
0.14100 

10.0 

5 0.45410.to 

vii 

-3 
0.51410 4 P.14bc io 

-x 
o.146x,to -4 0.1151s117 0, irty.ro" 0,35Ssio3  

ii4-33 

1.35 

, 

imillianno 2.1 Ca 

1.18 

61 

0,/04- 

6$g- 

map 
1.03 

$00 o 

4.45 

0.547 

0.048 

0.505 o.4e5 0.3t6 0.2145 0.2,61 0.2.6, 8 0.774 0.335 

*a. Soo i.o3 1. S1 1.40 2.1,5 
' 1112 . 

o. oil o. 013 	> 0.c/oo 0.009 0.000 12,091 0.094 

2,60 

0.50 

EN 2.50 1.1.9 L/3 1,64 	/ I.90 1. 4.4• 0.$56 

3.513 lelel 3. 4.10 e.55 3.49 	1 3.51 0.4-63 341 

1.03 

EMI 

6.87 $7.00 et. ol 9.57 ia.v 10.0 9.89 '7.72. 

3o.1 2.8.5 11111 3,i3.* 43, 6 51.9 lc. o 37.3 

111  c).. too 

0.* 

D. v7a . 0213 . 0016. 0.04-9 0.2.96 /.43 0.-771 0.0“ 04.44. 

0.300 )1 1; 0442;1:.  D.41/11 01'  

le 43 

0.i144:1; olililk 1; 0.n..e..),  a;1  040 KIit 0..53611; 0.4.2.74  0.103;t: . 
/ SI rillanil 1394 1,2-50 e4- .2061 S'0 OD 

NF >s  No. OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 
F - OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE CORRESPONDING TO 

THE PARAMETER VALUES x.  TO xi 
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TABLE 4.15 

CONTINUED  

COIA0it-T 
vAt-uss 

STAMM. 
vALuilh 

etARD's 
MeTHOP 

11tIVIN0A 	•leCONALOC. 
ME/1400 PAVT4400 

POWLIA. 
str114,0 . 

iwrcos 	I. 
1.1:5 

I.c.,T.'s 
Mimes, 

140.11(NANIYT' 
Nelv.0 

PraWkes MK 
11C7111, 

A StArdooti 
firrilib 

2 . Oo 2.95 0,13 1.8),. 1.50 1.34. t.52 3.93 1.54 0.03.2 4.44 

x z  0.300 0.114 0•116 0.282 0.101 0.104 0.241 0.146 0.291 0.001 0.909 

2.00 1.19 1.15 1.91 2. )0 1.62. 1.14 3.62. 1.68 0.113 /.6.3 

0-10 0 0- 135 0.121 0-Ito 0.165 0.266 0.3 11  0 .101  0.116  t.95 o.493 

xs  

0 

x., 

2. 0 0  2.q1 2.-11 2.07 0.372 2.53 1.01  

10.3 

4.5o 

10.8 

inummannimi 2. ca 

10.0 

2,111 

11.3 

1.73 

10.1 

3.00 

10.0 

Eli 
14.1 

2.50 

9.92 10.0 

MIMI 

10.3 

2.45 

10.3 

Its 40.0 53.4 57.5 42.o 3'7.1 51.8 52.6 25.0 40.1 0 8.8 3-7.1 

0.10* 0.14-0 0.040 0.119 2.-74 0.12,0 O. t 0 I 2.98 0.134- 0.000 0-361. 

0. 0 0-4410, 10°  0.1.54t1i 0.“51(1-01  0• I Uirt02.  0oot.)00 OA 6734 0.520%1.  0.131Ar0 miDix ii; 03.83%; 

1,440) S,000 

II 

2.0,  21:38 :9511S 23:1157 os  :3: 

- 4.49 

xi, c:-.3oo O. ii t 0.111. 0.1e1 0.10'1 0.154 0.224 D.15o 0.111 0.11.4 

Ill  2.00 3.03 3.10 1.30 3.4-2. 3.14- .2.19 2.S1 3.03 4. 04 

x4. 0,100  0. 04-8 0.063 0,445  0.065  C"'" 0.336  "15  0.  048 
0.123 

2_0 0  3,01 I. 51 2.65 1.57 2.01 1.13 3.16 3,01 3.18 II 

3,0 0  1.09 1.56 116 1.41 2.34 1.10 1.63 1.0'1 0.12  

119 
(0.0 

4. 0 . 0 

0.1 DO 

16.4 

Ell 

0.157 

to. 4- 

(to. o 

10.4 10.3 lo• 5 10.4  11-6 ((.$ ti• 0 

52.3 1.1. 5 go. 0 'S -1.7 27.4 65,1. I I>. 5 

0.030 0.060 .2-90 b.toS 0.11t 2.85 0.157 ,2.74 I 

0 - 0 D.5 SP)(
0

0.215L1 00.107$100aS1z
-
o 0.357xre 011vi02 0.1417 10 0.S5$'! o.1t3T to 

NW ..1 2,992  215 2, 321 1,2.10 41 /1 - 5,0oo 
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TABLE 4.15 

CONTINUED  

coRAEvr 
VALVES 

ATAAT !NA 
VALVES 

tgAAA's 
MrrHO 4 

toscHaticis 
14161111/0 

ftscp4mae..WA 
MC14440 

parru:s 
1144 114/1442,  

sLe-roici! L 
Aeutu.s'AsAlot 

Lc. T.'s 
nE^A4AD 

AAA AAA Are' 
rif-mto 

mat. 'A 
tlis nomact 

A RANoort 
ArrkoD 

X I 2.00 3.34 1.10 0.41 1.2.0 2.44 3.0o 0.328 0, CrA 1 - 1.1.5 

XI D.bOo 0.531 0.916 I.55 0.165 04.13  0.306  1.15 1.31 - 0.277 

Xy 2.00 0.4-61 0.111 0.100  1.10 2.30 0.715 3.58 0.3b1 - 1.18 

7( 4.  0.1 00 0.021 D. 010 0.118 0. Olt 0.00. o• “ 0 0.001 0.5.4.1 - 0.161 

X s  2,00 3•S5 1. 411 1.58 4.31 2.56 1.30 0.334 1.6 0 - 1.11 

"(4  3.0o 0.831 3,13 6. II 7.4e 2.14 0.8661 4.78 2.0 - 3.27 	• 

x., 10.0 3.115 2.11  '7.6[ 10.2. q.1,7 10.0 6.0/ 1.s0 - 10.1 

xs  4.0.D io.1 2.4.1 I cI3 41.9 43.0 41.5 21.4 32A - .41.i 	• 

J v4 0.100  0-18l 0.003 0.113 0.161 0. ol o 0 . r72. 1.13 o.cia3 - 0.471 

F Gr. D 0.514  %t0,  0.497x10 
.., 

0.170%/0  
.4. 

0.144x10 
..,. 

ebribti 10 
.t 

0.1.21x 10 
.... 	. 

COS, 410 
-2. oat, v. ID '''''. 0.36l A10 

Kg - - 244 1,368 3,415.  3,714 1,170 61 411 - 5, 000 

2.  " 0- 0i7. 0.040 0.010  0.074 0.111 0.031 0.092 0.060 - .1.2.2. 

7t, 0;300 0.041 0.1130 0.030 0.1‘1 0.051 0.134 0.041 0, 194. - 0.303 

7(3  

114 

1..................•••••••••••••••t 

2.00 

0.100 

0.106 0.1.e2 0.18,  0.301 0.010 0,301 0. IDL 0,31s - 2.61 

0.101 0.108 0.873 1.01 0.344 0.943 0.181 0.861 0.12o 

Ns  ,7_ ,D0 0.181 OA 67 1.32 0.520 0.21.8 o.L43 0.181 1.O1 ... 
- 2.o; 

- 
xi  3.00 0.352 0.151 3.11 0.051 6.34.:. 0.368 0.351 3.18 - 2.11 

X7 10. 0 11.9 Iol. 10.1 10.3 12.3 10.1 fef. I 10.1 - 10. 0 

wo  4. 0 .0  1 5.  o 15,6 52.2 
, 

go ,o q0.0 83.5 75.0 4 ff• 4  - 31.0 
- 

NI  O.  too 0.011  0.01) 0.300 0.012 0.2.56 
- 

0.003 0.011 0.149 - 0.040 

f 0- O 
i 

4.'15v. to 
A. 

0.184+440o.134st1e -3 -1. 
0.165%10 

c> 
0.651 X'0 

-1. 
0.0.SX1b 

% 
0.115%!0  

-3 
0.1644to - -4 0.44%to 

%4F - ...., .213 2, 045 1 	i 11 810 1, 530 10 244 
AMINIMOIMP 

5, CIDO 
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TABLE 4.16  

NORMALISED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUES CORRESPONDING  

TO TABLE 4.15  

BEARDS 
mgr%ao 

ROACH S4444.4 
**(114011 

-,.. 
MILONALO4U6'S 

SIRT**01* 
P414CLL'S 	1444 

MOTHOD 
_ 

ALS TC*44 0 Olt 
f. issa. OA i Mr.( 14 

r.e,t's 
MET14 0 4:1 

MA IMA AO .3. 
+.4171.10.0 

rot•cu'a Mt% 
PI i TN PO 

, 
A 	itANDop.4 

METHOD 

.1 4 , 
C2.2.1, 1  A i0

-1  - 
0.105 11. ID 0-ili A ID 0.154 x10

1  
0.474gto

4  
0.1882.41-1  0.4L,617., i 0

1  
0, 6 75 7, lb,  6.415A ID 

-4 - 4 - 4 LL 4. -3 -2 I 
••• 

L -1. 0.1i4 110 0.15‘g 10 0.2e1g to 0.154.'140 0.4 13x10 0,1411.10. 0. ilis. to GADstx ID 0.34)stto 

0.571x16.' D.1 bor. 10.3  0.310 x /4;1  0.1,35g1o1  0.37extt7i  0.1is y.Cri t  0310 y. /04  0.247x/6. 0.100i I-01-  

-3. -1.  1 L L 0 0 
"' 

3- D•50f3 x 10  044%10  0.431% ID 0. 614.".112 t...3551v to 0.143.„/0 0./137.0 0.181x ID 

0.190 x 
.1 -3 -i -3 -4 ID D.311 glt) 0,174. xtb 0.335 xt0 0.434g10 0.251x ID 0.4.01100 -- o.t,e‘x ID 
-1. -3 -1. , 	0 2 *I -3 - 13.1(.3 x tO 0.735x 10 0.143Y- ID 0.311 A tD 0. toix to 0.100%10 0. 641 )t, icv - 0.3.38kt0 ................. . 

TABLE 4.17 	• 

RANK VALUES FOR THE NORMALISED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION  

VALUES IN TABLE 4.16  

bEafliklA 
MEYHbD 

.** 

IV734N44044'd 
1,42si.ot) 

* 
te<o*.A4Z.10E,S 

PAVAIOD 
I 

0014103 
*44,114,e, 

1444 AL41-04E4 ANO 
Powat. s' 1,03400 

r t.z.'s 
*I 4T*4 op 

PIA tattrivr's 
METHOD 

000034s ems 
rteTHOD 

, 

4 	to tkt*oti 
tirrtillp 

41 6 -7 32 4 47 44 1 40 

41. 3,1 4S .... 2 5 13 
, 

36 20 31 II 

34 8 2 2. 24 11 31 2 4 3 2.3 

33 2z  37. 3S 3 0 41 49 _ 4 

2.2 .21 1 / 0 
- 

I 4 4412. _ 5 
, 

) 1 IL 
, 

1 6 r .... o I / 
. 5 i i 5 

.... 
....._. 3 

Ili 11'1 139 1 2. 2.. 
a 

1 o '7 164 143 
.^- 

75 lo S 
... 

j(cli.4$KAL - WALL Is 	H . 12 	 ant  "m' 	 + 	.2.4`• 4-i..s` 'riots'  .4. 151 - 	%53. 	15",, 33x 52.  
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TABLE 4.18  

RESULTS OF A CHI SQUARE TEST  

HYPOTHESIS  : THAT Y IS NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED WHERE 

Y = LOG,, 

AND F IS THE NORMALISED OBJECTIVE. FUNCTION VALUE 

Y VALUES- -CORRESPONDING.TO' THE F. VALUES . IN TABLE 4.  

bEfrto's 
1m41400 

RosEronocies 
mrnov 

1-44coNA.061Ar's 
mrn4oD 

powELL's tcw, 
METHOD 

rt.rroirit poo 
P4W1U e r4tite0 

I.C.I.,'s 
MV-114 ,00 

maltatimres 
mrn.4 0 A 

tot-411,5, ii ‘s 
ncitio o 

A 	glY.4001.4 ' 
tkivril op 
........--........ 

I . 6g 4.14 3. 1,5 1.51 4.2,2. 1.(1 1.11 10./ 1.15 

1.66 1.90 1.54 .2.S4 3.3S 2.b2. 2.75 ).31 2.41, 

2.13 3..59 2.43 2.63 2.42. 1.'1/ ------ 
4.51 1.60 2.10 

.1.11 2.73 2.3.1; 2.11 2.4/ 4.14 0.89 - 2.5S 

1.11 2.41 3.56. 3.4.9 3.37 1. 5 i3 3.4.0 - 4.16 

2.11 3. r3 2 .S4 0.141 	r  2, ea --' t  3.11 
,....- 4.4 I 

lt VALUE NOT USED IN COMPUTATIONS 

1- 
	

• I 	 11 
	 It 
	

AS 	INFINITE 

_EREQUEd....1TABLE 
RANGES ciati 	- 	Li+ i.t4 	- 	2.06 2.08 	- 	2.'141 2.1S - 3.10 3. 410 - 4.112. 4.61 - 5.74 

ACTUAL 2 13 II I S 1 

Ex P E. VT A 2.411 il. SI 1%.75 II • 132. .2.91 0,212 

UNDER THE HYPOTHESIS THAT Y IS NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED 
WITH MEAN 2.52 AND STANDARD DEVIATION 09208 

= 4.22 

CHI SQUARE FOR 5 	AT THE 5% SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 
IS 11.07 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF Y IS NOT SIGNIFICANTLY 
NON - NORMAL AT THE 5% PROBABILITY LEVEL 
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TABLE 4.19  

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR THE Y VALUES  
I N 	TABLE 4.18  

SUM OF 	5GUARE.5 ci..f. MEAN 	sotAARE F 	RATIO 

CATEGORY 	MEANS I4.7. 8 1.78 lli  F - 	.2.18 
042 

F.15 tS,401 	sr .2.18 WITHIN 	CATEGORIES 32 .8 40 o. gZ 

TOTAL 41.0 4S 

N.B. THE Y VALUES MARKED WITH ik AND t IN TABLE 
4.18 WERE NOT USED 

TABLE 4.20  

RANKS OF ABSOLUTE VALUES OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN  
FINAL AND CORRECT PARAMETER VALUES  

roamer' 
foo. 

OfAtteS 
METHOD 

KonNetz noes 

METHOD, 
iecoNA,Loc•Ues12'04.4EIL'S 

METHOD 
tit.* 

METHoD 
FlATcHEft 	ANS 
pOktELL 3.  HEW, 

1 .C.I.'S 
METI400 

“AAQUA AO T'S 
METWO 

A 	RANO oil 
METHOD 

i 4 2 I g 3 7 C 
1 

S 

2 1 2.i 21 21 2s 6 a 5 

3 1 31 2. 7 31 t S 8 

4 4 21 1 5 i 
_ 21 7 5i g 

5 i .2 	.1. I 5 i 2 1 .1. . 4 8 51 

6 2 4 3 51 1 13 7 51 

1 c i it 211_ , 
.... 
i
2 0,  61, a 6 i. 6i 

8 1 li. 1i 4 3 .... 6 9 5 
q 4 i 3 41 2. ) 8 6 7 

TOTALS 43 2 .4 11 41i -2. 5 i 54. i 6 0 551 
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TABLE 4.21 

CARROLL'S CONSTRAINT METHOD  

°nom PYLON 
Oivrtiott uSE0 R 

TOTAL N. 
" "P"C''' IVALVATIC44 F \ x, X I, It: 3  x 4. as st.4  X. X s  .X1  

CORRECT 	VALUES 13.0 2.00 0.100 2.00 0.100 2 .0 a 3.00 ,0. 0 4-0.0 0.1 00 
, 

STARTING VALUES D•IISK 'IV o.pql 0.o41 0.104 ()As(' 0.287 0.351 t4•'1-15.* 0.0 ,I 

Mau. 1.145 10.9 
it 

1500 13.4.11x 1o°  0.5215 6.111 0.513 0,101 1.1 5 1.41 15.1 n .9 /.33 

"I"9"" 10.9 /3,91t 0.1 20x 103  1.34 6.)-86  1.48 0.044 1.13 3 . 04 qAt 45.9 D.111 

1.b 3,115 0.14.4,x1; 
, 

1.61 D.314,  145 0.551 7. AA 5.41 to. 0 31.1 1.555 

018 
, 

1) 6i 1  
VA 	-3 
6.813x to 1.14 6.343 2.11 0.111 1.55 3.11 9'. Va 37.1 0.451 

,STARTING VALUES o. s4to.;;: $'. oo t. 5 oo S, co r. Sod S. co 5.00 2S.* 45.D 7. Soo
` 

 

RoirkisiotK 100.0 141 021 0.444 X- IP 0.4+3 i .4. o3 0.048 *.t51 1.62.3 6.11  $ • 6  ii• 11.4 C). 51 I  

t 	nits STARTING, POINT 4.1E3 	Miro - WAY 	43 ETWEr N THE 	CoNSTIk A !NTS, 

44 	'Nis TEST RAN OUT OF CoMPLATEA TIME arFoec me 151' CICLE WAS CoMtLETEtt 

','MIS TEST USED THE 	MODIFIED 	0*  00KINELL MODEL 	AND AN INITIAL VALUE 

OF ME PENAL -TN UE1GHT 	CALL(ALATED /31 	F Dia° ANA M`CORMICKSI 

SECOND Ctt ITE.I2 ION . 	%hail t. 	r VALUE. WAS 	0,111 x 



TABLE 4 .2 2  

A STRICT COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NEW PENALTY  
FUNCTION METHOD OF APPLY NG CONSTRAINTS ANQ 

ROSENBROCK'S ORIGINAL MET HOD  

METHOD 
-rovpd. 1.......iiipp 
op 0404470 04 
inlitt.mtriat43 F x , at  x7 X 4, 'cs Xi, X, xi Xe  

CORRECT VALUES D.D .1.00 0.300 4410 0.100 1.$0 1.00 to. 0 40.0 0,10o 

STARTING VALUES o..1$1% 16-i  1.14 0.2.001 630 o.n3 2.00 I, sit 10,1 37,6 0.010 

NEW  5519 0.423/x16 Lil 0.1.11 1.69 0.090 1.90 0.$1 11).0 4.0.3 0.0111 

It0SEN68. 2:2 8 0 D:ts2, % 1"07  1.91 0.100 I. 61 0.019 I. gl I. 61  i to. 1, do. I 0.103 

STARTING.  VALUES 0.3t8 7, toy  1.34 0.111 1.49 0.010 1,5 t, 3.84 7.03 S t ..S 0. on 

NEW 3,56 S 6.19S x ID-t  2.09 D.3 DI. 1.14- 0.103 1.9 1 0.900 10.0 39.a 0.000 

ItosEN MX 

STAIVTINfx 

.7,  ci  1-1 

vALt&E.S 

0.506 it liii 

0./o1 x le 

Li 1  

2../5 

:0,300  

0.196 

f.“ 

1.113 

0M49 

0.135 

1 .11 

2.q2 

1.11 

1.65 

ID. o 

14.1 

40.1 

6141. 

0.151 

,0.140 

NEW 2..016 0.205$.101 1A7 0.197 145 0.411 2.44 0.110 to.4 51.0 0.079 

ROSENSIZoat. 4628 0,103,1-93  0.14- 0.2.15.  ottirl 0.194 0.54e I.57 
0 

10.1 44.2 0.133 
_ 

SIARTIN6 	VA 1.. 14E6 0.881 x le 3.2e 0.i11 3,D3 0.044 
-r-  

3.61  1. 09 16.4 LS.?. 0-157 

NEW 11 1 	0 it 	- 
...,,. 

0, i0"1,A10 2.46 0.111 2.1.1 0,4S5 2.49 Oat+ 10.4. S6.1 0.001 

ROSENVIDex. 

STAVIN& 

5,008 

VAL tAE 5 

0.921x/0 

0.521. x Itil  

0.61 

3,34 

0.111 

0.531 

0.33 

0.461 

0.481 

0,02.-1 

1.61 

3,55 

0.S1 

0,931 

10.1 

3.18 

45.2 

1b.7 

0.721 

0.182. 

NEW 2,016 0.04 x10
I 
 01 0.100 110 0.1011 I. 410 0,82.1 jo, 0 40.0 0.04. 

945fr"U" r 031 0 • SO u Fol.' q. SS 0.528 0.3o1. 0.055 1.41 2.41 €1.13 29.1 0.060 

STARTING 	muss 0.11q x si'" b,012, 0.041 0.'06 °Asti 0.29 D.352 MR 75.0 0.011 

NEW 61,3qt 
,. 	-3 

0.115 x to D. b45 D.).54 0.041 0.2,so 0.1/5 0.41' 9.47 71.8 0.170 

tosentem 4,108 0.1217.61  0, a S7 0.163 0.161 0.943 0.002 01.773 10.1 67.4 0.001 

A 	REVISED VERSION OF THE 01  DONNELL MODEL (MK 2) 
WAS USED FOR THESE TESTS 

266 

N B 
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TABLE 4,23- 

:CHE EFFECTS OF leABAWIELEEIicA  !NC AND TRANSFORMATION  

PRItAlMtlieft 
C.01401T19n11N6 

No. 	Of 
TRIALS X 

. 
X. lc1 

.. 	 

1 ii 

40.0 

waloamatostsommeronower•••••eaurrolimm 

i 
T t 

0.100 CORtECT 	VALUES - 0.0 .2.00 0.300 2.00 a.10c, .1.0 0 3.00 10,0 

Sri:IRMO& VALUES - 9.2o3tiV 1.1‘. 0.281 1. S0 0.113 .1. .0 0 2.08 1041 31.9 0.04a 
uNscsmoro 	at.° -4 ...,.. 

ottritowirremED 1551 0.110700 1.7.3 0.1.50 1.81 chilg 2.  ,0 5 3.16  ib .t)  40  .1 0.134 
timstalt0 	OAT '5 „ ... 

riciorsrofenci, 1.1 	11 0.148x10 171 0,111 1.11. 0.108 1.111, 3,11 f 0.0 A. 0.1 0.116 
se 	t.szo 	lacce -3 

Wet-Rio/swot rm. `3P 0  D-4431xm-  1.01 0.2,0 1.03 0.157 1.15 /.1,41 10,1 39 .9 0,093 
ratawsPoletieD 	r>1PN -6 

ttero..111 139R 0.117),..10 Lib 0.2.00 1418 0.10) 1.11 2.16 10.0 447.1 0.101 

STAETINit 	V A LuE5 -* 0.300Y.10 I.34 0.311  1.41 0.070 2.S0 3.59 1.03 

51.5 

D.079 
usa,e•LED 	hr.g.15 .., -3 

ionItAus Fort my 231'3 0.),4x1D 3./2.  0,1..6t, 3.53 0.05.5  o  ,,,, 1  7.1e  1.14 
.t.3 

0.578 

kiitim.46 	Du y -1. 
TAIM41 PORPI rs. 1$43 0.40x10 10.0a 0.585 0.500 o.oty 1.68 4.10 Q. DD 2'8.5 0.016 

6161.it6 	Ot.,,,  
t.thrr11 4ws f oonif 

4 
1$ 1 41 0351(10 I, 66 0.101 1.h 4. 3.03 10.0 41.3 a.137 

7o.limisF4,1* pica 	114LN ..t. 
6cPLES 11 13 0.100):10 / 0.013 1..11 4. 0 5 1.8A ' 45.9 0.000 

STARTING VALUES -- 0.441K10 215 0.116 l• It 0.115 ' 	2.12. 1. 65 14.1  534 0-140 
, liiuScao.50 	01.41) 

taNIZANI fcbutrit0 t 5 60 
__. 

..i 
041.00 1.39 0.011 04/1 2.14 1.11 1.33 11.2. 31,9 3.000 

TROMMItneD VICO 0.u5y.i0 1.82. 0.1.47. 1.'11 0.110 2.01 3.11 10.0 41.0 0.211 
ScALSD 	itu. r ..t. 
t.o.rionua Pattie, 900 1t.131%10 2.1,  6.163 2,41 0.118 3.90 1.0: 10.7 .2.1.0 0.34.5 

TVWS I filtIolgb 	TiltU 1 , e  
4(01. KO 1311 0.111/(10 2.0 a 0.11,  2.03 0.145 0.13/ 0.043 10.1 76..1 0.581 

919SIMMIIIPIO. 
STARTING: 	1/AL 085 

r.............. 
- 0.51tv.tocr 3.2,5 0.111 3.03 0.049 3.9$ 1.01 14.4 65.2 0,157 

#44.a TgiOty, go4 mitt 4100 0.44200 2.11.4 0.119 2-83 0.353 q.31 0.30i iv .3 b 3.o 1.18 
144.1.5e. ALtD 	Owr -1. 

1111vd.73f viirtC0 21$1  0.106x16 2,53 0.191 2,30 6.445 Z. 2.14 10.5 52.3 p.oGo 
sg.i.i..eo 	et.r -1. , „.,,,,,,, comet  1324 0.1thtio 4.0 8 0.14.3 3.95 0. I i 4 .4.1.L 0.548 10.1 al . `I 1. $07 
..relkusF4nrcgb 	OttH -I 

SCALED ti 00 0.156000 5.94. 0.139 4.17 o• i3o 3 .11 0.129 10. 6 12.2. 0. bac 

5TA Rill* VA1AE5 -- 0-5211LT°'  3.34 0.531 0.461 0.021 3.55 o.137 3,113 io. 7 0. 162 
4•1.43tAlCil 	11046 -I 

1..00..elkwirect4ED )4.0 0.420m0 9.10 .2.4 I 2.11 0.111 2. 40 8. 05 5,15 13,5 0..001 
Whitt ALI' D 	0i.,,,/ -1 

1.*At44Finenet,  131,8 0.110x to 0.91 1.5.5 0.20' 0.126 1.5$ 6. 11 '7.61 11.3 0.1)3 
$4 At. WO 	GUI -i , 
IANTRAN$ Fenno 9 00 0.11tvita 11.61 I.36 0.2.7,- 0.112. 1.33 4.11 7.91 20.1 0.03.3 
1110N1F4 10%0 Thet4 -L 

SCALA', 
kommo,40,444m..40.44044,.. 

t 831 0.349K19 0.011  1.1 8 0.5a-D 0.117 1_11 1.11 9.11 .14 .4  0,457 

4., STA Pal% 	VALUES 0.115110 0. 1:14t 0.04.1 .n.104 0.189 0.181 0.352. 11.9 75. D 0.011 
Meascakep 	ove.40 1 tAmiithmsportmED 

leimorrimma. 
160B 0.10m0 6.61 0.014 0.031 .2.41 1.40 0.001 11.1 

\''  15,4 2.-95 
UNAGALEk 	Q'' -3 

itArtsPo Art co 2045 0.985x10 0 • 1)10 0.030 0.191 0.873 1.32 311 0.1 521,1 0.30o 
scotty 	moor ,, 	-1. 1, entAbis  Fovcrtep 1211 0.1 ,70x /6 0.014 8 , 11 5 0.2.1$ 0.401 0.191 0.061 10.1 44.4 0.010 
'MANS F." R. m f D -1. " 

'MEV 	at, A I. 	0 	 4 
1310 0.1191116 0.01.4 0,o16 o.2.05 0.10i 0.411 	.2. i t 10,1 40.0 0.021 
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TABLE 4.24  

REMOVAL OF SEARCH DIRECTION STEP SIZE INCOMPATIBILITY  

IS THE INCOmrsi I'vml- 	N & 
1;:" - usiLrrr tarssonecsto,""Ltot

-  
x., ,'L ga A 4. 1(5 

1 
4 7  ( 7 Xs Xet 

CORRECT 	VA1AkE3 0.0 2,0D 0.300 110 0.100 1. 410 LOD 10.0 40.0 0.100 

3TARTINCr  VALLI.E.S 0.340A te Lit, 0.191 1.90 0.113 2.00 1.$9 lo .9 37.9 o.offo 
* -5 

YES 51065 0.42.0 x ia 1.11 bail 1.1.$ 0.108  1.81  1.21 10.0 40.1 6.144 

NO 1,-/So o.s5/ x107  1.91 te-SOD 1.841 6.048 I. Vi Lc. i to.° 40.) 0.103 

STMITIN& 	VALUES 0./84 x10°  1.3+ 0.7771 1.41 0.010 2.5o 3.86 7.03 31,.5 0.06 
... A 

IIMMII 0,6132A 10 Leis D.B00 l  1.61 0.101 1.69 1.06 10.0 40.0 0.107 

NO 700 0.504 x ID 1,q1 p.2,00 1.6i, 0,08 !lip 1.32 lo. o 4-0.3 0.159 

STA ft TONIC; \MULES 
_ - - 

0.451 li to°  2.15 0.146 LIS 0.135 1.9L 1.63 14.1 534,  0.140 

.YE5 1.  
3).2-1/ 6.61.1 	x 16 2.33 0.1.1/ 1.54 0.411 1.3S D.7..74- €0 .5 48.4 0.42.o 

No .4,,4r23 0.10, $.1;3  0.941 o..15 a./el 0.244 0.€58 ).s/ ID. 1 44.1 0.133 

• 5TAkT1Ktcx Via LitCs 0.5i1x too  3.2$ 0m1 3,03 0.040 3.01 Lai 14.4 45.2 D•15" 

'TES  2, 40S 
I_ 0 .1 tis K. 10 .2.12, 0:2,86 144. 0.440 D.-Mt 113 to . a 3c1. 1 0.940 

ik -3 N0 5 ,009  0,1$7 2- 1a~ 43.42- 0.211 o.3 o.491 1.03 0.97 tb.1 4S.2. 0.121. 

STA RT/N6 VALUES`  D.41 t le IV S••1--  0- 531 040 0.011 3 ,55 0.37 3.12 10.7 0.182 
-1. 

T̀ES 617 D.5361. tD 9.19 0.514 6.1,01 0.00 1,41 2.5t tio 2,c1.0 0.029 

-1. 
No ii,1 0.55D)tto /.50 0.5.2.1. 0,102. 0.055 1.17 /AM (1.13 2/.1 0.060 

5TAIVTING 	VALIAES 
. 

0.4i1 x 	It, 0.092 0. 04 1  0. t • • 	• rib 45.1e9 0.7.91 v352 MI 75.0 0.0 It 

YES ,V,"1/. 1. 0.1)1 y. to ti o.039 0.2.51 0.914 O.2I 0.150 to. 7.. $51 0• 024 

Pi 0 	4,103 0.17.1 1,  en~  D.057 D.143 0.161 0.823 0.O0 0.1/3 WA el.+ 0.017 i 
4, 

JOB RAN OUT OF COMPUTER TIME 

N.B THE O'DONNELL MODEL (MK3) WAS USED FOR THESE TESTS 
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TABLE 4.25  

CQMPARATIVE RESULTS USING THE tLITTLESTEP' TECHNIQUE 

Is fLtrn.Esne 
Alpo votira OF T41414 

I' 
r 

MYR( t4..  
X, 

• 
14, X, X4,  R r  74  71, JCS  xa  

CORRECT VALUES o.o 2.00 0.300 1..o0 
4 
0.1 00 

_ 
z.00 3.00 to . 0 40.0  0.100 

. 
STARTINfi 	VALUES 0.p/4 x IV 1. ID 0.315 2. tp 0.105 2.10 3.15 to.5 42.0 imps 

No 3880 

_ f 
 

0.413 A 10  I.  
.., 

0.300 1,00 t,.too 2.ot, 2.84 f o. o 40.o 0.04.5 

‘r'(ES3 6 .53 0.143 'f• 10
8 

 2.00 0.300 2.00 0.100 2.00 .2.9 .9 10.0 40.0 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 0.44 ,'It''  .2.20 0.33D 2.2.0 0.110 2.2.0 3.30 11.0 4-4..0 0.110 

No .22 	0 
- 

o.32.9". io
s 

 I. S2 0.303 1.%0 0.014  I-AS 3.32 9.'18 48.1 0.120 

`(ES 2416 0.3151;10 1. e 4 0.304 /.01 0.051 Lis 3. 11  q.q3 41.9 0.it+ 
1 

START INC VALUES 
cr Cf.).ki% IP .2.40 0.360 2.40 0.110 2.40 3. to IL.0 4g.0 0.120 

.., 
NO 443 

.1. 
0.11. if* 3.25 0.117 1;33 0.331 2.10 t. 53 10.4 494 o.000 

IE.S 3151 o..54 a 2.,11 0.247 .2.4: o.toS 2.34 2.78 10.1 42.3. 0.038 

STARTING 	VALUES 0.)2.0 A ilts  3.00 0.450 3.00 0.150 3.08 4.50 1S,8 to.D 40.rS o 

NO SO 
...1. 

0.113 x I0  2.81. 012.0 .1.56 0.000  2.59 5.71 10.0 65.`" 0.104 

YES 318/ 
1. 

0.11,5"A to ,2.11 0.114. 2.g2 0.000 4.4. 2.28 10.4 3.5.2. 0.327 



TABLE 4.25 

USE 	OF PALMER' S ORTHOGONALISATION TECHNIQUE  

TOTAL NUritAit ef It W:14M 
CALI* %Tit u, F k, A, ''X  44 N' nc 'cl xa zi 

CORRECT VAL ta S 0.0 2.00 0.300 2.00 0.100 2.00 3.00 io.o 40.o 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 0 .2.0.5x )0.4  t.--14 0.2.$1  wa 0  0.113 2.00 61,8.3 10.c1 3'7.0 0.090 
.• 

5.)  301 0,141x10 I.+, 0.239 1.65 0.126 2.00 3.11 to. o 40.$ 0.154- 
inga,, 

7.03 51.5 0.018  

0.0 41.1 0.158 

STAKTIAla VALUES 0.4..p.x go.°  2.16 0.116 1.16 0.135 1.42. 1.65 14.7 53.4 0.14D 

0.156 x lb 2.0S 0.2I 2.04 .0.106 2.o3 2.13 10.0 31.4  0.012. 

STARTJN6 VALUE o.SsIx. to°  3.28 0.111 3.0.3 0.040 3.01 t.Logi 16.4  15.1 0,1.51 

START1N& VALUES 

0.2.043E10 3 
 3,6 0.175 S.00 0.011  2.35 2./9  IPA 41.3 0.001 

0.52.1Y.  a.'  .1.34 0.531 0.411 0.021 .3.55 0.837 3.$ is 10.7 0.192. 

12, 	4106 -1. 
0. 525 )t10 0.004 0.231 o.S0 0  0 .117 l.$7 4.11 Vit. 24.1  0.101  

STARTING VA LuE5 0.115 ). (Or' 0.09. 0.041 0.[06 0,161 0.287 0.352. 11.1 75,0 p . ott 

8,11 o 0  0.112.4-x101  0.440 0.4-7 0.1.30 0.500 0.10 0.141 til 74.2. 0.00( 
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TABLE 4.27 

ROCK' S METHOD 

Ttyrial. N.APiesk 	at fuNerlott 
EVALUATI DNS 

...... 
F x , x., x3  x4  x s  x, x.., xa  7t, 

cog, rz En' 	VALUES 4 .0 2.00 0.300 2.00 0.100 2.00 3.00 10 .0 40.0 0.100 

STARTING VALUES 0.203y. 10' 1.16 0.199 1.8 0 o.113 2.00 2 SS to .4 31.8 0,090 

2) 09 0 0.143 )00
5  ., .r.,-1.4 D.301 1.q 4 0.090 1. 411 3.21 10.0 .4.0.1 0. )32. 

STARTING VALUES 0.100x to 1,540.111 I.4q 0,010 2. 50 312 7.03 31.5 0.00 

9,671 -4 
0.4.49 xID Lei is D.300 i.co. o. too 1.19 3.1 10.0 .4.0,I 0,113 

STARTING VALVES 0. 442v. me°  .7.95 c.. lat, 1.18 o . t35 
- 

2.12 
... 

1.45 14.1 
- 

53.4 0.144 

12 1 /02 6.5111( 10
1 
 2.01 0.100 2.00 0.162.. 2.00 3.14 tO. 0 31. et P.104 

STARTING, VA LUCS D. 38Is le 3.12 0.111 3.03 0.041 3.o! 1.09 14,4 (5..2 0.157 

10, 2 35 
temmen. 

0.533 0.10 0.17 0.155 1.27 0.191 0.130 0.20 9.13 .55.5 0.929 

STARTING VALUES 0.517 x 1 ; ) 3,3+ fa .531 0.441 0 .027 3. sS 0.137 3.18 10 .1 0.191 

.4-, 361 
..., 

0,104 %l0 0.92. 1.157 0.100 0.000 1. 4-1 3.39 0.10 .21.41 0.075 

STARTING VALUES G. 11S;. ir 0.011.. 0.041 0.104 0-1 g1 °.28/ 0.332  . 19.1  75-.0  0.011 

1(,1  904 
_ 

..: 
0.1t.8 1‘10 0.03 0.7.25 6.431) 6.74-1, 0.067  

_._ 
0.361 10.1 /8A 0.049 

291 
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TABLE 4,28 

RANKING OF NORMALISED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUES  
INCLUDING THOSE FROM THE FINAL VERSION OF  

ROSENBROC K' S ME T HOD  

11E1%20'4 
PICTH*0 

RosEN04.0041 
14CTI.4c0 

M1/401441-C69C 
mrTA00 

poW0.L.451i64 
MCnio0 

fL&Tci4E6i AM 
malt's. ricreab 

T.C.I%4 
METH pp 

Atm4A0UAlta's 
mortHeD 

........, 
nuret.e$ 111,5 

rt ou a a 
A stAN0or1 
rkg-Rioo 

41 St lo 3s 6 47 4 6 1 31 

42. 3 Att 5 .17 3 3b 2.2. . 3J .11 . 
34 2. 3o 2.6 is 3, 4 43 24 

33 I6 31 35 2. 1 41 48 ___ 2 S 

40 .2.3 It 12 9 44 14 
._- 

- 
7 

20 11 ICI 50 IS 51 15 ..... 5 

1 / 0 

AMIN. 

69 , 	141 1116 92 2.64 I4.1 75 131 

c.F. TABLE 4.16 

TABLE 4.29 

USE 	OF A SMOOTHING FUNCTI ON  

F 	= 	+ R x  -m 	Fkt. 	mom 

tenhi. vAL.A. e, 
rEKAcrl wtonYt 

-wrz...... 
"........0 m. &v.. 71, 

-  
It, x4  Xs X; X, 

CoRRSt 7  
vALuts 0.0 2.00 0300 .2,00 0.100 1.00 3.0o 10.0 40.0 0. (00 

0-CIARTI
vALt4c 

AS al 
0.11SA:0 00/2. 0.041 0.106 0.ISR 0.101 0.152. 11.1 1.5.O 0.0 ig 

0.1 41.11. 
-) 

0.1>Sckto 0.135 0.103 0.344. 0A 23 0.30 /.1 2. lb.' 9o.0 .2.51 

1.0 to,10 0.14100 1.'12' 0.1 6 8 1. 59  0 .0.1- 1. 4,1  2.00 10.0 41.3 0•135 

v*A.ues r 
44 

0.69i %le 

_.
STARTING 

5.00 1.500 5.01 • 1.500 -..0D c .ot,  3.5:0 45 .0 j.,500 

100.0 4(03 0, 14011b
4.  

2.5`1  D.305  2-1.11 0-111 2.00 3.2.1 to.o 39.4 p.os, 

THE 	O'DO N NELL MODEL (M K3) WAS USED FOR THIS TEST 
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TABLE 430  

CONSTRAINT RELAXATION  

TOTAL N.. .. ,...m..1 
tratmiTsoN5 %, "LL %) F x4 XS X4. X I AlA i 

CORRECT 
VALuES 0.0 2.00 0,300 2.00 0.100 2.00 1.00 to.0  4.0.0 0.100 

sTARTHNIC,  
VALUES — 4-1 0.11$ x it, 0.0c11  0.041 b•106 0.I89 0.2.41 0.352. 141,1 75.0 0.011 

wini Sm°0TIvIlt*4  isql o -t 0.84tvje 0.006 0.010 0.2.06 

4 

0.3/1. 0.414 0.331 10.6 $(,.S 6.011 

vilmogT  smoTHIN4  1500 0.4:75A10 0.002.  0,018 0.393 0.652 1.13 0.39g 9,93 31,8 0.014 

"AaLE,_4_2 

(FREEZING ON THE CRITERION OF PARAMETER MOVEMENT  

.........1•••••••••••••=111.M. 

CORRECT F . 0.0 

STARTING 	F r. 0.0203 

CYCLE N 0. P   	E ARAMETERS FROZEN 
FUNCT IONoSItcE  	V&tM&, riTi17rNt

6 	tFe-F CM! 
sFAmst 	OF 	HAN CT ID K  

EVALIA ATI ON! tett CU t.ft 

I NONE 0.733 x IC 54.  480 

2 X ) X4 	X e  0.4 55 x 10 4-  245 

3 X 3 1  X F  ) X.., 0.290 * 10 4  330 

4 X 2 	X s ,X1  0.266 x 10 4  479 

CX 3)  X,,, X., 0.226 x 10
-4 

900 
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TABLE 4, 3 2  

(FREEZING)  ON THE CRITEFUON OF CHANGE IN OBJECTIVE  
FU ?ION VALUE F  

5TARTIN4 VA L UES PtIslAl. 	VALUES 
wiT14 	Pitisa.1 iNa 

ietwai. 	VALUES 
to i TUDIrr 	rare 044 

x, 0 . 0S 2 0.417 0.415 
I 

XL  0 .01o7  o. also o.o2.5t 

x, 1. 41 1. 54- 1. 53 

x4, la :3 'IS. 4- '13.5 

7.5  0.261 0.2/ 4 0.277 

Xt. 2.51 O. s 	211 t). 3 0.7o. 

4-55 5.16 5. 12. 

0.00 0174 0.0017 o.o2oo 

24 o. o 8 VT 0.0841 0.0 861 

Xt. O. 000100 0. 00oo14. 0.00bit7 

1, 0. '324. 0.663 a- 636 

%,, 0.000133 0.000061 o . 0 0o-727 

x,3, Q. 479 0.50o o. 5 oo 

Xut  3 . )3 2.14 2.93 

Xis  0.004-01, 0. 414- O. 4.3o 

Xis. 0.(13 0.1.1 0.0.0; 

xr, 0.000[1+ o. o0a)311,-- 0.000 9151 
----. 

x,41  0.00076 o 0.000740 	* 
0.0000031 

)(A  0. 6003`74 o . 00o al+ 0. o0t331 

XL. il."13 1.S1 1. $6 

R1.1 0.0000 0_ 0 , ooDou 	4t  0.000013 

X„ 0 . 04.2.3 0.0500 0.04118 

X a3 0.000021 
44 

D. 0000.2.1 O. 0000 94- 

F 0:77C,  x ID-2  
-2. 

0.643 	x 	10 0.664 lc 1 01  
TIMM- 	t4001.tit 	a F 
Purivrtsm 	f vokt.v.11t7tti NS 100i

i 
 I) 072 

THESE PARAMETERS WERE FROZEN 
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TABLE 4.32 CONTINUED  

STARTING: VALLkES veflit..,114AL r RV:krt.:Li HE: FIN AL 	VA Lunt 
WITHOUT 	FREE; !NG 

X, 0.632. O. 5i3 0.5117 

X, 0.0).07 0.0301. 0.0352 

1,41 1.08 1.68 

X4  qS .3 92.5 53.1 

x 
 s o. 10 o.. 1.18 0.278 

xL. 2S1 D, 321o. 6Q40. 

X, 4.05 5.00 5. Do 

xs 0.0001-It 0.000019 0. 000100 

x, D. 0 s si 0. 0 545 0;094.3 

lei 0.000100 O. 0 00)03 0.000101 

.)lo 0.1,14. o. 3 .2. 1 0.1131 

X,,.. 0.000133 0. P00)0). 0.000103 

Y13  0 , 4-19 D. 500 0.500 

X,4. 3.13 3.10 3.11 
-- 	----.....- 

7,5  0.004.0i. 0.015114,  0.114  

Xti, 0.113 0.100 0.13, 0 

7.1 0.00o1-14- ik 
0 . 000 114 o.00003i 

'xis 0. 000"71, 0 0,  00o7to 	'E 0.002.51 

Iti 0.000374- 
4:- 

0. 000 374- 0.0Ls1 

Icao 1.73 2,0 2. 05 

Xx, 0.000b)1 
tt 

0.000012. 0.000031 

'lc" ri•.. 4 2.3 D. 050o 0.0415 

xs3  o. 00002.1 0.00.20)...t 0.0311 

F a. it. s 	y ic."" 0. toy x. SO"  0.113  7. ID"  

TOTAL NUMOCA 	Of 
11.61,4cTior4 	gVAI..u.nri0P4b - f) 015 1, 1 9 e 
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TABLE 4,32 CONTINUED  

STA Ftnisn vALuEs r mom 	vik 14A E3 
WITH 	FREE 	11.4 

P 1 ka I. 	ot.t4g.0 
W1n-i(MT 	FRU g 11-16 

X I  0. 43 1 0. 700 O. 7 oo 

XL  0 .0101 o. 0 1B1) 0. O/ of 

X3  1.4-7 1.11 I.L. 

14. IS ...3 321. 1'70. 

xs  o. avi 0. 24 2 0.14-3 

IC‘ .2510, SO 6 0. 
A 

891 4. 

71  4.0 5 5./4 5. 513 

Ica /. 000116 0.00 0;03 0.000800  

2„ O. 0 951 0. ofiq 4 a.081 t 

2„ 0. 00 0 / 0 0 0 - PDV/00 O. 00 0264- 

31), 0. 82.4 O. 44(6 0. 435 

X, 0. 0 00133 0. 0001/0 0.000 /11 

0.41/ O. S 0 0 • O. S00 

7,4  3 -13 2. 30 2.31 

O. 00404 D. o04-06 
-t,  

0. 00010; 

ii. 0.113 0.0er? O. 000 1'71 

XII O. D 0 0 )14 0 . 0 CO i74- 8.00111 

Zet 0.00076 0  0.000`760 
it 0. 0  03S2 

x„ 0. 0 00 374 0.00o 	74. 
.0, 

0.00168 

x".0 1:*73 2 . 	10 1.48 

Y11 0 . 0 0 0 0 11 0.00 00 12. 
4* 

0. 000081 

1  a.s. 0. 6 4 13 0. OD? 60 0.0421 

;()..) D. 0o1:002.1 0.00002.1 0 . 0 00051 

F 0.175 y to ° 0.14q 	lc 	to t'  0.144 	1. /o°  

TOTAL 	N&OA 	v. 	OF 
FuNt re s ps 	gymmtertopa  _ ifl7s 

1 
1 10 04. 
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TABLE 4.32 CONTINUED  

STARTINfi VA LLIE.5 
F94M. 	VALIAE5 

tatTti 	Fagg Z. IN‘ 

4  

	

FINAL 	VALUE'S 

	

14.1111401.er 	Pat 	Z IN* 

2 C k  0  • 632. 0.557 O. 5`3 

xz  0. c5 207 0.0171 0.02.32+ 

1.47 1. Le 1. 58 

x4 `i9.3 100. (02. 

75  0.269 D,Iii, 0.26 5 

74 25/0. 3550. 2.615. 

x, 4.85 5.61 5.22 

Dro  6.00014 0.0664 0.o052.1 • 

XI  e,  - 0 g 51 o. 0 5162 o. or/S 

1411. 0.000 (OD 0,0000% CI. 9 pow . 

x, o. 82,4 0. 54q 0. 485 
t 

Ill 0 .0 00 133 O. 00o4So D. 0004-78 

0.479 0.4c1, 0. Soo 

74 14 3.13 2. 52. 2..“ 

XIS 0.00404 O. 153 0.134 

Xii 0• 1 (3 0. 042 0.153 

X17 0. 000 )74 0.00 0 )74 44 
0.000260 

'7141 0.00076 a 0. 0007t.o O. D0052.1 

.X.4 0.000174 O. 00o374 -0( o . Doo 5"o? 

7)., /-'73 Z. 14 1. DI 

)1. 2.1 6.000011 06©0012. o.oboODI 
-it 

Xi, 0 . 04 2.3 0. 041 0 0.034.5 

Xis  0.000021 D. too° 21 4-  D. boo037 

F  0..333 x 1D-1-  
1.. 

0.60 x ( c 
..%. 

0. tS5 Y.-1D 

1.0711?.. 	WOAD EA 	OF 
FuNCTION 	tigii.D.ATION.S 

..or 1 093 12.1 9 
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TABLE 4.32 CONTINUED  

STARTING VALUES 
F INFO. 	VA 1..i.Afis 
LJ 1TM 	Fika i MG 

	

FINAL. 	VALuts 

	

WITN OttY 	F REE21)46 

x, 0. 63 1.- o. S33 
r- 

0. 5 4`1 

Ir t  (1 .0/07 0.141 0.0139 

1.41 t."-ii i.li 

X4 9$.3 64.1 69'.4 

A's  0.14q 0.261 0.16.3 

2c4 2510. 4670. 4360. 

74 4.85 5.07 S.o 4 

atz  0. 000 1'7. 0.000102. 0.000404 

7t-, o . 08 S I 0.0553 o.o252. 

/c  to 0- Ooo r 00 o.000091 6..0oo 100 

7f„ 0 - 1124 0. i6 0 0.811 

x12. 0. 000113 0. 000123 D.00005t 

115 6.4-7/ 0.Soo 0.5 00 

x„,.. 3.13 3.10 3.11 

x,s 0. 00401, 1. 6 c, b. frio 

)14 0. //3 0.09 Si, 0.104- 

X,/ 0 •000114 0.00111 0.000500  

Xvo 0.000160 0 .000-76b 	-74- 0.00021 6 

'X1., 0. 0. 000374. 0 . 0 00 314 0.0483 

Iti. 1.13 2.o0 2.0 1  

xi: b, 000011. -pi 
O. 0000 I./ 0.00001 2 

Nu. O. 04-x3 0 ,  0330 0, 0414 

lc, 0.000021 •-xv 
0.0000 21 0. 0 3 11 

F 0.189 x 	lo -4  
t. 

0 . ql 5 	s.. 	10
- 
 011 2 	y. ID"  

7.1 11, 	h0046rIft 	OF 
Fioiscrtow 	svALtari9iv.5  112 i g 1, 0 0 CS 
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TABLE 4.32' CONTINUED  

STARTING VALUES 
r ituat. 	%%0.Mb 	tacrri 

F itet2 rt.44 

	

r mos. 	ystLive 

	

IA 111-mtr 	FR mu ir46 

7c i  0.43/ 0.100 0.10.0 

0.0241 0. 	041A, 0.0243 

1 . 47 1.6i 

x4 48.3 42.1. 

xs  0.161 O. ILI 0.171 

; 254 0 . 1140 . 217o. 

x.1  4.135 5. +L S.57 

7$ 0.000116 D. 000 116 O. 0.00233 

x4  a . a 9 si b. pg, 8 0. oil op 

xi0  0.000100 0. 000 100 O. 000123 

'C l. 0 .824 v. 5.5 4- 0. 51.3 

Xit. 0.000133 0.000114 0. P0D103 

A 0.41q O. 44" 0.500 

.x,4. 3.13 3. Dit 2. s b 

X IS  0 .no.406 0. 0 0171 o. pc,  2.04 

x m  0.113 0. 107 0.071 

X,7  0.000174 D. 000 174 
.4.t- 0. 001U 

Icts  0.000760 0. 0 ao'760 o. 00053s 

X II O. 000374 	1 D. D00374. 'tt  0. 00034 

Xt. 1.13 1.41 1.17 

XL, 0.000 0I2. 0. 000012. it- 
0.00008i 

1% .t. o .041.3 o. 035 3 a. oSoo 

x,„, 0.000011 o. 00 00.2,1 
ar 

0.000028 

F 0.11D 	x 	109  0. ts 8 	)4 	to *  *9.157 	V,  t OC  

TOTAL NUM011 A 	©F 
F IAN en ON t Y1414111i710 NS 

M  
.....- 1 ?  02. 5 I, I $2. 
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TABLE 4.33 

OPTIMA 

 

DEFINED BY  STARTING FROM SYMMETRICAL POINTS  

 

mi.114114* 	rf 
Oliiirtmbilemt 
cetott.itlit. 

TOTAL wASSA 
Of 

Tito 044 F , X y X 2' )c 2t„ 7f., pro  ,7, 

CORA ECt VA LAIL5 0.0 2,00 0:300 2.00 0.100 /.00 S.00 10.0 40.o 0,1o0 

LOWER CONSTRAINTS 0.0 D.00 0,c. 0.00 0.0 00 D.o 0.0 0.00 

UPPER 	CON atartwrs 1130 3.00 10.0 3.00 to,o 10.0 50.0 10.0 leo 

!VII 0.131,,f-b." 0.013 0.115 

0.141 

D.1.48 

1.14- 

8.57 

actian 
0./oq 

8.510 

0.111 

1.to 

4.001 

0111 
0.001 

i0,1 cm 
919 

614. 

11111 

c).01c, 

4.4.30 

2.870 

111111 
MEM 

EN i 

11111 

6 

Min0.454x10 

9 6 0 

00 

14.1%0.611,0-' 0 

0 ,1:, I 4-x to 

1.4-1 

6.01 

111111211 2.10 1.62_ 5.21 

et 

4.40 

la 

o , o 

le 

12.4- 

n.Er 

Elle 

0.113 

0.007 

0.14-tkiit' 5,315 
11111 

0.311 

2.qo 

is 
Inn 

0.557 t S o 

3.D2 0.4197Lio'  
-I 

0. pi3x/D 4_6 4.o55 0./ti 1.10 5.0 1.95 11,6 20.3 1.ni 

0.4.11x-10' tt.r.S1 .1.‘1. 2,30 o..iS 2,2.5 10.0 4.111 

17.4 

immigig 
13.8 	0.341 

t2..1. 	15.16$ 

I 
. 

0.017 4 06 0.674 2.41 1.0i 

to lob 0.511r. lo 0,013 2.432 3,83 0.a1 2,74 too 
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TABLE 4 ,3 4  

PREDICTION OF OPTIAA c3Y QUARTIC INTERPOLATION 

F x) x s  x, X, xs  

CORF4ECT 	VALUES 0. v 2.00 o.loo 2 .00 0 .It0 a_bo 1,00 10. 0 49.0 0,190 

OPTIMUM 	FOUND 
SY 	OFTIMIS 1:17 10 N 0.cle5 x rn3  3:20 0-"b11 1.12. 0.503 1.14 4.14 9.9.7. 4-o.'/ 0.?0,4- 

PREDICTED OPTIMA 
By 	0.4-rtik ?oL ATto NI 

-3 
0  .eiel x 0 3. 	9 0.219 1.12 0.G41 1.91 5.19 10.1 19.6 2.51 

li 
,.. 

cosi 	11)
-3  

3.1L 0.196 1.12 0.541 1.8`1 3.01 ci.S4 41. 9 1.40 

•, 0.111 	It iv
..$. 

1.0`3 0-311 1.12. 0.444 1.63 4:77 4.41 4o./ 4.317 

I. o.5381.16 3.2.1. 1.55 -IL 0403 1•14- 4..61 '1.93 40.6 0.381 

eg D. 630 % ro 3.26 0.311 .14- 2.41 0.45 .4.ct tot 4o.1 0.41.5 

II 
..1. 

0. 242, % i ,  3.11 0.11 1.12 o.503 1.14. 4-.52. 25.1  41.4. o.o51 

o 
4. 

0. 	11'1 $ lb 1.0'1 c..).311 1 .12 0.503 1.46 4. 66 1./2.  40.7 0.58+  

It 
-1. 

0.457x.10 3.26 2.55 1.11  

-....,....- 

0.503 1.14 41-.61 1./2. 40.. 0.194 

li 
..1. 

0,14 y,  i0 3.26 0.131l t. /1. 2.1 1.64 4.(.( 1.12 4D.1 0•3D4  

0.101y_10
t. 

 3.)4 0.3 fl 1.12 0.503 1.66 4.14 44.5 40.-1 o.32.4 

II 
.., 

0 .12.1 ;(10 3.16 0.1/1  -IL 0•S-03 1-1, 4 4.46  'p2. 93.6 0.384 

tt 
-1. 

©.125x10 3.26 1.311 I.12. 0.5o3 1.46 4.14. .I.91. 39.0 0.$84 

II °•1°42 1_ 3.14  0.3  11  1.11  0-5 03 1.66 4.1.4 41.41. 40.1 0.801 



TABLE 4,35  

OPTIMISATION OF THE BEST INITIAL PARAMETER VALUES  
FOUND BY SEARCHING ALL  COMBINATIONS OF THE  

MIDDLE THIRD POINTS 

F z,  EIIIIIEIIIIIEIIIIIIOIIEII 
0.300 	2 .0n 	0•1170 	2.aa 340 10 .0 	40.0 	0.100 CORRECT VALUE 5 0.0 	• 1 ,o0 

APTIk 1/411.11 	ittpwrio 1.4 
svaitorriose our CWFORt 

07711,4i1likTevw 

...i 0.51s .,,10  1 .5," 0 1 .61 0,5 0 t. 61 8.33 8.33 15.11 1/•500 

AVILK 	4 filnlyeer loN 
PIO 	Ft rtagirrMgit. 	16b 
FuNcriot4 	cmuovriato. 

—1 
0..03. XIV 0.144 1.785 0.104 0.133 1.7q9 7.34. 1.61 07.44 

302 
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TABLE 4, 36  

USE OF STOCHASTIC ME HOD TO OBTAIN A STARTING  

POINT FOR A DETERMINISTIC METHOD  

'TOTAL OW 
OF FUNCTION 
V OLOOTIONS F 1, 1  %-,. 'X , f 4  X , 3t s  71., 

CORRECT VALUES 0.0 .2.00 D- 340  2.00 c.ion 2.0o 3. Do to. 0 40.0 0.1o0 

ST'AAT ince VALL6ES 40314 1.14 0.161 1.90 0.113 • 2.00 1.SS 10.q *ill) b. Do fr, -...." 
0..43 I So*o 03514 046 1.45 0.304 (.19 0.19.3 111 3,10 10.1 38.0 

2 14576 o. 35-7xio 1.13 0.1131  1.41 0.116 1.118 3.33 10.0 

1.03 

41.1 

51.5 
AIIIM11111111111111111111111011111.1111 

0444- 

0.0715 5TAR TING VALVES  0.3007(10e  1. -.54 0.37) 1.41 0.tr7o 2..50 3.88 

I 5,000 0.103 x161  4.45 0,335 1.31 0.5o3 t.$41 1.51 /..9). 37.3 0.414. 

2 -3 
, 20o 0108 ),Io 0.53 0.`71, b4.4 0.441 I. S1 1.44 9.15 4q•S o•PACI. 

STARTING VALUES Co. 4 444. s lo°  .2.95 0. l'a 1.1$ 0. f) 5 211 145 (4.1 53.4 0.140 

I 5,coo 0..0$37.10
o  Ac.A.4 0.308 .1.63 0.4f13 1.75 3.37 10.1 31.1 0.361 

2 t,301 
-4 

021241(10  0:16' 0.2.131 1.04 0.131 1.44 3.15 10.0 4P 0.319 

STARTING VALUES 0.561wto°  3,16 0.111 3.03 0.04$ 3.ot 1.01 14•4 65.1 0.1`57 

I 5; V0 0  
-I 

0.344- x. to 4.56 0.)16 4.09 0.-o54 316 4.2. 14.1 40.1 1.136 

2 3,5 a 0.151 *16 4.01 0.13o 111, 6.2.39 4.01 0-646 11. 0 17.1 2.,14 

STARTING VALUES 0.5,21 Rie 3.3.4 0.531 o. 4 t. 

e ,;
0.011 3.55 0.64 3.18 I D.7 0.1$1 

I 5, DOD 0.3616. (01̀  2.15 0.2.77 (.41$ 0161 WI ) 3.17 10.1 41.1 0.411 

2 5,181 o.548)t1e Lem 0.300 ✓  2.00 0.101 2.00 2.90 ID .c,  40.0  0.095 

STARTING ,VALLIE3 ows xic," 0.012. 0.041 0.104 0.l0,  o.1. r1 0.157. t1'.9 /5.0 0.ois 

I 5;00o 0.114- x to
1. 

 3.28 0.2.52. 2.54. 0.136 1-0.5 .Z..3 10.4 I5.0 0.54, 

2 -7 
2, IV 0.7

...,  
1 i xl0 1.q c1 0.3oo 2.00 0. Too 2..00 2.11 10.0 40.o 0.088 

I RESULTS OF THE RANDOM SEARCH 

2 RESULTS OF USING ROSENBROCK S METHOD ON 
BEST VALUES FOUND BY THE -RANDOM SEARCH 



TABLE 5.1  

THE STARTING PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE TESTS  
ON 	NOISY DATA USING THE 01  DONNELL MODEL  

STARTING 	POINT 	NUMBER 2 3 4 5 6' 

MORTON 	'44 FI LTRAT 10N • 
DECAY 	CONSTANT 	)C. 1 , 1.:.$4- 2.15 3.19 3.14 O. Coil 

MINIMUM 	INFIL.TRATION 
3i ATE 	X1 0.1$1 0:311 0.116 0.111 0.539 0.04.1 

VI A x. I hAU M 	;WILT KATI oN 
+: 	, RATE 	X 2,:. 5 	X., 

110 1.49 IA 9 3.03 ©.4c 0.104 

THRESHOLD 	VALUE' 	ON 
iNTERC5PTIors 	sToRA.6.4 0.115 0.0/0 D. i 35 0.048 0.02/ 0.199 

A6  -- NA
* 

— X4  A 	t 1.00 2.50 2 .12 3.ct 3.55 0.197 

X& = G-* 	— 	I‘A'' t a, SS 3.88 t. 65 I. a$ 0.94. o.352 

CHANNEL 	SToIt AGE 
C.0 N 5 TA NT 	X/ I0.94 '1.03 1 4- .-14 t t.. 4 3 .1 g 1 c1.91 

	

GRoUND WATER 	ST DR AGE 

	

CONSTANT 	Xs .3-1,11 Si. S 51.4. t.g ;1 I4.7",  75.1, 

MAXIMUM 	... Pt It 	of 
•cAPIL.L.A cry 	RI5E 	Xi 

0,ol 0 0.018 o.14.0 0.157 0.191 o.0 il 

IN ;TIA L 	OISTE c. 	IV>: 	FLINCT WIC 
VALUE 	FOR 	E SARA Fleet 	014.7A O. 034 0-1.94 0.451 O. 591 4. 914. L 114 

ta THE LENGTH OF AN INTERVAL. . F DR THE PRV! .CHL 

INTER PRE-TAT1oN5 	oF Pi* ANA 4.9' SEE F14. 3.a. 

304 
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TABLE 

ERROR FREE DATA  

STAATI,44 4  
totter Nome  vrnit. weoteN 

OF EVIWOICT101.1 
KS IATO F x, x, XI  X4. X‘ x7 

CORRECT VALUES 0.0  2.00 0.30o t.10 0.10* i.90 0.100 

1 2;180 - 0.852 AIDT  1.q7 0.300 • 
 1.61 D.D19 1.01 101 10.0 40.1 

Al 

0.103 

2
-3 

VII 0.506s.) !Ai 	• 0300  1.41, 0.011 1.81 1.32. 19,0 40.4 0.151 

3 
• 

4628 0.10300 
_. 

0.94 0,115 0,10 0.2./4. o.85 0.93.3 
4t 5,006 

-3 
D•RelY° 10  1).12 0.171 0.33 0.491 1.03 0.81 10. 1  411  0.722  

5 
C 

I?, I 0. 550,..0,..1.  
1.69 0,520 0.30 6.055 1.0 2.41 g. I 21. t &Olt) 

6 4:I os 0.121Y-it,  0. Dt, 0.143 0.16 0.123 0,00 0.17 10.2. 	$9.4 0.017 

MEAN - o.140x ID
). 

 2.51 0..04 0.62 D.32.6 1.2.1 1.34 9,91)48.1 0.331 

t LIMIT 13N MAXIMUM 1,41.46/1SER OF FUNCTION tYALU.ATIONS WAS EXCEEDED 

TABLE 5 

DATA WITH RANDOM ERRORS IN THE PRECIPITATION  

&TA*TI $ 
tvtiwr wont 

7of#L NeulGliit 
°° Fi'''"t""" ginomartows F , 2(1. (4. =5 =4. X i 

CORRECT VALUES 0, oisio` 2,00 0.3oo t.10 o. lop 1.10 1.00 10.0 4-1/.0 0.100 

1 5,  013 -2. 0.424 1k Ica 0.6 5 0.211. 0.45 _ 0.104 4.07 7,51 10.2 23.1 

30.3 
„...1.1.1•000.1.1•••• 

0.103 

0.318 2 1,151 
.. , 

o.t.oxio 2.51 0.41* 0.45 0.0.59 1.14 5.44 9.3 

3 5; ois t 4. 4).450x )o 0.10 0.100 0.50 0.215 3.51 4,41 10.4. 20.1 0.07 

4 5, o¢0. o.44ox. 10  -1. 1.115  0.14i 1.1+ 0.051 4.39 9,2.3 1D.1 15.1 0.027 

5 311o 0.0.12.1 x tat  5.45 6,501 0.00 0.071 1.01 5.75 Q. 3 29.) 

24.3 
................... 

0.411 

1.0.5 
.- 

6 t 5,035 -1. 
0.440$. lb 0.01 0.000 0.2.10 0.103 

... 
2:11 $.s1 0.4 

MEAN - 
-1. 

0  •S0211,1* 1.17 0,7,70 1 0.48 0.144 2.01 7.4-2. 10.1) 23.9 0.438 

t 	LIMIT  ON THE MAX IMtAm midi.16413E1t OF FUNcTIoN CVALVItTIONS WA5 EXCEEDED 
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TABLE 5..4 

DATA WITH RANDOM ERRORS IN THE POTENTIAL EVAPORATION  

maim• 
'ow ","100.  

fro. simibew  R 
.........-.1... x, x, O( Fx 7C4. 

_ 
X s  

_ 	
X, X1  7$ 

. 
i 

CORRECT VALUES 0.41310;3  2, op 0.30o  1.7v 0.1 op 1, g 0 1.00 10.0 40.0 
r 

0, i 00  

.3 
10.164 I 71.5 0 .2321t Iv 2.13 0.291 1.14 I. t 1, 1.2.3 ID. t 0 38.8 o.24. 

.. . 
t 2 _ 1 

50 5 s 0.4'11 	Ii. io t. 44 0.212. 1.44, 0,662 1. SI 1.72 ci.qg 43.1 o.,IL 
. , 

3 5,03 f  
.4. 0.16/y. ID 2.10 0.165 2.87 0.00o 3.41 5".3$ PQ, Nt...o hen 

4 -% .21, D4. 0.124%10 
, 

0.45 0.245 0.53 0.433. 6.0o 0 S2 q.qi 13.1 0.110 
I 

5 1408 0.205x40 to. Do 1.164 D./S 0.045  1.73 3.74 $.3.1 18.1 coon 

6 1741
--.. 0.1.511%/o 6 05 0 .074 0.1/3 0.165 2-61 4.44 0.34 75.ff 0.125 

MEAN , - -I. 0.4.361t10 2.83 6.'3/1 1.15 0.282 1• 113 2.84- 1:946 47.5 
I 
0.414 

!MIT ON MAX IMUNt 141045ER OP Fat4C-no 	EVA L 14 A Tit,  rac VIA5 E Xc1:rE0E0 

TABLE 5.5 

DATA WITH RANDOM ERRORS IN • .THE RUNOFF  

slik cr no, 
rows 'mew 

time. NoiP4 HO 
OF FON tTtom 
ttatOto it? s oil  F , X L  x3  7( 4, ... X s  IC , 7C,  ✓% g 4 

CORRECT VALUES 0.I/3li xl..°  ... 7 . 00  0.300 L-70 0.100 !MD 1.0* 10.0 40.0 0.100 

I 1,133 v.151% to*  2.41 v.113 2.6* 0.4I4 2.71 o.3* to. of 58.6 0.121 

2 3.356 o.i524.0
.  1.18 p.m 1.45 0.026 3.4-5 gas qm 51.8 0,.21, 

' 	3 I, 15 12. 0.11i* A to
.  I .i3 6.161 2.11 6.1.41 2." 215 10.1,3 10.0 °Atli 

4 412. 6.166 x to*  3.14 0.151 3.it 13.14-1 1.11  3. 14 13• 1.2. '10.0 i•114  

5 1,637 
• 

6.1'1'1x10 "1C11.11 0. 571  6.05 0.6/1. 1.4& 4711 8.30 33.3 0.140 

6 613 	_ 0.163..1t7 0.01 0.934 0.13 Loll 1..4.5 0.11 1o.11 '1D.0 0.145 

MEAN - 0.164.,0: 2.'T7 0.2.38 1.41 0.32.1. ).15 3.42 4.74 75.3 044 
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TABLE 5.6 

DATA WITH RANDOM ERROR S IN THE PRECIPITAT ION AND  
POTENTIAL EVAPORATM_ 

sr11titra4 Cie 
t*INM  t.""tt  

T*13/61 	T41,0•11Ce 

Igt.I.T43:7, F x, zt  )1, 74  25  xi, 
.. )(-, Zs  vc, 

CORRECT VALUES O. 2 DS til 2,00 0.300 i.70 0.t Do 1.9 co 1 .170. 10,0 4.17.0  o.1'0 
. 

I 60/4
t  

 
- 

0.-mexiot  Lis 0.406 1.3). 0.081 1.1I 4.11 elf ..5s 32.4 0. otis 

2 411810:775xio ..1.. 4,11 0.4.2.2. 2.2+ 0.00i 1./3 4..31 4..44 32.6 0.074 

3 5,032 t  0.4.36100
.4.  

1.17 0.116 III 4.031 4.42. 0./6 10,5-5 16.3 0.036 

4 ..., 
2)40 4, 0.117 x ID i.to 0.130  1. 11  0.171 0.64 I. 	II 10.50 31.5 0.652, 

5 --). 
-4, 815 0.-7Six. io  5.10 0.448 5,24 coop 0.33 6.11 1.43 .20./ 0.413 

6 1,1.3 8 
-71. 

0.36(3)4 10 0.04 0.521 0.2t 0.4-10 0.50 0.10 10.08 54.4 1.118 

MEAN --- o. 
..i. 

4803200 3.c.fs 0-30 1.461 003.1 1.54 1.00 4.96  33,3 0.416 

+ LIMIT 014 MAX }SAWA tsitAIYIBER OF Ft.t0.1CTICA. EVALtkATIONs WAS EXCEEDED 

TABLE 5,7 

DATA WITH RANDOM ERRORS IN THE PRECIPITATION, 
POTENTIAL EVAPORATION AND RUNOFF  

• 

ErA‘trINA 
POINT 14 Ifthlin 

Turk. ',more 
0v 	stur.cr otha 

wok oms 
F x, 'x x4  xs 2,/ 7$  XI 

CORRECT VALES o . li 'a x le 1 ..,00 0.3100 1.70 0.100 1.10 ...1.00 10,0 40.0 0.100 

I 3, 15 i 0.151,00
0  

2.44 D.14-S 1.54- 0.44 3.32 7.21, 1.2,5 34-.1 0.000 

2 3,444 b•ii.faxle 4.66 D.416 0.15 0.061 '.4-S 2.11 8.54 34.4 0.ois 

3 .2, C 34. 0 -157x 10°  1.94 0.14-0 1.31 0.131 3.35 I.5¢ <1.$5 35.0 0.001 

4 .41 615.5 0.(6bAle 1.17 0.111 1,17 o.000 ,2-7o s.10 1.14 39.0 0.1442  

5 1,305 D. 111x of 7:71 0.5 tl 0.31 0.016 1.32 434. 4.81  31.7 0.154 

6 1,247 D. 1 C Ix /0°  0.07 D. art /  0.08 I. 573 (.01 1.10 1o .13 41.1 0,8,11  

MEAN - 0.1632, to6  3̂.01 0.300 0.80 0.24 2.21 1 .67 1.42 36.1 0.302. 
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TABLE. 5,8 

STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TRANSFORMED PARAMETER  
VALUES ABOUT THE CORRECT VALUES  

DATA SETS 
USED it' 

PARAMETER No. TO WHICH EACH STANDARD 	DEVIATION 	REFERS 
I 2. 3 4 5 6 7 S  4 

- - - I. 0 g 0.161 0.44 0  0.51+ 1.14 . 0.221 0.0105 0.131 0.615 

P - - 
1 

0.913 
i 

1.31 I.51 0.511, 0.313 1.55 0.0283 p.318 0.156 

- E - 2.D2 0.420 0.140 1.10 1.42. 0.643 0.0315 0,5o2.  1.01 

_ - g p.i•to  0.290 
— 

co835 0.140 0.201 
. 	... 

I.06 0.0414 3.45 b.914 

P E 	- 0.410 0.223 • D. 5/6 1.34 0.630. 0.110 p. 614* 0.298 o. 802. 

P E 	R 0.$17 0.163 0.156 1.28 0.1-56 1.70 0. 0470 0.10.5 1.32. 

MEMO 1.01 0. 4.43 0.815 0.944 0.671 0.115 0.0333 0.816 0.940 
ghNt vaLuEs 
or 114E MEANS 

6  
1 2. 4- 6 3 v 1 5 7 

yr THE LETTERS REPRESENT WHICH REcoADS HAD THE ERA* ftS IN 
P • ERRORS IN THE PRECIPITATION DATA } 
E 	- ERRORS IN THE PoTENTiAL is VAPoRATIoN DATA., 
R ., EiittoRS 	IN THE ettNOP F DATA. 

TABLE 5.9 

I % 	RESPONSE 	SENSITIVITY VALUES  

(AFTER DAW DY AND 0 DONNELL 1965) 

PARAMETER 
NUMBER 

- 
I .3 

- 
4 

_
5 4. 7 g 1 

SENSITIVITY ix 164  3x165  .4 x te;k4  17.161'  4)(164' 4 x /01  3x1.64  Ix 151  4 x 1011  

RANKS OF 
SENSITIVITIES 

, 
b _ 

.2. 4-1, 7 41 SI 
_ 

i 3 $Y1 



,TABLE 5.10 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION FROM A TIME  
SERIES WITH AN EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF 60 VALUES 

StLM 	of 	T14E 

STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
4 
E si.; 	:.-- 	5 , 
i." 	" 

‘,..1 

Z S. 3.1 	I 

AVAIL ABLE 
EACH. 	PARAMETER 

01. 	x 6 0 

DATA 	FOR. 

— jut  s , 
9).1 

6.57 G. 27 1.37 

2.19 15.31 3.31 

4.95 8.33 1. g2 

5.d8 7. 26 1. 51 

4..03 10.21 2.13 

5.94 4,11 1. 	51 

o.zo 2D4 .00 45. Po 

5.38 -1. 66 1. 17 

5.11 /. I 5 1 .5 I 

i's  i szi  .. 	4i . 21. lit, k 
/ 
/ 	crfri 	:= I... 27 5% I 0 , "Az 40. 

309 



TAF.31,.E- 5.H 

FINAL PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE STANFORD MOD EL USED 

ON 	DATA THAT ARE  S TAT 10 NARY TIME SERIES 

PAAAMITtA MAT, C. 
.....- 

0A,TA 	S T r,. 6QUIVALt NT 
Mtn mita MAMMA VALUIS - - - P -' - -E - 

... PS- 

I 0431 0,616 0, Sii O. 563 0.700E  0.549 0.700 t 

2. 0. 0/7 0.0./6 0.035 o. o24- 0. of o 0.02.1 0. 021 o . 0 

3 1 . ivi i . 53 t .S5 1.55 1.66 i.11 1.77 ...... 

4 98.3 91.5 I 	5 3.7 102.4 110.1 69.4 11.1 
5 0.20 0.171 i 0-178 "44 0.243 0.263 0.1'72 

3061. 60.40. 2635. 4996. 4.356. 9914.1- 

o. o 

mow 
5.00 5.11 5.53 5. 04 

a 0.0002,  0.02.00 0.0001  0.005/ > 0.0000 0.0004 0.0001 

i 0.096 0.051 
-------- 

0. 0 of':- 0. os 0 0.089 0. ott.5 45. 090 0.100 

%0 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.000I 0.0002. 0-0001 0.a002.. 0.025 

It O. 9 2.4- 0.030 0'7" .435 0.435 0. g3/ 0.593 - 

D.0007 0.0002. 0.0005 00001 D.0001 0.0001 0. o 

13 0.4'/9 , 0.000l'  0.5001' 0.500-r 1' 0.500  0,500 0.500 - 

IA- 3.13 /.93 3.19 2. e4 2.39 2,. t 1 2. 'BS _ 

15 0.00+ 0.00 O. 110 0.136 0.0001 0.00 0.001 

14 0.113 0.146 O. 15 0 
--------!,---- 

0. 1 53 0.0oez o.i o.4. 0. 011 - 
..... 

11 0.0001 0.0001 o .cto tm 0.0003 0.0017 D.0005 0.0013 - 

ig 

119 

o.000g 

0.0004. 

o. ooDo 

0.0013 

o.00ts 

0.0490 

(i.i.,o5 

0.0005 

0.0038 

0. ool7 

0. pool 

0.04.03 

D.0005 

0.0001 

e. 0 

0. 0 
F  

2.0 1.13 1.94 2. 05 1. SI I. 16 2.oi 1.-71 O.0 

2.1 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 
-- 

O. 0006 
---- 

O. 000 0.4500o 0.00r0 0.0 

2.1 C.04-5 0.0.1.9E  0. °so 0.040 0. 04-1 0.0411
4.  

0.0501- 0. 0 

17, 0.0000 1 0.0001 0. 0:511 0.0000 	0.0001 I 0.0'11 	I 0.0000 0. 0 
IIINAL WILut 5 
of ihoTicT'i v E 
Norm 

- 

-. 0.0046, 

0.0011 

0.00q9 

o•Dibt 

	

0.0046 	I 0. 14-S4 
f 

	

0.01)63 	0.1/49 

0.0011 

0. 01 Se 

0.1511 - 
'61,111144. Vlia.uts 
or VII7IgT I V g futuyi.,4 1 	t.'•11D2. - 

THE 
	

I-ATTE WA1 	0ENOTC IN whicsi *re 00.06 T'HEAic 	Wen 	0.00400M EAtolltI 
P 	- 	ER80ft6 	IN Tilt PACciOt TwrIoN 0r.Th ; 
C 	Etutoets IN rt-te. rOlitteriAL ''‘taIii•ottroTION PATA 

IN VI4 ItIANoFF 
t 
	

FINAL PAR A FIETS.* VAI.uE C LooE To do tArtwil 	N 6.TAAINT VAL44C 
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TABLE 5.12  

PARAMETER VALUES FOR SPLIT RECORD TESTS ON ERROR  
FREE AND ERRQJ PERTURBED SY NTHET lc DATA  

EP,A0 A, 	PAgg 	DATA 

	

DATA 	Watt 	RANDOMER110111$ 

	

IN 	Ti4C 	RAIN FALL. 	RS'e•ORD 
PNIIIAMErrit. 

NtatISER 
STAIrf IN& 

VAutMs 
PikAt. 
vAt.v.t 5 

STAtTIN‘ 
VALL.I,MS 

1=94111.4 
vAt.tMS 

••••••••...4.1 

1 0. 	611 0.617 0.1.17 0.70a 

2. 0. 0 45 0.0/2. 0. 072. 0.103 

3 0.142. 0.101 0. 2. D3 O. 2.41. 

4 24.I 15.i .2.S.9 17.2. 

5 0.4.92. 0.468 0.411 0.41E 

4 3.45 3.11 3.11 1.18 

`7 4. get 4.93 4.93 5.70 

8 17. 614 1. 000 1. 0 Do 1.00 0 

1 0.025 0. 015 0.015 D.010 

lo 0.SO° 0.044- 0.044 . 0.04.4 

It 0.475 O. 0 ,1.. 0 O. 0/. 0 0. 02.0 

12. 0.046 0.042. . 0 . 041 0.075 

13 0.330 0. 000 0.0 00 O. Ot>o 

14 5.07 3.3$ .8 . 1 ,3 lc. c 

IS 0. 010 0.010 0.010 0.010 

'IL D. 001 0.00 1  0.001 0, 000 

11 0. 123 0.000 0.000 0.000 

18 D . 000 0. 000 0, 000 0. 000 

11 0.003 0.000 0. 000 0. 000 

20 	- 6.LS 

0. 000 

61.2.6 9.1$ 745 

21 0. 000 0.0x0 D.000 

22. 0.0 00  0. 00o 0.01> 0 0.000 

23 0. 001 0. 00,0 0. 000 O. 000 

reit'fol, rya 	THE 
Flynt 	RECORD 0.1115 0.161)5 0 . 1Q15 0. i49.5. 

FP /CI 1,  OR 'rue 
tREDICTO 	1120,111) 

- 0.16'7o - 0. 16 34  

t 	C. F FOOTNOTE TO TABLE 5.15 
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TABLE 5.13  

COMPARATIVE TESTS USING PHILIP AND HORTON TYPE  
INFILTRATION COMPONENTS IN THE O'DONNELL MODEL  

FORMER CORRECT VALUES  

F 

-------„..-------„, 

x, st, xs  x4  Xs 

— 

X to Xi  x 9 

— - 04100 1. 0 e 
WM. 

3.00 
. 

to.* 40.0 0.10o 

OPTIMISATION OF X, AND X, ONLY 

F x, x, x 3  7c4  X 5  Xi.  xi X v 

o. o 6% 1.00 0.10* o. too 2 .00 3.00 10.60 4-0.0 0-100 

0.olos 6.154 0.139 O. too 2..oO 3. o o lo. op 40. 0  0.l00 
4 

OPTIMISATION ON ALL PARAMETERS  

F X, st,,, ,c..5 7( 4. X s  X 4  Xi X s  

0.0251. 0.50o 0.300 0.100 2.00 3.00 10 . 00 4- 0 . 0  0.100 

0.0023 0.158 6.17.9 0.3442. I.6/ 2.60 q.44 40.0 0.000 

INITIAL VALUES 

t FINAL VALUES 



START' 1•4$ 
tits$4.3te s 

ptNAI. 
vattAES 

0.3 So 0.320 

0.32.5 0.199 

0. 000 	b. 000 

. 519 	0.74.0 

I. 64 

0. 172. 

PAastdres 
foals St* 

2. 

3 
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TABLE 5.14 

COMPARATIVE PARAMETER VALUES FOR RECORDS OF  
DIFFERENT LENGTHS  

RECORD LENGTH = .73 VALUES RECORD LENGTH w 734 VALUES 

.2. 	 D. 	 1.12- 	1. 0) 4 

S, 813 	4.97 

S 
	

1.00 	1.00 	0 .354. 	0.415 

q 
	

0.169 	0.161, 	0.001 
	 O. 002. 

1. a 0 	1.00 	1. 00 
	

1.00 

11 
	

0.950 
	

O.R50 	0 050 	0.950 

12. 

11 

Isr  

1-1 

IS 

 

0. 10 0 

O .441 

4.94 

0.10o 

0. 041 

0.130 

O .217 

0.100 

O.5vo 

4.59 

.• I 0 0 

0.191 

0.11 

0.311 

0. 010 

. 410 

4.44- 

0. 0 10 

0.010 

0.2.30 

0,14.0 

0.010 

0.507 

4.(>5 

0.010 

e. 001 

O. 2.3 g,  

0.0'17 

 

t 

 

0. O 41 0.175 0.130 

20 	7.2S 	9 ..2.5 
	

2.. 00  

21 t 	0.00a 	0.000 
	 D.005 	0.000 

22 	t 
	

0.06 0 	. fJ00 
	 0. 005 	O. 000 

Z3 	0. 012 	00‘ 	0.000 	0.116 

0.076 5 	0.0147 0. 729 0.65  

- 0.4 
61.1  0.5B % s s Z 

C 	FOOTNOTE TO TABLE 5. 5 
t NOTE THESE PARAMETERS REPRESENT INITIAL STORAGE 

LEVELS WHOSE VALUES WILL DIFFER FOR EACH 
RECOR D 



TABLE 5.15 

SEASONAL PREDICTION USING PARAMETER VALUES DERIVED  
FROM ONE STORM  

RECORD SIL *AN 
ow o 

ittcotto ENDED 
ON 

MODE RECORD 
USED 	cittit 

F 	4  
Km% 

on 	'' 
rt ti 

04 	i*  
ti ti 

ON -04 um  
GM Th7,,, - 

1" 0 CT 	141‘3 3 ts'ivc. ilia orrlati•ftrovi: 2 . 2ft 16 .15 M. tS 2.1 D. s3 

et  OCT 	1841 31°  DEC. Ifo) PUDIC TION 1.  14 76.1 5 6 5.147 14..4. .0.et 44 

16.  TAN 1464 3erogoi Me4 1'avown**4 44. i So.88 -11.8o 11 .1 2.12.5 

la* DCT 19 64 .3eP  DEC. 1464 PNEDIvri°N 0.3S 0 .3S 2.4-0 —S 52 , A-4.0 

-r FOR COMPARISON WITH THE PREDICTION VALUES ONLY 
4 Q, - TOTAL MEASURED DISCHARGE 

0, - TOTAL PREDICTED DISCHARGE 
F - THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE 

NOTE FOR THE PREDICTIONS , THOSE PARAMETERS THAT 
REPRESENT INITIAL STORAGE LEVELS WERE RE - 

• ESTIMATED SUBJECTIVELY 

314 



TABLE 5.16 

NON-SEASONAL FITTING AND FORECASTING  

lisr.on.c st•ntd 
ON 

p.tcetto 	0401-.0 
am 

move Maltz) 
USt D 	FOR 

4 

F ',MI 4, Ca c  
Pits 

(4"- 44.. 
of 

fry",  
0.0, 

„ 21
Y. 	

M Tuwf 	b 21tt  Otl% OM plitintlferioN 9.71 72:00 713.41 -1.0 1.300 

341  *cr. Vita 14  MARCH 1,167 PRE 11 /c 7190•1  4 1. 61 129.'74 7132 39.4 1.57  5 

.21b/  31ANE VW lel  oc.T. 	f 16 io orrilmtstaTio•st 1.1.2. 72.00 72.46 - 0. 6 0.5.0 , 

g ocT. Ii64 el MARCH MO pREgtertrov 7. 2.3 111" .74 157.06 -22.0 6.661  

30400'. 1164 34  mottleM 1167 OfTirtisAllot.4 OA. 74  124.46 3.5 0. 331 

411  tiMtci4 1167 6A  TIA.LY 	1161 PIZE41c730,..) g, io 13.57 1{,.39 6.31 .1.095  

etthRCHflil 44  l'ULY 	{161 OPT(KISATioN 3.45 4 5 . 57 1 q . 3b 35.6 .1,2s  

74111.ALY 1167 81' NOV. 	1161 PREDIcTION4 204.9 31.-7 t 115.63 -206.5 11.00 

/471.4LY I967 et 	Nov. 1167 ofirtenstiiim D. vii 31.1 t 36. 55 3. 1 0.525 

t'-Nov. 	1147 124  ilftgCm Mit PREDIcTutN 4i. 1t1 15.16 gi, Si 6.1 2.1 t 5 

lei  NoV. 	ilea 1.24  PlAllem 1168 or7lni4l4Tib 36. 2, 0 15.1.6 96.18 ff. 4 2.. bio ' 

itik mARt 14 viss 3 oi  TtA PE 	1161; Fittoiti I or4 4, az 2D. SI 1. 62 32.1 astio 

F - OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
TOTAL MEASURED DISCHARGE FOR THE RECORD 

Q, - TOTAL DISCHARGE FOR THE RECORD AS CALCULATED 
BY THE MODEL 

315 
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TABLE 5.17  

FINAL PARAMETER VALUES FOR OPTIMISATION ON DIFFERENT  

PARTS AND LENGTHS OF THE GRENDON UNDERWOOD DATA  

PAaRtictriTA 
NurkstS. N ON - SE ASONAL 	VALVES A ea's.% &I t4 

vin.t+ El ANNUAL 	VAL1AE5 

i 15.1. 20.5 18.5 24.9 6.7 11.9 I a. s 19./ 

0.000 0.001, 0.050 0-031 0.000 0.000 0.103 0.04.4 

3 1 3.9 10.0 49.4 7.2. 13.3 6.8 I1.1 34..5 

3.80 3.02 1.16 1.62- 4.46 0.73 2./6 0.10 

5 1.01 1. So 4.0 10.91 '3.37 7.03 16.10 17.g 

C 1)147. 5, 62./. 4, 310. 7,01. 3,0,2 . 10,000. 4461. 360. 

7 38.0 41.1  42.3 561 3/.1 63.5 5 7. I 86.4 

0,011  0.304 17.002 o.bri 0, 6 ,0 0.00o 0.2.41. 0.000 

0.136 0.118 o.263 0.2.64 0 .12. 5 0.175 0.94.5 0.003 

10 0.401 0.32i 0.'704 0.366 0. i 00 0.369 0.016 0.3)6 

11 0.054- 0.013 0.064  0.00 O.0 t) 0. boo 0.000 0.055 

0.096 0.001 0.400 0.246 0.394 0.170i 0.064- 0.402. 

0.0.2L 0.0.5s 0, 0.6 0. )45 0.067 0.003 0.004 0.000 

0.1 50 0. )65 0.141 0.127 0.153 0.623 0.215 0.1.4.5 

0. 086 0.110 0.210 0.004 0. bo4- 0..160 0.)26 6.933 

IL 0.442 0.2.64- o•lol 0.54-4 0.529 0.469 0.52.& 0.12.3 

17 

t/ 	1-  

1. 000 

D. 04.1 

0.14/ 

1.000 

)1.5 

MIME 

0,000 

S.61 

Mill 

 0.153 

2.14 

0.14 5 

0. 4153 

MI 

$.14 

0.061 0.416 1.000 

S,14 

7.02 

OM 05 

4.56 10. 0 

2.0 

Mill 

MO 0.518 

I6.43 
..... 

0.173 

0.009 

4.1.1 65.3 41.5 67.5 34•. 4 76.1. 252. 

0.02.3 6.064 0.032 0.445 0.001  0.001 V•"5 

0.00) e3.001 0.000 0.041 1.01 I. 	01 10.0 

0.0.01. 0.002 0.0 It. 0.011 0.093 o. Dki q.-7 

24 0.312 0.50) 0.305 0.410 0.417 0.161  0.356 0.4.44 

F 	am  0.s6.0 0.-6-77 1.2.65 0.5.5.  7..040 0.53.1 1.514 ()Alt 

• C. F FOOTNOTE TO TABLE S.16 
• NOTE : THESE PARAMETERS REPRESENT INITIAL Si °RAG E 

LEVELS WHOSE VALUES WILL DIFFER FOR EACH 
RECORD 
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TABLE 5. le  

SEASONAL FITTING AND  FORECASTING  

RECORD MAN 
ON 

6E'OoD.D ENDED 
ON 

MODE REcoAD 
txSR-1) 	teak 

F 
nrti 

 On  * 
ran 

GC 4̀  
tin 

Gm^ O.„, 47V 
Q,. 747; 

tit' OCT. I%3 314t  DEC. 190 orrmisriTioN 2.29 76.95 74.435 2.1 o.511 

TAN. 19 64 31*  riftActi lug P$Etqc T1 O N 32.5g s 0.98  .71. Do  
t  - 

4, 9  
412.5 

15t.  OCT. 06+ 31*  pEc 	1144- FREDIcriapt 0. 71 0.3E, to. $5 -2755. 58.5 
sf 

OCT. 065 114 DEC. Ni.5 FRED tc•ItoN4 4.17 q i . 31 56.11 .2. 5. 5 	. 0466  

t. OCT. 	1944 3)
4 	

PEC.• /144  PREP7cTi"4  10.55 131. S5 J30.1* 1.1 0.683 

• OCT. 	)16'1 31 	AEC, tit 7 
_• 

PREDICTIO .1 20.25 
_ 

II,  s; 108.90 _51.4 1.697 

C.F. FOOTNOTE TO TABLE 5.16 

TABLE 5.13 

ANNUAL FITTING AND FORECASTING  

RECORD 6E0,04 
ON 

REcoRD 	ENDED 
014 

mDDE. ftgettep 
1.45E0 FOR 

F 
tirs 

On 
NM 

G. 
till 

On - ec ,,00  jr;r7 
am C2rt 

1 1̀.0C1-. 	Li& 3 elk  SEPT. 1964 OPTIIIISWIloN 32,61 143 ,7 !SO.!. 1. 0 1.59i 

0. OCT. 	i9 d4. 30"4 5E11 MS PRENcrioN 11,36 43.9 5 5 .8 - 21. i 2.14.0 

1̀ a  OCT. OCT. 	1165 ri 3c 	S
....‘T. I/d( LITititsearoki 15.21 254.o 1 11..0 13.3 0.82.4 

F' OCr. 	lit g 30 5ETT MO PREDICTION 24.14 24-D. i 147.5 - 3 .1 Ltoi 

a i 	oc-r. 1%1 3is .110JE. Mit FIE via ioNt 47.43 1St. 9 119.1 14.6 a.octi 

C. F. FOOTNOTE TO TABLE 5.16 

:L , 
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TABLE 5.20  

FINAL VALUES FOR DIFFERENT OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS  

PARAlvirrea 
NUMBER 

orrm is 944. 
etrreitiow a F,4 FA. 

orril1 /44‘5114G 
cot trEgioki 	. 	F,. 

1 0  o 93 0.014 

3 

4- S. 31 4.0T6 

i • 99 2.2.9 

5627. 4 $ i $. q2.61. 1819. 

I.9 4x.3 11.7 20.0 

9 0.r/9 o. 04 0.000 

• • old, 0. 0 4-3 

gb G<32q 0.704  
........ 

,o32.7 0.410 

II O. 05/ V. p`fo 

Pi. O.00t p.aan 0- 00o O. Do° 

13 G. 	111 0. eIl 
$4. 0 	 . 0. 097 

es.210 o 	Ito • 0.295 0. 654 

It 0. 7,64- 0 • 1.o) 0.5‘1 0.939 

11 

1111M11 

il 

6.1941 (7.000 

IMOINEMEMMISIM 
5.67  

I. Do° O.RqS 

14.93 

14,05 

to (3. DI 65.3 15.1 V0.8 

7.1 O. 038 o. obi 0.139 O. 004- 

21 o.oct a . bo I 0. ool 0.001 

23 o.ocir o. D 01 0. 000 o.002. 

2..4. o. Sol 0.3 05 0.530 0 . 000 

fb 21111.11 	I it). ti 3, 4 S 4.ao - 
f,. g  

G-1--h-I.  is logjpg:..  
W  * ..14 	 ittC011 0 

44* 	
.1x114 Wett.f.3 * ... ... 	 04.5  31.0  i 06.7. 

GO 	'4-04 a 
4710 	rottZlIto 

a 	Airtaito _ 14,V) 2.901 

n  rgoic Z:: 	• rola 	
I ASt•N 

...._. Lii5 s.71.0 	. 2.44.D 
c.r, FoorNeorr To TAOLE S.S6 

t 	Av.  Is THE V 1PF 6.4.eNe 	BETWPem YHE 	KG-Asvaten AND cALcuLta1E6 FLAW %MIMES 
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TABLE 5.21  

PHYSICAL MEANING OF THE STANFORD PARAMETERS  

PARAMETER 
	

MEANING 	UNITS 

x
1 	

Threshold on the interception storage 	Depth 

x
2 	Fraction of the catchment that is impervious 	None 

x3 	Controls the division of excess water from 
interception storage into infiltration and 
surface water 	 Depth 

x4 	Controls the division of surface water into 
interflow and overland flow 	None 

x
5 	

Nominal level of upper zone storage 	Depth 

x6 	Routing parameter for overland flow (the 	Complex c.f. 
units of this parneter involve those of 	listing of 
Manning's 'n') 	 Stanford 

Model 
(Appendix 7) 

x
7 	

Nominal level of lower zone storage 	Depth 

x8 	Fraction of deep percolation from upper 
zone storage that becomes 'leakage' 	None 

-1 
 

Interflow routing constant 	Time x
9  
x10 	Constant part of the groundwater routing 	

Time-1  coefficient 

x
11 	

Variable part of the groundwater routing 
coefficient 	 Time-1 

x
12 	

Fraction of catchment that is open water 
surface 	 None 

x13 	
First ordinate of the time delay histogram 	None 

x14 Second 	it 	II 	I 	II 	1, 	ti 	None 

Fraction of catchment from which transpira- x15 	
tion can occur from groundwater storage 	None 

x16 	
Channel routing constant 	 None 

x17 	Controls evaporation from the lower zone 
storage 	 Depth 

x18 	
Initial level of interception storage 	Depth 

x19 	Initial level of upper zone storage 	Depth 

x
20 	

7nitial level of lower zone storage 	Depth 

x
21 	

Initial level of groundwater storage 	Depth 

22 	
Initial level of overland flow storage 	Depth 

x
23 	

Initial level of interflow storage 	Depth 

x24 	Third and subsequent ordinates of the 
x 	time delay histogram 	 None 25 ) 
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TABLE 5.22  

FINAL VALUES FOR 'DIFFERENT OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS  

VAS APIATLA 
NA1461/k 

ST A A.TING 
vAi...u.EA 

arTtrlititN4 
cal IT'SAILIon1 	p F, 

°Prim' s fht6 	co iyg Nibe.1 	• 	p a .i.F. 
944 1--I- 

6. 6.3 7.,Z 8 5.10 3. SS 

1., 0.135 0.086 D. Dot 0.0x'1 

44).4 50. 0 re.D 14D. 

4 3.53 2.47 2.14 4.4.4 

5 4.05 5.12. 4.31 5.11 

6 36,55. I,  414; 612. 1411. 

20." 34-.1 1 01.4- .24-.0  

8 0. OD t, 0 . 44.* O. 000 0.001. 

q 0./74 1.Doo 1. Doe 0.731 

lo 0.13.50 p.(114• 0.003 o. Doi 

II 0.*3, 0.00-7 0.003 0. 00 i 

0.. 0.11 8 0.Vq1 0.0o 0 0. Ot6 

13 0. poi 0 . 001 v. Des0 0.000 

14. 0,24a 6. 2.2.1 0.30i 0 .2.2.8 

IS 0.031 0. 051 0.031 0.031 

14 0.476 0.154 t).. 9'4;7 1 	0.7•4-1- 

11 D.' 17 1. 000 1.000 2. 03 

I3 4.4 S 6.55 5. 4(0 3.84 

t, 11 . S it, 	. 	i 

10 

 °I. 30 	. 11. 45 

7. S `7 2.4 71. 4 1157.1 

3-1 0.0.34 0.2.3S 0.121 v. 193 

0.000 0.004 0.000 0.004) 

13 a. Dolt 0-054. 0.03o o.ol.i. 

3.4 0.64.1 0. 500 O. 64:3 0,651 

i. 	Fi  4- ti2. 33.01 - 14 .01  6. 31 

' c  t!. AU iI.IS 3. 45 9.48 4.39 

r'• u  i. (Ii.11 7-1)1  i. li .g4- ._ 4 .54  1.'18 
:itki3O :7,,,rge,'' - 31. i 2. 1 0.2 CM 	**Cog° 

Vellt*IP111 nt.-A. , tot, - -51. V - 111.3 -ix 5•% a,. 	Arced P 
tolttnittr 	4t .1/P4 	

Ae /6'tt 	olus. * 1.1S5 %5" 	 1.4  2. .6 

WI 2 	Fara air  o 4 
Attoto -- 1.650 2.100 2.415.  

C.F. FOoThiort To TA61.E 3,16 
tico. IS THE OtPFEAENCE ZETWEeN THE tti% MEASLL(LEA ANA fitg6mTe; Fun.) vAL.1436 

Rt 
	THE FINAL YPI-1.0.5$ SEF0tE THE C. oN STA AINT6 ON PARANEIESS 3 ANA IS 1.)Et3 A.gLCASEP 

tt THE FINAL VALIALS AFTTAL THE ISEUCA5F e•P THE 	5" P,ND /94  CONS-T*44in 
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TABLE 5.23  

DIFFERENT MODELS ON THE GRENDON UNDERWOOD  
DATA 

'THE 	STAht 
1 	rnril. 	vo.L.;.‘iks 

FORD MOM. 
0 tea Al. 	VA vVES 

Ti4C 	New 
lit4ITIAL 	VALVES 

tiO 0 et. 
FINAL 	VALVES 

ObilLGTWE 	Pito; 4.T 1 oos 	vAL.L(z 
FoR 	¶ME 	FITTED 	Arcot:to 3S. 171 0 I. 9 11 1“ 4, 4 3.47 

DIbTEr..TIvir 	Fom41-101.4 	v ALLA E 
POR 	114F. 	PREP IcrE 0 	It Cc° RV - 6 .4 ‘ - L 5.2.7 

TOTAt. 	IAI.914REO 	0 i5CHARC.0 
FOR 	The 	FITTED 	Rgc,00t o 72..00 12 . 0 0 1.007  7 2 . 0 0 

TO 1144.. 	nen 540E1, 	0 iS•r.t; A 44.E 
Fooz 	m 	rRVOIGTO.0 	0,Er.000 136.74'- lb g.74 IS 8.14 138.14 

iff,30.6., 	FoR 1.E.Tose.  : 1  i-ne.b 
- 
211 o .6a, I S • 00 o. s is- 

an - a- 	o A 	llic 	P ITT: 0 
•---- - O. S - .4. 1 0100 

Gr. 	 erco Po 	at 

frffil 	Folk 	rii E. 	Ferotcre o 	is 
Cin 	Re-c..oft0 O. (000 - I. 18 4,0 

Czn - ct% u.100 	P DR 	THE 	pRootcre 0 
- -- 	11.5 _ S 2.. to Or. 	 ited'uotP 

corlfwreR 	rtig 	FOR 	6 Ack 
FMNIETilsAl 	EVAL.U.ATIo nt 4.19 - 2.0 4  

TO TA C. 	NV VIIIER 	OF 
F 01A.Icri oN 	F..VAL3ARTIO r4 3 

.- 1156 
; 

- lit) 0 4 

" C.F FOOTNOTE TO TABLE 5.16 
N.B. LENGTH OF FITTED AND PREDICTED RECORDS =1000 

VALUES EAC H 

TABLE 5.24 
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TABLE 	A.7.I 

THE ORIGINAL PARCEL PROBLEM  
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TABLE A.7.2  

THE MODIFIED PARCEL PROBLEM  
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TABLE A7.3  

RESULTS USING THE O'DONNELL MODEL  
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APPENDIX 1  

THE O'DONNELL MODEL (RULES OF OPERATION)  

The O'Donnell model, shown in Fig. 3.2 of Chapter 3 (which is 

reproduced at the end of this appendix) has four storage elements, 

R,S,M and G that simulate detention and interception storage, channel.  

storage, soil moisture storage and groundwater storage respectively. 

Evaporation and transpiration are allowed to occur from R and/or M or 

sometimes G. Infiltration occurs between R and M whilst deep percolation 

occurs between M and G. When there is no deep percolation capillary rise 

occurs between G and M. Storage reservoirs S and G discharge as linear 

reservoirs i.e. the discharge rate is proportional to the volume in 

storage. R and M are threshold storages i.e. all moisture in excess 

of the threshold value is discharged into S and G respectively. 

When the amount in.G exceeds a certain value G* the soil moisture 

storage M is incorporated into G. Transpiration demands are then 

satisfied directly from G. and deep percolation and capillary rise become 

inoperative. In this way the O'Donnell model is a more complex 

optimisation problem than the Stanford Watershed model for it is not 

only capable of having its discharge rules adjusted but is also capable 

of changing its structure. 

Input to the model  

The model requires a set of parameters, x
11 
 	 x9, and rainfall, 

evaporation and runoff records whose values are in units of depth over 

the catchment area. The data records must have values that are equally 

spaced in time and they must all start at the same instant in time e.g. 

if daily values are being used all records must start at, say, 9.00 a.m. 

each day. 

For small catchments data at much shorter time _ntervals will be 

required if complete events are not to be missed. This may well mean 

dividing up the monthly potential evaporation figures into very small 

quantities. Some form of empirical rule such as dividing up the a-nount 

equally between daytime dry intervals may be good enough. Evidence in 

Chapter 5 shows that errors in the potential evaporation record are the 

least significant form of error in the input data for flood studies. 
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Surface storage R (Interception and detention storage) 

The surface storage is incremented by precipitation and decremented 

by evaporation, infiltration and surface runoff. Although the three 

output processes occur simultaneously in the actual catchment the 

discrete form of the data used to fit the model necessitates a 

sequential treatment of the demands on the surface storage. This 

leads to the priority treatment described below. 

Precipitation is added to the volume in the surface storage whiCh 

is then compared with the potential evaporation demand. If the storage 

amount does not exceed the potential evaporation demand, the actual 

amount of evaporation is set equal to the quantity 'n surface storage 

and actual infiltration, runoff into channel storage and surface 

reservoir contents are all set to zero. If evaporation at the 

potential rate does not evhaue: the surface storage, the potential 

volume of infiltration is calculated and compared with the available 

supply. If the potential volume of infiltration cannot be satisfied 

the actual infiltration volume is set equal to the available supply, the 

volume in surface storage becomes zero and infiltration rate recovery 

is calculated. If the potential volume of infiltration can be satisfied, 

actual infiltration is set equal to the potential infiltration and the 

surface storage decremented accordingly. After evaporation and 

infiltration demands have been satisfied, the amount in the surface 

storage is examined and if this exceeds the threshold or spillway 

quantity the excess is designated as input to the channel storage 

reservoir S. If the threshold is not exceeded the surface storage 

level is retained unaltered until the next interval. 

Channel storage S  

The only input into the channel storage S is the excess from the 

surface storage. There is also only one output, viz, the volume of 

surface runoff passing the gauging station in a given time. The input . 

is assumed to arrive at a uniform rate, q1, throughout the interval. 

The channel storage is assumed to be a linear reservoir yielding aa 

outflow rate, qs, given by 

s q s = S   (A.1.1) 

where K
s 

is the storage constant (a parameter) and S is the amount of 

storage at time t. 
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Hy continuity considerations, 

ds 
q1 = qs 

	dt  
 (A.1.2) 

Substitution of S from A.1.1 into A.1.2 and solution of the resultant 

linear differential equation yields 

reservoir S at the start of the Nth interval and SN is the storage 

at the end of that interval, substitution of the condition 

qs = S A at t = 0 N-1 s 	gives 

qs = q1 - (q1 - SN-1/Ks) exp (-t/Ks) 

Integration of qs  over the interval 0 to A. gives the volumetric 
discharge for the interval, (Qs)N, as 

A 	
f 

(QS)N = 	S qsdt = 	SN-1  + (Q ) 1 N 

where 	= 1 - exp (-A/Ks) 

= (1 - Kso././2s) 

and 	
(Q1)N = c11 

and is the volume of moisture received from the surface storage 

during the Nth interval. Then from continuity considerations 

SN 	= SN ..1  + (Q1)N  - (Qs  )N  

(Qs)N  is designated to be the surface runoff component of the tdtal 

hydrograph. 

Infiltration 

The basic equation describing this process was taken to be the 

Horton equation: 

ft 	+(fo  f min ) exp (-kt) 

 

( A . 1 .:) 

 

whereft isthepotentialinfiltrationrateattimetl f.is the 

minimum potential infiltration rate i.e. at time t =itc") , and fo  is the 

maximum potential infiltration rate i.e. at t = 0. Let r bE the mean 

rate of supply which is equal to the amount in the surface storage R 

at the start of the Nth interval, RN -1,incremented by rainfall, RN 

qs = q1 C exp (-t/Ks) 

where G is a constant of integration. If SN-1 is the storage in 
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decremented by potential evaporation EN, and divided by the length of 

the interval 

i.e. 	r = (RN-14PN  - EN)/6 

Four cases need to be considered 

(i) r> ft 

Equation A.1.3 is used but with fo replaced by the potential rate 

prevailing at the start of the Nth interval, fN-1' Integration of 

equation A.1.3 gives the volume of potential infiltration, FN, as, 

cuvrye oF the pote,nrw o.nd 
0.ctuo..1 iqittration rates 

N -1 

-Fij• A  

FN 	= fmin 	
+ 
(fN-1  - f min 

)(1 ->)/k 
where 	X = exp (-kb.) 

and the infiltration rate at the end of the interval fN as, 

fN = f 	 + (f 	- f 	)‘%. min 	N-1 	min ' 

Actual infiltration is set equal to FN  and surface storage is 

decremented by FN. This case is shown in Fig. A.1.1. 

(ii) fmin r EN-1  

For this case the supply is no longer adequate to cause the 

decrease in the potential infiltration rate, ft, to be as rapid as 

that given by the Horton equation A.1.3. 

In general the modified Horton equation, 

ft  = fmin +(f- fmin) exp (-rkt/T0)   (A.1.4) 

is used. This, when applied indefinitely, will reach fmin  since 

r>finin.It has a slower die away than the Horton curve since the 

die-away constant is a function of the supply rate, r, which is less 

than fo 
by definition. However, it does not give different curves of 

ft  for a numbar of successive intervals in periods when ft  is always 

greater than r, as do functions in which the die-away is related to 

fN-1" 

fl+. 

LN 
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There is an inconsistency in that the die-away factor is k 

for r = f
N-1 

(as in case (i)) while in the present case it is 

(r/fo)k for r = fN-1 - 	i.e. the die-away factor tends to 

f
N-1 k 

( 1. ) 	as 	--> 0 

whereas it will be k when 	= 0. However, when r is near f
N-1 

the modified Horton curve is sure to be quickly intersected by the 

supply rate line, after which ft  follows the Horton curve as in 

Fig. A.1.2. 

irilFiltmtloh rate 

modif led Horton 

Starao.rti Hortort 

701€ N-1 
F. AJ.1 

A more 'correct' modified Horton curve would cause a quicker 

intersection and therefore decreases in fN  and FN. However, these 

differences are not dependent upon the size of 	(the system 

behaviour is affected by Q mostly through the averaging of r). 
Any other rule would be just as empirical but to avoid inconsistencies 

the die-away would need to be related to fN..1. This would mean that 

the size of A, would determine the behaviour of f
t 
for periods when 

f
t 
is greater than r. 

The possibility of intersection between the supply rate line and 

the Horton curve gives rise to two cases. 

(a) 	Intersection does not occur 

i.e • 	fN 	r 	fmin 

where fN is calculated by equation A.1.4. 

Calculate the potential infiltration rate at the end et the 

interval by using equation A.1.4 and set the actual infiltration 

volume, FN, equal to the quantity of moisture in the surface storage. 
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(b) 	Intersection does occur  

In this case the modified Horton curve is followed until 

intersection occurs. Thereafter the standard Horton curve is followed, 

as in Fig. A.1.2. 

ByusingequationA.1.4withft =rthevalueoftimeti at which 

the intersection takes place is 

f (fN 1 - f  min)  lo7 	to ge 	
-  
r - f . min 

whence the potential rate at the end of the interval is given by 

fN  = fmin  + (r fmin) exp (-k(&, - ti)) 

and the volume of actual infiltration is 

FN 	fmin (r - f n 	k k )(t. + - exp (-k( 	-t.))) mi i  

For cases (ii)(a) and (ii)(b) the amount in the surface storage is 

reduced by FN 
which is always less than or equal to the supply. 

(iii) fran 	r 

The assumption is made that if such a supply rate continued 

indefinitely the potential rate would stabilise at an equilibrium 

ratefe betweenfmin and f. e.g. if 

fen 
+ (fo 

 f min 
 )(1 - r/f . min)  

 (A.1.5) 

ft  is allowed to approach fe  from above or below in an exponential manner. 

If fN-I 
is the potential infiltration rate at the start of the N

th 

ft 	= f 	(fN-1 	
fe) exp (-f min kt/fo

)   (A.1.6) 

Application of equations A.1.5 and A.1.6 is shown in Fig. A.1.3. 

F 
F 

— 

Fij. A .1,3 

interval, the potential infiltration rate at any time during the N
th 

interval can be found by using 
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Forr=fminI fe =frmin and equation A.1.6 becomes the same as 

equation A.1.4 with r = fmin. 

Variation of r does not, in equation A.1.6, affect the growth 

(or decay) rate, but markedly affects the equilibrium value fe  in 

equation A.1.5. Undoubtedly r should affect the growth or decay rate, 

buttherangeofinfiltrationratesfromOtofmin is small and the 

probability is that the rates of change are slow anyway, so that fe  

is the predominant influence in fixing the change in fv....1  to fN  over 

the interval. 

The model rules use equation A.1.5 to evaluate f
e 
which is then 

used in equation A.1.6 to find fN. The volume of actual infiltration 

is set equal to the amount in the surface storage R. 

Soil moisture storage M 

This storage only functions as an independent entity if the 

amount in the groundwater storage is less than the critical threshold 

value G*. Description of what happens to the soil moisture for amounts.  

in the groundwater storage greater than G* are given in the next section. 

storage, R, cannot occur unless the 

either transpiration demand from 

is zero or transpiration demand is 

Since infiltration from surface 

evaporation demand has been satisfied 

soil moisture occurs and infiltration 

zero and infiltration occurs. 

If the transpiration demand is non-zero it is compared with the 

amount in the soil moisture reservoir. Either the demand can be 

satisfied in which case actual transpiration is set equal to the 

potential amount and soil moisture storage adjusted accordingly or 

it cannot be satisfied when actual transpiration is set equal to the 

storage available and soil moisture storage is reduced to zero. In 

either case the amount of deep percolation is zero so that consideration 

reverts to the groundwater storage. 

If the amount infiltrating from the surface storage is non-zero 

the volume in the soil moisture storage is incremented by the 

infiltration and the new amount is compared with the soil moisture 

threshold value M*. All moisture in excess of M* is sent to ground-

water storage as deep percolation. If deep percolation is greater 

than zero, capillary rise from the groundwater reservoir to the soil 

moisture reservoir cannot take place. 
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Groundwater Storage  

If the amount in the groundwater storage is greater than G* the 

soil moisture reservoir N is absorbed into G. Deep percolation and 

capillary rise become inoperative and the amount in M is retained at 

its threshold value until the volume in G drops below G*. 

The groundwater reservoir is assumed to be of the linear type. 

The rules of operation are, however, slightly more complex than for the 

channel storage reservoir, S, since the effective inflow may be negative 

i.e. capillary rise of transpiration demands are considered to be 

negative inputs. The relevant equation is: 

KGb = G 

where KG is the storage constant, b is the baseflow at time t and G is 

the amount in the groundwater reservoir. Capillary rise or deep percola-

tion are assumed to occur at uniform rates, c and d respectively. Then 

the input to the groundwater reservoir is d c one of which is zero. 

By analogy with equation A.1.2, using d - c in place of q1  the discharge 

BN from groundwater storage during the interval is. given by 

BN  = 	+ 	(DN  - CN)   (A.1.7)  

where DN and CN are volumes of deep percolation and capillary rise, only 

one of which occurs during the interval, GN...1  is the volume of the 

groundwater at the beginning of the Nth  interval, 

From continuity considerations the level in G at the end of the N
th 

interval is 

GN = GN-1 + (DN 
- CN) - BN 
	..... (A.1.8) 

By substituting for BN from A.1.7 

GN = (1 - t...1)GN-1 + (1 - 9  )(DN  - CN) 

The terms in equation A.1.8 must have two physical conditions 

applied to them. The first of these necessary conditions is that the 

capillary rise CN, and the discharge from groundwater storage, BN, 

must not exhaust the contents of the groundwater storage at the end 

of the Nth interval. The critical case is when DN = 0 and CN 
0 

and gives rise to the condition:- 



yields a capillary rise, CN, of 

C (EL-=E)(171) 
MAX M* G* C

N 
= 	 (A.I.11) 

31+2 

1 - 
- f4  G 	CN  

1 	N-1   (A.1.9) 

The second necessary condition is that the groundwater discharge BN  

should always be greater than zero and this requires that for the 

critical case DN  = 0 and CN  / 0, 

/44  
N-1 	N 	 (A.1.10) C 

By expanding the definitions of PL  and 11 in terms of 4/KG  it 
can be shown that BN  > 0 for all positive values of A/KG. This 

means that the left hand side of expression A.1.9 is always less than 

the left hand side of A.1.10. Therefore B
N must always be positive if 

condition A.1.9 is satisfied. 

Capillary Rise  

Capillary rise can occur only if the amount in the groundwater 

reservoir lies between zero and G* and if its addition to soil moisture 

storage does not cause the amount in that storage to exceed its 

threshold M*. 

Let C 	be the maximum possible rate of capillary rise. This MAX 
will occur for the unlikely combination of a high water table and a 

very low level in the soil moisture reservoir (i.e. wilting point). 

Then modifying C 	by a supply factor GN..1/G* and a demand 

factor (M* Z)/M* where Z is the amount in the soil moisture storage, 

If G
N-1 	

G* evaporation demands will act on G directly while the 

soil moisture reservoir amount remains at M* (and is part of the ground- 

water storage). 

N.B. (±) 
	

Either the transpiration demand and/or the 

infiltration supply must be zero. 

(ii) 	To ensure that C
N 

4: G
N-1 

(i.e. groundwater 

storage is never exhausted) even when the amount 

in the soil moisture storage is zero, a combination 

of A.I.11 (with Z = 0 and G
N-1 

 = G*) with equation 

A.1.9 yields the necessary condition that, 

G* 
C MAX 	K 

G f exp 	(a /KG) - 1 
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APPENDIX 2 

A SIMPLE METHOD OF OBTAINING RANDOM NUMBERS FROM ANY DESIRED 

DISTRIBUTION 

Most scientifically oriented computers have pseudo-random number 

generators that produce numbers in the interval 0 to from a 

rectangular distribution. By using the Central Limit theorem a 

rectangular distribution of random numbers can be converted into 

a Normal distribution of random numbers. A simple method is described 

below that allows random numbers to be gunerated from almost any 

distribution. 

The problem for which this device was developed (see Chapter 2, 

Section 2.5) was as follows: random numbers in the range 0 to were . 

required from a one-peaked distribution. The exact mathematical form 

of the distribution was not important. 

Graphically the method projects random numbers from a rectangular 

distribution onto a curve whose effect is to group the numbers. This is 

shown in Fig. A.2.1 where a two-peaked output distribution is shown. 

The analytical form of the curve that produces the non-rectangular 

output frequency distribution is called the transformation function. 

The only condition on the transformation function is that it should be 

continuous. If the function is asymptotic to either AB or CD in 

Fig. A.2.1, an open ended distribution can be formed. Let the 

transformation function have the equation, 

y 	f(x) 

where x is random number from the rectangular distribution and y is 

the desired random number from a non-rectangular distribution. If 

f(x) is known, they can easily be generated. . 

Results  

The form of function used consisted of two matching quarter 

circles, Fig. A.2.2. 

The first test was run with a 3. 0.5 which produced the symmetrical 

distribution shown in Fig. A.2.3. The distribution of the input values 

is a limited sample from a rectangular distribution. 

In the second test, Fig. A.2.4,a non-symmetric distribution was 

generated by setting a = 0.20 
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Note 

This is a practical way of implementing the technique 

referred to by Ven Te Chow and S. Ramasesham1 as "taking the 
inverse of the probability integral transformation". 

346 

1 Ven Te Chow and S. Ramaseshan. "Sequential Generation of Rainfall 
and runoff data". Proc. of A.S.C.E., Hydraulics Div., HY4 July 1965 
pp 205-223 (especially pp.213). 
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APPENDIX 3 

PARAMETER CORRELATION AND INFILTRATION FORMULAE  

This appendix gives theoretical proof that when optimising models, 

large correlation is likely to be found between two of the parameters of 

Horton's infiltration formula (Horton, 1942) but not between the 

parameters of Philip's infiltration formula (Philip, 1964). The type 

of correlation discussed is that caused entirely by the mathematical 

form of the equation and is independent of implicit correlation inherent 

in the data. Horton's equation is, 

f
t 	

f 
min 

 + 
(fmax  - f .min)  e 

Philip's equation is 

ft 	2 	+ fm 
 in 

-kt 
	 (A.3.1.H) 

(A.3.1.P) 

The parameters in these equations are; 

fron, the minimum potential infiltration rate; 

f 	the maximum potential infiltration rate; max 
f
t' 

the potential infiltration rate at time t; 

S, the "sorptivity"; 

and k, the exponential decay constant. 

The model uses the integrated forms of these equations to 

calculate the potential infiltration volume, F, over a period 0 to t 

(f maxfmin 	..... (A.3.2. ) 

)(1 e-kt) 

11 i.e. Ft 	F .
n 
 + 

mi 

and Ft 	F • + S   (A.3.2.P) Fm. 

where F . 	f . .t 
min 	min 

Equations A.3.1.H and A.3.1.P plot as in Fig. A.3.1. 

The terms (f  maxfmin)(1 - e
-kt
) 	and SiTrepresent the 

   

k 

areas between the Horton and Philip curves respectively and the aine 

ft = fmin from t = 0 to t = t. These areas represent the variable 

component of potential infiltration volume. It will be shown that for 

the same constant minimum infiltration rate: 

1) 	different combinations of k and fmax  in the Horton equation can 

give the same potential infiltration volumes; 
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2) 	The potential infiltration volume calculated using the 

Philip equation is uniquely defined by the value of S. 

Graphically these two statements are shown in Figs. A.3.2 

and A.3.3. 

Statement (1) implies that it is possible for two Horton type 

potential infiltration curves to cross in such a manner that area A 

= area B in Fig. A.3.2. 

Statement (2) implies that it is not possible for two Philip 

type potential infiltration rate curves to cross. 

Proof 

For the Philip equation this is trivial. Consider two curves 

1 and 2 such that the variable components are equal. 

i.e. S1Fp = s217 
This can only be so if S1  = S2  and curves 1 and 2 are coincident. 

For the Horton equation again consider two curves 1 and 2 such 

that the variable components are equal 
ki 

(1fmax - fmin
)(1 - e - t) 	(

2
f
max fmin

)(1 	e-k2t) 

i.e. k
1 

	 (A.3.3.H) 

where 1fmax 
and 2fmax 

are the maximum infiltration rates for the two 

curves and k1 
and k2 

are the decay constants. 

The case t 	is trivial and not of concern as regards the 

dependence of fmax 
and k during optimisation. If k1

t and k2
t are 

large equation A.3.3.H becomes, 

1 f max  - f min 	
k
1 • 

f 	f 
2 max 	min 	k2 
For given fixed values of k f , and f m. max 	in 

k
1 	

k
1  

k 	 - f ) f 	G2fmax H  2 
771

f
max 

 - fmin
) 2 max (1

fmax 	min 

	 (A.3.4.H) 

where G and H are constants. Equation A.3.4.H shows that there are an 

infinite number of values of k2 
dependent upon 2fmax 

that will cause 

areas A and B of Fig. A.3.2 to be equal. For kt large the parameters 

max and k are linearly dependent upon one another i.e. they are highly 

correlated, the axis of correlation being a straight line passing near 

the point k = 0, f
max   = fmin

. The word 'near' is used because of the 

approximation used to obtain equation A.3.4.H. 
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It should be stressed that to get the correlation given by 

equation A.3.4.H it is necessary to have an adequate supply to 

maintain the potential rate since the length of an interval between 

successive data points, 6 t, is fairly small and it therefore 

requires several intervals to obtain a large kt value. 
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APPENDIX 4  

APPLICATION OF PENALTY FUNCTIONS TO LEAST SQUARES METHODS  

For most optimisation methods it is immaterial whether the 

objective function, F(x), is a single lumped quantity or has 

components, fi, from which it is formed. For least squares methods, 

however, the fi  must be individually known since the derivation of 

new search directions depends upon the vector f whose ith element is 

fi. Note also that the theory of the least squares method assumes 

that; 

F(x) = fT.f = 	f.2    (A.4.1) 
i = 1 

If the parameters of the model are to have their values 

constrained by a penalty function technique, the objective function 

will be the sum of two quantities, P(x), the constraint penalty weight 

and S(x)„ the criterion on which the model would be fitted if P(x) 

were zero. 

i.e. 	F(x) = P(x) + S(x)   (A.4.2) 

Since P(x) is effectively a lumped quantity the implication is 

that F(x) has no components fi. Values of the f. can, however, be 

synthesised if S(x) is in fact made up of components. If, as is the 

case in this thesis, S(x) has the same general form as equation A.4.1 
\ 

(i.e.S(x)=Es.
2
il thenthef.of the weighted function F(x) in 

i= 1 3-  
equation A.4.2 can be found by scaling the components si:- 

i•e. 
S(x) 	+ P(x) 

	

f. 	s. 

	

1 	S(x) 
	 (A.4.3) 

Summing the squares of the fi  given by equation A.4.3 produces 

the criterion F(x) defined by equation A.4.2. 
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APPENDIX 5  

A NEW PENALTY FUNCTION METHOD  

A.7.1 Introduction 

Carroll (1961) originated the idea of limiting an optimisation 

to a bounded region by penalising the objective function of the model 

with a function whose penalty effect increased as the search approached 

the boundary of the feasible region. In Carroll's paper the combined 

objective function Z presented to the optimising routine is 

Z = F + rP   (A.7.1) 

where F is the component objective function from the model, P is the 

penalty function and r weights P in relation to F. An optimisation is 

carried out using Z as the objective function. When convergence in any 

one cycle of the optimisation has occurred the value of r is reduced and 

the optimum value of the new Z is found. r is reduced at successive 

cycles until it becomes zero. 

The form of penalty function defined by Carroll was such that at 

a constraint, P became infinite. This implied that violation of the 

constraints still had to be checked by the optimising program since the 

total response surface had an infinite discontinuity at a constraint. 

Furthermore Carroll gave no indication of how large r should be for the 

first cycle or how r should be reduced between successive cycles. By 

considering a special form of Carroll's penalty function that was 

symmetrical about the centre of the feasible region (for paired 

constraints), Fiacco and McCormick were able to deduce the best value 

for r for the first cycle and the best way to reduce r between cycles. 

Their work depended upon the derivatives of F, the objective function 

of the model, being analytically known. 

Owing firstly to the potential weakness of Fiacco's and McCormick's 

work when applied to a conceptual model whose objective function does not 

have known derivatives and secondly to the possibility of F increasing 

during a cycle while Z decreases, a new type of penalty function mechanism, 

was developed. 

To overcome the difficulties with Carroll's method the new penalty 

function was to have a finite value at the constraints. In this way 

penalty function values in the infeasible region could be used like an 

external penalty function. Such an external penalty function would be 
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continuous with the internal penalty function and so remove the 

necessity for checking violation of the constraints. 

The same general form of combined objective function as given 

in equation A.7.1 was adopted. In Carroll's method P was the sum of 

terms, each of which represented the proximity of a given parameter 

value to its constraints. This approach was also used for the new 

penalty function. Since the value of each term in the summation for 

P is independent of the other terms, only a 2-dimensional case will be 

considered. A study of the combined effects of all the terms becomes 

necessary only when considering the relative magnitudes of F and rP. 

A.7.2 The form of P 

Consider the function profiles shown in Fig. A.7.1 

	 total response surface 

- penalty function 

	 model response surface 

  

xo 
,r  

upper constraint 

  

lower constraint 

Fig. A.7.1 

To avoid the 'centering'.. action of a symmetrical penalty function, the 

new penalty function was to have its minimum value at the same point in 

the feasible region as the initial point for the cycle. Consequently 

any reduction in Z during a cycle implies a reduction in F. 

The form of penalty function chosen was 

P = ay   (A.7.2) 

where 0<a<1 and y is a function of x such that at the constraints it 

is zero. In algebraic terms the 'end' conditions are: 

(i) y = 0 and P = 1 at x = g 

(ii) y = 0 and P = 1 at x= h 
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The condition that P has its minimum value at x = xo, the starting 

point for the cycle, gives the further conditions on y that: 

(iii) the maximum value of y, yo, must occur at xo 

(iv) dx 	0 at x o• ' 
,2 

(v) 	> 0 at x = xo dx2 

The flexibility of P as defined by expression A.7.2 for different 

xo but the same values of a and yo  is shown in Fig. A.7.2. 

Fig. A.7.2  

The form of equation selected for defining y was the hyperbola, 

-y2 + bxy + cx2 + dx + ey + f = 0   (A.7.3) 

Substituting conditions (i) to (v) and c > 0 for equation A.7.3 to be 

a hyperbola, gives, 

f = cgh 

d = -c(h + g) 

b = c(h + g - 2x VY o o 

e = (y02  + cxo
2 
- cgh)/Yo 

Y o 2 

Solution of equation A.7.3 for y yields, 

-(bx + e) + \i/(bx + e)2  + 4(cx2  dx + f)  
Y - 	-2 

and c > (h - xo  )(xo  - g) 

..... (A.7.4) 

	 (A.7.5) 

Note that equation A.7.3 is a quadratic in y and should therefore have 

two solutions. For zero values of y at the constraints the positive 
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square root must be taken. It can also be shown that y defined by 

equation A.7.5 is real for all real values of x provided conditions 

A.7.4 all apply. 

A.7.3 Interaction of F and rP  

The form of the term rP for complicated problems if found by 

summing each individual term of the form given in equation A.7.2 for 

each of the n search directions. Thus 
n 

yi 
rP = r 4.1 a 

i=1 

The term rP can be considered to have three degrees of freedom: 

1) the value of the yots; 

2) the value of a; 

3) the value of r. 

For convenience and to reduce the amount of exponentiation required at 

the start of a cycle, all the yo
ts were chosen to be unity. The values 

of a and r can be somewhat loosely defined by imposing two highly 

desirable conditions upon the penalty function. 

An upper bound on the value of r can be found by imposing the 

condition that unless the value of F at the start of a cycle, Fo, is 

in fact the optimum in the model response surface, then it is desirable 

that some progress be possible from the initial point for non-zero r 

and, in order for Z to decrease, 

r(P(x + Ax) - P(x)) 	-(F(x +6x) - F(x)) 

whence 	
-(F(x 4-/Sx) - F(x))   (A.7.6) 
(P(x -1-4S.X) - P(x)) 

and 4Nx is a small finite increment in x. 

For a penalty function to be used as an external penalty function 

it is desirable that all values of Z outside the feasible region be worse 

than the value of Z, Zo, at the start of a cycle. This implies that any 

better values of Z (and hence of F) found during a cycle, must lie in the 

feasible region. This condition is satisfied by comparing 

INFEASIBLE Zmin, the minimum possible value of Z for an infeasible point, 

with Zo
. INFEASIBLE Zmin occurs (a) when F = 0 (assuming F to have only 

positive values and that the minimum value of F is sought), and (b) when 

all but one of the terms in P are at their initial minimum values and 

when the remaining term is just outside a constraint. Then 
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INFEASIBLEZmin = (1 + (n - 1)a °)r 

where the '1' comes from the violated constraint and the term (n - 1)ayo 

is the result of evaluating the summation of (n 1) terms at the initial 

point. Also 

For 

> INFEASIBLE Z  min 	o 

F 1/y 
a 	(1 - 	° 

Combining equations A.7.6 and A.7.7 gives 

 

(A.7.7) 

 

F
o 
	

(F(x +&x) - F(x))  
1 - aY0 
	(P(x + 6,x) - P(x)) 

Since the F values are guaranteed to decrease between successive cycles 

and (1 - aY8) is always positive for feasible points, setting 

F 
 r 

1 _ aYo 

guarantees that r decreases monotonically between cycles. 

A.7.4 Improvements to computational efficiency 

One of the major problems with using equation (A.7.3) is that 

much storage is needed to hold the values of the coefficients b, c, d, e 

and f for each of the n pairs of constraints as well as the n possible 

x
o 
and y

o
. Since the values of the coefficients of equation (A.7.3) 

are functions of the constraints which could vary with the parameter 

values they would have to be recomputed at each function evaluation. 

This is wasteful and can be overcome by using normalised parameters. 

i.e. manipulate xi  so that gi  = 0 and hi  = 1. This reduces the amount 

of computation at each function evaluation since all that need be 

evaluated are gi, hi  and the normalised (prefix N) parameters, 

X. - . 
1 

 
1  N 	h. - x. -   (A.7.8) 

1 
	. 

The coefficients simplify to 

Y Z
o 

= F
o + rna

o 
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b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

= 	c(1 - 2Nx0)/y0  

- 
.> Y2 /(N  xo 	N  - 	x o2) o  

= 	-c 

= 	
(y02 + oNx02 )/yo ) 

= 	0 )  

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

 	(A.7.9) 

where suffix o means initial values and the constraint indices have been 

omitted. (N.B. If normalised parameters are used the incremental changes 

in equation A.7.6 must be carried out in the normalised parameter space). 

Further savings of computer storage can be effected by chosing the 

value of yo  to be unity. This can be done legitimately since there are 

no conditions placed upon thE. value of yo. 

Finally computer storage can be saved by using the same value of 

c for each term in the summation that forms P. Provided the selected 

value of c satisfies the inequality condition for each pair of constraints 

no violation of the theory occurs. It is easily seen from the value of 

yo  /kN  xo No — x2) that the highest lower bound on the value of c occurs for 

the Nxo value that is nearest to either of its normalised constraint 

values of zero and unity. 

A.7.5 Extension of the method to cover complicated constraint conditions  

The case has to be considered where there are more constraints than 

parameters and/or there are complex functions of the parameters that must 

be constrained. Suppose there are s independent parameters stored in 

positions x(1) to x(s) of an array x and n constraints where n > s. For 

convenience in the optimising routine the n - s quantities to which the 

extra constraints apply are stored in locations x(s + 1) to x(n). The 

optimisation is carried out in an s-dimensional search space, the (n - s) 

extra quantities being calculated for each change in the independent 

parameters. For example in the Rosenhrock parcel problem, given in the 

next section, there are three independent parameters, x1, x2, x3  and 

four sets of constraints 

0 Ec xi 	42 	i = 1 ... 3 

0 <. X
1 
 + 2x2 + 2x

3  4 72 
--  

At each change in x
1 
or x

2 
or x

3 
 or combinations of the three the quantity 

x1 + 2x2 + 2x3 
is calculated and treated as if it were x4* 

The value of 
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is then normalised, as above, and the penalty function P is formed 
yi by summing the four terms of the type a . 

A.7.6 Results  

The results given in Tables A.7.1-A.7.3 are those obtained using 

the new method for Rosenbrock's parcel problems (Rosenbrock, 1960) and 

a simple 9 parameter hydrological model. 

The parcel problem is: 

maximise 	F = x1  x2  X3  

subject to 	0 ,45.C: xi 	42 	i = 1 ... 3, 

and 	0 < x1  + 2x2  + 2x3  .!5'; 72 

The modified parcel problem is: 

maximise 	F = x1  x2  X3  

subject to 0 .4 x1 	20 

O C x2  411 
O x3 4  42 
O < x1 	2x

2 
+ 2x3  _ILI' 72 

Comparative results obtained by using Carroll's constraint method 

and Rosenbrock's original method are also given in Tables A.7.1 and 

A.7.2. In all cases the basic optimising procedure was Rosenbrock's 

using the same initial step sizes etc. 

Since the new method can only be applied to minimisation problems 

the parcel problem had to be manipulated to provide an objective function 

whose minimisation would be equivalent to maximising F. The objective 

function that was minimised was 

F1 = 	F)2 

where Q had three separate values, one less than Fmax, one equal to 

Fmax and one greater than F
mk. When Q was less than Fmax  it was 

possible for the position of the minimum of F1 to be different from 

that of f . When this occurred Q was doubled and the procedure 
max 

restarted. The three different Q values .„,:.7e rise to the th':.ee sets of 

results for the new method in Table A.7.1. 

A.7.7 Abbreviations used in Tables A.7.1 to A.7.3  

RK = Rosenbrock's method of applying constraints 

CL = Carroll's method of applying constraints using Fiacco's and 

McCormick's second criterion for finding the initial value of .r• 

NM = The new method 

NF = Number of function evaluations to reach an optimum 
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Q = The initial estimate of the optimum value for the new method 

M = The factor by which Carroll's r is reduced at each cycle. 

A.7.8 Notes on Tables A.7.1 to A.7.3 

Tables A.7.1 and A.7.2 are strict comparisons since all the 

computer runs were made on an IBM 7094 using single precision 

arithmetic. The results in. Table A.7.3 are not strictly comparable 

for two reasons: 

1) the Rosenbrock boundary tests were carried out in double 

precision arithmetic on an IBM 360 whilst the new method 

was tested on an IBM 7094 using single precision arithmetic; 

2) between carrying out the two sets of tests slight improvements 

were made in the operating rules of the model. 

In addition to the data given in Table A.7.3 a series of tests 

was conducted in which Carroll's method was used to apply the constraints 

to the 9 parameter model. (c.f. Chapter 4 for an account of the work 

done). Several values of Carroll's penalty weight 'r' were tried but in 

no case was a satisfactory point found and the number of function 

evaluations to convergence was seldom less than 11,000. 

A.7.9 Discussion of results 

The results show that for simple problems with constrained optima, 

Rosenbrock's method is superior to either of the penalty function methods. 

This is not surprising for in any optimisation process a certain 

number of trial points of sub-optimum values are generally made, 

initially to find convenient step sizes for the various search directions 

and finally to ascertain whether convergence has occurred. Since 

Rosenbrock's technique requires only one set of 'unproductive' trials 

whilst penalty function methods use several sets, it is to be expected 

that the latter will be less economical on function evaluations. 

A further reason for the inferior performance of the new method is 

connected with the power of the penalty function near the centre of the 

feasible region. Rosenbrock and Carroll's methods apply their restraining 

influence only near the boundaries. (This is true if the value of 

Carroll's penalty weight, r, is rapidly reduced to a small number). 

If too great a penalty is applied within the feasible region quantities 

such as step size etc. reflect the properties of the penalty function -

rather than of the model response surface. The greater the rate of change 
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of the penalty function gradient near the centre of the feasible region 

the greater is the retardation on progress within the feasible region. 

This implies that: 

	

a) 	step sizes tend to be small; 

	

and b) 	convergence occurs further from the constraints, 

so necessitating more cycles to complete the 

optimisation. 

These arguments are supported by the results of testing Carroll's 

method with relatively slow reduction of the penalty weight c.f. 

Chapter 4. 
Purely on the grounds of effectiveness as a method of applying 

constraints the new method cannot match either of the other two. 

However, since the new method.was designed to overcome the problems of 

nuisance parameters (Chapter 4) on which both the other two methods 
proved to be unsatisfactory, a series of tests were made using the 

O'Donnell model. The results of these tests are shown in Table A.7.3 

and indicate that for optima within the feasible region there is little 

to choose between Rosenbrock's method and the new method. 

A.7.10 Conclusions 

As a technique for applying constraints the new method was not 

as successful as either Rosenbrock's method or Carroll's method. 

For combining the application of constraints with the removal of 

the effects of nuisance parameters and the lessening of the effects of 

discontinuities of slope in the model response surface, the new method 

is an improvement over the other methods. The poor performance of 

Carroll's method could be explained by that method's requirement for 

first and second derivatives in estimating the penalty weight. 

Had not a modification to the basic Rosenbrock optimising program 

permitted the removal of the effects of nuisance parameters at less cost 

per trial, the new method would have been selected as the way of 

combining constraints with the removal of difficulties inherent in the 

response surface of hydrological models. 
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APPENDIX 6  

LOOPING IN ROSENBROCK'S METHOD CAUSED BY ROUNDING ERRORS  

Rosenbrock's original method allowed a new stage to be started 

only when a success followed by at least one failure had occurred for 

all the search directions. 

If there is no success in one or more directions, the above 

condition cannot be attained. Rosenbrock ensured that some success 

was possible along all directions by accepting equal values of the 

objective function as successes. To obtain equal values of the 

objective function the step size was reduced at each failure until 

it was so small that differences between two successive objective 

function values became zero at which point a success was declared. 

'Zero' of course is a relative term depending on the roundingtechnique 

of the computer. The method occasionally led to infinite looping..  

The reason for the looping is the way in which the parameter 

values are restored after a failure: they are regenerated from the 

trial values by decrementing the last step taken. New trial values 

are then generated by incrementing the best values so far found (the 

current values) by a reduced new step. This repeated addition and 

subtraction causes the current parameter values to become contaminated 

with rounding errors. 

Consequently after a large number of failures the so called 

'current' parameter values are no longer those used to calculate the 

current value of the objective function. At the same time the step 

size has been greatly reduced. If the step size is less than the 

difference between the true current parameter value and the rounded 

'current' value a successful step cannot be taken as the increment to 

the contaminated value must be large enough to overcome the amount by 

which the 'current' value has been rounded off the true current value. 

This is shown in Fig. A.6.1. The result is that the step size gets 

smaller, the rounding errors get larger, and the computer program goes 

into an infinite loop. 

To verify this hypothesis Rosenbrock's optimising program was 

given a known optimum, the correct values. 

No stages were completed and the optimisation ceased when the 

permitted maximum number of trials had been reached. The parameters 

showed the following type of roundings: 
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STARTING VALUE = 2.0000000 

FINAL VALUE = 1.9999800 

ROUNDING ERROR = 0.0000200 

The solution was trivial once the basic problem had been 

understood and was to store the best parameter values in an additional 

array so that they need never become the subject of addition and 

subtraction. This was done and no further problems with infinite 

looping have occurred. 

• 
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APPENDIX 7  

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

This appendix presents the computer program developed during 

the research reported in this thesis. The listings of the program, 

which is in FORTRAN IV, appears at the end of this appendix. They 

have been preceded by: 

a) a description of the structure of the program; 

b) brief notes about the subroutines; 

and c) the results from two optimisation runs using the 

same simple set of test data on two different models. 

The following notes presuppose a working knowledge of both 

FORTRAN IV and the optimisation method developed by Rosenbrock (1960). 

A.7.1 The structure of the computer program  

The program structure is shown in Fig. A.7.1 wherein the boxes 

represent the subroutines and the solid lines with arrows indicate which 

subroutine is calling which other subroutine. For example, subroutine 

SETX is called from the MAIN program and in its turn calls subroutines 

EXTRAC and BDRY. The number of lines between two boxes represent how 

many calls are made to a subroutine e.g. the MAIN program has three 

separate call statements for subroutine CALCFX. 

The box labelled CALCFX represents the main part of the model 

package. The structures for the Stanford model and the Imperial College 

model (the model discussed in Section 5.11) are presented in Figs. A.7.2 

and A.7.3 respectively. 

A.7.2 Notes about the subroutines  

Detailed notes about the internal workings of each subroutine will 

be found in comment statements in the computer listings. The purpose of 

this section is to indicate which subroutines must be provided by the 

user, and what minimum conditions they must fulfil. The notes are 

intended to supplement those given in the computer listings. Consequently 

reference to the listings will be found helpful. 

The various parts of the whole program can be split into two groups 
S. 

each of which has its own labelling system in the listings. The first 

group, forming the optimisation package, includes the MAIN program and 

subroutines EXTRAGt  SUB1, SUB2, SUB3, SETX, BDRY, DUMPUT, SCALE, UNSCAL, 

SORT, CALFF and XFRMXX. Each card of the decks for this group bears the 
label OPT in columns 73 to 75 inclusive. 
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The second group of subroutines form the model package and each 

card in the decks for this group is labelled MOD in nolumns 73 to 75 

inclusive. The model package must include the following three subroutines: 

EXCON, EXTRAC and CALCFX. For the model packages tested at the end of 

this appendix, subroutines REDATA, WRITEA, CHECK, TRIHIS, WTDATA, DIFSQR, 

TITLE and TOTAL are also included although they are called only from 

subroutine CALCFX. The latter subroutines could have been an integral 

part of subroutine CALCFX but would have rendered an already large 

subroutine even bigger. 

The model package can be further subdivided into those subroutines 

that are common both to the Stanford model and to the Imperial College 

model (i.e. REDATA, 	EXCON, and CHECK), those that are specific. 

to the former model (CALCFX EXTRAC and TRIHIS), and those that are 

specific to the latter model (CALCFX, EXTRAC, TRIHIS, DIFSQR, TITTR, 

TOTAL, WTDATA). Note that subroutines CALCEX, EXTRAC and TRIHIS are 

different for the two modelf;.., 

The following descriptions set out what each subroutine expects 

to find provided by the user. 

A.7.2.1 The optimising routines 

MAIN; 	The MAIN program, apart from reading in data, Section A.7.31  

expects to find a model subroutine. CALCFX and a timing 

subroutine SECOND. A subroutine named SECOND is available 

under the system monitor on the University of London's CDC 6600 

so that no listing of this subroutine appears in this appendix. 

If use is to be made of the magnetic tape dumping procedure 

(see subroutine DUMPUT for details) it is essential to know 

how much of the program's computer execution time has been 

used. If the system timing routine is not called SECOND a 

Fortran masking program should be writtentlut calls the system 

clock and converts the time to seconds. The calling sequence 

for subroutine SECOND is 

CALL SECOND (ATIME) 

wham ATIME is the time in seconds at which subroutine 

SECOND was called and is in floating point form. If the 

magnetic tape dumping facility is not to be used, subroutine 

SECOND can be replaced by a dummy e.g, 
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SUBROUTINE SECOND (A) 

A = 1.0 

RETURN 

END 

EXTRAG, SCALE, UNSCAL, XFRMXX, SUB2, SUBS, and SORT:- 

These subroutines are internal to the optimising package 

and have no external needs. 

BDRY:- 

This subroutine calls one of the model package subroutines, 

EXCON. 

Subroutine EXCON is expected to be of the form shown_ in the 

listings. Note that if there are no complicated constraints, 

subroutine,• EXCON is relatively simple only cards MOD00010 to 

MOD00240, MOD004301  MOD00500 and MOD01740 being necessary; 

SETX:- 

This subroutine reads in the parameter starting values and 

checks that no constraints have beeln violated. To do this 

a call is made to subroutine EXTRAC (see below). If there 

are no complicated constraints etc. a dummy subroutine EXTRAC 

must be provided as shown in the listings; 

DUMPUT:- 

This subroutine calls subroutine SECOND (see the MAIN program) 

and uses a magnetic tape whose logical number is 7?  

CALFF and SUB1:- 

Both these subroutines call the chief model subroutine CALCFX. 

When not called by the MAIN program, subroutine CALCFX must 

return a value of the objective function in location U(N). 

See the listings for more details. Subroutine SUB1 also calls 

subroutine EXTRAC (see SETX above). 

A.7.2.2 The model package  

The optimisation routines require that the model package consists 

of three subroutines, EXTRAC, EXCON and CALCFX. If any of these three 

subroutines is missing a computer system stop will occur. They must 

therefore be present if only in dummy form. 

EXTRAC:- 

This subroutine sets up complicated constraints and 

constrained functions of the parameters from scaled 

parameter values. If subroutine EXTRAC sets up 
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complicated constraints, subroutine EXTRAG must be 

called to form the inside edges of the constraint 

boundary zone. 

EXCON:- 

This checks that the parameter starting values are not 

within 0.0001 (h-g) of either constraint value h or g. 

If this condition is violated remedial action must be 

taken to get the parameter values further into the 

feasible region. 

CALCFX : - 

This is the chief model subroutine and must be present 

in a non7dummy form. 

A.7.3 The data 

Let NV be the number of parameters and let NC be the number of 

pairs of constraints. Then the input data cards are as follows: 

1) a heading card for each stage of the optimisation (this can be 

up to 72 alpha-numeric characters punched in columns 1 to 72); 

2) a card with the number of sets of parameter starting values to 

be used (an integer), the number of pairs of constraints (an 

integer), the number of parameter values (an integer) and a value 

of either +1.0 or -1.0 for B4 (for details of B4 see the head of 

the listing of the MAIN program). These four values are read in 

under the format control:- 

316, F6.1 

3) (NC/5 + 1)1  cards each containing 5 pairs of constraint values 
(with the possible exception of the last card) in the format:-

5(21'5.1, 2X) 

4) a card containing the number of dumps of material to be read in 

off magnetic tape, the time interval at which new dumps are to 

be written onto the tape and the maximum time for execution after 

which a final dump of material occurs. The format for this card 

is: 

16,2F10.1 

5) a group of cards that are either the hydrological data or that 

cause the hydrological data to be read in; 

If NC is zero there must be no cards under item 3. 
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6) (NV/9 + 1) cards each containing 9 initial parameter values, 

(with the possible exception of the last card), in format:-

9F7.3 

7) any information to be read in about complicated constraints 

or functions of the parameter values. (Note if there is no 

data of this form a blank should be provided or card MOD00300 

removed). 

8) a card containing the number of portions of the record that are 

to be predicted with the optimised parameter values, under the 

format control:- 

16 

9) the hydrological data on which predictions are to be made. Each 

set of data must be preceded by a card with either -3 or -4 in 

columns 5 and 6 to indicate whether or not the prediction period 
is continuous with the fitting period (see the MAIN program for 

details). 

For more than one set of parameter starting values, items 5 to 9 

inclusive must be repeated. Items (1), (2), (3), (4), (8) and the 

first card of item 9 are read in in the MAIN program. Item (5) and 

the rest of item (9) must be read in in subroutine CALCEX. Item (6) 

is read in in subroutine SL1X and item (7) in subroutine EXCON. 

Both the Stanford model and the Imperial College model, have been 

run on a short set of test data to illustrate what the output looks like 

and to provide information with which copy decks can be tested. The 

results are not intended to be hydrologically realistic and the 

hydrological data, although read in from magnetic tape, is sufficiently 

short to be punched on to cards. 
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0702220 
OPT02230 
OPT02240 
0.102250 
06'702260 
OPT02270 
0E102280 
01.102290 
01'102300 
oP102310 
OPT02320 
OPT02330 

SUOROUTINE SETIIINV.K.NC.G.PNNUNITERaNOSE71 
C 	SUBROUTINE SETS READS IN THE INITIAL PARAMETER VALUES AND CHECI.S. 
C 	1OAT NONE Or THE CONSTRAINTS ARE VIOLATED 

DIMENSION F1301•G1901..)901.sx130).U121 
NUMBER • I 
READ IN Tor STARTING PARAMETER VALUES 
READIS.10)11X111.1.101V/ 

10) FORNA719,1.31 
C 	WRITE OUT THE START[ NG VALUES 

WRITE(6.141 1X1111•1•1010) 
14 CORNATI341•0714 STARTING PARAMETER VALUES ARE/11)49E14.611 

C 	IF THERE ARE NO CONSTRAINTS RETURN TO THE WAIN PROGRAM 
IFINC.LE.01 RETURN 	 00102340 

C 	USING PARAMETER VALUES IN THEIR SCALED FORM. NY SETTING THE 	 00702350 
C 	SCALING FACTORS IN SA TO UNITY THE CONPLICAIED CONSTRAINTS ARE 	00702340 
C 	EVALUATED AS  IF UNSCALED PARAMETER VALUES WERE BEING USED . 	OPT07370 
C 	FUNCTIONS OF THE PARAMETERS THAT HAVE TO BE CALCULATED FOR 	 0E102380 
C 	COECmING AGAINST THE CONSTRAINTS HAVE THEIR VALUES PUT INTO 	OPT02390 
C 	AINV*11 TO AINC1 	 01,702400 
C 	SET OP TUMMY SCALE FACTORS FOR THE EVALUATION or compLEA ruNCTIoNsoPt02410 
C 	of THE PARAMETERS AND VARIABLE CONSTRAINTS IN THE UNSCOLE0 PLANE OPT02420 

DO 5 I • 1.4V 	 OPT02430 
SAM • 1.0 	 OPT02440 

S CONTINUE 	 00102450 
CALL EXTRACINT.A.G.H.NC.ssi 	 001.02460 

C 	CoECK 'MAT ALL CONSTRAINTS ARE SATISFIED 	 01'102470 
DO 2 I • 1.0AC 	 OPT024110 
Iftlx(II.GT.GE11).A4n.lAtIl.LT.H11)11 GO TO 2 	 OPT02490 

C 	IF A CONSTRAINT IS VIOLATED PUT OUT AN ERROR MESSAGE AND SET THE 0702500 
C 	SWITCH NUMBER 50 THAT OPTIMISATION MILL NOT BEGIN 	 01)102510 

WRI1E16931 NOSEIsT 	 OPT02520 
3 FORMAII13H0SIARIING SET.13.29). HAS BEEN REJECTED BECAUSE A1.12.10HOPT02530 

I) LIES OUTSIDE THE CONSTRAINTS, 	 01142540 
NUMBER • 2 	 OPT02550 

7 CONTINUE 	 OPT02560 
IFINUNPER.E0.2) RETURN 	 00'102570 

C 	IN 	 OUANTOIES FOR CHECAING THE PROXIMITY OF PARAMETER VALUES 01'102580 
C 	TO THEIR CONSTRAINTS 	 01.102590 

OPT02600 
U1I). O. 	 OPT02610 
11121 • U11) 	 OPT02620 
RAISE ANT PARAMETER VALUES ETC. IN THEIR BOUNDARY ZONES TO THE 	OPT02030 
INSIDE EDGES OF THE RESPECTIVE BOUNDARY ZONES 	 06)702640 
CALL SORTIA.NUIT.NV.G.H.NColoUoISW.SX) 	 OPT02650 
NSW'. 2 	 OPT02660 
RETURN 	 OPT02670 
ENO 	 OP102680 

SUBROUTINE BORVIX.NUIT.NV•G.H•NC.N.U.ISW.SX1 	 OPT02690 
DIMENSION $(307•G1900•HIgnEW12),SX1301 	 OPI02700 

C 	THIS SUBROUTINE PENALISES THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE IF ANY or OPT02710 
C 	THE PARAMETER VALUES OR FUNCTIONS OF THE PARAMETER VALUES LIE TOO OPT02720 
C 	CLOSE TO THE CONSTRAINTS 	 0PT02730 
C 	NV - NUMBER Of PARAMETERS 	 ORT07740 
C 	X . TOE PARAMETER VALUES 	 OP1027S0 
C 	NC - WHAT. OF CONSTRAINTS 	 OPT02780 
C 	G - LOWER CONSTRAINT VALUES ETC. 	 01.102770 
C 	N • UPPER CONSTRAINT VALUES ETC. 	 OPT02700 
C 	N .. LOCATION OF LATEST OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE IN ARRAY U 	 0.702790 
C 	u - VALUES Of THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 	 OPT02800 
C 	ISM - A SWITCH TMAT CAUSES THE READ IN OF INFORMATION ABOUT 	 OPT02810 
C 	 COMPLEX CONSTRAINTS 	 OPT02820 
C 	NUIT - A  SWITCH TmA7 INDICATES THE CONDITION FOUND Br BONY 	 OPT02830 
C 	TEST If TOE DATA ABOUT COMPLEX CONSTRAINTS IS ID BE HEAD IN 	OPT02840 

IFIISRA0.11 CALL EACONII.X.SIV.G.H.NC•5X.15111 	 OPT021450 
DO 1 I • I•NC 	 °Pi02860 

C 	THE U VALUES MUST BE CHECAED AS THE.,  MAY HAVE BEEN ALTERED 	 OPT02810 
IftU11).LE.U0(17 GO tO 10 	 OPT02880 
NUI7 • 2 	 OPT02840 
RETURN 	 01,702900 

C 	SET UP THE INDEA Of THE INNER EDGES Of THE BOUNDARY ZONE OF THE 	00102910 
C 	I TN CONSTRAINT 	 OPT02920 

10 B • NC.I 	 O0T02910 
C 	_TEST IF THE PRESENT PARAMETERS LIE CLOSE TO THEIR LORE)) CONSTRAINTOPT02940 

IFIAXIT.GE.GIF11 GO TO 4 	 OPT02950 
C 	TEST IF TOE CALC8LATIONS ARF JUST STARTING A NE. ROUND (I.E. 64.11 OPT02960 

11'04.0.2) GO 10 7 	 0P102970 
1ST r .1 	 OPT02980 

C 	INDICATE THAT THE PARAMETER VALUES NAVE BEEN ALTERED AND THAT ON OPT02990 
C 	RE7uRN 7n Su()) A NEw FUNCTION EVALUATION RILL RE NEEDED 	 OPT03000 

wATTE16.2)1 	 OPT03010 
2 FORMAT148m0PANAMETER VALUE RAISED TO BOUNDARY EDGE FOR I mo02, 	OPT03020 
3 Nut. 1 	 oPT03030 

C 	MOVE THE PRESENT PO/NT FROM THE BOUNDARY ZONE INTO THE FEASIBLE 	OPTOT040 
C 	REGION 	 OPT03050 

CALL EXCON1 1ST ( A•Nv.G.H.NC.SA • IS41 	 OPT03060 
Go TO 1 	 00103076 

C 	TEST IF THE PRESENT PARAMETERS LIE CLOSE TO THEIR UPPER CONSTRAIMTOPT030110 
4 IFIXII).LE.HIKIT 00 ID 6 	 OPT03090 

C 	TEST IF CALCULATIONS ARE JUST STARTING a NEW ROUND (I.E. N.I) 	00703100 
1,0140.21 GO TO 8 	 OPT03110 
MRITE16.511 	 OP703110 

S FoRNAT449.4pARANETER VALUE LOWERED TO BOUNDARY EDGE FOR I ..I21 	OPT03130 
1ST • .1 	 - 	 OPT03140 
GO TO 3 	 OPT03150 

C 	AS THE I TO PARAMETER DOES NOT LIE CLOSE TO ITS CONSTRAINTS UPDATEOPT03180 
C 	THE DATUM PENALTY VALUE CORRESPONDING TO THE I TH CONSTRAINT 	0PT03170 

6 K • 2ANC • I 	 OPT03190 
0101 • U(11 	 OPT03190 
RINI • U11) 	 O0T83200 
Go To I 	 00103210 

C 	SET UP GAMMA IROSENBROCKS EQUATION 20) . 	 OPT03220 
7 GO • GOO - XIII 	 OPT03230 

HO • GOO - Gill 	 OPTD3240 
co • 00200 	 OPT03250 
K • x • NC 	 OPT03260 

C 	SET UP 0.05•GAMNA IROSENBROCKS EQUATION 23) 	 OPT03270 
NO • UINI • GIN) 	 OPT03280 

• 00 TO 9 	 OPT03290 
C 	SET UP NU IPOSENBROCKS EQUATION 221 	 DP103300 

8 GO • OM - HIFI 	 OPT03310 
HO • OM • NIA) 	 OPT03320 
GO • 80/Ho 	 00703330 
F.A• NC 	 00703340 

C 	SET EP A.8•NL. TRoSENeROCKS EQUATION 241 	 oPT033S0 
HO • UINI - NIA) 	 OPT03360 

C 	SET UP THE VALUE Or UOASH IROSENBROCFS EQUATION 191 AND PLACE IT 00703370 
C 	IN TITE POSITION Of THE CURRENT VALUE Of THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 	OPT03380 

V 00 • •2.•00 • 4. 	 OP103390 
80 • IND.C.D - 3. 	 OPT03400 

C 	SET UP THE VALUE of U IN THE BOUNDARY ZONE 	 00103410 
UINI • BDAGO•HO • UINI 	 OPT03420 

C 	SET THE INDEX TO SNOW THAT A BOUNDARY ZONE HAS BEEN ENTERED 	OPT03430 
NUIT • .2 	 OP/01440 

I CONTINUE 	 . 
OPT014S0 

C 	CHECK IF PENALISING THE CURRENT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE 005 	01,103440 C 	PENDEPEO IT LESS OPTIMUM THAT THE PREVIOUS BEST VALUE. 	 01.103470 C 	IF SO SET NUIT TO CAUSE THE STEP 70 BE wT7HORARN ON RETURN TO SUNIOPT03440 
IFIU111.6T.U1N)/ NUIT • 0 	 . 00103410 
RETURN  

SupRouTIHE 50MIINV,A.NOSE1KNC4001KBAKVITEKNFCCINTIENDAATVCCATUANK 0PT03S20 
INTRY.NOUPP.8ETIMEsTOTTIol 	 00103530 

C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS TOE MAIN STRATEGY Of THE OP 	OPTO3S40 
C 	THE OPTIMISATION MET•00 THAT FORMS THE OASIS Of THIS SUBROUTINE 00103S56 

TS GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE 	 00703660 
POSENEWOCA D.C. 	 OPTO3S70 
AN AUTOMATIC NETHoo or FINDING THE GREATEST 00 LEAST VALUE OF A OPT03980 
FUNCTION 	 OPT03590 
THE COMPUTER JOURNAL VOL.3 PAGES 175.164 	 OPT02600 
HO - NuHNER (IF PARAMETERS 	 OPT03610 
X - THE PARAMETER VALUES 	 00103620 
MOST - THE SET LW PARAPFTERS REINS USED I.E. IF  ROOT • B THE 	OPT01630 
M TO SET OF STARTING VALUES ARE BEING USED 	 00103640 
NC - THE SOONER OF CONSTRAINTS 	 OPTONISO 
Gil) - &MCI IRE LOWER CONSTRAINT VALUES 	 OPT03660 
H(11 - H(NCI THE UPPER CONSTRAINT VALUES 
&INC.!' - GINONC) THE INNER EDGES Of THE LOVER CONSTRAINT ZONES 00103680 
HTNC.11 - NINC.NCI TOO INNER EDGES OF THE UPPER CONSTRAINT ZONES OPT03690 
G(2•NC.1) - 013.40 PENALISED VALUES Or THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR00T03700 
EACH LOWER CONSTRAINT ZONE 	 OPT43710 
HI2eNC•11 - H13,1C1 PENALISED VALUES OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FoRoOT03120 
FACE) UPPER CONSTRAINT ZONE 	 OPT037.30 
NTRYCT - COUNTS TOE NUMBER Of TRIAL SETS Of PARAMETER VALUES THAT OP TTTTT 0 

ARE CET OP 	 OPT03750 
R4 - .1.0 FOR MINIMISATION 	 OP703760 

.1.0 FOR AAAAA ISAY ION 	 OPT03770 
C 	WITT - CONTAINS THE HEADING FOR (AC. STAGE 	 01.703180 
C 	NFCC - COUNTS THE NURSER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 	 OPTOI790 
C 	NoEND - A SWITCH TONT CAUSES TERMINATION Or THE OPTIMISATION AFTEROPT02800 
C 	 A GIVEN TIRE OR AFTER CONVERGENCE HAS OCCURRED 	 oPTD3810 
C 	ATvCCA . THE TIME AT THE START OF EXECUTION 	 00703820 

DIMENSION A13010E1301.5501301.DLAS1130)019010)1401.A)9301.812). OPT031130 
1 	 NFC30101210(30).SX4301•WITE1721 	 OPT03840 

C 	AS THIS IS THE FIRST DATA SET GO AND READ IN ANY DUMPS AND INITIALOPTOUSO 
C 	IISE TAPES 	 . 	 OPT03860 

CALL DVoPUTIA.sSA.NF.J.N0TOLD•NUII.ICSI.NV.84.NROUND.O.H,NC.A.R.NSOPT03870 
ITAGE.Nr•NeUeNTRY.O.SX.NECC•NOEND.ATVCCX•IoNOUMPOIETIME•TOT11 	 T03880 
/Cl/ 	 00703690 

C 	IF NOEND 15 LESS THAN 0 SOME DUMPS HAVE BEEN READ IN • THEREFORE 00T03900 
C 	GO TO WHERE CALCULATIONS WERE LEFT OFF 	 OPT03910 

IFINDENDAT.0) GO TO 404 	 00703920 
102 CONTINUE 	 0103930 

C 	SET THE HOVEL CONTROL FOR OPTIMISATION 	 00103940 
NTRT • 1 	 OPT03950 

C 	INITIALISE THE COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE COORDINATES AXES 	  
C 	ARE SEARCHED 	 OPT03970 

NROUND • I . 	 OP TTTTT 0 
ISM • 2 	 OPT03990 

C 	INT TTTTT SF THE FUNCTION COUNT 	 0104000 
NFCC • 0 	 017704010 

C 	BRING IN THE STARTING VALUE Of THE 08JECTIVE FUNCTION 	 01110•020 
N m I 	 OPT04030 
CALL CALCEKINV.A.U•NECC.NTRT.N.B4.004.NCI 	 011104040 
U(11 • U111 • 84 	 OPT04050 

C 	STORE THE START Of ROUND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE FOR A TEST Or 	00T04060 
C 	CONVERGENCE 	 OPT04070 

PEEP • U11) 	 08104010 

C 	THIS IS ...ERE THE PROW). RETURNS TO IF THE COORDINATE DIRECTIONS OPT04090 
C 	ARE TO BE SEARCHED MOPE THAN ONCE 

	

26 CONTINUE 	 OPT04110 

C 	SCALE THE PARAMETER VALUES AND THE CONSTRAINTS 	 09104120 • 
CALL SCALEINV.1.517.0..NCI 	 OPT04130 

C 	SET THE INDEX THAT INDICATES THAT NO PARAMETER VALUES ARE IN THEIROPT04140 
C 	CONSTRAINT BOUNDARY ZONES 	 OPTOSIND 

NUTOLD • 0 	 OPT04160 
INITIALISE THE COUNT OF THE NUMBER Of TRIAL 	 0E1,04170 
STRICT • 0 	 OET04180 
INITIALISE THE COUNT OF THE STAGES OR ITERATIONS 	 OPT04190 
NSTAGE • 0 	 •00704200 
INITIALISE THE MEASURES Of PROGRESS • 8111 AND 1)12) 	 00704210 

	

0. 	 OPT04220 

BIZ) • 0. 	 OPT04230 
SET N B I TO S000 THAT A NEW SEARCH Of THE COORDINATE DIRECTIONS 00004240 
IS ABOUT TO BE STARTED 	 00704250 

N • 7 	 . 

	

. 	 OPI04260 

DO 20 J .1./. 	 09004270 

C 	SET UP TNT INITIAL STEP SIZES IN A11) TO ADM . THE CHOICE OF 	00704280 

C 	0.1 IS ARBITRARY 	 OPT04290 

AIJI = 0.1 	 09T04300 

C 	INITIAL THE ARRAY THAI COUNTS THE NUMBER OF SUCCESSIVE FAILED sTEPOPT04310 
C 	S ALONG EACH SEARCH DIRECTION  OPTO*320 

Nf(J1 • 0 	 00704330 

C 	SET UP THE INITIAL SEARCH DIRECTIONS AS THE COORDINATE DIRECTIONS 00104340 
no 2 1 • 1•Nv 
LM NVAI • J 
IF(1-J1 3,40 

3 ATE; • 0. 
GO 10 2 

4 AIL) • 1. 
2 CONTINUE 

20 21(14NI:51  

C 	MR 	OU1 THE VALUES AT THE START OF A ROUND Of STAGES 

oPT03S00 END 	 OPTOSSIO 

00704350 
OPT04360 
OPT TN3TO 
00704380 
OP T04390 
OP TTTTT 0 
01)704410 
OPTO4420 
09T04430 
OPT04440 

25 mSvIT • 2 	 0P104450 
CALL CALFFINV•AofeMSMITKOsH.NC.U.NFCCATIO.N.B4eNTRVCTOSTABEAFT 00004490 

INNIPNIER.SA.WITE.B.NPOLINO•ATVCCA) 	 OPT04470 

GO TO 13 	 00,0401 

C 	TEST jr THFAT ARE ANY CONSTRAINTS AGAINST WHICH PARAMETER VALUES oP70.490 
C 	ARE 70 BE TESTED 

18 IFINC.LE.01 00 10 7 	 00704510 

C 	TEST If THE STEP HAS TAKEN THE SEARCH OUTSIDE THE FEASIBLE REGION 00104520 
00 s I • I.K. 	

0010.430 
OPTIMA' Ifilx111.01.44111.ANO. 	 .LT.H 	 GO TO S  

G 	
0010550 O TO 0  

S CONTINUE 	
OPTRASAO 

C 	INITIAL THE LOCATION INTO WHICH NE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE IS tOOPTAAS70 

C 	RE PLACED 	
00144580 
OPIOAS90 

7 UINI • O.  
C 	EVALUATE THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 	 0010440 

MSRIT • I 
CALL C AAAAA NV.X.r. AAAAA 00.)4NC.U•NECCeNT AAAAA SA•NTATCT.A0TAOC•Nr. OPT04620 

ID.NUMBER.SX.FITEoBeNROUND.OVCCX1 	 01)144630 

C 	CHECK IT IS TINE TO OuRp MAJIERIAL ONTO TAPE 	 001444140 

CALL 
UN UT  

ITA0E,Nr.NoU•MTRY.D.SPLINECCODENO•ATVCCX•S.NOUPP•BETIME•TOTTIMOVIRY001146011 
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ecy) 	 0PT04670 

C 	IF NOENO EQUALS TWO THE PERMISSIBLE ANOINT Of TIME FOR EXECUTION 0,TO4660 
C 	HAS BEEN USED 	 01,104610 

If INOEND.E0.21 60 TO 260 	 OP704766 
C 	If THIS IS AN INTENNEDIATE RUN AND MATERIAL HAS BEEN READ IN FROM 00704710 
C 	TAPE EXECUTION PICKS VP AT THIS POINT 	 OPTO4726 

404 CONTINUE 	 00704730 
C 	ADJUST THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR OPTIMISATION .*SEE TIC NOTE ON 0,T04/46 
C 	RA AT TOE HEAD Of THIS SUBROUTINE • 	 OPT04/50 

24 U1N1 • UINI.O. 	 0P704706 
C 	TEST If ONLY ONE FUNCTION EVALUATION Or THE PRESENT ROUND HAS BEENOPT04770 

C 	CALCULATED 	 OPT64760 
IfiA.Mr.21 GO TO 261 	 0.114790 

C 	AS NONE THAN ONE FUNCTION EVALUATION HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT COMPARE OPTI46410 
C 	THE LATEST VALUE UI21 WITH THE BEST PRE010uS VALUE UII1 • IF THE OPT04010 
C 	HER POINT IS WORSE THAN THE PREVIOUS REST POINT GO AND RETRACT IHEOPT04621 
C 	STEP 	 OPTNOIo  

1,11.111).GT.U121) GO TO 6 	 . OPTO4140 
261 CONTINUE 	 OPTD4050 

C 	TEST If THERE ARE ANT CONSTRAINT BOUNDARY ZONES INTO WHICH THE 	OPTB4060 
C 	SEARCH NAY HAVE GONE 	 OPT041170 

trIINC.LE.01.00.0..(0.111 00 To 2S 	 OPTIMISE 
IFINC.LE.01 GO TO IS 	 °PICASSO 

C 	SET THE SWITCH MUTT 	 ORT04900 
OP/04010 

C 	WIRT CHECKS TO SEE AMY PARAMETERS LIE CLOSE TO THEIR CONS 	• oP704020 
C 	IF THEY DO WIT HAS A NON-ZERO VALUE ON RETURN EROS BORT 	 OPT04930 
C 	SORT PENALISES THE VALUE Of THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IF A PARAMETER OPT04040 
C 	VALUE LIES CLOSE TO THE CONSTRAINTS 	 OPT04950 

CALL SORY1X.NUIV.NV.G.H.NC.N.U.ISW.SAI 	 OPT041,60 
C 	CHECK If ANY PARAMETER WAS FOUND TO BE IN A CONSTRAINT TONE 	oP lllll 0 

IFINUIT-11 0.7.6 	 OPT041100 
C 	CHECK IF THIS IS THE FIRST FUNCTION EVALUATION OF A NEW ROUND 	OPT04940 

• IFIN.E0.11 60 TO ES 	 OPTOS600 
C 	COCCI. THE STATUS Of THE SEARCH I.E. IS IT JUST ENTERING OR LEAVINGOPT05010 
C 	THE CONSTRAINT BOUNDARY UNE 	 °RIME° 
C 	ICST IS A SWITCH WHOSE NORNAL VALUE IS 1 	 oPTOS030 
C 	ICST • 2 INDICATES THAT THE STEP IS A FAILURE 	 0.703040 

ICST • 1 	 OPTOSOSO 
1otwi1.Lo.u12,1 GO TO SOS 	 00701060 

C 	If THE NEW OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE U)2) HAS THE SANE VALUE AS TNEOPTOS070 
C 	PREVIOUS *EST VALUE 0111 1E0E4 AFTER BEING PENALISED IN NAY) 	OPTI156114 
C 	PREFERENCE IS GIVEN TO THE POINT WHICH IS NOT IN THE CONSTRAINT 0;405090 
C 	ZONE • THIS PROCEDURE ALLOWS THE OPTIMISING TECHNIQUE TO TREAT 	0,10;160 
C 	EQUAL VALUES OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION As FAILURES AND THIS 	OPTOSII0 
C 	PREVENTS THE WANDERING Of NUISANCE PARAMETERS . THE SPECIAL 	OPTOSI20 
C 	FEATURE Of THESE STATEMENTS IS THAT THCV RELAX THE EQUALITY-FAIL 0705130 
C 	PULE If THE SEARCH IS EMERGING FROM A BOUNDARY ZONE 	 0010S140 
C 	NUTOLD GIVES INFORMATION ARouT WHETHER OR NOT THE PREVIOUS NEST oPTOSI50 
C 	POINT WAS IN 1K BOUNDARY 20ME 	 OPTIMISE 
C 	If NUTOLD IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO THE .DEVIOUS BEST POINT WAS IN THE OPTOVI7O 
C 	BOUNDARY ZONE 	 OPTOSIBO 
C 	NWT INDICATES WHAT HAPPENED IN AWRY 	 OPTOSISO 
C 	SUIT • 0 - NO PARAMETER VALUES ARE IN THEIR CONSTRAINT ZONES 	OPTOS200 
C 	NuIT • I .. A NEW SEARCH ALONG THE COORDINATE DIRECTIONS 15 JUST 0pT05210 
C 	BEGINNING AND THE STARTING POINT HAD 70 BE ADJUSTED TO GET TT OUT OPTOSZIO 
C 	OF THE BOUNDARY ZONE . THIS IS NECESSARY OTHERWISE THERE 15 NO 	OPIOS230 
C 	°Afoot/ALIA WHEN IF cows TO PENALISING LATER VALUES OF THE 	ORTOS240  

C 	SET UP A NOMINAL MEASURE Of PROGRESS FOR EACH DIRECTION 
IFINC.I.E.01 RU To EU 	 , 
ELTA • 6.1001.1N111-414ITT 
NO TO 272 

271 ELIA • 0.0001 
272 CONTINUE 

C 	IF THE ACTUAL PROGRESS DOES NOT EACEED THE NOMINAL VALUE SET THE OPTIMA. 
C 	FORMER EQUAL TO THE LATTER TO PREVENT THE COLLAPSE Of THE VECTOR °PIES'S, 
C 	SEARCH SPACE 

trIARS101111.LIALTAI DTI) • ELTA 	 oPTOS9E6 
C 	TEST IF CONDITION 0 AROSE 	 OPTOS03 

IFINFIII.LE.41 60.70 7S 	 01170204 
C 	INCREMENT THE COUNT of CDAD11104 0 S 	 0.7614S 

1ST • 1ST • I 	 OPT'S% 
7S CONTINUE 	 OPTOS ? 

C 	IF SOME PROGRESS NAS MADE ALONG AT LEAST ONE DIRECTION 60 AND. 	OPIOS116 
C 	START A NEW STAGE 	 OPT0001 

IFAISTAT.N101 60 TO IS 	 OPT0600 
C 	IF NSTAGE • 0 FAILURE HAS OCCURRED SEARCHING THE COORDINATE 	0016601 
C 	DIRECTIONS I.E. IT IS POINTLESS STARTING A MEW ROUND 	 OPT66111 
C 	THE TEST ON THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUES IF NECESSARY TO PREVENT 	  
C 	INSTABILITY CAUSED BY ONE STARTING POINT AT THE BEGINAINO Or EACH 00T066.1 
C 	RouNO BEING RAISED 100 LOWERED) TO THE INSIDE Of A ROUNDART ZONE 00T060S 

IFIA6s1U111.LA1EEPT.L7.1.E-6.AOSIU 	 00 TO 40S 	 OP76646 
IFINSTAGE.E0.01 GO TO 40S 
AROUND • WOUND • I 	 OPTIMISE 
UREEP • U111 	 OP T0609 
CALL UNSCALINV.X.SX.G.N.NC1 	 0070116 
GO 70 26 	 os.10611 

C 	THIS IS WHERE A SET Of SEARCHES ALONG TOE DIRECTIONS  	OPT0612 
C 	SET THE INDEX FOR THE FIRST DIRECTION 	 OPT0613 

13 J.1 	 0,T0614 
C 	STORE THE BEST PARAMETER VALUES AND TAKE A STEP ALONG THE J TN 	OPTOGIS 
C 	DIRECTION 	 OPT116111 

14 DO 16 I • 1.NV 	 O1 0617 
L.P10.1.J 	 OPT0616 
SSAIII • vii) 	 OPT0619 

16 0111 . AILI.AIJ) • XIII 	 OPT6620 
C 	CALL THE SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES 	 0PT0621 
C 	 AI COMPLICATED FUNCTIONS OF THE PARAMETER VALUES THAT ARE 	OPINE 
C 	CONSTRAINED 	 . 	 OPT0623 
C 	 01 THE VALUES OF VARIABLE CONS 	 BPTI1624 

CALL EXTRACINV.x.G.N.NC.SA ) 	 OPT06E5 
C 	INCREASE THE TRIAL COUNT 	 0070626 

NTRTCT • NTRYCT • 1 	 OPT0627 
C 	RESET N • THE POSITION Of U INTO WHICH THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 	OPTO6C64 
C 	VALUE IS TO BE PLACED 	 OPT66200 

N • f 	 OPT06300 
GO TO IS 	 011106310 

C 	SU03 SETS UP THE NEW ONTHONORMAL DIRECTIONS 	 OPT06320 
15 CALL SUBSINV•A•6.14•NC•A.O.NSTAGE•0/ 	 OP TTTTT 0 

C 	WRITE OUT THE ENO Of STAGE VALUES 	 OPT66340 
0 NSWIT 	 OP TTTTT o 

CALL CALIFINV•1•1•MSNIT•11•HeNCoU•NECCATRTeN•114 TTTTT CT•PISTASEeNff ORTO•3110 
10.NONBERA0AITEA•NROUNDATTCCX1 	 00406370 

C 	TEST IF THE PERMITTED EFECUTION TIME HAS BEEN EXHAUSTED • NOENO ISOP 	 
C 	SET TO 2 IF TINE HAS RUN OUT 	 00 TTTTT 0 

IFINWIENO.E0.21 GO 70 AR 	 OPTO6401 

OPTOS830 
UPTOWNS 
ORTOSIISO 
00/114610 
OPTOSSIO 
arIBNR 

C 	OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 	 OPT05250 
C 	NUTT NEGATIVE - PRESENT POINT IS IN A CONSTRAINT ZONE 	 01145260 
C 	TEST IF THE SEARCH 15 ENTERING A BOUNDARY ZONE 	OPTOS270 

trIINUTOLD.E0.01.AND.INuIT.NE.011 MT • 2 	 OPTOS2O0 
C 	TEST IF NEITHER THE PREVIOUS BEST POINT NOP THE PRESENT POINT 1.4THOPT05290 
C 	THE SAME VALUE Of OBJECTIVE FUNCTION LIE IN A BOUNDARY ZONE 	OPTOS300 

IFIINVTOLD.E0.01.AND.INUIT.E0.01) ICST • 2 	 OPTOS310 
IFIICSI.E0.21 GO TO 6 	 oPTOS320 

C 	AS THE NEW POINT IS BEING ACCEPTED AS THE BEST POINT UPDATE NuTOLDopT05330 
SOS NUTOLD • NUTT 

C 	NEW/ COUNTS THE NUMBER of SUCCESSIVE FAILURES ALONG THE J TH 
C 	DIRECTION 
C 	SNIT SAL NEW) AS A SUCCESS WIPES OUT ALL PREVIOUS FAILURES 

69 CONTINUE 
Ir110111.E0012».AND.INC.LE.0)) GO TO 6 
NEIJ) • 0 

C 	MEIJI . 1 INDICATES A SUCCESS ALONG THE J TN DIRECTION 
Wu) • I 

C 	INCREMENT THE VECTOR Of PROGRESS ALONG THE J TN DIRECTION 
0 OIJ) • DI)) • AIJ) 

C 	PLACE THE BEST VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IN LOCATION 1.1111 
UIII • U121 

C 	INCREASE TIE STEP SIZE ALONG THE JTHDIREcTION 
AIJI • 3.01,1J1 
GO TO 10 

C 	AS THE STEP IS A FAILURE RESTORE THE REST PARAMETER VALUES 
6 DO II I. 1.NV 

II XII) • SS/112) 
C 	REDUCE AND CHANGE THE DIRECTION Of THE NW STEP 

AIJI • .0.5 .A1J1 
C 	INCREASE THE COUNT Of SUCCESSIVE FAILURES 

NEIJI • MEIJI • I 
10 CONTINUE 

C 	TEST If ALL DIRECTIONS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED 
I0 If1J.GE.P.01 60 TO 70 

C 	AS ALL THE DIRECTIONS NAVE NOT DEEM SEARCHED HOVE ON TO THE NEAT 
J • J • 1 
60 TO 14 

C 	CONVERGENCE TESTS 

C 	AT.11 ALONG ALL DIRECTIONS 
C 	OR B) AT LEAST FOUR UNSUCCESSFUL STEPS WITH NO SUCCESSFUL STEPS 
C 	OCCUR ALONG AT LEAST ONE DIRECTION 

70 DO If 11 • I.NV 
C 	TEST CONDITION A 

IFTINE110.67.11.AN0.INFIX).NEATI GO 
C 	TEST CONDITION B 

EFIINEEN1001.41.AND.INFAX).E0.1111 00 TO 73 
60 TO 13 

IS CONTINUE 
C 	AS MEITNER CONDITION IS FULFILLED GO ANO START a FRESH SEARCH 
C 	OS /0 IS STARTS A NEV STATE 

60 TO IS 
C 	INITIAL IRE COUNT Or THE MUNGER Or II CONDITIONS THAT OCCUR 

/3 1ST • O 
00 TS I • 1.NR  

C 	INITIAL THE FAILURE COUNT SO THAT THE FULL NUMBER Of FAILURES CAN OPT06410 
C 	OE REGISTERED FOR EACH STAGE 	 0,766420 

DO 270 IPC • 1.60 	 OPT06430 
NEIIPti • 0 	 0PY06440 

200 CONTINUE 	 OPT06450 
GO To 13 	 OPT06469 

405 CONTINUE 	 OPT06470 
WRITE 16.771 	 OPT06600 

77 FORNATI2SHOCONVERGENCE HAS OCCURREDF25H 	
'g.51: C 	MO END • 2 CAUSES EXIT ERIN THE OPTIBISATION 

ROCA° • 2 	 00706510 
AI CONTINUE 	 0,106520 

C 	IF TINE HAS RUN OUT THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR THE LAST TRIAL 	OP/06530 
C 	POINT WILL NOT HAVE BEEN TESTED . TO GET THE BEST VALUES FOR 	0,706640 
C 	PREDICTION SET Up THE LATEST VALUE of THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND OPTOASTO 
C 	COMPARE IT WITH THE PREVIOUS BEST VALUE . 	 OPTOBSOO 

U)?) • 0)2) • B4 	 OPT06570 
IFIU(11.GE.u1211 GO TO 17 	 OPTOGSGO 

C 	THE LATEST POINT IS REST . UNSCALE THE PARAMETER VALUES AND UPDATEOPTO6S00 
C 	THE POSITION Of THE BEST OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE 	 OP706600 

CALL UNSEAL INV•A.S4•0•HeNC) 	 OPT06610 
UIII • u121 	 0,10116241 
RETURN 	 01406630 

17 CONTINUE 	 00104440 
C 	THE OLD POINT IS REST . UNSCALE THE STORED PARAMETER VALUES 	OPT066S0 

CALL UNSCALINV.SSX.SX.G.M.M0 	 OPT06660 
DO 266 I • I.NV 	 0PT06670 
Ail) . 530111 	 OPT06600 

266 CONTINUE 	 OPT06690 
66 CONTINUE 

RETURN 	 OPTOATIO 
ENO 	 00T06720 

:ONPTLEP SPACE 

JA 

C 	• STAGE IS ENDED IF 
C 	AI A SUCCESS IMF111.11 IS FOLLOWED A LEAST TWO FAILURES INEIT).00705660 

0E705670 
OPTOS660 
OPTOS690 
OPTOS700 
OPT05710 

TO 12 	 00105720 
OPTOST3o 

OPTOS340 
OPT05350 
OPT05360 
OPT05370 
OPT05300 
OPT05390 
09705400 
OPT05410 
OPTOS420 
011705430 
OPTOS440 
011105450 
oPTOS460 
OP105470 
007054110 
OPT05490 
011105500 
OPT05510 
O11105520 
00105530 
OPTOSS40 
OPTOSSSA 
OPTOSS60 
OPTOSS70 
OPTOSSOO 
OPTOSS90 
OPTIS600 
OPTOS610 
OPTOS620 
OPTOS630 
OPTOS640 
OPTOS6S0 

00105750 
OP 	 
OPTOS711 
OPT 	 
OPTOS790 
OPTIMMO 
OPTOSSID 
°PIMA) 
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TURTOUTINE SUR3INV.I.G.H.NCOIsPeNSTAGE•01 	 OPT061110 
THIS SUBROUTINE CARRIES OUT THE GRAM-SCHNIDT ORTHOGONALISATION 	00011820 
NV - TIE NUMBER Of PARAMETERS 	 0,700030 
fi - THE LOWER CONSTRAINTS ETC. 	 0.166840 
• THE UPPER CONSTRAINTS ETC. 	 00048ST 
A111 - AINV1 TOE PARANETFA STEP SIZES USED IN THE OPTIMISATION 	0004040 
AIRY.)) - AINV l 	1 STORE THE NV ORTHONORNAL SEARCH DIRECTIONS 00T01170 
AS FOLLOWS. 	 WM/MO 

THE NY COMPONENTS Of THE I TN SEARCH DIRECTION APPEAR IN 	OPT00.90 
LOCATIONS AINV.J.11 WHERE J RUNS FROM I TO NV 	 OPTOR900 

NC - THE NUMBER Of CONSTRAINTS 	 OPT00910 
A - HORNING SPACE • OM RETURN FROM SUBS 4111 CONTAINS ONE MODULUS [0000920 

Of THE PROGRESS ALONG ALL THE SEARCH DIRECTIONS WHILE 812) 	01,106970 
CONTAINS THE MODULUS Of THE RATIO OF THE PROGRESS ALONG ALL 	OPTOR940 
THE SEARCH DIRECTIONS 70 PROGRESS ALONG ALL BUT THE FIRST 	00008950 
DIRECTION 	 OPT00960 

O THE PROGRESS ALONG EACH SEARCH DIRECTION 	 0006970 
NSTAGE - COUNTS THE NUMRFR OF STAGES OH REORTHOGONALISATIONS 	OPTOR900 
DIMENSION 11301.6190).H1901•A19301•012/.01701 	 00706990 
DIMENSION HOLDA19301.1STORE1701.SIZE1701 	 OPT09000 

C 	CHECK If ANY Of THE STEP SIZES ARE SO SMALL THAT THEIR EFFECT UPONOPT09010 
C 	SEARCH PROGRESS IS LIKELY TO BE ROUNDED TO ZERO . I.ET IS SUITAILE0009020 
C 	FOR COMPUTERS WITH B FIGURE SINGLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC 	 00.109030 

DO 1 I • 1.NR 	 OPI09040 
2 lllll 	 -ABS 	 7.1.1 	 00709050 
3 011016.51 	 •D111 	 0009060 

FOOMAT121f4TPROGRESs IN VARIABLE.12•18M NOT 5A0IsFACTO.E.•6H A01.0009070 
1r20.T.70 0111.020O/ 	 00090010 
A111.11111.1.E.4 	 OPT09090 
GO TO 2 	 OPT09100 

I CONTINUE 	 OP 	 
OPT09120 
OPT09130 
0009140 
OPTIMIST 
0009160 
OP709170 

- AN (EQUATION 8 Of 410SENTROCTS PAPER) 	 OPTOMIHO 
0009190 
00109200 
OPT09210 
000922D 
OPI09270 
00709240 
OPT09250 
0009260 
0,109270 
00092.0 
00709290 
OPT09300 
OPT09310 
00709320 
OP T09330 
OPT09340 
00093S0 
0009360 
00709370 
00093,0 

O421.012/IB111 	 2 	 OPT09390 
C 	FORM THE VECTORS B1 - RN (EQUATION 9 of ROSENOROCKS PAPER) 	 0009400 

0009410 
0009420 
0009430 
0009440 
00094S0 
0009460 
OPT09470 
0009480 
OPT09490 

THE SUBTRACTION OF THE COMPONENTS TO FORM BJ01009500 
OPTOTS10 
0009520 
OPT09030 
OP019540 
OPTOTSST 
0009560 

VECTORS 	 OPT09S70 
oPTOTSTT 
0009590 
0009600 
00709610 

SEARCH DIRECTION BT NORMALISING THE H 	00009620 

C 

C 

C 

C 

STORE THE OLD STARE. DIRECTIONS AND INITIALISE ARRAY (STORE 
TANI • NVAINV.11 
00 40 I • 1.IPHI 

40 HOLDOUT • All) 
DO 41 1 • 1414V 

MI IST04011) • 0 
C 	FORK THE RECTORS Al 

DO 4  1 • 11100/ 
L • 11V•1 •Ny 
AIL1 • DINVI•AIL) 
NOV • 140-1 
00 6 J • I•NNV 
ANT • NV-J 
L • IIRT•KNY 

6 AIL) • DIANVI•AIL) • A11,11 
• CONTINUE 

C 	CALCULATE TOE MODULUS OF THE TOTAL PROGRESS ALONG ALL THE NY 
C 	SEARCH DIRECTIONS Of THE LAST STAGE 
C 	CALCULATE THE MODULUS Or THE TOTAL PROGRESS ALONG ALL RUT THE 
C 	FIRST OF THE SEARCH DIRECTIONS 

007 .0.1.2 
41J) • 0. 
DO 4 I • 1.00 
L • NV*I • J 
001.0111.1•AlL1 • R(J1 

7 E11.11•SORTIBIJII 
C 	CALCULATE THE RATIO OF THE TAO MEASURES OF PROGRESS 

J.1 
9 4.1 

12 140(.0. 
IF14.(0.J) GO TO 13 

C 	TITS LOOP FORDS THE DOT PRODUCTS 
00 10 I • I.Nv 
L • NV.? 
LL • L - • 

10 OD • AlL)TAILL1011D 
C 	THIS LOOP CARRIES OUT 

DO II I. 1.99 
L • 14100.J 
LL • L - 

II AlLis-AILLI•NO 4.01 
GOK •I 
GO 70 12 

C 	FIND THE MODULUS OF THE P 
13 Do 14 I • 1.50 

LaNTAI•J 
14 BO•AILI•AILI•BD 

IINSORTIMOI 
C 	THIS LOOP FORMS THE NEW 
C 	VECTORS 

DO IS 1 • 1.90 
L • NVo/RJ 

15 A01.101,00 
.1,01 
IFIJ.I.E.NVIGO TO 9 

C 	THESE LOOPS MATCH STEP SIZES BETWEEN THE OLD AND NEM DIRECTIONS OP109690 
C 	1THIS TECHNIQUE IS NOT PART OF THE ORTHOGONALISATION) 	 00109700 
C 	MOEDA CONTAINS TOE OLD DIRECTIONS AND STEP SIZES 	 OPT09710 
C 	A CONTAINS THE NEW DIRECTIONS AND STEP SIZES 	 01009720 
C 	RRRAT SIZE CONTAINS THE COSINES OF THE ANGLES BETWEEN THE NEW AND OPT09730 
C 	OLD DIRECTIONS 	 0009740 

00 42 J • 1.90 	 OPT09750 
DO 43 A • 1.NV 	 0009740 
Ir THE A TN NEM DIRECTION HAS ALREADY BEEN ASSIGNED A STEP LENGTH OPT09770 

C 	SHIP TO THE NEXT DIRECTION 	 oR709780 
IFtm.E0.1STOREIRTT GO TO rt 	 0PT09790 
SIZE1A1 • O. 	 00709000 

C 	OBTAIN THE COSINES Of THE ANGLES REINED. THE J TH OLD DIRECTION OPT09610 
C 	AND ALL THE NEW DIRECTIONS 	 OPT09020 
C 	N.B. THE COSINE Of THE ANGLE BETWEEN TWO NORMALISED VECTORS IS 	0009630 
C 	 EQUAL TO THEIR DOT PRODUCT 	 00009040 

DO 44 I • 1.NR 	 OPT09850 
Lw • NV*1 • x 	 0009660 
LL • ,001 • j 	 OPT091170 
SIZEIA) • SIZEIT$ • HOLDAILL)*AILTI 	 0009800 

44 CONTINUE 	 OPT09690 
43 CONTINUE 	 OPT09900 

C 	SORT rtcws OUT WHICH Of THE COSINES IS LARGEST I.E. WHICH OF  THE OPT09910 
C 	NEW DIRECTIONS 15 MOST PARALLEL TO THE OLD DIRECTION 	 01009920 
C 	MOM IS ADJUSTED TO PREVENT THE !TEX TM STEP SIZE BEING GIVEN T00009930 
C 	ANOTHER Of THE NEW DIRECTIONS 	 00709940 

CALL SORTISIZEO4V•ISTORE.INE01 	 OPT09950 
C 	INEA 15 THE INDIA Of THE LARGEST COSINE 	 0009960 C 	GIVE IMO TM NEW DIRECTION THE STEP SIZE ASSOCIATED WITH THE J TH 00109970 
C 	OLD DIRECTION • THESE TOO DIRECTIONS BEING MOST PARALLEL 	 00099TO 

ATINEXT • HOLDA)J) 	 OP lllll 0 42 CONTINUE 	 0010000 

'WAGE • NSTAGE • 1 	 OPT10020 RETURN 
END 	 OPT10070 

DPI10040  

SUBROUTINE SORTISIZE.NV•ISTORTOME01 	 OP 	 
THIS SUBROUTINE SORTS OUT WHICH Of THE NEW DIRECTIONS IS MOST 	0,710060 
PARALLEL TO EACH Of THE OLD DIRECTIONS SO THAT FUNCTION 	 or 	 
[VALUATIONS ARE Not HTSTED.A0JUsTING STEP SIZES 	 OP 	 
SIZE CONTAINS TIE COSINES Or THE ANGLES BETREEN ONE Of THE OLD 	OPT100114 
DIRECTIONS ANO ALL THE REMAINS NEw DIRECTIONS TO .MICH A  STEP SIZEOP 	 
HAS NOT YET BEEN ASSIGNED 	 OP 	 
NV .. THE NUMBER of DIRECTIONS * NO. Of PARAMETERS 	 0010120 
ISTORE111 IS ZERO tr THE I TM  NEW DIRECTION HAS NOT YET SEEN 	OP 	 
ASSIGNED A STEP SIZE 	 OP 	 
IMEX - THE INDEX Of THE NEW DIRECTION TO 11441CM THE OLD DIRECTIONS OPT 101SO 
STEP SIZE IS MOST APPROPRIATE 	 OPT10160 
DIMENSION SIZEI30I•ISTOREI301 	 °MOTTO 
INITIALISE AN INDCA • J 	 °Pilate° 
J • 0 	 OPT10190 
INCREMENT THE INDEX 	 OPT10200 

1 J•J•I 	 OPTI0210 
TEST TO SEE If THE J TV NEW DIRECTION HAS ALREADY BEEN ASSIGNE0 A 012110220 
STEP SIZE 	 OPTI0270 
IFIISTOREIJI.EQ.J1 GO TO 1 	 OPT10240 
MOLD IS A MEASURE or HOW PARALLEL TWO DIRECTIONS ARE 	 OPTITISO 
HOLD • ABSISIZEIJI1 	 00710260 
SET 1NEA TO THE VALUE OF THE IMOLA Of THE FIRST ZERO LOCATION IN 01014270 
ISTORE I.E. TO THE FIRST NEW DIRECTION WITHOUT A STEP SIZE 	 0010200 
NET • J 	 01010Z90 

TEST TO SEE THE FIRST NEW DIRECTION WITHOUT A STEP SIZE IS ALSO 0010390 

OPT10320 
SET UP THE INDEX Of THE NEXT COSINE 	 OPT10770 
JJ • J • I 	 OPTION.) 
TEST 70 SEE IF THE STEP SIZE ASSOCIATED WITH THE JJ Tot DIRECTION OPT10750 
HAS ALREADY BEEN ASSIGNED 	 OPT10360 
IfIJJ.EMSTOREIJAI GO TO 2 	 orTipt?. 
TEST TO SEE IF THE JJ TR DIRECTION IS WORE PARALLEL TO THE OLD 	ORTIO300 
DIRECTION THAN THE J TH OR LATEST HOST PARALLEL DIRECTION 	 OPT10390 

3 If I HOLD.GE. B IS I 	111 GO TO 2 	 OPT10400 
AS THE JJ TV DIRECTION IS PORE PARALLEL THAN THE j EH OR P50910M 01.716410 
MOST PARALLEL DIRECTION UPDATE THE MEASURE Of PARALLELISM AND THE 0010420 
THOU Of THE DIRECTION TO WHICH IT REFERS 	 OPTIO430 
MOLD 0 ABSISIZEIJA) 	 OPT10446 . 
IMEA • JJ 	 OP010450 
INCREMENT THE INDEX JJ SO THAT THE NEAT DIRECTION CAN BE TESTED 	OPT10460 

2 JJ • JJ • I 
TEST IF ALL THE DIRECTIONS HAVE BEEN USED 	 01010440 
IFIJJ.GT.NV) GO TO 4 	 00710494 
TEST IF THE JJ TH NEW DIRECTION HAS ALREADY BEEN ASSIGNED A STEP OPTIOS00 
SIZE 	 OPTI0SIM 
IFIJJ.E0.ISToPETJJ11 GO TO 2 	 00010520 
GO TO 7 	 OP lllll 0 
INEX IS NOW THE VALUE OF THE NEW DIRECTION TO WHICH THE OLD 	01010440 
DIRECTIONS STEP SIZE IS MOST APPROPRIATE 	 OPTIOSSO 
PREVENT THE INEA TH NEW DIRECTION BECOMING INVOLVED IN LATER 	01010560 
COMPARISONS IT SETTING THE CORRESPONDING VALUE Of ISIORE TO A 	00010570 
NON ZERO VALOF 	 OPTIOSTO 

6 ISTDRETIMEA1 • ire. 	 OPT10590 
RETURN 	 0010600 
END 

SUBROUTINE UNSCALINV•11•SA.G•H00) 
	

OPT10620 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP THE NATURAL UNSCALED PARAMETER AND CONSTRAopT10630 
C 	VALUES 

DIMENSION A1301.510301.6 001.H1901 
	 OPT10640 

00106S0 
UNSCALED 	 OPTI0660 C 	TEST IF THERE ARE ANY CONSTRAINT VALUES TO BE 	

OPT10670 IFINC.I.E.0) GO TO 3 	
OPTI0600 DO I I • I.NC 	
OPT10690 IFII.GT.Nv) GO TO 3 	
OPTIOTOO C 	UNSCALE THE SIMPLE CONSTRAINT VALUES 	
OPTIOTIO 0111 • G111 • SKID 	
00010720 H(/) • HI/1 • SAID 	

R CONSTRAINT BOUNDARY 00T10730 SET UP THE MOE. Of TOE POSITION OF TOE [NNE 	
0010740 VALUES IN G AND 	
OPTIOTS0 • 

1 •0•1) • HIJ) • Soli) 
3 CONTINUE 

UNSCALE THE VALUES Of THE INSIDE BOUNDARIES OF THE CONSTRAINT ZONEOPT10760 
GI A • 

SET UP THE NATURAL UNSCALED PARAMETER VALUES 

	
00110770 
OP lllll 0 
0010790 
OP lllll 0 
ORTIORTO DO 2 I • 1.NV 	
OPTITe20 2 1(11) • All) •SX111 	
OPT10030 RETURN 	
00110640 END 

00T09630 
O 1709640 
OPT096S0 
OP709660 
OPT09670 
OPT09680 

C 	INCREASE THE STAGE COUNT 	 00 10010 0 

THE LAST 
IF1J.GE.NVI GOTO 4 



STOP 	 10000580 
C 	RAISE THE PARAMETER VALUE TO THE INNER EDGE OF THE CONSTRAIN! ZONEM0000590 

2I XIIAA) • GIKI 	 m0000600 
RETURN 	 10000610 

C 	LOWER THE PARAMETER VALUE TO THE INNER EDGE OF THE CONSTRAINT 20)10.0000620 
23 MIA) • HIM. 	 M0000630 

RETURN 	 MOD00640 
25 CONTINUE 	 10000650 

C 	SET UP CONSTANT VALUES NEEDED IN THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE TIME DELAY MOD00660 
C 	HISTOGRAM ORDINATES 	 M0000670 
C 	N.B. THIS PART OF EXCON IS DEPENDENT UPON THE STRUCTURE OF TRINES M0000680 

NF • NEALE - I 	 00000690 
NE 	 M0000700 

C 	TEST If THE PARAMETER VALUES AND CONSTRAINT VALUES ARE SCALED 	00000710 
C 	UNSCALED VALUES ONLY OCCUR IN LOCATION XINV.II ONWARDS 	 N0000720 

DO 103 I • I.NFALL 	 00000730 
a, . 7ER0111 	 10000740 
IF(84.0T.NV) SR(101) • 1.0 	 M0000750 
w • KW • NC 	 mon00780 

C 	PUT THE UNSCALED VALUES OF THE INNER EDGE OF THE LOWER CONSTRAINT 10000770 
C 	ZONE • of THE PARAMETER AND of THE INNER EDGE Or THE UPPER 	M0000780 
C 	CONSTRAINT ZONE INTO WORK SPACE A 	 00000790 

A11o11 • C(KI • SA(KNI 	 MOD00800 
A41.21 • MOM • SX(KNI 	 M0D00810 
AI1.31 • HIP) • SAWN) 	 mOD00820 

103 CONTINUE 	 M0000630 
C 	TEST IF DEALING WITH THE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM OROINATE FOUND BY 	M0000840 
C 	SUBTRACTION FROM UNITY 	 0.30006S0 

IFITAA.NE.NTANS) GO TO I 	 00000860 
IFIIRI 2.1.3 	 M0000670 

C 	SCALE IS TOE DISTANCE TNT' VALUE IS INSIDE THE CONSTRAINT ZONE 	00000080 
2 SCALE • AINTALL.2) - AINFALL.I) 	 MOD00890 

GO TO A 	 90000900 
3 SCALE • AINFALL.21 - AINEALL•3I 	 MOD00910 
4 CONTINUE 	 MOD00920 

C 	SET UP THE AmOuNT BY WHICH EACH Of THE OTHER TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM 00000930 
C 	ORDINATES MUST WE ALTERED TO GET THE DERIVED VALUE OUT Of THE 	00000940 
C 	CONSTRAINT ZONE II.E.7•SCALE ALLOWS FOR ROUNDING ERRORS, 	 10000950 

SCALE • SCALE/ANF • I.E-7 • SCALE 	 M0000960 
C 	MAKE THE MODIFICATIONS TO THE OTHER ORDINATES 	 moo00970 

DO S I • 1•14F 	 M0000980 
S 811.2) • A11.21 • SCALE 	 M0000990 
I CONTINUE 	 10001000 

t SELECT THE MAXIMUM AND NINIMOM VALUES Of THE NON-DERIVED ORDIMATESM0001010 
AAA • A11.21 

	

	 M0001020 
W0001030 
00001040 
00001050 
M0001060 
10001070 
10001080 
10001090 
00001100 
mOD01110 
10001120 
NOD01130 
00001140 
m0001150 

JMX • 1 
AWN • A11•2I 
JMN • 1 
00 6 I • 2.411 

41 	IVIA41.2).LE.AMAI GO TO 7 
AMA • Alla, 
JAM • I 
GO TO 6 

7 If1411.21.6E.AMNI 60 TO 6 
JOIN • 1 
AMR • AII.21 

6 CONTINUE 
DO A I • 1•14, 

3 7 5 

THE PROGRAM FOR THE STANFORD MODEL  

SUBROUTINE EXCONIIA• 00000 004141C.SA.ISWI 	 M0000010 
01mEN5ION X1301.19.31.61901.H190).SX1301.1TRH1301 	 4 	00000020 

C 	AT THE START Of A ROUND OF THE OPTIMISATION PARAMETER VALUES AND 10000030 
C 	FUNCTIONS OF THE PARAMETER VALUES ARE CMECKED WITHIN SUBROUTINE 00000040 
C 	DORY TO SEE WHETHER OR NOT THEY LIE WITHIN THE CONSTRAINT ROUNOARNI0000050 
C 	ZONES • IF THE IA TO CONSTRAINT ZONE CONTAINS A VALUE THEN THIS 140000060 
C 	SUBROUTINE DOES THE ADJUSTMENTS NECESSARY TOW PIE VALUE OUT OF 10000070 
C 	THE ZONE AND INTO THE FEASIBLE REGION 	 MOD00080 
C 	NV NUMBER Of PARAMETERS 	 M0000090 
C 	NC - NUMBER Of PAIRS Of CONSTRAINTS 	 MOD00100 
C 	All) TO A1NV) CONTAIN PARAMETER VALUES 	 M0000110 
C 	XINV.II TO XINC) CONTAIN CONSTRAINED FUNCTIONS Of THE PARAMETER 	MOD00120 
C 	VALUES 10000130 
C 	NOTE THIS SUBROUTINE IS SPECIFIC TO OAF STANFORD MODEL Ti WILL 	M0000140 
C 	•••• DEAL WITH ANY NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM 	M0000150 
C 	 ORDINATES 	 M0000160 
C 	G - LOWER CONSTRAINT VALUES 	 00000170 
C 	. - DARER CONSTRAINT VALUES 	 M0000180 
C 	SA - PARAMETER SCALE FACTORS 	 10000190 
C 	to - INDICATES WHICH X ESL WE LIES WITHIN THE CONSTRAINT ZONE . THE M0000210 
C 	 SIGN Of IA INDICATES WHETHER THE X VALUE LIES IN THE UPPER M0000210 
C 	 4./ OR LOWER (-I CONSTRAINT ZONE 	 M0000220 
C 	IS. - A SWITCH THAT CAUSES AN INITIAL READ IN 	 00000230 
C 	DECIDE ...ETHER OR NOT 10 HEAT IN DATA AS001 comPLEA CONSTRAINTS M0000240 

GO TO 126.291•15. 	 19000250 
C 	READ IN DATA ABOUT COMPLEX CONSTRAINTS 	 10000260 
C 	NEALL - TUE NUMBER or TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES 	 M0000270 
C 	ITRWIII CONTAINS THE POSITION OF THE VALUE Of THE I TN TIME DELAY MOD00280 
C 	HISTOGRAM ORDINATE IN ARRAY X 	 M0000290 

22 READIS0301 NFALL.11TRI111/.1.1.NEALL) 	 10000300 
30 F000AT112161 	 M0000310 

C 	NTRMS • IFE POSITION OF THE LAST TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATE 	10000320 
C 	ITHE ONE OBTAINED BY SUBTRACTION) IN THE A ARRAY 	 MOD00330 

NTRMS • ITRHINFALL) 	 M0000340 
C 	WRITE OUT CHECK DATA ON COMPLEX CONSTRAINTS 	 00000350 

WRITE(6.2001 NEALLIIITRm111,1•1•NFALLI 	 M0000160 
200 FORMAIIIM0•414THE NUMBER OF TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES IS .12/M0000370 

132M AND THEIR PARAMETER NUMBERS ARE /11..1518)) 	 MOD00380 
C 	CHANGE THE VALUE Of THE SWITCH ISW TO PREVENT A FURTHER READ IN M0000390 

05W • 2 	 M0000400 
RETURN 	 M0000410 

29 CONTINUE 	 NoD00420 
IAA • IABSIIAI 	 00000430 

C 	CHECK IF TOE X VALUE THAT LIES IN THE CONSTRAINT ZONE IS ONE OF 	M0000440 
C 	THE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES 	 00000450 

DO 27 I • IsNEALL 	 10000460 
IFITAA.NE.IIRM11)) GO TO 27 	 10000410 
GO 70 25 	 040000480 

27 CONTINUE 	 M0000490 
C 	SET UP THE POSITION Of THE VALUE OF THE INNER EDGE OF THE 	00000500 
C 	CONSTRAINT ZONE 	 M0000510 

K • NC • IAA 	 0OD00520 
C 	TEST IF AN UPPER OR LOWER CONSTRAINT ZONE HAS BEEN ENTERED 	m0000sio 

IFITAI 21.72.23 	 00000540 
C 	NOTE IA CANNOT BE ZERO 	 MOD00550 

22 WRITE16.24) IA 	 MOD00560 
26 FORMAT122HOEINFOR IN ()ICON • IA ...IA) 	 00000570  

C 	TEST IF ANY of THE MODIFIED OUT NON-DERIVED ORDINATES ARE IN THE 
C 	LOWER CONSTRAINT ZONES 
C 	CALCULATE THE AMOUNT By WHICH AN ORDINATE MUST BE INCREASED TO 
C 	RAISE IT FROM THE CONSTRAINT ZONE INTO THE FEASIBLE REGION . ADD 
C 	ON A NOMINAL AMOUNT TO AVOID ROUNDING ERRORS 

IF44111.2).10.A41.141 60 70 9 
DIFG • 0.01 • AII•11 
nur • A41.1) - A41.2) • DUG 

C 	INCREMENT THE ORDINATE (THIS IS AN EQUIVALENT OPERATION) 
A(1,21 • 811.11 • TIER 

C 	DECREMENT THE MAXIMUM ORDINATE TO KEEP THEIR SUM TO UNITY 
Amx • ANA - DIf 

C 	If INCREMENTING THE MINIMUM ORDINATE ALSO INCREMENT THE MINIMUM 
C 	ORDINATE VALUE 

 

IFII.EQ.JMNI AWN • AMN • DIE 
GO TO 8 

C 	TEST IF ANY OF THE MODIFIED RUT NON•DERIVED ORDINATES ARE IN THE 
C 	UPPER CONSTRAINT ZONES 

9 IFIA(I.2).LT.A11.311 GO TO 8 
C 	CALCULATE THE AMOUNT BY WHICH AN ORDINATE MUST BE DECREASED TO 
C 	LOWER TT FROM THE CONSTRAINT ZONE INTO THE FEASIBLE REGION • ADD 
C 	ON A NOMINAL AMOUNT TO AVOID ROUNDING ERRORS. 

D 0.01IFG 	 *11.11  
OOF . A11.21 - A11.31 • DIFG 

C 	DECREMENT THE ORDINATE (THIS IS AN EQUIVALENT OPERATIONI 
A41.24 • A11.34 - DIED 

• INCREMENT THE MINIMUM ORDINATE TO KEEP THEIR SUM 70 UNITY 
AMN • AMN • DIE 

C 	IF DECREmENTING THE MAXIMUM ORDINATE ALSO DECREMENT HIE MAXIMUM 
C 	ORDINATE VALUE 

IF(1.(0.JMX) AMA • AMA - DIE 
6 CONTINUE 

C 	SET THE POSITION OF THE UNALTERED MAX/MUM VALUE TO THE ALTERED 
C 	MAXIMUM VALUE 

AIJNE.21 • AMA 
C 	IF THIS  MAXIMUM VALUE IS NOW IN THE LOWER CONSTRAINT ZONE ENE 
C 	CONSTRAINTS ON THE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM CANNOT BE REALISTIC 

IFIAMX.LT.A1JMX.1)) GO TO 31 
AIJMN.21 • AWN 

C 	If THIS MINIMUM VALUE 15 NOW IN THE UPPER CONSTRAINT ZONE THE 
C 	CONSTRAINTS ON THE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM CANNOT BE REALISTIC 

If IAMN.LT.A1JmN.11 I GO TO 31 
C 	PREPARE THE SCALED VALUES Or THE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM PARAMETERS 
C 	NOTE THAT THE DERIVED TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATE IS WORKED OUT 
C 	IN AN UNSCALED STATE . THIS IS BECAUSE NOT BEING AN ACTIVE 
C 	PARAMETER IN THE OPTIMISATION IT DOES NOT NEED SCALING 

XiNTAHS1 • HINTAHSI 
DO 10 I • IOW 
J 	'TAHITI 
AINIIIMISI • AINTANSI - A11.2) 
x(j) • AII.2)/Sr1J1 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

31 CONTINUE 
WRITE 16.321 

32 FORMAT ITIHOTOO MANY  TIME DELAY 
ILLY CONSTRAINED) 

STOP 
END 

10001160 
O0001171 
MOD01190 
10001200 
00001210 
MOO 	 
00000220 
00001030 
MOD01240 
mown') 
M0001260 
M0001270 
00001210 
N0001290 
M0001300 
M0001310 
M0001320 
m0001330 
10001340 
00001350 
MOD01360 
10001370 
00001300 
O0001390 
440001.00 
00001510 
010001420 
M0001430 
MOD01440 
M0001650 
MOD01660 
00001470 
MOD01460 
10001490 
50001500 
MODOISIO 
MOOSIS20 
00001530 
MODOIS40 
O0001500 
00001560 
010001570 
10001580 
10001590 
00001600 
10001610 
00001620 
O0001630 
M0001640 
M00016S0 
M0001660 
MOO 	 
10001680 
M0001690 
10001700 

HISTOGRAM ORDINATES OR UNREALISTICAM0001710 
MOD01720 
MOD01730 
440001740 

SUBROUTINE REDATAIP.ET.O.DEL.M1 	 00001750  
C 	7015 SUBROUTINE READS IN PRECIPITATION • POTENTIAL EVAPORATION • 10001760 
C 	AND RUNOFF DATA • IT MUST ALSO EITHER REAR IN OR SET VP THE 

iiii 

C 	FOLLOWING VALUES 
C 	 II THE TOTAL NUMBER Of PIECES OF DATA IN EACH 	gli 

M0001010 
C 	DATA RECORD . m 
C 	 21 THE LENGTH OF THE TIRE INTERVAL BETWEEN 
C 	SUCCESSIVE DATA POINTS • DEL . THE VALUE OF DEL NEED ONLY BE ON MOD01820 
C 	A NOMINAL SCALE E.G. IN THE PROGRAM BELOW DEL . 1.0 ALTHOUGH EME 00001830 
C 	ACTUAL DATA INTERVAL WAS 3 HOURS . THE VALUE ASSIGNED 10 DEL 	M0001840 
C 	MANIFESTS ITSELF IN THOSE PARAMETER VALUES WHICH CONTAIN UNITS or mODOIASO 
C 	 M0001860 
C 	NOTE THE TIME INTERVAL REEVED( SUCCESSIVE DATA POINTS NAIST BE of 00001870 
C 	---- CONSTANT DURATION FOR EACH RECORD AND RUST RAVE THE SAME 	MOD01880 
C 	 VALUE FOR EACH OF THE THREE INPUT RECORDS. 	 00001/90  
C 	NOTE EACH SET Of 3 INPUT VALVES MUST SPAN THE SAME TIME INTERvAL2g= 
C 	---- I.E. If THE I TV PRECIPITATION VALUE COVERS THE 3 HOUR 
C 	 PERIOD 6.00 - 9.00 HOURS SO MUST THE RUNOFF AND POTENTIAL 	10001020 
C 	 EVAPORATION RECORDS 	 00001930  
C 	P - ON RETURN ',NIS ARRAY RUST CONTAIN THE PRECIPITATION FIGURES 	0OD01940 
C 	ET • ON RETURN THIS ARRAY MUST CONTAIN THE POTENTIAL EVAPORATION NOD01950 
C 	 FIGURES 
C 	0 - ON RETURN THIS ARRAY MUST CONTAIN THE RUNOFF FIGURES 	

M0001960 

C 	THE RUNNER OF LOCATIONS IN ARRAYS P•ET. AND 0 110001 IS 
C 	SUFFICIENT TO ACCOMMODATE 1 YEAR Of 3 HOURLY VALUES 	

M0001980 
:::::::: 

C 	IF THE TOTAL NURSER OF DATA POINTS (MI IS PENG GENERATED AS IN 10002000 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE IT IS STRONGLY ADVISED THAT A CHECK BE BUILT IN 00002010 
✓ TO ENSURE THAT M DOES NOT EXCEED THE MAXIMUM SIZE Of P.ET. OR 0 MOD02020 
C 	THE DATA READ IN BY THIS PROGRAM IS ON MAGNETIC TAPE AND IS IN 	M0002030 
C 	BINARY CODED DECIMAL FORM 	 M0002040 
C 	THE DATA IS ON TAPE DRIVE IT 	 MO 	 
C 	ONE DAYS DATA CONSISTS OF THREE LOGICAL RECORDS I.E. 3 READ 10002060 
C 	STATEMENTS ARE NEEDED TO READ IN ONE OATS DATA  

DIMENSION PITOODI.EYI30001.0130001 
C 	SET THE SIZE OF THE TIME INTERVAL 	 • 	

::::::: 

DEL • 1.0 	 • 
alii C 
MOD02120 

INITIAL THE VALUE Of M 
. • 44 

C 	READ IN TAE DATE ON WHICH THE DATA READ IN IS TO START 
:::::1:: 
O0002)50 

C 
C 	

1j: - DAY OF 
IN THAT ORDER 

00002160 
1 3:0=112.11:121  10012171 

C 	WRITE DATE Al WHICH THE READ IN 15 10 START 
WR/1116.71IX•JK 	 :::::::: 

C 	
4 CONTINUE 	 00002200 

DAYS DATA TOGETHER WTI. IRE DATE Of THE DAY 
iiiiE C 

C 	IL - 
20:4F A:=AR IN THAT ORDER 	 140002230 

READ117.2) IP1111.011).E1111.1.1,31 	 10002240 
2 FORMATIOE13.61 	 .400012S0  

READI 1 T•21 IP I I / .01 I I •EY I I I • I•A•6I 	 00002260  
READI17•31 min .0111 .ET I II .I.1.81•11.• l. 

iiiillii 

3 fORMITIDEILAT12.14) 
C 	IL • DAY 
C 	Im • MONTH AND TEAR 
C 	CHECK IF THIS IS TMf DAY ON WHICH TOE READ IN IS TO START 



376 

•• 

1 	MF.I.A.DR.AIR..r.JAIT 	GO 10 4 MOD02320 • 
C WRITE DATE AT MOOCH THE READ ON BEGINS 

wRITE16.71 	11.14 
40002330 
40002340 81 

MT s I 	 00001280 
CONTINUE 	 00063290 

I FORMAIIIHO•171MECORD BEGINS ON .12,141 
READ IN THE DATUON WHICH THE DATA READ IN IS TO END 

40002350 
40002360 82 

WRITE 16.112) 	 NO 	 
10~7111461 	 040083310 

RE 101901/ 	IK •JK 40002370 ARE THERE ANY CONSTRAINT VALUES 	 00003320 
lllll DATE AT WHICH THE READ IN IS 10 ENO 40007340 IEINC.LE•01 GO TO 63 	 00003336 
•RITE16.811.•JAI 00007340 ARE THERE LESS THAN 6 CONSTRAINT VALUES REMAINING TO BE WRITTEN 	00003340 
READ SUCCESSIVE DAYS OF DATA INTO ARRAYS PAT Amn 0 AND CHECK THA1m0002400 IEIBO.LT.NCI 60 TO 04 	 00003330 
THEIR DIMENSION LIMIT HAS NOT REFN EXCEEDED 
• 

M0002410 
00002420 

IFIIWW.E0.11 GO TO 83 	 00003340 
AS THERE ARE LESS THAN 6 CONSTRAINT VALUES TO BE WRITTEN SET THE 	00003370 

KA . 11 M0002430 WRITING CONTROL TO THE TOTAL NUMBER Of CONSTRAINTS 	 0400 	 
S CONTINUE .0002440 KO • NC 	 M000)390 

IFIKKAT•30001 GO TO 6 00002450 BS • NC • NC 	 $0003450 
RE411111•21 	1P11)0211).ET41).11 	 00002460 SET THE FLAG THAT INDICATES THAT THE LAST Of IRE CONSTRAINT MI1E600003410 

• • • 	3 110002470 ARE ABOUT TO PE WRITTEN 	 00003420 
KA • RA • 3 MOD02490 ISO • 1 	 00003630 
1E10X.010000/ GO TO 6 00002490 84 coNYINUE 	 00003445 
ori0111.2) 	IP11/0111•FT111•1 	 40002500 C WRITE OUT THE LOWER CONSTRAINT VALUES 	 10063490 
II • K . 	3 40002510 WITITEI6•851 	1011191•KTM0I 	 00003460 
KA • AK • ? 00002520 OS FM/H*14SM 011).6(20.81 	 M0063470 
IFIKKAT•30001 GO TO 6 00002530 C WRITE OUT THE VALUES Of THE INNER EDGES Of THE CONSTRAINT TONES 	00003400 
READ11793/ 	1P111.011/eFT111•1•KMAI•IL.Im MOD02540 y011E16.861 101.1000ROSI 	 00003490 
K • K • 2 .0002550 8* FORMATISH 01.1,6E20.81 	 40003900 
AA • KA • 3 .0002560 C WRITE OUT THE PARAMETER VALUES 	 M0063511 

.c 
M • M • A 
CHECK IF ALL THE 8E0018E7 DATA HAS KEEN MEAD IN 

40002570 
00002500 

83 
87 

RAITEIA.m71 	(I.0111.1•KR.MK) 	 A0003S20 
FORmATISH 11111.6121.12.1x•EIS•811 	 $0003330 

IFAIILME4IKT.OR.IIMME.JK1I GO TO 5 M0002540 C TEST if THERE ARE ANY CONSTRAINT VALUES TO BE WRITTEN 	 00003540 
AMITE OUT TOE DATE ON 0141CH THE READ IN FINISHED .0002600 IFINC.I.E.01 GO TO 88 	 00003350 
w8I1EE6.81 	11.1. 00002610 C TEST IF THE LAST CONSTRAINT VALUE HAS ALREADY BEEN WRITTEN 	 00003560 

A voamATIMO.ISHRECORD ENOS ON .12.14//1 .0002620 IfTIWW.E0.11 60 TO 88 	 00003070 
.0002630 C WRITE OUT THE VALUES OF THE INNER EDGES OF THE CONSTRAINT ZONES 	10003580 

PUT OUT A MESSAGE THAI THERE IS NOT ENoUGm STORAGE Co. THE AMOUNT 00002640 WRIIE16•891 	1m TTTTT IIAKR•KS, 	 00003590 
Of DATA TO PE READ IN 00002650 89 FORMATI581 H110•6E20011 	 $0003600 

6 0810(16.91 40002660 C WRITE OUT THE UPPER CONSTRAINT VALUES 	 00003610 
9 FOR0A1128810100 MUCH DATA REP•G READ IN//) M0002670 WRITE16.901 	1.111•1•KTMOT 	 00003620 

REWIND 17 m0002640 90 FORMATISH MI11.6E20.81 	 00083630' 
STOP M0007690, CA TEST IF THE LAST CONSTRAINT VALUES HAVE JUST BEEN WRITTEN 	 00003640 
(NO 80002700' IF115W.E0.11 GO TO 91 	 $0003650 

C. INCREMENT THE CONTROL INDICES SO THAT THE NEXT 6 CONSTRAINT VALUESTA0003660 
C CAN BE WRITTEN 	 100063670 

Ho • KO • 6 	 100003680 
KS . KS • 6 	 $00 	 
KR s KR • 6 	 00003700 
KT • KT • 6 	 M0003710 
GO TO 88 	 M0003720 

C SET TOW FLAG THAT SHOWS THAT THE LAST OF THE CONSTRAINT VALUES 	00003730 
C HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 	 00003740 

HI TAR • 1 	 P0003190 
C INCREMENT THE CONTROL INDICES SO THAT THE NEXT 6 PARAMETER VALUES 110003760 
C CAN BE WRITTEN 	 00003770 

IM KP • OP • 6 	' 	 110003780 
MK • IIK•er 6 	S. 	 140003790 

C IF TIE UPPER LIMIT ON THE PARAMETER WRITE STATEMENT EXCEEDS THE 	M0003800 
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PIECES Of INFORMATION TO BE WRITTEN • REDUCE II  110003010 
C TO THE MAXTMU. NUMBER 	 MOD03820 

IFIKK.GTMXT KA • KA 	 00003030 
C IF THE LOWER LIMIT ON THE PARAMETER WRITE STATEMENT EXCEEDS THE 	010003840 
C UPPER LIMIT ALL THE DATA HAS BEEN WRITTEN OUT 	 m0003650 

C 
IFIKP.GT.KK1 GO TO 77 	 MOD03860 
INCREASE THE LINE COUNT 	 110003070 
MT • MT • I 	 00003880 
If THE LINE COUNTS ERCEEDS THE MAMMON NUMBER Of LINES ALL THE 	00063890 
DATA HAS BEEN WRITTEN OUT 	 110003900 
IF IMT•LE.NT1 GO TO Al 	 110003910 

77 WRITE(6•02) 	 00003920 
RETURN 	 M0003930 
END 	 M0003940 

O 

C 
SUBROUTINE cmccomeo.A.1) 
THE SUBROUTINE DECREMENTS A QUANTITY A FROM THE T TH RESERVOIR 

MOD03450 
MOD03960 

C ANO CHECKS TO SEE IF THE RESERVOIR IS EXHAUSTE0 M0003970 
C RES - THE RESERVOIR LEVELS MOD03980 

SUBROUTINE WRITEAINVM,GMMC.SUMO•SMWO•F•SUSOP•SUMET•SLAMPNE.SAMTIM0002710 C I - THE RESERVOIR TO BE DECREMENTED 00003990 
IPODH.T05,1TAPEMeRIOD•OXOUTBALI 	 60002720 C A 	THE DE.AND ON RESAT) M0004000 

C 	THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES OUT THE CALCULATED ANO MEASURED HYDROLOGIC M0002730 DIMENSION RE51101 M0004010 
C 	QUANTITIES AS WELL AS THE PARAMETER VALUES AND THEIR CONSTRAINTS 	90002740 C CHECK IF PESCI) 	WILL BE EXHAUSTED 40004020 

DIMENSION X1301.04901•01901•TOH1100/00511001•0, 110/•SA(301 	M0002750 IFIRESII1-A1 	1.1.2 M0009030 
WRIT[16•601 50.0•SURFO 	 M0002760 C THE RESERVOIR WILL BE EXHAUSTED . SET THE DEMAND EQUAL TO THE .0004040 

80 FORMAT134HOCALCULATED VOLUMETRIC DISCHARGE ..E15.1195X•32H mEASUMEDM0002770 C CONJENTS Of THE RESERVOIR AND SET THE RESERVOIR LEVEL TO ZERO MOD 	 
1 VOLUMETRIC DISCHARGE .415.81 	 40002780 I 	A • RE511/ 40004060 

C 	WRITE OUT THE LENGTH OF ONE INTERVAL IN HOURS 	 00002790 RESIT/ 	• 00. 00004070 
WRITEI6•531 PERIOD 	 400021100 RETURN 40004080 

53 FORMATI30.0TIVE LENGTH OF AN INTERVAL IS ef7.41 	 M0002810 C DEMAND CAN BE SUPPLIED M0009090 
C 	AMITE OUT THE SUM  OF THE CALCULATED DISCHARGES • THE SUM Of THE 	.0002820 C DECREMENT THE RESERVOIR LEVEL M0004100 
C 	PRECIPITATION • THE SUM Of THE POTENTIAL EVAPORATION . THE SU. OF .0002830 2 RESIT) 	• RES111 	- A 110004110 
C 	ALL THE CHANNEL INPUTS AND THE SUM OF UNSATISFIED POTENTTAL 	00002840 RETURN 110004120 
C 	EVAPORATION 	 M0002850 END 	. .0004130 

WRITEI6,5521 SUMO•SUMP•SuMET•501•MNF•SUMTVP 	 00007860 
552 FORMA1131MOSUM or CALCULATED DISCHARGES svE15.11.5x•31mSu. OF 4EASIMOD02870 

MED PRECIPITATION 0415.0/356 THE TOTAL POTENTIAL EVAPORATION 'S9(.0002880 
11546451.29MTHE SUM Of CHANNEL INFLOWS IS•E15.81524 AND THE SUM Of M0002090 
2UNSATISFIE0 POTENTIAL EVAPORATION Is.risom 	 .0002900 

C 	WRITE THE VALUE Of THE OUT OF BALANCE 	 40002910 
AMITE16•88451 OUTRAL 	 80002920 

8845 FORMAT123NOTHE OUT Of BALANCE IS 415.11/// 	 .0002930 
C 	WRITE OUT THE TINE DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES 	 .0002940 

WRITE16•1041 	ITIM111.1.1•ITAPEI 	 *0002950 SUBROUTINE EXTRACINVM•G•S•NC.SAA 
104 fOIMATTIMMOTNE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES ARE/11X•10E13.411 • 	00002960 

C 	THE MATER THAT IS DISTRIBUTED OUT Of THE RECORO RI THE TIME DELAY .0002970 
C 
C 

THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES CONSTRAINED FUNCTIONS OE THE PARAMETERS ANDE!!! 
CALCULATES VARIABLE CONSTRAINT VALUES 

C 	HISTOGRAM IS GIVEN BY THE NON ZERO VALUES TN TON 	40002980 C NV - NUMPER Or PARAMETERS 
=1:11 711 WRITET6•1051 	4105/11,1.1,1001 	 .0002990 C A - THE PARAMETER VALUES 

105 fORMAT199.0WATER DISTRIBUTED OUT or THE PERIOD OF RECORD IS GIVEN .0003000 
187 THE NONZERO VALUES IN THE FOLLOWING LIST/ AAAAA Of13.4/I 	 00003010 

C 
C 

S - THE LOWER CONSTRAINT VALUES AND ASSOCIATED QUANTITIES 
H - THE UPPER CONSTRAINT VALUES AND ASSOCIATED QUANTITIES $400:1200 

C 	CALCULATE COMPLEX CONSTRAINT VALUES AND CONSTRAINED FUNCTIONS OF 	40003070 C NC - THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS 00004210  
C 	THE PARAMETERS 	 40003030 C SX - PARAMETER SCALE FACTORS 00004220. 
C 	SET UP 00005 SCALE FACTORS FOR THE EVALUATION OF COMPLEX rUNCTIONSHoD03040 
C 	Of THE PARAMETERS *NO VARIABLE CONSTRAINTS IN THE UNSCALED  PLANE 	M0003050 C 

DIMENSION /130)•61901•HIROI•SX130/ 
CALCULATE THE LAST ORDINATE OF THE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ::::41:: 

DO 6 I • 1.00 	 40003060 8 125, 	• 	1.0 - X113/.5.11/1 	- X1141.SA1141 	• X1241 	511241 	 110004250  
9XII1 • la 	 00003070 

6 CONTINUE 	 MOD03060 
C 
C 

MAKE SURE THE THE INITIAL LEVEL IN THE INTERCEPTION RESERVOIR DOES::::= 
NOT rxerrn THE THRESHOLD VALUE 

CALL 	 WIRAC 	 00003090 H1181 	• 	RIOT 	• SmIll 	/ 	9x1181 00004100 
C 	SET AX TO THE GREATER Of 	AI THE NUMBER Of PARAMETERS . NV 	 40003100 
C 	 BI THE AuHAER Of CONSTRAINTS • NC 	80003110 C 

S111 	• X1141 	• 5X1101 	SAW 
MAKE SURE THE 400IN11 LEVEL OF THE LOWER ZONE RESERVOIR IS 

40004290 
 10004300 

MX • MAITOIMV•NCI 	 90003120 C GREATER THAN THAT OF THE UPPER TOM 00008310 
C 	SET UP THE INOICES THAT PERMIT THE PARAMETER VALUES AND ASSOCIATED.0003130 HINT 	• 	AITI 	• 5AI71 	/ 	Slits) M0004320 
C 	CONSTRAINT VALUES TO Of PRINTED IN GROUPS Of 6 ACROSS THE PAGE 	00001140 0171 	• 0151 	• SITS) 	• SIM N0004330 
C 	SET TO THE NuNER Of LINES Of SIR VALUES THAT ARE TO BE WRITTEN 	*0003150 C MAKE SURE THAT GROUNDWATER STORAGE PARAMETER 11101 EXCEEDS THE NO084340 

M0003160 C VALUE OF THE GROUNDWATER STORAGE PARAMETER X1111 00004330 
KT KA - NI • 6 	 M0003170 61101 	•  	• S TTTTTT snap) 040004160  
Ift 
my 

T.87.01 NT • NT • A 	 .00031AD 
1 	 40003190 C 

HMI • AIM • SAI101ISKIIII 
SET UP THE BOUNDARY ZONE UNITS FOR EACH VARIABLE CONSTRAINT 

M0004370  

:Opt= KR 6 	 .0003200 CALL EATRASII•Sm•NC1 
KT 00003210 CALL EXMAG15,601•NCI 
KO 
MR 

M0003220 
NC • 1 	 40003230 

CALL EX/PASIT•Gm•NC1 
CALI 	EXTRAG110.607ANCI 

000/4410 
$0004624 

KS 
ION 

NC • 6 	 40003740 
• 9 	 .0003750 

CALL EXTPASIIIIOMMC1 
CALL EXTRAGIIII.GMMCI .140710::2:  

150 . 	 MOD03760 RETURN 
C 	INITIAL THE LINE COUNT 	 HOD03270 ENO 1.10064460 



RES - STORES THE RESERVOIR LEVELS 
OE5E11 - INTERCEPTION STORAGE 
RESIT) - UPPER ZONE STORAGE 
RESIT, • LONER ZONE STORAGE 
RESIN, - GROUNDWATER STORAGE 
RESIN) - STORAGE OF LFARAGE FROM RESIN) 
RESIDE . SURFACE DETENTION 
RESIT) - TNTFRFLOM DETENTION 
RESI81 - RES1101 	NOT USED 	 MOD04870 
TOP . THIS ARRAY HOLDS THE ORDINATES OF THE TIME DELAY HISTOG0A.0004880 

USED FOR DISTRIBUTING CHANNEL INPUT IN TIRE CUPID 100 VALUES) 	50004890 
IDS - THIS ARRAY VOIDS THE DISTRIOLOED CHANNEL INPUT 	 N0D04900 
OA . CONTAINS TOE VALUES Of FREQUENTLY USED PARAMETER GROUPS 00004910 

RENNIN, Of Pk...ETERS A 	 mOD04920 
50004930 

LI .111 - ToRESHOLD vALuE OF TOE INTERCEPTION RESERVOIR . VALUE MUST .0005050 
BE POSITIVE • THE UNITS OF III) ARE THE SAVE AS THOSE OF RESIT! 	00000950 

21 1121 - FRACTION OF TOE CATCHMENT TONI 15 [.PERVIOUS ORANGE 0 - 11 .0004960 
31 113) • THE STANFORD INFILTRATION-PARAMETER CB . 113) HAS UNITS Of .0004970 

DEPTH AND IS ALWAYS POSITIVE . THE PROPORTION Of AVAILABLE 	 .0004910 
MOISTURE TRAT BECOMES INFILTRATION INCREASES AS 1131 INCREASES 	M0004990 

4) X141 . TOE STANFORD PARAMETER CC . 0441 IS DIMENSIONLESS AND RUST M0005000 
RE POSITIVE . AS A141 INCREASES TOE AMOUNT Of MOISTURE HELD AS 	.0005010 
INTFRELON DETENTION INCREASES RELATIEt TO THE MOISTURE HELD AS 	MOD05020 
SURFACE DETENTION 	 50005030  

SulTRINTINE CALCrAl ..... u.NECC. ..... 14.144.0....NCA 	 50004470 

01.ENSION 0130).,13000/.E713000..0i30001.10.1 1001.TOS11001 .145110).0004460  

1.0 	u42) 	 N0004690 
DIMENSION G1901..1901 	 .0005500 

00006810 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS THE MODEL 	 • .0004520 
T.'S MOREL IS HEAVILY BASED UPON TOE STANFORD RATERSHEO MODEL IV 50004530 
TOE REFERENCE GIVEN MELON 500010 RE USED AS TOE VANUAL FOR TOTS .0E104540 
MODEL 	 N0004550 

DIGITAL SIMULATION IN 0E000506) 	STANFORD mATERSKED MODEL CO M0004560 
CRAWFORD N.N. AND LINSLET R.M. 	 50004S70 

DEPARTMENT of CIVIL ENGINEERING • STANFORD UNIVERSITY 	 00004540 
TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 39 • JULY 1966 	 M0004590 

00004600 

NV . NUMBER Of MOREL PARAMETERS 	 M000461.0 
■ - THE PARAMETER VALUES 	 01004610 
U - AN ARRAY OF SIZE 2 .0111 ALWAYS CONTAINS THE BEST VALUE OfM0004630 

TOO OBJECTIVE FUNCTION WHILE 0121 CONTAINS THE LATEST VALUE Of ToE0.0004640 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 	 50004650 

N - CONTROLS THE LOCATIONS OF U INTO A.M. TOE OBJECTIVE 	40004660 
FUNCTION IS PUT 

NFCC - TOTS COUNTS Tor NURNER Of II.ES TOE MOTEL IS CALLED 	50004680 
MERE - CONTROLS THE ACTION TAKEN FOR EACH CALL Of THE MODEL. .0004690 

SEE TOE MAIN PROGRAM FOR THE DETAILS ABOUT NINE 	 00005700 
Pr - USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ARRAY U . THIS CONSTANT HAS TOE 50004710 

SANE MEANING AND PURPOSE AS DEFINED IN ENE RAIN PROGRAM 	 00004720 
N.B. IF TOTS 000EL IS USED PRECI . 	.EVAPORATION AND RUNOFF M0004710 

VALUES MOST ALA NE IN UNITS Of DEPT. OVEN TOE CATCHmENT.THE LEVELS..0004740 
O( THE STORAGE RESERVOIRS ARE THEN IN COMPATIBLE UNITS 	 M0004750 

'• 	NIS ARRAY STORES UPTO 3000 PIECES of PRECIPITATION OATA 	M0004760 
ET - THIS ARRAY STORES UPTO 3000 PIECES Of EVAPORATION DATA 	40004770 
0 - ToIS ARRAY STOVES LOTTO 3000 PUNOff VALUES 	 50004T80 

50004790 
00004000 
.0005810 
.0004820 
00004330 
.0004B40 
M0004850 
M0004860 

377 

C 	ORE . -4 CAUSES PREDICTION ON NON.SEQUENTIAL DATA 	 .00008620 
IFINTRY.E0.-61 00 TO 100 	 ..0065636 

C 	TEST IF THE HYDROLOGICAL  DATA FOR TOE OPTINISATIo.. IS TO BE READ 50003650 
IFINTRY.E0.01 GO TO 100 	 500554150 

C 	AS NYRY CAN ONLY TARE ON FOUR VALUES ANY OTHER VALUE IS AN ERROR 100005610 
310 WRITET6.3011 NYRE 	 10045670 
301 EOR.AT1/.,240  ERROR IN WRY • HIRT • • 16/100 

m0008400 

100 CONTINUE 
C 	10 CHECK THAT TOE HYDROLOGICAL DATA OAS BEEN CORRECTLY READ IN 	.00115720 

!!!!!!!! 

STOP 

C 	EVERT lllll E TO VALUE IS WRITTEN OUT 
C 	READ IN THE fREOUENCY AT WHICH THE HYDROLOGICAL DATA IS TO ME 	00008740 
C 	WRITTEN OUT FOR CHECKING PURPOSES NOTE THE FIRST ANO LAST VALUES/000057SO 
C 	ARE ALWAYS WRITTEN Out UNLESS INVITE IS ZERO 	 110005760 
C 	INITIAL AN INDEX USED TO CONTROL THE FREQUENCY OF HyDROLDOICAL 	M0005270 
C 	OUTPUT 

INAT R .1 

71 Z:217.41: 
INVITE 

500 05010 
THTS IS ...ERE TOE NECROLOGICAL DATA RECORDS 

C 	 ENE NUMBER OF ORDINATES IN THE RECORD 
C 	DEL - THE LENGE. Or EACH INTERVAL 

CALL RED lllll .E7.13.0EL.00 
SET TOE CUMULATIVE TOTALS OF PRECIPITATION • POTENTIAL EvAPORATION.0005860 
ANO RUNOFF TO ZERO 
SUMP • O. 
Swift) • O. 
SuRET • 0. 

157 CONTI...AK 
C 	FORM ENE TOTALS FOR THE THREE SETS OF INPUT DATA 

DO 70 I • 1.1  
SUMP • SUMP • P111 
SUMF0 • SUING • 0111 
SU.ET • SUmET • ETIT1 

70 CONTINE 
C 	CHECK IF ANY of THE HYDROLOGICAL DATA IS 10 

lllll PITE.LF.01 GO TO I56 
C 	Nett( THE HEADING FOR THE MCI. ON THE HyDROLOGICAL DATA 	 00006000 

WRITE16.302) 	 00006010  
302 FORMATWIA.BNORDINATE.411.13HPRECIP lllll ONOIT.IIHEVAPORATION•100.6MOD06020 

01411UNOFF//1 
C 	THIS LOOP WRITES OUT TOE FIRST.LAsT ANO AND INVITE TV VALUES OF 
C 	THE NECROLOGICAL INPUT OATA 

DO 305 L • 1.0 
JWRITE • L/IWRITE 
TEIL.E0.1. 1  JAIRITE • -1 
IFIJIARITE.E0.1NR) GO To 305 
IRA • JORITE 
0117E16.3061 L.PILIATILI.OILI 

306 FORmATI2A.16.2A.3E20.81 
30S CONTINUE 
154 CONTINUE 

C 	IF PREDICTION IS TO HE DONE IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO READ IN THE 
C 	NUMBER OF INTERVALS THAT ARE BEING USED PER OAY AS THIS MUST BE 
C 	THE SAME AS FOR TOE OPTIMISATION 

IFINTRY.LT.01 GO TO 151 
READ15.21 N24 

C 	51  015) . NO51NAL LEVEL Of 	TOE UPPER ZONE STORAGE.HAS UNITS OF DENT.. 50005040 2 FOR.ATIT61 	 00006200 
C 	61 1I61 . OVERLAND FLOW ROUTING PARAMETER 	 M0005050 C CALCULATE THE LENGTH OF AN INTERVAL IN HOURS 	 M0006210 
C mANNINGAS N • LENGTo OF OVERLAND FLO.. SURFACE.L 	 .0005060 PERIOD • 24.,FLOATIN241 	 MOD06220 
C A161 •  	400050/0 151 WRITEI6.511 	 M0006230 
C SQUARE ROOT OF THE SLOPE OF OVERLAND FLOWSURFACES mODOS080 SI FORMAT)////TOOT 	 00006260 
C THE UNITS Of 0161 ARE THOSE Of NANNINGOS N AND OF L 	 50005090 C WRITE OUT THE STARTING FLOW VALUE . THIS IS USED IN TOE CHANNEL 	00006200 
C L RUST HE 	IN FEET 	 00005100 ROUTING RROCEDuRE 	 00006260 
C AND N MUST BE IN SEC/IFEET-11/311 	 50005110 NRITE(6.521 0111 	 ROD06220 
C THEREFORE THE UNITS OF 	A ARE SEC.IFEET12/3)) 	 m01305120 52 FORmAT15800105 VALUE OF THE (LOU RATE AT THE START OF TOE RECORD 1.0006280 
C 1161 MUST BE POSITIVE 	 50005130 IS .F12.64,1 	 50006290 
C 	TI 
C 	8) 

0171 - NOMINAL LEVEL OF TOE LOWER ZONE STORAGE.HAS UNITS OF DEPT. 00005140 
0I81 - FRACTION Of TOTAL GROUNDWATER STORAGE THAT BECOMES LEAKAGE M000SI50 

C .RITE TOE LENGTH OF EACH INTERVAL IN HOURS 	 mOD06300 
WRITE16.531 PERIOD 	 50006310 

C AI81 HAS UPPER AND LONER BOUNDS Of ONE AND ZERO RESPECTIVELY 	N0005160 53 F0R0AT.30.01.1 LENGTH OF AN INTERVAL IS .E6,1/1 	 .0006320 
C 	91 
C 

019) - INTERFLON RECESSION PARAMETER EQUIVALENT TO THE STANFORD 	50005170 
MODEL PARAMETER LIRC. . AIN) OAS THE SAVE CONSTRAINTS AS 1141 	000051 00 

C 
C 

IF TOE MODEL PAS BEING CALLED TO READ IN THE HYDROLOGICAL DATA TO 00006330 
RE USED IN ToF OPTIMISATION RETURN TO THE VAIN PROGRAM 	 M0006340 

C ANO IS DIMENSIONLESS 	 110005190 IFINTRY.E0.01 RETURN 	 NOD 06350 
C 	101 MO. - CONSTANT PART OF THE GNOuNDRATER RECESSION COEFFICIENT AND0OD05200 C .RITE OUT THE HEADINGS FOR THE GENERATED FLOE. VALUES AND RESERVOIR000006360 
C CORRESPONDS TO TOE STANFORD PARAMETER EKON. 01101 	Is DIMENSIONLEsSN0005210 C LEVELS 	 500063T0 
C AND HAS UPPER AND LONER 900N05 OF 1 AND 01111 RESPECTIVELY 	 50005220 wiTITE(6.571 	 MOD06380 
C 	111 XIII) - VARIAPLE PART Of THE GROUNDWATER RECESSION COEFFICIENT AH040005230 57 FO00ATI////1 	 50006390 
C.  CORRESPOND TU THE STANFORD PARAMETER COMBINATION 1.1.1...4. 0111) 	15.0005250 FRITE16.551 	 .0006400 
C DIMENSIONLESS AND mAS ERRE. AND LOVER BOUNDS OF 14101 AND ZERO 	50005250 55 FORNAIWI).R.ORDINATE.611.20Rf.ST.2.ET.9XONCORRECT.12A.9KESTIMATENOD06410 
C RESPECTIVELY 	 R0005260 10.12T.5H0ES 1.20.5HRES 2.20.S.Es 3.20.5000(5 4•21.5NRES So20oSNRES50006420 
C 121 14121 - RATIO OF OPEN WATER SURFACE 10 CATCOMENT AREA. 01121 MUST 00005270 6.2.1.5.RES 7.37.31.011E/2X.60NUMBER.250.6oRUNOIF.I.X.6HPUNOffi) 	50006430 
C 
C 

LIE IN THE RANGE 0 - 1 AND IS EQUIVALENT TO THE STANFORD PARA4ETE0500052R0 
ETL. 	 m0005290 C 

IF INTRT.E0...31 	GO TO INS 	 50006440 
INITIALISE THE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES ANY THE ARRAY THAT 	5OD06450 

C 	131 0113) - FIRST ORDINATE Of THE TIRE DELAY HISTOGRAM.ALL ORDINATES 	50005300 C CONTAINS THE SUMS or THE CONTRIBUTIONS 	10 CANNEL INPUT AFTER 	110006500  
C Of THE TINE DELAY HISTOGRAM LIE BETWEEN 0 AND I AND NAVE NO UNITS 50005310 C DISTRIBUTION 01 THE TIoE DELAY oISTOGRAN 	 0.0006470 
C 	141 111141 - SECOND ORDINATE of THE TIME DELAY NISTOGRAH 	 00005320 190 DO 61 	I • 	1.100 	 50006580 
C 	ISO MS, - CONTROL ON EVAPORATION FRO. GROUNDWATER. To15 IS TOE 	50005330 TD.111 0.0 	 710006590 
C STANFORD PARAMETER F24EL AND REPRESENTS THE PROPORTION OF THE 	5000S350  Al TOS11) 0.0 	 50006600 
C PERVIOUS AREA OVER WITCH TRANSPIRATION FROM GROUNDWATER STORAGE 	50005350 C INITIAL TOE LEVELS IN To RESERVOIRS 	 50006510 
C CAN OCCUR AT THE POTENTIAL RATE. A1151 OAS NO UNITS AND MOST LIE 	50005350 0(511) 0110) 	 M0006820 
C IN THE RANGE 0 • 1 	 50005370 RFS121 01191 	 80006930 
C 	1 6) A116) • CHANNEL ROUTING PARAMETER . THIS IS THE STANFORD PARARETER90005380 RES131 01201 	 M0006540 
C HSI . HAS NO UNITS AND LIES IN THE RANGE 0 - 1 	 110005390 RFS)4) 0 1211 	 00006580 
C 	17) 
C 

AAAAA . CONTROLS FEAR/RATTER. FROM TOE LOWER ZONE STORAGE AND 	.0005400 
CORRESPONDS TO THE STANFORD PARAMETER K3 . K3 Ohs UNITS OE DEPT). 	00005410 

RES15) 
REs161 

0.0 	 00006560 
0122) 	 1.10006570 

C AND RUST RE POSITIVE 	 00005420 RESIT) 01731 	 MOD06580 
C 101 X1161 	INITIAL LEVEL OF INTERCEPTION STORAGE 1 	 mODO5430 C INITIALISE TOE FLOW VALUE (Oa ENE CHANNEL ROWING 	 040006810 
C 	IN) A119) INITIAL LEVEL Of LIPPER IONE STORAGE 	I 	 M0005440 OuTELO • 0111 	 m0006600 
C 201 01201 INITIAL LEVEL OF LONER LONE STORAGE 	L ALL NAVE UNITS OF 00005450 C SET UP PARAMETER comoTNATIoNS 0)0051 VALUES ARE CONSTANT THROUGHOUT 	  
C 211 111211 INITIAL LEVEL OP GROUNDWATER STORAGE 	I DEPTH ANO POSITIvE.0005460 C TOE RECORD 	 .0006620 
C 221 111221 INITIAL LEVEL Of SURFACE DETENTION 	1 VALUES 	 50005470 C 0011) AND 011121 APE OuANTITIES USED IN THE ROUTING Of OVERLAND 	00006030 
C 231 111231 INITIAL LEVEL Of INTERELON DETENTION 	I 	 .00054A0 C FAO.. . TOE CONSTANTS 0.00982 AND 1010. ARE TO BE USED OVEN 	 00006640 
C 24) 01261 	01)001 SUCCESSIVE ORDINATES OF /HE TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM. 	M0005.90 C PRECIPITATION • POTENTIAL EVAPORATION AND RUNOFF RECORDS ARE IN 	00006650 
C 11.8. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TINE DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES IS 	 .0005500 C INCHES . THE VALUES 0.03507 ANO 119.0 RESPECTIVELY ARE TO BE USED .0006660 
C - PNEDETERATINED WHEN THE VALUE Of NY IS RENO IN IN TOE MAIN 	M0005510 C IF THE HYDROLOGICAL RECORDS ARE IN MILLIMETRES . 	 50006670 
C PROSPAR 	 NODOS520 0011) • 0.00962 • 	Ix161.0.61 	 M0006000 
C DECIDE WAY ACTION IS TO BE WEN BY THE 000EL 	 00005530 0012) • 1020.10161 	 50006690 
C TEST IF TOE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS TO BE CALCULATED 	 .00055.0 C 0013) 	IS THE FRACTION OF THE CATCHMENT TONT IS THE FRACTION OF Torm0006/00 

IFINERV.40.1160 TO ISO 	 .0005550 C CATCHMENT THAT IS PERVIOUS 
TEST IF THE BEST PARMETER VALUES ARE TO RE USED TO GENERATE ENE 	ROD05560 DA13 1 • I. - 0421 	 .0006/20 
	 RECORD 	 50005570 00141 • 0151 • 0151 	 .00006/30 
IFINTRV.E0.31 GO TO ISO 	 m00055E10 DAIS) • 1./.51 	 00006140 
TEST IF A PREDICTION IS 10 RE MADE 	 00005590 C 00161 IS THE PROPORTION Of PERCOLATION TO THE 0000NORATER 	 0.0006150 
PORE • .3 CAUSES PREDICTION ON IMMEDIATELY SEouENTIAL DATA 	 00000600 C RESERVOIR TORT BECOMES LEAKAGE 	 50006760 
IfINTRIV.E0.-31 60 TO 1110 	 50005610 *0)61 • 1.-1.181 	 .0006770 

ARE READ IN 

BE WRITTEN OUT 

MODOS780 
50069790 
.0005800 

140005820 
50005030 
PODOSB*0 
MOONSOS0 

0005070 
NODOSB60 
m0005090 
00005900 
mODOSBIO 
50005920 
50005930 
NOOOS940 
00005050 
00005060 
m0000970 
00008080 
P00081000 

M0004030 
00006040 
000006080 
00006060 
00006010 
O0006080 
50006090 
50006100 
100006110 
.0006110 
00006130 
M0006140 
M0006190 
50006160 
00006170 
00006140 
00006190 
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IICHE*GT THE CHANNEL Mout SUN 	 N000000 

SUNNAr • SWIM' • 0(4 	 N000.116 
CALL CHECKIRES.ALOS.41 	 (400(0260 CMS • OHS - A101 	 MOO 	 

DISTRIBUTE THE CHANNEL INPUT USING THE TINE DELA. HISTOGRAM 	NoD09120 

J • JNDEK 	 00000130 

00 31 I • 1.100 	 MOO 	 

C 

C 

IF GROUNDWATER ANTECEDENT ENDER IS NEGATIVE RESET IT TO ZERO 	NO010200 
41 IfIONS.LI.0.01 ONS • 0.0 	 000111201 

TEST IF POTENTIAL EVAPORATION HAS BEEN SATISFIED 	 00010305 
10$1.11 • TDSIJ1 • IMF • TONIT) 	 X0004150 

IFIJ.E0.1001 J • 0 	 00009160 
M00 	 J • J • I 

C 
TrITVDEP.LE.0.01 GO TO 34 	 140016310 
SET UP THE NAXImuN RATE AT WHICH TRANSPIRATION CAN OCCUR 	 m0010320 
ANN H AK • lllll 	 110010330 

33 CONTINUE 	 MOD 	 AEON = 0.5 • AKA 	 00010340 
C CALCULATE THE AVERAGE RATE Of CHANNEL INPUT 	 NO009196 

411.06 • TIMIJNOFAIADEL 	 .0009200 
C 
C 

IF THE mayINUN POSSIBLE TRANSPIRATION RATE EXCEEDS INC POTENTIAL 	10010310 
PATE CALCULATE THE  PROPORTION OF THE POTENTIAL DEMAND THAT CAN RE 00010260 

C MOVING USED THE INFORMATION IN TIMONDEX) SET IT TO 2ER0  IN 	NO0092(0 C SATISFIED 	 10010370 
C AR AAAAAAA ON FOR FUTURE USE 	 X0009220 	R.LE.AKKI AETR • lvDER•11.0 -TIMER/12. l 	11 	 000 	 

125IJ00E01 • 0.0 	 X0009230 C CORRECT THE SUPPLY FOR  THEE IMPERVIOUS AREA WHICH 00t$ NOT 	 10010390 
C ROUTE ONE INTERVALS CHANNEL INPUT 	 NO009240 C CONTRIBUTE AND CHECK AGAINST DEMAND 	 00010900 
C THIS IS IOU AAAAAAA TO THE STAWFOOD ROUTING PROCESS BASED ON A 	0100092SO T7IgAETR•01(311.LI.E10(PI GO TO 62 	 00016414 

• C GENERALISED NUSKINGHAN METHOD 	 00009260 C KNEW) CAN BE SATISFIED - DECREMENT LOWER ZONE STORAGE 	 00010420 
C CHEEK AGAINST VERY SMALL NURSERS IN THE CALCULATIONS 	 00009270 AETR • TvDERID0131 	 00016430 

IfilOUTEL0.01.1.(-101.AM.1ArLOV.LE.I.E-1011  GO TO 160 	 00009290 CALL CHECKIREs.AETR.31 	 .0010440 
IFIOUTELO.LT.I.E-101 60 TO 161 	 NO009290 TVDEP • 00.0 	 00010410 
	  LE.I.M101 GO TO 162 	 00009300 GO 10 34 	 m0010460 
WINER • X(161 • OUTFLO . 	 • AFLOW 	 00009310 C DEMAND CANNOT BE SATISFIED - DECREMENT LONER ZONE STORAGE AND 	m0010470 Moo09320 GO TO 163 C UNSATISFIED POTENTIAL EVAPORATION DEMAND 	 00010464 

160 OUTNEW • O. 	 X0009330 62 CALL CHECKIRESMETP.31 	 10010460 
GO 10 163 	 00009340 TVDEP • T9OEP - DOI)) • AETR 	 NODIOSOI 

161 OUTNEN • 	 • )(LON 	 00009350 
GO TO 163 	 00009360 C 

34 CONTINUE 	 10010611 
tr 110E MODEL IS BEING OPTI0ISCD GO AND CALCULATE THE OBJECTIVE 	00010520 

162 OUTNEN • 11116) • OUTFLO 	 000 	 C FUNCTION 	 00010630 
163 CONTINUE 	 X0009380 IFINTRY.E0.11 GO TO 153 	 00010940 

INCREMENT THE SUN Of CHANNEL DISCHARGE 
SUNS • SURD • OUTFLO 	 00009400 

C INCREMENT THE TOTAL Or UNSATISFIED POTENTIAL EVAPORATION 	 NODIOSSA 
SuMTvP • sump& • TVDEP 	 N0010660 

SET LO DISCHARGE VALUE FOR THE NEAT ROUTING STEP 	 NO009410 C WRITE OUT THE MEASURED DATA AND THE SIMULATED OUTPUT 	 10001057A 
OUTFLO • OuTNEN 	 00009420 IS2 NRITE16.56 ) NcouNimiNcouNTI•ETINCOuNTI,01NCOUNTIouMEN.ERESIJI.1401310960 

C EVAPORATION CALCULATIONS FROM SURFACE STORAGES 	 00009430 
10009460 

IJ•1•7/•O0F 	 M0010690 
56 EORmAT126.16.26.2M.3.EIS.4.50.(15.4.100mE7.31 	 040010600 

MEM If THERE IS ANY UNSATISFIED POTENTIAL EVAPORATION 	 00009400 C CALCULATE THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 	 WOO 	 
IFITVDEP.E0.0.) GO TO 36 	 00009460 163 'AZ • OINCOUNT) - OUTNEw 	 N0010620 
CHECK IF THERE IS ANY MOISTURE IN INTERCEPTION STORAGE THAT CAN 0(00009690 FA2 • ABSIEA21 	 010010630 
USED FOR SATISFYING MAPoRATION DEMANDS 	 00009600 

IFIRESIII.LE.0.1 GO TO 9 	 00009490 
IFIFA2.LE.I.E -301 GO TO 5 	 N0010640 
f • f • FAO • FA2 	 M0010650 

If THERE IS MOISTURE AVAILABLE FROM INTERCEPTION STORAGE ALLOW 	M0009500 C DC THE MODEL IS NOT BEING USED EON OPTIMISATION SKIP THE REMAININGIA0010460 
EVAPORATION AT THE POTENTIAL RATE UNTIL EITHER DEMAND IS SATISFIEDM0009$10 C OBJECTIVE 'UNCTION CALCULATIONS 	 100 	 
OR THE SUPPLY IS ExmAuSPED 	 00009520 
RE • RE5(1) 	MOM 	 10009530 C 

IFINTRY NE li GO 10 S 	 X0030660 
THE NEXT 3 INSTRUCTIONS ALLOW THE TIME SPENT COMPUTING THE 	 X0010690 

MIRE.LE.0.1 GO TO 9 	 40009540 C OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO BE REDUCED IC THE NCR PARAMETER VALUES ARE 	NO010700 
OES111 • RE 	 NODORSSO C POOR ESTIMATES 	 NOD 	 
TvDEP • 0.0 	 m0009s60 C PUT THE cuPPENT VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION INTO UINI 	. THE 	X0010720 

9 
00 TO 36 	 00009570 
MOM • MOM - RE$111 	 X0009500 

'C 
C 

VALUE Of N IS CONTROLLED By THE OPTIMISING ROUTINE AND MUST HOT 	MOO 	 
RE ALTERED IN TOE MODEL 	 --- 00010740 

WSW • O. 	 "0009590 MN) • F 	 NO010750 
IE mom° HAS BEEN SATISFIED GO TO THE DEEP PERCOLATION PROCESS 	N0009600 C CHECK THE CURRENT VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AGAINST THE 	00010760 
IFIEvOM.LE.0.01 60 TO 36 	 m0009610 C BEST.VALUE ALREADY FOUND I.E. U(I) 	 00010770 
MINER!' IS MOISTURE AVAILABLE CRON UPPER ZONE STORAGE ALLOW 	00009620 IFIU111.UIN,.A0 5.5.255 	 00010780 

C EVAPORATION AT THE POTENTIAL RATE UNTIL EITHER OMANO IS SATISFIE0/10009630 C NOTE Ull) IS CORRECTED 70 ALLOW FOR THE FACT THE THE OPTIMISING 	NO010790 
OR THE SUPPLY IS EmAuSTED 	 00009640 C ROUTINE MINIMISES A POSITIVE QUANTITY BY MAXIMISING ITS NEGATIVE 	H00101100 

35 IFIRES121.LE.0.01  60 TO 36 	 M0009650 C VALUE 	 mOD10010 
IfIRESI21•O0i3).LE.MDEPI GO TO 37 	 m0E109660 C IF THE CURRENT VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS ALREADY WORSE 	M0010620 
0E012) • 0ES121 - TVDEP/01131 	 N0009670 C THAN THE BEST VALUE 50 FAR OBTAINED THERE IS NO POINT WASTING 	110010630 

• 

TVDEP • 0.0 	 00009660 C 	COMPUTER TIME WHEN IT TS ALREADY KNOWN THAT THE PRESENT PA9AHETER M0010640 

60 TO 36 	 00009690 C 	VALUES WILL BE REJECTED 	 00010050 
37 TVDEP . TVDEP - PES121 	• 00131 	 M0009700 

RESI21 • 0.0 	 M0009710 
C 	HOvEvE0 • ir 0.1 ALL m DATA POINTS MUST BE USED TO CALCULATE THE 	NODIOBAD 
C 	OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 	 00010610 

36 CONTINUE 	 00009720 ?SS IFIN.F0.21 Go TO 256 	 90010660 

C CALCULATE DEEP PERCOLATION FROM UPPER ZONE STORAGE 	 M0009730 C 	TOTS IS THE END Of THE MAIN LOOP 	 X0010090 

AT a RES13/ • Oxill 	 00009740 S CONTINUE 	 NO010900 

MERL • RES121* DAIS) - AK 	 m0009790 C 	IF THE MODEL IS BEING OPTIMISED RETURN TO THE OPTIMISING PROGRAM 	X0010910 

DEER PERCOLATION CAN ONLY OCCUR IF OEEPL IS POSITIVE 	 00009760 IFINTRY.E0.1) GO 10 256 	 N0010920 

C 
IFIDEEPL.LE.0.0) GO TO 36 	 N0009770 
PENG IS POTENTIAL DEEP PERCOLATION Mom THE UPPER 20.9.) 	 00009780 
PERE • 0.003 • 00161 • MEEP0.31 	 010009790 

C 	WRITE OUT THE VALUE Of THE SUN Or SQUARES of THE DIFFERENCES 	00010930 
C 	REMEEN THE MEASURED AND COMPUTED FLOWS 	 00D10940 
C 	NOTE If THERE ARE ANY PARAMETERS NEAR THEIR CONSTRAINT VALUES 	110010950 

C DECREMENT UPPER ZONE STORAGE 	 m0009000 
CALL CHECKIRES•PERC 2) 	 N00096(0 
CALCULATE THE RELATIVE AmnuNTS or DEEP PERCOLATION THAT ARE 	00009620 A 

C 	 I.E. IN THEIR NOUNDARY ZONES • THE FINAL VALUE Of THE 	 NO010060 
C 	 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION USED BY THE OPTIMISING ROUTINE WILL BE 	1.001 0.70  
C 	 GREATER THAN C 	 100010900 

C ASSIGNED TO LEAKAGE AND TO THE LOWER ZONE AND GROuNONATER sT00AGEsMOD09630 
ALZI • 1.5 • ABSIAK-1.0) 	• 1.0 	 m0009840 

WRTTEI6.88441 C 	 500(0990 
0906  fORMATI•THOTmf SUM OF SQUARES FOR THE WHOLE RECORD IS •EI5.A1 	.00(1000 

PRE • 11.0'11.0 • AL2111**ALZI 	 00009050 C 	CALCULATE THE HYDROLOGICAL OUT OE BALANCE . IC ME MODEL IS 	00011010 

IFIRES131.L7017() PRE a 1.0 - PRE.. 	 M0009860 C 	FUNCTIONING CORRECTLY OuTBAL SHOULD RF APPROAIMAIELy ZERO 	 00011020 

C F3 IS THE PROPORTION OF DEEP PERCOLATION ASSIGNED TO LOWER ZONE 	M0009070 C 	*OUT 	- A OuANTITY USED 70 CALCULATE THE HYDROLOGICAL OUT Of 	H0011030 

C STORAGE 	 00009090 
F3 • PRE • PERC 	 00009090 

C 	BALANCE 	 MOD11040 
OUTOAL • SUMP • SUMTvA - SUMET 	SOWN, • *OUT -RESIA/ - RESIST 	90011050 

F1A . 00I31 • IPERC - 031 	 00009900 , 1 	- RE5)1I 	- DX13).(RES(21.RES13).RES16)•RES1717 	 ADD11060 

C1 IS ME CONTRIBUTION TO GROUNOWITER STORAGE ALTER CORRECTION 00000009610 C 	WRITE OUT THE PARAMETER VALUES USED TO GENERATE THE RECORD 	 00011070 

C THE IMPERVIOUS AREA 	 40009920 
C l e CIA • 0116) 	 • 	 m0009930 

C 	TOGETHER VITH THEIR CONSTRAINT VALUES • TOE TOTAL MEASURED AND 	00D11080 
C 	COMPUTED DISCHARGES ARE ALSO WRITTEN OUT IN SUBROUTINE mRITEA 	90011090 

C CIA IS  GROUNDWATER LEAKAGE 	 m0009940 CALL WR lllll NV.A.G.H.NC.5100.suMFO.F.SUNP.SUMET.509000.SUNTVA.TON.00011100 

FIA • FIA - fl 	 m0009950 MDS.ITARE.PEPIODOM.OUTBAL) 	 M0011110 

'C INCREMENT GROuNoWAIER Amp LOWER ZONE STORAGES • THE LEAKAGE TOTAL 10009960 256 RETURN 	 00011120 

• C AND GROUNONATEP ANTECEDENT MD(A 	 m0E109970 END 	 NO011130 

6E5i3) • PES(31 • F3 	 101309950 
0ESI41 • 4E5141 • Cl 	 m0009990 
RESIST • 0E5151 	• CIA 	 00010000 
GyS • GIES • F1 	 00010010 

36 1FICAIS.L7.0.000011 GO 10 39 	 90010020 
if 24 HOURS HAVE ELAPSED SINCE THE GROUNDWATER ANTECEDENT MOM 	010010030 

C WAS REDUCED REDUCE IT NOW 	 00010040 
IfIINDEX.E0•N241 ORS • GIES • 0.97 	 00010030 
IFIINDER.E0.1.1241 	1100(0 • 7 	 000(0060 SUBROUTINE TRIHISIA.T0m.MAPE1 	' 	 M0011140 

C EVAPORATION CALCULATIONS COON LOWER ZONE AND GROUNDWATER STORAGES MODIOOTO THIS SUOROuTINE SETS UP UHF TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES 	 00011100 
	  "0010001 IN THIS PARTICULAR ESAHPLE EACH ORDINATE IS • PARAMETER . THIS 	00011160 

C CHECK IF THERE IS ANT UNSATISFIED POTENTIAL EVAPORATION DEMAND 	140010090 C 	GIVES GREAT FI(X18 lllll AS REGARDS THE SHAPE OE 1191 DELAY 	 X0011170 
IfITVDEP.LE.0.0/ GO TO 30  	 00010100 C 	HISTOGRAM BUT FIKES THE mARINum DELA),  THAT CAN OCCUR 	 MOD 	 

C 

C 

CALCULATE ACTUAL EVAPORATION CROW GROUNDWATER STORAGE 	 110010110 
30 AIDS • RESI4( • 0019) • TVDEP 	 M0010120 

000910(0 THE CALCULATED EMPORATION DOES NOT (ACM THE DEMAND 	90010130 

C 	IF THE SNAP( OF TOE HISTOGRAM IS ',NO.. ROUGHLY E.G. TRIANGULAR 	X0011190 

C 	THE ORDINATES CAN BE FOUND BY INTEGRATION 	 90011200 
C 	NOTE THAT SINCE THE AREA UNDER To( NISTOGRAM MUST HE UNITY AN 	NO011210 

OPECRMENT GROUNDWATER STORAGE • THE GROUNOTIATER ANTECEDENT 1141E0 H0010140 C 	WIT* ORDINATE CAN BE FOUND RE SUBTRACTION 	 00011220 
C ANO ME POTENTIAL DEMAND 	 m0010160 C 	!TAPE • NUMBER OF TIOF DELAY HISTOGRAM ORDINATES 	 X0011230 

AAAAA OS.GT.TVDEP) GO 10 40 	 M0010160 C 	X - THE PARAMETERS 	 mOD11240 
CALL CNECNIRES•ALOSmi 	 POD 	 C 	TON . THE TIME DELAY HI5100009 ORDINATES 	 000112S0 
MIS • MS 	ALOS 	 00010160 DIMENSION AI)OI.TDH/1001 	 M01611260 

TVDEP • TVDEP - *LOS 	 50010190 
G0 10 Al 	 40010200 

000)1270 
MODI1200 

C AS CALCULATED EVAPORATION EXCEEDS DEMAND • SET ACTUAL EVAPORATION 00011210 100I21 	• 	x(141 	 NE9311290 
C EQUAL TO POTENTIAL (TENANT) WHICH BECONES ZERO • AND DECREHENT 	N0010220 TO0)31 • 1 I24 1 	 M0011300 
C IMOUNIMATER STORAGE AND GROUNDNATER ANTECEDENT 180E6 	 N0010230 TD14141 	• 	1.0 	- 	01131 	- 	01141 	- 11161 	 00011310 

40 ALM • YODER 	 00010240 RETURN 	 X0011320 
TVOEP • 001 	 m00102S0 00011330 END 
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TI-E INPUT DATA FOR THE STANFORD MODEL 	SUBROUTINES USED 

TfSt 

maul 
TITLE 	CARD Mr ARM RESOURCES SOMAS ~CPAS 11300$ THE SlamFORIT MAMA ON 	DATA 

1 	25 	24 .1.0 
9.9 	A.A.0 	0.0 	1.0 	0.0 	00.0 	S.% 	1.0 	OA 	ITS.* 25 PAIRS OF MAIN 
0.0 	6606. 	20.0 SOO. 	0.0 	1.0 	0.0 	1.0 	0.01 1.0 CONSTRAINT EXTRAS 
0.0 	0.400 	•.• 	0.•• 	•.• 	0.0 	0.4 	IAN 	5.0 	1.0 
0•• 	1.0 	0.0 	1.0 	0.0 	14.0 	0.0 	TOO 	0.0 	0000. VALUES 

SETT 
SORT 

0.0 	10.0 	9.0 	10.0 	9.0 	10.0 	OA 	1.0 	0.9 	0.0 

1 	10. 	30. TIMING 	DATA SUSI 
OUNPUT 

• ' 	1 DATA USED BY SELL( 
121006 MODEL TO READ Carr 
1311I66 

0 
DATA 	RECORDS ATM= 

SUM2 
12.7517.04440421.7011.04400121.1410247.00597.6110.0•0143.407446 1  24 	INITIAL SUS] 
.404•05.012T50.0/7444.000101.400161.041em..704544.0?0.571 1.F407  PARAAETER \OWES SORT 
0.0asSarmi.010.00.013051.04145.24••••.•10000.•03070  

A 	13 	14 	26 	PS 
II 

 CONSTRAINT 	DATA UNSCAL 
(ICON 

P. N. OF DATA SETS REOATA 
-7 SEQUENTIAL 	PREDICTION WITTE& 

1 	• DATA 	USED YE ONE CRECX 
141066 
i 

MODEL 	FOR
1716-6 PREDICTION 

NZN•SEOUENTIAL FRED. 
MIMIC 
CALCTI 

ODATA USED BY THE 
201060 MODEL R)R 
2214060 9  PREDICTION 

TYPICAL RESULTS USING THE  
STANFORD MODEL  

SaSIC ROSEMAROCK METRO° TESTING 	I 4E15 OF STARTING 0020METE0 04Lur5 

IRE MAXIMUM TIME IOM EXECUTION IS 30.0 SECONDS 

,TIE DUMP INDEX • •O AND DUMPS ARE /MIEN EVERY .10001.02 114e UNITS 

STASTIMA PARAMETER VALUES SET NURSER 1 
• ••• 

RECORO AffrINS ON 121066 

10O00 1116106 ON 121066 

00(050 ENOS ON 131066 

RECOOD [NOS ON 13106e 

0501007[ EVAPORATION RUNOFF 

I 0 '. .38295200E.00 .43880600E-01 
2 0. .399797001.00 .41309600E-01 
3 0. .15497500(.00 .446516001-01 
6 O. 0. .36064300E-01 
5 0. 0. .139731001-01 

. 	• 
7 

0. 
.30057700E.00 

O. 
0. 

.31938100E-01 

.30294100E-01 
. 	I .560333001.00 .185299001.00 .29175700(.)1 

9 .256219001.01 .23904000F.00 .29311900E-01 
le .200171001.01 .24953500E100 .48804500E-01 

0. ,. 
	

II .98731600E..01 .12193100E.00 

9 	ll 
.41 
03071000E.01  

4073300E.00 0. 
O. 

.238691001.00 

.32316000E.00 
14 . 	•02 0. .60309900(.00 
IS 0. 0. .15309100E•01 
IS 0. .11566500E.00 .28435S00T.01 

IRE VALUE Or THE now Ralf al IRE 51461 or 0..e 0(1000 IS 	.043805 

TME LCM514 Of AN INI[AVAL IS 3.000 



120 TAIALs AND 14.2 sECS. 
O121 • .100000002.01 

.3095016.03 .927113(.02 . 	-03 .025716E-111 

.6450981.00 .637271(.60 .0341142E.09 .413001171.11 

.3488042.00 

240 T01AL5 AND 10.8 s[CS. 
O121 • .1 OOOOOO 02.11 

.3652.22.64 .9909202.02 

.6 	*OS .6671192.00 

.6068392.00 

.1116)02.43 .5979161-01 

.7067912.011 .1822812002 

260 TRILLS AND 21.S SECS. 
5121 . 	.01 

.365103(034 .6446642•01 .12311042.03 

.7557092.00 .6445092.00 .81140971.110 

.0219342.00 

.66/0672-61 

.1 	.02 

381 

TIME 510.1180 pARANETER 761.0E5 Aar 
.1329124.62 .664640E-61 .2170132.02 
.104065(.00 .12/5000-0I .0726462.00 
.06410002.01 	.2890342.03 . OOOOO 02.62 

• LOUD CONSTAUINTS 600 

	

-O. 	O. 

	

.1 	-01 O. 

	

O. 	O. 

TmE u9828 COMS1611014 Ail 

	

.2500001007 . 	.01 

.1000110E001 .9000002.00 
	.02 .1 	.06  

.490111114.1110 
O. 
O. 

.moopoe.s, 

.1900041.61 
	.02 

.905161(.00 

.101606E-03 

.901363E.01 

4. 	0. 	.2004.002.92 0. 	9. 	0. 0. 	O. 	O. 

.0730002.03 .9990002.04 .0000002003 

.1040002.01 .1000442081 .1004442.01 
• .02 . 	.01 . 	.01 

.2099162.02 .2426002.03 .1191192.62 

.606361E040 .6610841.00 .7045041.00 

.154743E001 .2491402.00 

0. 	0. 
4. 	0. 

.10410011•01 *110104111001 
o11e0041111•01 .14000411011 

.11130042-01 .976601211 
402144517.00 413144117041 

o. 0. 0. 
.5000002.02 	.01 
	•02 

TOE WNW* Of TINE DELA, NIS/000116 OROINATCS IS 
AND TWIT. p006NETE0 Numfos An 

13 	14 	to 	as 

• 

1160 TO SEAS,  Of EXECUTION • .0742.01 SECONDS 

TI[ NAXImuN Time FOR EXECUTION TS 38.0 S1CONDS 

TNE OOOOO RESOWACES 80AR0 PuOGRAN USING 102 STANIONO MOOEL ON TEST oar' 
AFTER 1 POUNDS • 0 STAG2S • 	I FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 

• .63430491E011 	8111 • O. 
.1323122.02 .6640402.81 .7170132.42 .1401612•00 .2009162.02 
.4160051.00 .1275000-01 .0726661.00 .43 .606361E040 
.9440.502.01 .2000361.03 .100000E-62 . .96130S(061 .154743(001 

A 008 mAS PEEN TANEN AT 	10.0 SECS. 

• TRIALS AND 0.8 stet. 121 • 0. 
.24

8
760E013 ,976110E41E 411130062.413 

.641814E000 .796004E001 .8210872.40 

.E461444E.00 

•976.01111 
.1524471.0E 

THE. 	 11200110CES 110110 PROGRAm USING TIC STAMF060 MODEL ON 71ST DATA 
AFTER 1 POuns • I sTAGEs • 	100 (UNCTION EVALUATIONS 
f • 	.104008642041 	811/ • .123160 102.02 

.132012E002 .102413E000 .206162(.02 .7261292000 .1679332.02 

.7666311.00 .161025E.06 .0044601.011 .11590001.04 .6442392.10 

.492772(.01 .3500401.03 .162500(.02 .9875142.01 .251457(.01 
THE 	 RISOURCES 014110 PITOGRAN USING THE STANFORD moots. ON TEST DATA 

*0120 I ROUNDS • 2 STAGES • 	rUNClION (VALUATIONS 
f • .327000492.00 	8111 • .13604863(.02 

.132305(.02 .1617511.00 .1012161.02 .045701(.00 .164274E001 

.690330(.00 .1635251.40 .9207022080 	.1041362.03 .51 lllll 000 

.90370111.01 .6695501003 .106193E-02 .9981122.01 .2093301.01 
	••••• 	••••••••••••••• 
• DOW NAS PEEP TAmEm AT 	20.0 SECS.  
•••• 
THE lllll PESOINACES 800410 PROGRAM u51016 702 STANFORD MODEL ON TEST DATA 

017(0 I ROUNDS • 3 STAGES • 276 FUNCTION 2V6LUA110NS 
F •.18140277E000 	011/ • .101206792.0i 

.1323042.42 .134•322.00 .11193612.02 .0204302.00 .1406322.02 

.1333/02.00 .172065E00 .8264001.00 .109013/.43 .4329381.00 
.9946102.01 .4251002.03 .1101162.02 .099002(41 .2117312011 

A MOP mAS PEED TAMEN AT 	36.0 SECS. 

• Trot RESOOKIS 00600 PROGRAM USING TmE STANFORD 000(L ON TEST DATA 
AFTER 1 POUNDS • 3 STANEs •. 497 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 	656 TRIALS AND 30.1 SECS. 
r • .10220906[•00 6111 • .16120679(.01 	6101 . , 	.01 
.1717372.00 .13.636(.02 .012570(.00 .1341672.02 .3722621.04 .620900E002 
.1712091.00 .729905E000 .110915E-03 .3099222.00 .723/02E000 .642010E000 
.400051E003 .1609201-02 .9996901.41 .270400(.01 .629921E040 

.1322906002 

.0806231.00 

.4976376.01 

.1644902.03 .5403012.01 
A342192.46 .13/2761002 

100 19)11.1. PARAMETER VALUES wER2 
.13152001 .60482.41 .21701.02 

	

.1275(.01 	.0726(.00 	.1010E-03 

	

410001.02 	.9014001 	41547E001 

THE FINAL PARAKTER VALUES ARE 

	

.13231.02 	.17176.00 	.1366.E.02 

	

.17132.00 	.72932.00 	.1109E-03 

	

.16590.02 	.99956.01 	.2705201  

.90572.00 .2099E•02 .2477(.03 

.40642•00 	.6419(.00 	.79662.00 
42491E000 

.0126(.00 	.13666002 	.37221.04 

.35992.00 02501.00 4.64201•00 

.62996.00 

	.62 .1030E-03 .91412.61 .646,2.46 
.82976000 	.13252.42 	.9686/.01 	.26662.43 

.6210E002 	.1645E-93 	.90042-01 	.6996(.00 

.6347(.60 .13232.02 .90741.61 .40062.43 

70E VALUE Or Tom 1100 RAT, AT TNE START Of THE REcOND IS 	.043800 

002 L/NoTm or AN INTERVAL IS 3.000 

OADINAn 
NUR1EP 

Of 21 CORRECT 
RuNOFF 

ESTIM6/20 
RUNOFF 

RE5 1 RtS 2 	PtS 3 	PtS • ICS S RES • RES 7 

1 0.000 .313 .43801-01 .2821E-01 13.124 19.712400.504 .000 .000 .064 2.599 .602 
2 0.000 .400 .41311E-01 .1647E-01 12.641 19.765400.354 .000 .000 .006 2.423 .000 
3 0.000 .155 .3165E-01 .12270-01 12.790 19.770400.006 .000 .000 .000 2.203 .600 
• 0.000 0.000 .36082-01 .0090E-02 12.790 19.776466.154 .000 .000 0.000 2.169 .040 
S 	0.000 0.000 .3397E-01 .1861E-01 12.790 19.720400.554 .000 .000 0.000 2.052. .000 
• 0.000 0.000 .3196E-01 .6009(.01 12.795 19.770400.554 .000 .000 0.000 1.041 .0110 
7 .301 0.000 .3029E-01 .6020E-01 13.095 19./70400.504 .000 .000 0.000 1.036 .000 
0 .660 .105 .29182.01 .71262.41 13.179 20.3744110.534 .000 .000 .125 1.744 .000 
9 1.342 .239 .2931E-01 .75791-01 13.166 22.490400.554 .000 .000 .669 1.649 .000 

10 2.002 .E50 .65.002.41 .11442.00 13.162 24.267400.534 .066 .980 .422 1.563 .000 
II 0.000 .097 .12192.00 .1660(000 13.135 24.521400.054 .000 .000 .070 1.464 .000 
12 
13 

.061 
0.307 

9.060 
0.000 

.23672.60 

.32321.00 
.2299(.00 
.21012.00 

' 12.229 
13.229 

23.666400.556 
30.289400.056 

.000 

.000 
.000 
.000 

.209 
2.362 

1.009 
1.339 

.000 

.000 
14 10.669 0.606 .60312.00 .47172.10 13.229 33.632400.354 .000 .000 2.419 14177 .000 
19 0.000 0.000 .13312.01 .17132.01 13.229 33.907400.006 .000 .000 .543 1.221 .000 
16 6.009 .116 .28441.61 .2695(.01 13.198 33.666400.504 .000 .000 .279 1.160 .000 

TIC Sm. or SouSofs TOM THE 90022 RECORD IS .10220856E000 

CaLCULATill VoLUmETRIC 01500001 • .329602242.61 

TIC LENGTH Of AN INTSOVAL IS 3.0000 

Soo Of CALCULATED OISCOORKS • .329612242.01 	sum Or wE4Softo PeEC101I6710w • .257014652.02 
TNE TOTAL 1061 lllll EVAPONATION IS .162402362.0' 	Toc SUM Or comuoiEL 1•F10r5 IS .134473311.02 
AND 11.2 SUM 00 UNSATISFIED POTENTIAL EVAPORATION IS O. 

• TOE OUT Of OM-OKI IS 	94E-11 

TK 7102 SELAT 11010646, OROINATES An 

MASURED VoLUNETR1C DIsco.A.MA 
	 72.01 
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THE PROGRAM FOR THE  
IMPERIAL COLLEGE  

MODEL  

NOTE  : CARDS MOD00010 TO M0004130 
ARE THE SAME AS FOR THE 
STANFORD MODEL 

51,pRoU7INT fAIRACINV.A.G.H.N4.S1/ 	 40404140 
C 	IOTA ROUTINE EVALUATTS  CONSTRAINFO T9.471005 OE ToF PARARETERS ANONODOPISO 
C 	CALCULATES VARIAINF CONSTRAINT VALUES 	 M000.140 
C 	iv - NIMQF9 nE PAR*NF TEPS 	 140004170 

C 	1 - T.0 0 ...... ER 041105 	 $0004100 
C 	6 . 400 Lnwr* CONSTRAINT VALUTS *NO AsSOCIATEO QUANTITIES 	 M0004140 
C 	m . Twf MRCP CONSTRAINT VALUES AND ASSOCIATED WANTITIES 	 N0004240 
C 	NC - TNE NuNRER Of CONSTRAINTS 	 40004210 
C 	Si . PAPANTTTP SCALE FACTORS 	 M0004220 

011EN4ToN 1,141.61.01.m....5.,30, 	 .0004210 
C 	CALCULATE THE LAST ORDINATE of THE TIME MAY NISToGRAo 	 14011104244 

0,241 • 1.0 - 81221 • 511271 - 8121) • 501231 - 8421) • 50121) 	*0004250 
RETURN 	 40004246 
ENn 	 m0004210  

AMMOUTINF CALCrXINV.KAU.NECC•NTRY.N.144.0•4.4t1 
5,.. - ..NrER of wx,01 064a.E14.5 . 23 	 "4..:0001:0423.121 4 
4 - 1w RARANFTEP VALUES C 

C 	. - .N ARRAY OF %Ur 2 .0111 ALWAYS CONTAINS THE PEST VALUE 480044310 
C 	T.F OPJECTIVE FUNCTION NNILE U12) CONTAINS THE LATEST VALUE Of ToEm0064320 
C 	omOCTIvr 80640)03 
C 	 N - CONTROLS THE LOCATIONS Of U INTO WHICH THE 00yEcT1vE 	11000 
C 	FUNCTION IS PUT 	 40004314  
C 	 .FCC - THIS COUNTS TOT OWNER Of TINES TOE *OWL IS CALLED 	#000M00443111136$  
C 	 NIPY - CONTROLS TNT ACTION TAKEN FOP EACH CALL OF TNT MODEL. 40044374 
C 	5ff THE MAIN PRoARAN 008 THE DETAILS ABOUT NI(RT 
C 	Pc - USFD 14 CON1UNCTION HITH ARRAY U . THIS CONSTANT OAS THE .0004390 
C 	SAN( WEANING ANTI PURPOSE AS ocrmo IN TOE RAIN PROORAM 
C 	N.P. IF 1.15 00001 15 1)500 PRFCIP 	 .EvAP0*AT10N AND RUNOET MW10 .444444.  
C 	TWOS MUST ALL Pr IN UNITS OF DEPTH OVER THE CATCNNENT.TW LEVEL511000442$ 
C 	or TNT AT PAGE RESERVOIRS ARE TNEN 14 C 	ATIELE UNITS 
C 	P - 1015 ARRAY STORES (PTO 3000 PIECES Of PRECIPITATION OAT* 01"0100440 
C 	FT - TNT% ARRAY STORES uPTO 3000 RIECEs Of EviRmATION DATA 	140004450 
C 	0 - 11415 ARRAN' STORES UPTO 3000 RUNOFF VALUES 	 00044445 
C 	.05 - C10PF5 THE RESERVOIR LEVE15 
C 	RFSIII - OVERLAND FLOP RESERVOIR 
C 	8E5121 - SURFACT RESERVOIR 	

$200.!!! C 	800T31 . SOIL MOISTURE RESERvnIA 	
NO054404 

C 	 0E5(71 AND P06)1) ONLY FXTFND UNDER TOE PERVIOUS AREA OF THE N0004514 
C 
C 	

CAT(N.F41 	 0004452020 
P0514/ - SMIUNDHATER :0; usn 	

110004340 
Titveo10 	 00004530 

C 	 RESTS) - 8E3110) 	401 
C 	170 - T.15 ARRA', 40105 114E ORDINATES OF THE TINE DELA', NIS1OG0AM0044350 
C 	DIED FOR DISTRIBUTING CHANNEL INPUT IN TIME CURIO 100 VALuES) 	M4000 .11:  
C 	Inc - 1.15 ARRAY .OLDS INF DISTRIPUTED CHANNEL INPUT 	

100 
 

C 	08 - CONTAINS UM' VALDES OF FREQUENTLY USE0 PARAMETER GROUPS woomsas 
C 	mFANTNG OE RAPANETERS X 
r 

	 $0004500 
00404360 

C 	)))) . ONF OF TNT 3 PARANETERS THAT 0101015 PRECIPITATION INTO 	M0044610 
C 	 OVERLAND FLOW AND SURFACE STORAGE . 8111 IS AN INTENSIVE 000004020 
C 	FACTOR AND NA5 UNITS OF DEPT. 	 00004630  
C 	7121 - TN? OVERLAND FLOW ROUTING rperoo - HAS UNTTS Of TINE•OCOTM 40004*40 
C 	1 131 - MINI-POLS Nom HOCH ovERLANn FLOW BECOMES SmFACE STORAGE 	00004414 
C 	0131 PAS UNITS OF OEPTH 	 00004460  
C 	X44) - PHILIPS SORPTION PARAmETER . HAS UNITS OF DEPTH/SORT/TIME) .100,001::  
C C  5I51 - 'IRE MINIMUM POTENTIAL INEILTRATION RATE 000 PHILIPS 
C 	FOUATION . HAS UNITS OF  nERTP/TINE 	 $0004690  
C 	014) - THE PARAMETER USED TO CALCULATE ACTUAL TRANSPIRATION rpm ::::74:  
C 	S011 PnISTuRE STORAGE . NAS UNITS 00 DERV.. 
C • 117) - PROWIRTION Of CATCHMENT THAT 00 OPEN RATER SURFACE 	

::g::777: C 	0180N5I0NLF55 
t 	0(0) - ROUTING FACTOR FOP INTERELDW . NAS UNITS OF TIN/pogo 	Fioos iii 
C 	ft., . *000)044 Excinc,  FOR FLOW RETURNING TO SURFACE STORAGE 
C 	 FURT000 DOWN TNT FLOW SLOPE . MAW UNITS Of TIME 
C 	0)10, - OrfP PERCOLATION POUTING FACTOR . HAS UNITS of ?THE/DEPT,. 40004/70 
C 	lilt) - oRnumnwATER STORAGE [MIST ANT . NAS UNETS Of TIME 	 M0004750 
2 • 	.1112) - FRArTioN OF GROUNDWATER FLO. THAT IS LEAKAGE COON THE 	M0004190 
C c•Tcmm041 - OINENsIONLESS 	 80004000 
C • 	•flo, - CNANNEL 0001140 COEFFICIENT - DINENSIoNLESS • 	 14000410  
C 	Witst - INITIAL 1.0001. IN TOT OVERLAND FLOW RESERVOIR  . HAS UNITS M.000,13  0004 2: 
C 
C 	'1),FirlZr1 PI0INTTIAL LEVEL IN VW SURFACE PESERvOIR.NAs 1NI7S Of OEPIN 11015044140 

C 	01161 - INITIAL 10001 IN TNT SOIL NOISTUPE RESERVOIR . NAS UNITS 40004000 
C 	Of 0E0700 	 110064060 
C 	0(171 INITIAL LEVEL OF GROUNOWATFR STORAGE . NA5 UNITS Or PEPT0 00004870 
C • 	0(10) - ERACTIoN OF THE CATCHMENT THAT Ts RERVIODS - DINEWSIONLESSNo004006 
C 	?fig) - TOO FACTOR TO TNT 0171sIoN or petcypyTATION INTO 	 03004090 
C 	 OVERLAND FLO* ANO SURFACE STORAGE THAT REFLECTS SURFACE 	14000440 
C 	Rouppwss - ntwrasTrmitrst 	 N0004414 
C • 	0120) - TNE DRYNESS FACTOR IN THE DIVISION Of PRECIPITATION INTO $0004920 
4 	77004.440 04.00  Ann suRrACE STORAGE - DINENsIONLESS 	 00404930 
C 	0(211 - X140) PARANETERS USE0 TO CONSTRUCT THE ORDINATES Of THE 000400040 
C 	?INF DELAY .1510GP10 . TWO UNITS DEPEND UPON NO. THT TINE 00004950 
C 	 DELAY PISTOGRAN ORDINATES ARE CALCULATED 	 M0004060 
C • 	NFANA TNAT MO PARANETER 81151 RE LES5 THAN UNITY. OTHER 0081 	00004910 
C 	STRINGENT CONSTRAINTS NAT ALSO APPLY 	 00004560 
C 	NTRY CONTROIS *NAT PART OF Tot *0001 IS USED 	 *0004990 
C 	N.R. 111E TOTAL NUMBER Of TIME DELAY NIVTOGRAN ORDINATES IS 	 010005000 
C 	---- PRFOFTERHINED WHEN TNE VALI* Or NV 15 READ IN IN VW NA144 	00000010 
C 	 9000048 	 N0005024 

01800510N X(10,.P13600I.F1,30001.0130001.RES4101.TM.1001•1051 1401MODOS010  
I.DX1101.0(21•6144)•,4190) 	 000005040 

C 	TNT, STAR F A ENT TUNCTION CALCULATES TOO POTENTIAL INFILTRATION 	$0000000 
C 	CAPACITY OF TOE SOIL FOR ONE INTERVAL 	 00005060 
C 	010508 16 A FUNCTION SURPROGRAN THAT E06106TF5 TW ntrEFRENCF 	00005010 
C 	RETWEEN TOW SQUARE RoOls Of TO *WOOLY COWL NONRERS 	 0000I9000 

opTLIP(pso..otL)0NIN.117)4850e0T0500 tI1T.Ott4.011yr11 1 9 	 00005090 
C 	THIS STATENENT FUNCTION CALCULATES THE POTENTIAL SW TTTTTT ION 	M0005100 
C 	RATE FOR INEILTRATION PrCOVERY PDRPOSrS 	 00040114 

PNILINIAA) AAAAA ely.0.5•AA/SOR AAAAAAA ORO 	 010005120 
C 	000100 WMAT A4T10N Is 10 PT TANEN WY INF NOOEL 	 40005130 
C 	TEST IF Tor ORJECTIvE FUNCTION IS TO BE CALCULATFO 	 140003141 

IFINTRT.E0.11 Go /0 2 	 M0000100 
C 	TEST if TNE NTDROLOAICAL DATA 00* INE OPTIMISATION IS TO RE READ 0000.5160 

IfiNT00.E0.01 40 TO 1 	 ;ODOM?* 
C 	TEST If THE REST POKIER VALUES APE TO ar uSE0 TO GENERATE THE Poomporop 
C 	AAAAA 0 PECORn 	 80005190 

I0INTRY.E0.31 GO To 7 	 140005200 
C 	TESL If A FoOnICTION IS TO AF NAnE 	 4000521 0  
C 	NYRE . -3 CAUSES PREDICTION ON TNINTIATELY SEQUENTIAL DATA 	100005220 
C 	NTRy • -4 CALMFA PRFDICTION OM kON-SEOUTNIIAL nATA 	 00005230 

I0(NTRY.F0.-3) 00 TO I 	 *0005240 
IFINTE1.F0.-41 00 TO 1 	 N0004250 

C 	AS 0101 CAN ONLY TAKE ON FOUR VALUES ANT 014ER VALUE IS AN ERROR 80043200 
1 HPITEI4.61 418y 	 MOCHISETO 
6 Emp11o123m4f1MoR IN .TRY • WRY 8.101 	 000,5290 

51014 	 04003290
1 CONTINUE 	 00005200 

C 	TO CHECK THAT TNT .TOROLOGICAL nAtA NA% PEEN COR9Tc110 READ 0,, . 00000310 
C 	EVERT IllpTTT TN VALUE IS WRITTEN OUT 	 000053141 
C 	READ IN 100 EPTOUTNCY AT WNW. THE HYDROLOGICAL 0010 IS TO Of 	NO005310 
C 	WRITTEN OUT FOR CNECNIN0 PURPOSES . NOT( 104C EIRST ANO LAST VALNESM0005360  
C 	*9E ALwAYS WRITTM4 OUT UNLESS IHOITT IS LESS THAN 7E80 	 M0005350 

8E4019.2001 01414110 	 140005341 
700 F000417110 

C 	I AAAAA L AN 140E8 USED TO CONTROL ?NE FREQUENCY Of WOMOLOOICAL 	0000530* 
C 	MOPuT 	 00005390 

Iow • -1 	 00003440 
C 	*FAO IN TNE .VORMOGICAL DATA or THE TART 	 40004410 

C 	M ,. THE NOW* Of ORDINATES IN THE RECORD 	 N0465*20  
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APOUNT OF OVERLAND CLOY CAUGHT pi suwaty sTcolc,f .7.(0144,  
NO0044400 
1400414410 

600••••14. 

np, - TAP ,...,TA fir rACm INTEovAL 	
7"10011:2: 	'0406 OgOTITA:(1:iftcouN 	 CALL REOATAI••[T•0•0EL•61 	 00. 

.0•. n1.0 06(.0.00.1C TOT•1. 5 0.0. .1.0.• SUvE EIT. DETAILS 	
w""100054: 	

000 • 000 - OFT) 

0100141140 

CALL TOTAL4SUNO.SUNET.SUPEO.P.E1104../ 	 1096 CONTINUE 
0 	A44 Tot 12.11,000,  FFFORACW Elmo. OVE.LAMO FLOW INTO ONE 

; 	
Pal" MIT Tuir CATA Star,  IN •T AFOAT• • II ToevE IS NUCN DATA • 	.0005470 

01000444SO 
,,L,,,in., Coo  0,0  ymIfyfm . TN( SELECTION PA.AMETER IS 1"‘" 	.ftes.00 	 C 	DEPRESSTON STORAGE 

org4A, • PES,71 • 0E0 • 00(21 flu,. 1110 ,141.1.000.0*,01....1..,  ..... ET 	 00005400 
C 	OfCIOE If ?07 00011000 TS TO WOVE POCEINPETICE OPE* rwrstrearren 	onus  

00006100 

S CONTTRUf " 	 0000SSAO 
IF IviNCOUNT1 •GT.0.1 GO TO 11 

::::::14 

IF 0ArnICTIns IS Tn •F ronNE IT IS NOT 4TTEASAR0 TO READ IN 04 	00003310 
.; 	- NOWA Or INTEAVALS TOOT AK RUNG USED PEP DAY AS THIS OUST OE 000035211 	 C 	TIMASTOATTON "AS ROPEEERENCE 

NIP!! 

TAP (.1, Aa Erma 704 noTT.IsATioo 	 00005530 	 14 CONTIOATE 
Iffoi.v.NE.01 60 10 7 	 00001540 

WODOSSSO 	
C 	CALCULATE TOE TTTTT AVATLAMLE (OR Ev4(0042/014 ma 
C 	'Est IF AVAILAINE SURP1.0 r.crrns OF.AND .T00 ,3.7001 4?. 

o0U0S CALCULATE ToE LENGio OF AN 1 	 000054166 	 IFIETINCOUNT1.6TONES121.111101) 00 TO 12 

0.0"::::00002774.70: 

770100 • 74,,FL 0A110741 	 00005570 	 C 	OF0000 IS s.T]srirn 
00001100 OFT000 

	

7 cc...Vt./A 	 POOOSS90 	
0400 

;TINCOVNTI 
C 	V.IT, OUT TN/ .E0010E0 mFAIINGS AT TOE STOOL Or A NEW PAGE 	00005600 

0000S410 	
C 	DECPERENT THE DEPRESSION RESERVOIR 

CAI) TM, 	 Pfsly) • orS171 - EA • nlfro 
140000/60 

10]0006 '2,,E 

IfINT.T.E0...31 GO TO ITT 	 00005670 
00005630 	

C 	TEST It rwronaTicm MAD mvcrr.rma cm* INAILTAIATTON 

	

7 CONTINUE 	 IFIRINCOITNTI.GT.0.1 GO TO 13 
C 	INITIALISE Tot TIRE 00150 NISTOGROM ORDINATES ANn TM! ARRAY THAT 110005440 	 C 	CPAPOOATION HAs NAD PREFERENCE 
C 	CONTAINS Tot SINS OF Tot CONTATRUTIONS TO CNANNEL INPUT AFTER 	00005630 	0 	CALCULATE Tot 601FNTIAL TIWILTITaTiON VOLVO 
C 	OISTPIAUTION PT THE TURF DELAY NISTOGRAN 	 00005660 	 11 FP • 11.1 OOOOO 140•11EL•11S144T1 

'4071; : 1:"" 	
C 	If 57 If Toror IS ENOUG.0 0•01.00.! IM TNE SAmEACE RESEIRVOIR TO NODOSOTO 

MODOS400 
• Tosii I • n• 	

C 	SAME), TOE POTENTIAL OCRAND 
RODOS690 
MOOMS7110 	

TEIFP.GT.RES17/1 GO TO 14 
C 	INITIAL Tor LEVELS 14E Tor OESERVOIRS 	 C 	TN( POTENTIAL DEMAND CAN RENEE 

EN • FP 
5"210::: 	

11=r410006041 

1100401101 
kW • 11 

. T • T • DEL DO 9 1 • 1.4 
Nv MOODS710 • 1,10 • i 	 C 	nrc.r...1 ACTUAL IN,  OOOOO TION FRO" SURFACE STORAGE 

000111""1"11111.  O RESIT) . 11I0E1 	 00005740 ME 
WODOSTS0 	

CALL CPECAS.Fliefl 

6 1160111 

INITTAt T.F 7700 EAU,. COO TN, CNANNEL ROOTING 	 C 	TEST IF 1N0ILTP1TION oaS PREFERENCE Off. EVAPORATION 	 00006010 
001710 • 0111 	 100005700 

00005770 	 C 	INEILT.ATION NA'S man PAEFEREOCE 	 00013"  
IFIPINCOUNT).[040.1 60 To 13 	

." " C 	SFT 110 Ti.r nRnINATTS or Tor TINA DELAY NISTOGOAN FAO. TUC 
r 	.ARAMETE. VALUES 	 . 	 00005760 	 GO TO 14 	 61001106411 

40012149411 
weessees 

r 	ITA., IS P.O AlwAf. of TIOF nrLAr mISTOD.A. OantmaTEA AND OUST ME .17,:;;,;(01 	 c 	EVA•ORATION DEPANOS CANNoT A. SATISFIED 
C 	SET IN SIT.OU/INE 001015 	 12 EA • 0E5021 • 0(181 

FALL f0l0TSIT.Trm.1TAPTI 	 .0005010 	 .ESIR1 • O. 
R0005220 3(7 uP FRFOuF4117 USED €175011073 Of THE PARAN[TERS 	 Oro! 0 MAE • [A 
00005010 	 C 	IF EVAPORATION nEMANoS 060! RIO P1117,0[41[E AND NAVE ITAHAUSTFO 	010006,04 00.1) . I. - 001.) 

;00";;;;;19:11  
01110071127 

00021 • 1. 	 P0005840 
00005550 	

C 	AVAILARLE STORAGE (WOE CAN NE NO INF TTTTTT TON 
00(11 • 1 ./0117) 0 0 IPINCOU400 .r0.0.1  EN • O. 
or14, • 1. - 0,131 	 000001540 

00503479 	
C 	TEST IF INFILTRATION MAO PREFERENCE IN VIIICH CAA TNE 

00001010 loITTAL1sE 4001005 cOuNTr.s Aon SUMS 
NO000400 	

C 	INTILTPATION PECOVEOV WILL NAVE ALPEAOY SEEN COMRUTED 
; 	INITIAL OAF CYCLIC INOE0 ON Tot TIME DELAY orsTnARAm 

m0005.50 
00005000 	

TrtAINCOuNT1.07.0.1 70 TO 13 	 woopleso 
MDFA a 0 	 0 	Ev0o001TI0N 0E00001 HAY! 0.0 PIAACEOENcE 

C 	1011051 TNEILTP•TION TIP, 	 37 CONTINUE 
T • 0, 	 00005910 	 C 	750T.ATIF 0.., orcovrpr 00 TIRE IMI TTTTTTT CM .Alf ' 

C 	0AL0mtay0 T.. opnumo TTTTT ROUTING CONSTANTS 	 60005920 	 C 	FLIRINATE 005500*.! POUNCING [ROODS 
N0005910 A.0500 0 44114 
MOOOS040 	

1 ,11/4.1.7.0.) fN • Os 
CALL SETOXIIIM.9.4ANDASYMO,L1 

mon05950 
	 If 17.11.0.1 1 . P. 

CALCuLATE TN(' 0I01 000 INF1L 10011 00 CAPAC/Tv 	 .15.6.1.0.D.(7.LE.0.11 60 TO 13 	

min°1":0700"°:"11:11.7.67:7700:15“90:0•005 

70 . A151 • nEL 00005060 	 C 	CALCULATE Tot TINE AT WoICA,  THE POTENTIAL SUPPLY WILL BE EINTSTALTO ro010117711r.  
CALCuLATF Tor INITIAL II:F. mAxImumi POTENTIAL INFILTRATION 00005970 	 0,100 . ro.narEP 

; 	CAPACITY 	 000050410 	 C 	CALCULATE THE POTENTIAL RATE AT 1111C 7.11E1.75 	 000071,10 
FP • Pm111.1.1141.0EL.T(51.0.1 	 00505940 	 EOELTA • PoILINIT141.T.DELTA.11011 

	

100 CONTINUE 	 00006000 	 C 	CALCULATE TN! POTENTIAL eATE AT TIM ENO or THE Petiela INTETPIRL. 11006"":5011.0  

C 	INITIALISE TN, gums rOo wATEo RALANCF STUOTFS 	 00007010 	 rneL • ...MTN , A 141 •T•OEL.A 151 / 
C 	INITIAL TOE SUMS Of CALCULATED CHANNEL OISCMARGE • CALCULATED 	5000602003 	 C 	ES TTTTT E TNE POINT TO 141MICM THE 1NEILTRATION 14[031211/1,  HAS 601 	:0":44::!!!! 

ET • FOOL • ALPHA 	 1160111/741 
C 	CHANNEL 17000 AND UNSATISFIED POTENTIAL EVAPORATION 	 • 	ALOmA • 1,PaEN)/4EPaXISI00EL101E0ELTAPEDELT 
C 	SA SUN Of UNSATISEIED POTENTIAL EVAPORATION 

.44° :::t: SA 	O. 	 C 	CNEC• IF INFINITIES ARE REINS CALCULATED 
C 	Se 5V0 OF CALCULATED OISCOARGES 

00"066006700 	
IFIET.LT.I.E14•1•44// GO TO IS 	 110007220 

SA 	0. 	 0 • o. 
60 TO 13 	

70007230 
C 	SC SUM nr GROUNDWATER LEAKAGE 

::::::
612141760 

sC O. 	 gg  C 	00.0 OUT 0010000.411/N TIP( 
C 	SD SUM Of CHANNEL ROUTING SYSTEM INPUTS 	 00000100 	 IS 0 • 0.5.11141/1E7 -NISI/ 	 ::::71211141  

01001700 
4n 	0. 	 00006110 	 T • Toy 

C 	CALCULATE TN, INITIAL WATER IN 7/0046E AT TmE BEGINNING Of TOE 	00006120 	 GO TO 13 
C 	001000 . THIS MUSt PE DONE MEW AS T04E INITIAL RESERVOIR LEVELS 00006110 	 C 	::::T:AL0.1NEILTRATION TO Tot CONTENTS Of Tot SuarACE sToRAGE 	..0047721,4  

00007310 
C 	APE DESTROYED BY SURSEOUFMT CALCULATIONS 	 50000140 	 16 EN • RES02) 1 

1 , 14TRY.NE.14 *OUT • 0E5(11 • 00511.1 • (afs12, • 0ES1101 • 01101 00006150 
C 	INITIAL TOE VALUE Of THE ORJECTiVE F0011104 r 	 00006160 	 C 	TEST OF EVAPORATION HAS MID 0000E0E7CE OVER INF 	 00097320 

F • 0. 	 00006170 	 C 	IN 00100 CASE INFILTRATION •ECOVFPV WILL NOT NAVE REEK COMPUTED 0100 	 
1/FCC • SeeC • I 	 00006100 	 IFIPINCOUNT).LE•0.1 GO TO 17 	 000111360 

r 	INIs IS TTTTT THE mAIN 1000 STARTS  4000419M 	 C 	AS TorILTRATTom MIS F0NA11STE0 SURFACE STo.AGE NOW Of Tel 
00 10 NCOUNT a 1,01 

"P:::;411 	
C 	POTENTIAL (0000011100 DEKANO CAN SE SATISFT[0 	 ::::;33.10 

000"°117/04 
C 	SET UP TN,  POTENTIAL EVAPORATION OfmANO 	 EA • 0. 

DEW • ET INCOUNTI 	 00006220 
.1•411,11 • ,into • 1 	 00006210 	

0,..07,14,;TINCOUNTI 
.004•00:;.30.: 

IF)JNDEFOIT.1061 JOInrA • A 	 00000240 
00007E50 	

13 CONTINUE 
00007410 1,1PINCOVNTI.LE.I.E ale) GO TO 1003 	 C 	,1„1447,7E:T.;;For!LrZOIST,P,  OESEPVGI. 0110 INF TTTTTT ION 
NO007420 C 	CALCULATE THE PROPORTION Of Tor RUNOFF THAT 6ECONES OVERLAND (Lew N0006260 

0 	0104.404 IS A mEASuor of on• DRY 'NE GOOUNO 10 
ALRMAA • 	 

.7000(0gCiiiii 	

C 	VEST IF TPERE IS FoouGm wATEo 14 TNT Snit To srITsrT THE 
- 1.0 

	 • ALOvAA • AL 776A 
o0006300 	

[ 	TAANSPIRATION OF.ANO 050704 ALLOWANCE COO SOIL .01STUAf ONLY UNDC0::::;44611  
C 	Tot Af0010113 A•FA 07  714.0 CATC.4.0•00 	 00067450 

itOPAA • 01291 .. ALP.** 	 Tr/ors431• TTTTT .I.T.F1E0E1 GO TO IT 	 00007640 
000 • 00111 • otNCOuNti • Atia. • .iNCO,RITI • (10(NC0007,/,./NcOuNmOn00110 C 	nfoavo AATIAT fro 	

::::17=1 111 • OM  	 00006320 TT 	1910 • ALPNAO 	 EA • ETINCOUNTI 

0"00707!!! 

.T4 • 000 	 P0004310 	 C 	rIEC.F.ENT SOIL onISTu.f 1T 0840W 

00007510 
C 	[PECULATE Tor VOLUNE TNAT RE[00FS SUWACE STORAGE 	 01303, • RESt3I - DE.E.131.2i 

on • P4NCOUNT1 - now 	
MOD014340 

C 	INCREAENT 104 01101040 PLOY aNn gvar.rc sTowA6E5 	 0"4::;:: 	
C 	FLIAINATF POSETALF DnilonTor. F00005 

0ESI21 • 07577) • 097 • 0.021 	 n o 	0. 
f:r7En.tra.s .0043) • 00.0 

60 TO 1007 	
No007030 

	

1401 roNT,Nuf 	
.00g0::;:: GO Tn I. 

E 	Mrmayr mot sATIsrffn 
C 	AS THE PRECIPITATION IS 7E00 THEW ARE NO OVERLAND FLOP 00 	 17 CoNTINuF 	 EIFTNi:: 
C 	50470107 RESE.VOIR INCPEPENTS 	

010:464::: 
00006410

.  
C 	CALCuLATF Tot AIL, TTTTT rvAPnoArlom 

007 • O. . 	 00004420 	
.0007910 

RN • O. 	
EP • RESIN • PESI31 • A110)/IRESI31 • TTTTT - 
Pr.! • Oro,  - E. 	

00007,66 

• II. 	
mo006630 

101PESIIIAF.I.E-15) 60 TO 1044 	 "4::::t: 	
C 	MCI:If/W.4T SOIL .015100E STORAGE 

0E0111 • 0E511) - F00001P1 	

n0016511 

1007 CONTTNUE 	 , 	 [ 	ELIMINATE ROSSINI( RWADING E0000s 
C 	*OWE TOE OvERLAMD FLOW 0000060 A LIMEAR OESEOVOIR 	 1. ,yrn.,1:,,,,S ,4,1F1 A TA . 10x513) • .0.0 

000w90 • 0121 / 10E501, • RINI 	
000044741 
00006440: 	 :7211:::1.111 

CALL SETnzon4.5.awnAtm.ort., 	 w0007600 
009 • DOISI • onto) • 00160 • 000 	

.0006444 
00016611 

C 	DECREMENT OVEPLANO FLOW 0050090(0 	
n0006501 	C 	

EA 

7:f DISCHARGE 7000 TtAt SOIL NOISTURE RESERVOIR P00077711 
sw1111 . 0E5111 - oov • 017 	

.0006510 
50006520

IFIgo(s41).4T.I.E -101.440.0NSfal.GT.I.E 1011 40 TO IR 
C 	AS THE SOIL 0015100T STORACE NOS KM ERNANSTED 7000 0077105' 	0064171011 

tEIAINC0UNT1.67.0.) GO TO 2400 
1006 CoNITENUE 	

00006530 	 51 • 0. 	 .0007600 
OR • 0. 

C 	Corr 000ERE If NO PRECIPITATION 	
00.0000171110 

	

OCD m 	 v 	
::::::1: 	 TEI.3E5101.1_1. .10.  -10 ,  60 TO 87 

7.07:71771: 000 • O. 	 1 
0400650/ 	 06 • O. 

GO To 30 
60 TO 1006 	

.0006570  
50006506 	 62 0014TI011R 	 11004177•0 



"00 	 
.0004410  
.0009040 
.0009.60 
.0009.140 
.0049470 
.00044400 
.0009400 
.0009400 
.0009914 
.0000000 
.0009910 
.0009040 
.00099S0 
.0009960 

TIT THF 000.1114 01501Nn5 	 110009400 
.fITTIA•11 	 00009990 

I FOAHAT 1////lonoNonte)ImAfr All• I loOAFC IP TTTTT ON•01•IIHTVAAOHATION•INNID033.0 
14.6001N0f0,21.6~.9F.//1 
O1111 rNT TOW 0TRST  <FT nr n••• 
TTTTTT 6.21 T.11111.FT111.0111 
rn..ATTIA.14.1,70.11 
TT 	.10.00 GO TO 
00101  OUT Tor INTFGHTOTATI SITS OF OATI 
00 4 1 • P.. 
" • 1,1.01 TO .F0.1.1 GO TO 4 
50110 14.21 1.1 1TI.FT111.01/1 
I9)1.00.01 PETuliN 
100 • TN 

• CONTINUE 
0.1TE OUT THE 1067 Sri nr OATS 

▪ 10711.10.2)4.0101.1FT110.0101 
orTINAN 
Fun 

SURIAnUTINF 010.1410•FT010,1_04100•I.01 7,1 
C 	TOTS So.,nufIfF 0PITF5 000 A SFLFCTION OF TPF tNpuT 0.I. 
• P 	PPFCI ..... ION META 
• F, - on1,411.1 rvAPo0ATTn< nATA 
• 0 	.FAAUPEn 5I015101.00 OAT* 
• 0') - 1mr Tf.F SPACING or Tor OAT. POINTS 
• - THF 	nr MITA POINTS 
• 7. &NI 10010F CONTROL 0111 F0r0oFNCv AT awfc0 cwrc. 001* 0.101E4 

010105100 Al1000114.77300,0•0110001 
• TEST IF ANY OATH 15 TO  nr 00 I11E4  
C 	Tf I..TTF 	 11 %FAA I0. 0 NOTNINA IS 0000uc00 
• Tr 10.00F • 0 fmr rfRAT Aun LAST L1NF5 lr TIEF OAT. 501  0011114 
• no.E00TSF OATS IS 0017106 0111 AT IN/FPVALS OF TrOlif 

Tr11001TF.Lf.n1 0r71 104 
1 • 1 

00010010 
01001111120 
.0010010 
.0010044 
P0010030 
.0010040 
O0010910 
000 	 
w9110040 
O00 	 
.0010110  
O00101/9 
.0010010 
00010140 
O0010130 
.0010160 

387 

00000100 
00.00 00000110  

00000221 
O0009110 
00000140 
00009100 
.0009100 
MOO 	 
0000111110 
.0009140 
000 	 
00009710 

On . AFCIll 
015I31 • O. 

C 	riltrof#1,  tof Colt .n14T.mw arnr0vn10  sin..n•F rnfrrIC %%%%% 1. CONTINUE CONTINUE 
fn 1. 

Awl 	0101 
.12 	.1 101 • A0s141 
..1 • .1.1/0.5411 

✓ raft/n*1F 0011 	r1ucII00  
0(90.0 • 1.f..1 • I./0.2 • 1./0.1 
0,0006 • 1.0,....1. 
on . pAs AAAAAA 00...f1.-F.1.1.01FL/AL1.04.11 

✓ r00.01r f0r• rfFnRAC. F.00  I0T000100 INTO 51160ACE 5100100 
no • 00/11.1 

✓ COrAmir Till 141499100 
01 • 04/Awl 

✓ 0010071 100 corm 9F0CotATIn.4 In 60OuNO017FP 
OA • 04/00? 

C 	nfc.r.FNT Tow SOIL .0141,14, REATIA01. *NO INC.F.F.T THE 

C 	Auvraff 0000041 ANo r401,40.40E0 STORAGE 
	  -00-01 - OG 

C   000.0790 eoonos 
111 1014111.1T.../ 0,511,  • ,1•0  
00017) • 010121 • 0" 

14 rouT/Nur 
IFII AAAAA T.GT.I.F.14,.0..104.47.1.F-10I 1  nO TO 40 
AT, • O. 
DI • O. 
nn 70 61 

40 r0NTTNUI 
✓ rIL 010 ATF Tilt 010.0006F F004 OfF GPri0N0 AAAAA RFSF.VOIR 

P14 • O. • 01101 
n. 

 
• GAT., • 404141 • nAtiell • PIN 

C 	nrc.rvINT THE 4000 	 PESF00010 
AAAAAA • ors14T - 4. • PIN 

C 	rftruc•Tf T.F 	 
Ni • 01121 • 41, 
4. • *0 41 

41 CONTINUO. 	
RFACNINO 	CHANNEL ALLOWING 00* ANY C 	CA 011.ATF 

C 	IN AAAAAA 101 EvA1.000104 rf0AND5 
5110 • ono • no • 0101110) 

• SILO. Fir0en00TION 0011000 ONLY 000* Twf 00EN WATFO SUMACS AREA 
of.TO • 0091 • 1171 
Tris10.TT.nr.r91 nn in 14 
" • SIW ('INFO 
ormr • OFPF - OFNFP 
J • J4001 

✓ 013101001' INF C.A<NAL INvoi IN 110E 
00 70 T • I. 	 
TrISIA • Tn% IA • 500 • TONI II 
1110.00.10111 J • 0 

1 • 1 
¶0 CONTINUE 

nn 10 71 
C 	rvAINIPATITIN nr.ANO FACMS SOINN,T 

10 nr00 • 0Fmr -.SO. 
Sum • 0. 

• 0n1Tr Tor r000NFI. IN000 
PI 01100 • Tn0ljNOF41F0FL 

TF151,001,1 • 0. 
Tr( InUT1.1.1.1.1.i-10).ANn. 11rl00.LT.I.F-101 1 GO 70 22 
1,0111111n.1 7.1.F.101 GO In 21 
IriArL0W.1T.1.E-10/ 00 711 24 
noTor0 • 11111 • nuirLo • 0i141 • Arlo. 
GO TO 70 

72 niaNr0 •n. 
r01 1,1 PS 

• ArLow 21 nOTN,11 • n11.1 
no on PS 

24 nnmr., . Afili • norrin 
20  CnNifulW 

ouTrin noT•st. 
• TEST If T.F .0001. IA PEINn 

Tr INT.E.A0. 1 1 60 Tn (7 

r 	•011,  GUI fro 01.510700 OAT. ANn 10r GIMOLATED noT01.17 
00110 1..111 0C01007•01NenoNTI.FTINC00NT1.010C0ONTIOOTNEW•117ESIJI.J.0000320  

01 F000AT)IX.IFOU•Pr..1.F15.4.Sx•FIS.4.1010117.11 	 00000340 
1.1.141,110.11.0ny.ct 	 401109310 

• INcormeN0 TN, <ow; 	 .0004430 
AA • SA • oF.E 	 000011360 
S0 • sn • 0UTNF0 	 000I9570 
AC • .4C • AL 	 .0000300 
Sp . cn • sow 	 0011203)0 

C 	CALCUtATT THE 04,,FCTIVF FUNCTION 	 0004600 
27 007 • 004rnONT1 • nOTNE0 	 00004610 

FA7 • A.549071 	 .0004620 
Tr1r.7.1.1 .1.c-141  C0  To 10 	 .0404610 
f • f • 44 • ral 	 110004440 
TO Tor 0nnrt IS No, *TINA USE) 100 OPTINISATION SKIP 1.1F 0umAtNING00004650 
101JerTIVF FUNCTION CALCULATInNS 	 .0000660 
T. 1mT.T.Nr 1 T 60 In IT 	 .0000070 

C 	T., 4f41 l INAT.UCTI0N5 	Tmf TINE SPENT CO.PuTING TOE 	110000690 
C 	OAJFCTITF Fumolloc Tn *1 0,01JCFn IF T0F NF0 PARA.FTE. VALIWS ARA' 00010640 
C 	0000 FIT? 	 .0000700 
C 	01a for (110011,1 VAL11F ni 00F OPJFCTIVF FuN(TION INTO MN) . TwF 	.0000710  
C 	VALUr Of N IS cONTIAntirn 6V TIN neTT.ISING .OUTTNE AND MUST NOT 	00004770 
r 	.9 oTr0E0 IN Till 110011 	 m0004710 

010/ • , 	 .0000740 
• rwrri 105 1,001 41 VAAOF nr Tit n.jrCTIVr FilivefInN AGAINST THE 	01111114750 
C 	REST YALU' AL.EADT rouNn I.E. 0111 	 00004764 
✓ 101T11 4.111 IA r000FCTF0 To Allot/ FOP T.F F.CT INF 1.1 00T 101514( 	.0000770  
C 	0011TINE 0101015E5 • 0041110E 00141177 RV AAAAA !SING ITS NEGATIvf .0004740 
✓ vALOr 	 00009700 

.0004000 1,101111-014).41 10.10.11 	
mon0A4in • Tr tile CUPPFNT VALUE nr Tor 00ArrIlv, FuNCT1OH TA *1.E410 WOPSF 
00004420 C 	TmAN •••• PEST VALur sn FAR 0.T0INE0 T.F.E 1% 40 POINT wASTING 
0000.010 C 	c011011010 T 	1.00N TT Tn at.r•n• 119004 TN•T TNr 11015ENT P404RFTr9 
.0000040 C 	1041.1404 0111 IF .F.J.riEn 
.0004400 • 0n011 211 0 • Ir 90. I ALL 	nat. POINTS MIST NF RAF, To CALCOLATF TN,  
M000.640 C 	OAJFCTIVF FUNCTION 
.0004470 11 10I0.10.21 *FT.., 	
.0004000 C 	T.15 IS TOO (ND OF  101 0410 LOOP 
01000400 In CONTINur 
NO004900 C 	Tr THE 00021. IS EWING oPTI.ISEn ofTuRN TO TOP opTI.gsgiNG ponorm. 
00004910 19 I .T.T „co t or 111.51 	
000001970 • MAITIT OUT 1N V0L111 Of THE cum ns 40010F5 no T.f nifFrOrNCF% 	
.0404010 C 	...... T 	F •50010 050 en001ETF11 flubs 	
O00009.0 C 	NOTE If INERF A0F 090 PAPArFtFAS NFAA 70FIP CONSTRAINT VALUES 	
00000950 C 	 T.r. 7, 70010 00114010) ?OW,  • T.,  F1•41  VII Ill 0,  INF 	
.0000960 • 0.JECTIVE FUNCTION 1)500 RV THE 0071.151 NO .noTINE  01(1 AT 	
00000470 C 	n0rATr0 TN.< r 	
.0004940 	. 	• 
O0000900 004* ,0000141007.,  sum no SnoloviS 100 Toil 1110(1 AFCONI VS .riS.71 

C 	C*ICUI OTf T.1 OUT OF .•10901 	 .0009000 
nrna . sum. . ACUT 	15115C7-50) 	SO - sc - 0E5411 	01414) 	.0009010 
. ApfSIEWUS11), • ..... 	 00009020 

C 	40110 MIT 1., ......... 001 NFS usfn Tn nror.AIF TN. larcopn 	00009010 
C 	TOWT.f. 011. 1.111  CONSTRAINT vAlUFA . T.f 700.1 mr.AuRED 0140 	00009040 
✓ CONNIF0  nis .... ht Au. ALSO ..... F. nuT IN 500000T14E W.TTFA 	00009050 

CALL ..... 0.17.11.6.004C.SUWO.SR.F.S000.3.10(T•50.50.7110.1OS.ITAPE.*0009000  
10.17700.0t.01T0l 	 00004070 
RETURN 	 000000.0 
F.n 	 00009000  

SIM:O101W AFTD0)00.I.AK00AN.T1/11 
C 	v.1% cumonoTINT FV.1.11.1.3 OE,  Ton 0 	N0 ITITS U1,0  10 4001E 
C 	0000000 • 100000 009,00010 ..1.f 
C 	 A.m.,. Is 10F ST400r.F C 	 

ML IS LI0O LENGTH Or TN/ TIRE IwTc0o41. 
C • 	Am n.111 oNn 0111.11 000 1.0 POSITIONS of Tmf RFAULTANT VALTOA 

n10[00109 
• T • 1 
OXIII • I. 
OAT., • I. 
OFTUNN 
0.1.1 

000011100 
.0009210 • • rv,U.7:=4:rilTI:gT,RoonnRAm It TO of ..... 'VALUATE 1.4.  

C 	perreormer A ..... N THE SOMME ROOTS Of r ANO 0.001 00001 T IS 	00009040 
• 0100 KOCH 1.000E0  TN.. 0r1 
C 	FACT TS TIN STATTONT FUNCTION THAT CALCULATES TNE MULTIPLYING 	00000160 
✓ FACTn0 toot 10000.05 INC 1.1 TN.Z1F.:1,14g .F 0111001 nano. Ito 	TN 	

*0009730 

000111.01 • 11.-2.0FLO 	 00009240 
C 	StF IF 000 DITTF.furr 0100114 Twr 501)100 .0015 IS ICCURIoF FNOWIN 

IFIT.G.LIGFLNIELII GO TO S 
:=11: .f C 	Cr. fn. INVALID 00110015 

1,117.I.T.0.) 60 10 4 	 00009120 
f 9000 nuT 141 0IFFFPFNCF OF T0F 	0nn7.1 	 *0009170 

2;z::  • AcIRTIT.11f11 • VARTITI 	 00001340 
00009350 

C 	SfT (0. T.f SCALfn Mu( 0EL/T TO AVOID UNNFCESSART DIVISIONS 	00009300 
S A • OF /T 	 00000110 
	.1.f.1.0).4110.14.6E.0.11 GO TO 2 	 00009340 
FAITFI.01 Ton_ 	 00009390 

1 f0..01120001.00.1.4SINIA VALUFS•2011.110V0LUES ARF .0I5.4.00 AND 
1%.) 	 00009910 

STOP 	 40009400 
C 	040400 ISOPTIT).11.•nEL/T/o.0.5-1.) INTO A 00010 SERIES 	 00000410  

SERIFS • 0. 	 00004440 
.00044,0 

C 	0000 TMf FTPST TEA. OF THE SFRIFA 010645100 or 04000$440 
11..000.FT1”0.5-1.  O0009470 

• TIP.] • 1. 	 0000.699  
e roe. Tor  errnAn 7000 OF foil SFOIts 000605,0 	 110009400 

00009500 TERM. • ..... orACT11.41 
C 	1000 OAF OM OF THE FI061 TWO DP.% 	 900119510 

re 	 . TEO.I • TER., 	 swim.  
SFPIFS • SF0IF3 • 1100 

1 	1 	• 	I 	• 	I 
.000  OUT T0F 1440 000 1100 
TF0010 	• TFPM2 • FAC111•111 
I 	• 	I 	• 	1 

 

vow OUT TOF NM 	TFP. 
TER02 • Tr001 	• 000111•01 
TERM • TE00I • TERN? 

C 	1014ATF THE SOm 
IFRIfs • 309115 • TERM 
T 	sum nr AN FVFN ANC AN 000 TFPM 15 	100 THE 
CONVFoGf4rf 40 TWY ARF 0I0ffRfuT IN STAN 
TrAT FOP ctINVFAGENCF - Tmf VALUF 1.F-14 IS A.RITRAPY 
tritEom.or.l.r-o) on TO 1 

C 	CONVelioFmCF HAS OM..., 
C 	COOPFCT FOP TM!' COMMOM FACTOP Ap%op ..... fat 

ArvIrs • SFPIFS.O.S.A•sopici, 
n11500 • srlATFS 
RrtuRN 

*0009670
C 

110009410 
00009670

C 

050009690  

OTA:ONO 

If3T Of 
00009640  

00009310 
1000/9340 
*0009550 
00009300 

000096)0 

00009450 
*0000960 
00000470 
00000640 

00009700  

:P 

Stl•POUTINF 11011 	 00009710 • !Nit sulionOTINF 0010E5 no, TN. mrAniNn co. Our ArO1 104TIAL 	.0009740 C 	wynRctOGICAI DATA 11 400Urfp AY Twf Ponel. 	 90009730 0001116.41 	 .0009740 
FOANATIIHT •00000INATE•6 T•20AF•311.20E1e44o7HC000FCT•171(.90E3 ..... fM0110•770 

IO• 12A •SMAFS I •?A•SHAFC 2.70•SHOF, 1.25.50015 4.21.30 n. .20.60 000009060 ?I •20•400ny •21•30 fl /2R•ANNUARFA•23/1 •M10AUNOFF•1411•6•IAIINO9T/1 00009790 •IcTil•N 	 00000000 0•111 00009010 

00007760 
O0007740 
O00 	 
000 	 
O0007740 
O00 	 
00007810 
010007.70 
O00 	 
.015070411 
"0007030 
•10007.411 
O0007070 
ROO 	 
00007040 
00007900 
00007910 
00007019 
00007910 
O0007940 
.0002940 
.0007960 
O00 	 
.0047/00 
00007900 
O00 	 
M0000010 
.0004020 
No004010 
000 	 
.41006000 
POO 	 
00000070 
1100 	 
.00011090 
NOCT 	 
O0009110 
00000120 
M0004110 
1.000•1411 
00006150 
100006160 
00004170 
NO0 	 
00004190 
00000200 
00006210 
116006220 
.0D04210 
00000240 
00009750 
.0000260 
.00042TO 
00004210 
.0009790 
NO 	 
.000.310 
00000320 
.0004110 
110000)40 
.00093.10 
40009340 
H0004170 
NO006380 
00000340 
.0004400 
.0004410 
M0000420 
00004.10 
00009440 
H01104450 
00000440 
.0004470 
00004440 
.0000490 
.01004;00 
00 OAS 0 

- FE01.fliA.0.0005.11 
• 100060 • 00111/MI 
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SURPIUTINf TOTALISU.P.S4NWF.suNF04P.f760..) 00010110 500600TINE TRINISTA.TINNTTAPTI 00010•60 
C 	T.10  S.P.ONTINE 00.00 T.F.  SO. OF T.* INPUT DATA FOR WATER NOD lllll C (WC IS 	SETS 00  0., 01.11-  DELAT .15196RA. 0.17INATES NO010470 
C 	AMANCFSTINHFS •001111011 C IN THIS TTTTT COLA* 00AmPsr Tao. ORDINATE IS A pe0A4(7(1, . THIS mo.1.4*, 
I' 	0 . .RFC lllllll ON (MIX o6010200 C DITTO 60FAT FLTAIRILITT Sc .F6Alans 004F sNAPE or T.( TINE 1001ST .10016..o4 
C 	SUMP . SUN OF TA! WC lllllll ON DATA AVOIOZIO C NI-51066Am OUT TIF5 THE NAIINUN DELAY THAT CAN OCCUR 704 IMMO. r 	AT . ONTENTIAI 	FFIP0oATI6N oATA 00010220 C IF TNT SNAP( or 	mISTOSPA. TO 0.10.4 .0UA157 (.6. TPIA.6ULA. 00019SIA C 	SOW, - 100 Of POTTNTTAL (DAMNATION VALUES 
r 	0 - mArtoorn STPFAmecOm DATA 

00010230 
10610740 

C 
C 

TS' (*SINOP'S CAN OC FOUND OT INTEGOATION 
OTT.AI SINCE T.r A.FA UWE,' /NE mIST66.4. .NIT Op NN7Ty AN 

NODITISATI 
140,144146 

C 	SUMO - SU. Of STWA.FLAU WASUNforNTS 00010250 C 	 ORn TTTTT [ANNE rowel RY SUSTAACTION WIDISIOS C 	. - TOT ..)0.f. nr T00.0 IN FACT SurrATION 
01.010/70 6(10001.FT00001.013006) 

NO010200 
000142711 

C 
C 

MST • NO.PFP or TI.F nTtAT .ISTOG.a. 0.0 TTTTT S 
A - THE SAOAATTTOS 

.001OSSA 
OWOSSO 

C 	INITIAL 	I.0 SINS 01010200 C Tn. - TNT TI.F MI IT wIsTOrAir nooly.TrA 00010570 
Vow • 6. 210011/200 OINTNSION 11101.1 	 600/0300 
sUmFT • 0. 00011166 C 04C HALO.' r,f ITAPf 01107 11 000040 CALCusAIFP O. OFT IN THIS So.. 60010560 
SUMf0 a A. 00010310 !Taw • 4 OODISASS 

r 	0001  INT 5e1110 10010370 T00111 	• 	70200  10010616 
00 I I • 1.0 00010310 TNNIP1 • 012E1  1200111•21 
511110 	• 	S1110 	• 	011) 00010366 7001111 	• 0(201  1001414)6 
NWT • SINWT • 	 N00103.30 T0.1.1 • 1.0 - 700111 - TO.12.1 - TON13) NO010646 v.., • surf° • 0111 00010346 orri...N 010016650 

1 COOT IOU! NOD 	 FOOT 60010666 
r 	.PITF OUT T.F SUDS 00010300 

DDITC 46.216 00010311 
t ,n lllll loNnINT DATA SU-S Too .14.19. PIFCFS Of OATS ART FIT 

r0ITF16.31 SUNP.SUNTT.SUNTO 
1001116600 
000111610 

1 FOP lllll 7. TOTAL DAINTAIL ..TI2.5.70.16NTOTAt FDAPONATTON ...c12.5..0010620 
126.16NTOTAt 	Dupont... ...612.61 20001031 00TL670 00010440 
CND 00010650 

DUMMY SUBROUTINES FOR USE WITH 'SIMPLE' MODELS  

S1.11100UTPW nUNPUT1ieSS11040.1•NUT01.00411T8ICCT•MV.1410440.10.69.11.1C100.00010 
11•01•11STAOF•101,11•U•11101•11•51•41Te.11(),111)•1111CC,114C111T11.1111).1.•)/FTP0-• 01000002' 

2T07701/00'01'CH 	 01o00010 
spsTsSISO 1(130, •SSII1A1,44101•A(901.(401*A14111,0101 oNCITAI 01(2,10440044  

10/130/AS1130/ 	 DuN00050 
THIS 15 JUST A 011000 SLOAPOUTINE FOP TOOT PV.POSFS 	 010060454 

'70100 • 0' 	 V0600076 
FIFTWAN 	 60.00090 

ENO 	 00.06040 

SUTWOUTINf FACONIIATIWITO.SyNC•SAOSAI 
714045104 1.100,.64961..140).SA1301 

C 	THIS IS JUST A OUNMT 5U1e00TINF FOR TrsT osomosrs 
orthow 
,NO 

su.gmorlyr roro.c4 TTTTT 6.0..COA11 
01.0.510. 01101.6(961.0)001.50 01.1 
THIS TO A WOO' SUe•OUTD* 000 Tc5T 001005,5 
6TTOoN 
000 

nt)0omen 

DIM 	 
romonlin 
041w00140 

71000100  
111/11 4111.10  
SUN 	 
NN601.6 
PUo00160 

THE 	INPUT 	DATA 	FOR 	THE 	IMPERIAL 
SUBROUTINES 	USED COLLEGE 	MODEL 

TNT MATT* *reamers 00160 AMMAN, MIND 	ITAWOIAL COLLAGE 6060L 
2 	24 	23 	-1.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	100. 	0.0 	100. 	6,0 	10. 	0.0 	1.0 
0.0 	5.0 	e.e 	0.7 	0.0 	60. 	00 . 00. 	6.0 	66. 
SA 	W. 	0.0 	1.6 	0.0 	1.0 	0.0 	1.0 	0.0 	3.0 
0.0 	10. 	0.0 	SO, 	0,0 	1.0 	0.0 	TO. 	0.0 	1,0 
0.6 	1.0 	ILO 	1.0 	0,0 	1.0 	0.0 	1.6 

	

10. 	30.0 

121000 
131014 

A 
...27543.042633.126406.1136501.5073,16.65366.0001314.0760110.160 
10.5720405.547*.211736.1,6760.000329.001106.001115.0060.7.666654 
3.71437.546215.05,471.051662.07S014 

• 21 	22 	73 	pa 

1 
1•1006 
MOM 

- 	I 
1010411 
171000 

• 
	.000001.20O001.02,o01.Morm.001001.002,01.0eflooi.00m01 

- 	.0001.060601.
• 	.000001. 	• 	 _ 	. 	.000001.000001.600001.99991e0 

• 21 	PP 	03 	0* 
= 	.3 

wart 
mese 

t 

NOTE 	LIST 	NOT IN ORDER 
I TLE 	CARD 

24 	PAIRS 	OF 
CONSTRAINT %BLUES 

TIMING 	INFORMATION 
INFORMATION 	READ 	IN 	BY 
THE MODEL AND USED TO 
READ IN THE 	DATA 	RECORDS 
FIRST 	SET 	Of 23 
PARAMETER 	VALUES 
DATA ON COMPLEX 	CONSTRAINTS 
Ns OF 	DATA SETS 
SEQUENTIAL 	PREDICTION 
INFORMATION 	READ IN BY 	THE 
MODEL FOR PREDICTION 

START OF SECOND PROBLEM 
READ IN 	HYDROLOGICAL 
DATA 	RECORDS 
SECOND 	SET OF 23 
PARAMETER \BLUES 

DATA ON COMPLEX 	CONSTRAINTS 
N. OF DATA SETS 
SEQUENTIAL 	PREDICTION 
INFORMATION READ IN B/ THE 
MODEL 	FOR 	PREDICTION 
NON -SF-QUENTIAL PREDICTION 
INFORMATION 	READ N EN THE 
MODEL 	FOR PREDICTION 

44114 
SUOI 
0601 
SOOT 
SCAT( 
ONSCAL 

MYR 

AM, 
CALIR,  
SU02 
oumuT 
AfOrTa 
Colt. 
TACOS 
.41111A 
CALM' 
s(TON 
010500 
TITLE 
NTDATA 
TOTAL 
TATNIS 
TATNAC 

=7Laiirki 
„---Exttalt 
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TYPICAL RESULTS USING THE IMPERIAL COLLEGE MODEL  

PASIC 00510110020 GfTGOO 765076!. 	2 SiTS 06 S ..... NG 2000nf7f0 VALUES 

THE 060t0u0 1.102 TOP EATCHTION IS 10.0 SECONDS 

01010  70660 • -0 450 00.25 AW 'AWN [WRY .10006.02  TAW OATS 

500201N0 04YAWI1O VALUES ST. 10.0020 I 

062000 Afnlw ON 121066 

NECOOD 066INS ON 121046 
o62000 [NOS ON 111066 

pf0000 [NOS 04 131060 

7016 0000 0005 foN 	16 0162r5 Of OAT* *06 

TOTAL 1111100LL • 	.75790E 	02 

00015AT6 	AMC! O 	 
NUG0f. 

I 	O. 

TOTAL MAWNIATTON • 

60060001001 

.3036000 

.1/17 OOOOO 1 	TOTAL 01.13/7 

111101.7 

.6310-11 

• .602102.01 

7 0. .6006.00 .4136-01 
3 0. .1556.00 .3616-01 • 0. 0. .361f-01 
5 O. O. .3466.01 
A 0. 0. .119f-01 
1 .2016.06 O. .3036-01 • .10006.00 .1056.00 .7926-01 
9 .756E.01 .2306.60 .2936-01 

10 .2006.01 .2506.00 .4506.01 
11 O. .9076-01 .1226010 
17 .0016•00 O. .7392•00 
13 .0312.01 O. .3236.06 
14 .0006,02 0. .603E.60 
1S 0. 0. .1sre.01 00 0. .1166.00 .2442.01 

TM 1.0660 foNSTRAINTS 00f 
O. 0. C. O. O. O. 0. O. O. O. 
0. 

0. 
0. 

0. 
0. 

O. 
0. 

O. 
0. 

0. 
o. O. 0. 0. 

IHE WPM CHATPAM'S *Of 

	

.5000606.00 	.1000022.01 	.1000001.03 

	

.6 OOOOO 6.06 	.1000006.63 	. 	.01 

	

.1000006.07 	.1000006.01 	.1000006.01 
TW  	 OOOOOOO TA YAW'S APf 

	

-.2794706 	 00 	.6.39136M0 	.1E04026.00 

	

.1007206 	 02 	.0364746.07 	.2117300,60 

	

.371..31601 	.5442156.00 	.5247106-01 

.1000006642 

. 	.01 

.1000006.01 

.1114506.00 

. 	.60 

.0514420-00 

.3000006.01 

.1000006011 

.1000006.01 

.1507346.01 

.3796006-03 

.2250102•011 

.S000606.01. 	 

.300000E001 	. 	::: 
• .01 

.4031110E401 	.1311100,0111 

.11040016-02 	.1115006-02 

	 02 
.1000001012 

.607001(.11 

.6047016-02 

4606 
 

.006012 

.100000E.01 

.1/11047100, 

.099050l.0* 

W. 1 HAS 1166N *EJECTED 0626215E RI 11 LIES OUTSIDE THE CONSMAINTS 

STAIAINn 140006110 VALUES STI NUMMI 

622000 RfAINS ON 121006 
WHAM AmmA ON 121066  

0•2000 rws 401 111666 

022000 rong ON 111066 

T•rf 	SGGS fr. 	16 016265 Of DATA *or 

TOTAL RATWALL • 	.251906 	02 

OPOINATE 	262C12 	 
m0001 

I 	0. 
2 	0. 
3 	0. 
40. 1 	0. 
6 	0. 
1 	.3016.00 
A 	.0004,00 
• .2342.01 

10 	.2006.01 
11 	O. 
12 	.00IF.00 
13 	0316.01 

700OL EVA000AT10N • 

AMANTATAM 

.3036.00 

.4006.00 

.1516010 
0. 
0. 
0. 
O. 
.1056.60 
.2116.00 
.2506.00 
.9076-01 
O. 
0. 

.IATAff•ol 	TOTAL !NNW • 	.042182.01 

wuNOW 

.419E-01 

.4136-61 

.3012-01 

.3616-01 

.340[-01 

.1196-01 

.3036-01 

.292E-01 

.2936-01 
...906 -01 
.1226.06 
.225E000 
.3236.60 
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73 .1990.00 
24 e. 

0
.956E-01 .1950.00 

75 0. .7560.09 .10404.00 
26 0. .2670.00 .1600.0, 
27 .1010.00 .1510 ,00 
28 
24 

O. 
O. 

.1340.00 

.1147,00 
30 .5501-01 O. .1070.10 
11 .5610-01 A. .1390,00 
32 .2700.00 .1240.00 .2230.00 

0000.010 
MU.PFP 

OF FT FORRFCT 
PINOFF 

FST144Te0 
911610f F 

005 1 	RFS 2 RES 3 RFS 4 611 01 ROT GI_ 

1 0.000 .297 .27611.01 .35300.01 6.406195.090 0.000 .000 .009 .000 0.008 .800 2 0.000 .11n .17990.01 .13310.00 5.919210.046 0.000 .000 .008 .000 0.000 .000 3 0.000 .120 .12640..01 .1307E-01 5.009223.499 0.000 .000 .000 .01111 0.000 .009 4 0.00n 0.000 .91590.00 .95140-02 4.526735.911 0.000 .000 .000 .000 0.040 .000 O 
6 

12.834 
049  

0.000 
0.000 

.74797.00 

.95910.00 
.12100.00 
.50740.00 

13.244246.503 
10.171267.314 

0.000 
0.000 

.000 

.000 
.007 
.007 

.000 
.000 

3.54/ 
3.176 

.000 

.000 1 0.090 0.000 .14360.01 .12000.00 0.048309.657 0.000 .000 .007 .606 0.000 .000 0 0.000 .143 .26320.00 .70540.01 6.646136.733 0.000 .000 .007 .000 0.000 .000 9 0.000 .325 .20800,01 .18740.01 5.732350.661 0.000 .000 .006 .000 0.000 .000 00 0.000 • 119 .14110.01 .77340-01 5.024350.79/ 0.000 .000 .006 .000 0.000 .000 II 0.000 .131 .10750.01 .87050-02 4.475367.986 0.000 .000 .006 .000 0.000 .900 02 0.000 0.000 .77990,00 .631100-02 6.037377.647 0.000 .000 .006 .000 0.000 .000 
13 0.000 0.000 .61060.00 .61377-00 3.678385.528 0.000 .000 .006 .000 0.900 .000 14 0.00 0 0.000 .49400.00 .5943E-02 3.380397.040 0.000 .000 .006 .000 0.000 .000 
15 0.000 0.000 .41000.00 .59420-02 3.127397.613 .000 .000 .006 .000 0.090 .880 16 1.139 .159 .13490.00 .1707E-01 4.014195.530 0.000 .000 .005 .000 .354 .000 11 0.000 .198 .27030.00 06510-00 3.679399.009 0.000 .000 .005 .000 0.000 .000 
IP 0.000 .206 ..73030.00 .6746E-01 1.381400.963 0.000 .000 .005 .000 0.000 .000 19 1.186 .080 .20960.09 .22090.00 4.123400.594 0.000 .000 .005 .000 .375 .000 20 0.000 0.000 .20150..00 .5477E-01 3.750404.029 0.000 .000 .005 .000 0.000 .000 
21 .256 0.000 .19991,00 .10030.0* 3.654417.703 0.000 .000 .005 .000 .171 .000 22 0.000 0.000 .19990.00 .23990.00 3.159419.246 .000 .000 .005 .000 0.000 .000 23 0.000 0.000 .19920.00 .5697E-01 3.109424.729 0.000 .000 .00S .000 0.000 .800 24 0.000 .096 .19470.0o .10340.00 2.094427.209 0.000 .000 .005 .000 0.000 .000 ZS 0.000 .254 .14370.00 .82910-02 2.709475.643 0.000 .000 .005 .000 9.000 .000 76 0.000 .207 .16742.20 .44750.02 2.544421.235 .000 .000 .005 .000 0.000 .000 27 0.000 .103 .15080.00 .46860.02 2.399424.058 0.000 .000 .005 .000 0.000 .000 24 0.000 0.000 01141,000 .46140-02 7.270426.441 0.000 .000 .004 .000 0.000 .000 29 0.000 0.000 .11000.00 .4349E-02 2.053429.320 .000 .000 .004 .000 0.009 .000 30 
71 

.055 
5.634 

0.000 
0.000 

.10777,00 

.13950.00 
.496,0.0, 
.30430.01 

7.099431.367 
6.711426.905 

0.000 
0.000 

.000 

.000 
.004 
.004 

.000 

.000 
.015 
.770 

.000 

.000 32 .720 .174 .22250.00 .10960.00 5.917446.613 0.000 .000 .004 .000 .452 .000 

160" su. or SOuARF5 Fop Tor woOLF prenon 15  .104899090.07 

CALCutATro 0010.0000C 01504060 . .775000350.02 	.00510004 1.00.07910 015CRA000 • .115434660.02 

T00 LINAT. OF AN 1NTF094L IS 3.0000 

SU. OF CALCuLATrn 015CRA00F5 • .225140151.07 	SU. Or .F45110F0 PRECIPITATION • .77105730E.07 
7140 70700. 1931147040 70400941109 TS o1ee32ee0.01 	THE SU. OF CHANNEL INFLOWS IS .89002924E001 •90 7Rf wRo OF fm56TT511108 2010NTIAL 0040004T140 IS 0. 

TRF OUT of RALANCr 15 	.511590770-11 

Tmf 1140 00100 ,15100049 060751705 AR0 
.0332 .1157 .2650 .5050 

	 9711100707 OUT of 1110 0001110 Of 900060 IS 	61110. 	110 101E NONZERO 041005 19 0010 FOLLOWING LIST 
0 .0000  0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 9.960/ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0990 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0100 9.0011 0.0000 0,0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0040 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .7615 .0740 .7615 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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6.0004 	0.0000  

	

0.0600 	0.0008 

	

8.0000 	0.0000 

	

0.0000 	0.0000 

0.0064 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

	

0.0000 	0.0000 

	

0.0060 	0.0000 

	

0.0000 	0.0000 

	

0.0000 	6.6600 

6.000n 
0.0000 
0.0006 
0.0800 

0.0000 	0.6600 
0.0000 	0.0000 
0.0000 	0.0000 
8.6806 	0.11100 

	

0.00e0 	0.6000 

	

6.0040 	0.110011 

	

0.0466 	0.600n 

	

6.0000 	••4000 

1.111 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 
6101 .500000000.44 . OOOOOO 000.01 .10000000(.01 . 	-67 • .03 • 3 
0111 
../66 

, 	.145471100.01 
.450030080•00 

p .414317740.02 
..00000001,42 

1 .1475,7445f•00 
.909060000*OP 

4 .116495140.01 
.040400000001 

S 	.002.554210.01 
.209074060.., 

4 . 	-0) 
.614405011•4•01 

.111 .40006006F•00 .10.060.0.•61 .106000001.01 .100000000•02 .300060000001 • ••I 

611/ O. 6. O. 6. O. 0. 
imi 

111/ 
.10064000r-01  

7 	.34972790000 4 
.400600001.42 
.341565444.02 9 

.400000601-02 

.17054491f.02 It 
.400000061-07 
.115431241(.02 

.100009001..01 
II 	. OOOOO 013(.01 

. 	-63 
IP 	.ioore.orr-e) 

1.111 .049900000.00 .399940001.02 .39994000E •67 .494640000.02 .990960040.02 .0591. 	•00 
WI/ .100000000•01 .600000000.0? .400000090.07 .600000000•02 .1 	.03 . 	00/ 

441, O. O. O. 8. O. 4. 
6101 .100000000-03 .300000000-83 • -01 .1 	-02.117 • •	 
0)11 ,1 	.15147557f-01 14 .101074440.01 15 .705711440.01 14 .084140001.61 17 	.1000022.,... 14 	..,,,,,..", 
Amp .954000000.00 .roomoor.ot .1.14576060.01 .040400408.01 .400956164002 .voivoothoo.00 
NI II .100000000.01 .300000000.01 011000000r•ol .100440040.02 .3000  06000.07 0.07 . 	.01 

4111 O. o. 0. 0. it. 
404, .144040000-07 .100008000.01 .100000060-61 .100600,0(.0) . 	.03 .1000 OOOOO .43 
011/ 
NW, 

10 	.71414701101 
.99o9m0oor.01 

20 .13046441(.01 
.999900000.00 

PI .317493211.61 
.490904400.4 

PP .113711020.00 
.00990004(.80 

21 	.263606044.00 
.400 	•00 

24 	.463041314.011 
.0099 	.00 

41I1 .100000000.02 .10004004(.01 .160000001.0) .100000461.01 .1 	461 	.61 

4[C000 408145 ON 701066 

9E0040 000155 ON 201066 

11006110 4405 44  221066 

4200110 0.4115 ON 271066 

7600 001a 0090 rap )d. Ofrfri tle IIATA 000 

70761 881yest.t • 	olour.ol TnT01 	F9100047105 . .20.44..01 	00001, 0I0y6rr • 	.117510.01 

60010100 o.ort OOOOOO 4N 0010000TION 004000 
41141168 

I 0. . OOOOO 00 .212(.60 
P O. .7544.00 .1700.00 
3 O. .4070-01 .1961.00 
4 6. O. .134(.00 
% O. O. .1210.00 
A O. n. .1090.40 
7 4. 0, .1010.00 
A O. .1100.00 .0112-01 
0 4, .1140.40 .4430-01 

10 O. .1432.00 .7700-01 
11 0. .5400-01 .730(.01 
12 0. 0. .641F-81 
13 0. O. .4210-01 
14 O. O. .3750-61 
IS 
16 

O. 
O. 

M. 
.4700-01 

.5170.81 

.3050.01 
17 O. .11 60.00 .6770-01 
14 O. .330E•00 .4540.01 
19 .1440.41 .1040.00 .4421.01 
PO .4540001 O. .3340.01 
21 .00lr.on o. .1450.00 
PP O. O.  .3700.00 
21 4. P.  .441(.00 
24 0. .1010.00 .5550.00 
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CONTINUATION RESUI TS USING THE IMPFRIAI COI 1 FGF___MODEi  

P6110 P00160eoeA ApTmen 11.41004 	P 0011 Or 10.001 01 000460004 VaLOff 

two 	1)00 000  EvieUTION II 100 60001001 

TAN 6110 14010 • 	1 	Ann ewes *um ..... prpop .11110.01 01.4 0.111 

...... 	041401000 VALU16 611 0110010  1 

srenain 111)01 OA I0I0646 
orenon 000141 On 101004 
WOOD MP h. 111606 

.600.0 1404 Ow 1111,66 

TM( nATA 111104 000 	14 PIECII Of WO 441 

10141 IIIIIMPALL • . 

 

TOM 7V100010I0m. .1 	•0l 0006), 01.10010 • A 	 441 

 

01101401 	0000001041100 	EVAPORATIOW 	 (WNW 
MUMOIO 

I 	 .34)11040 	.4311.41 
P A4110.01 I 	 .11100.40 	.34/0.41 
6 	0, n. 	 TT411001 
4 	TA 	 e. 	 0640.41 4e. 	 .719,•01 
7 	A1010.40 	O.

. 
	 .3030.01 

O . ..... no 	 .10111.00 	.41170.01 4 	.11160.11 	.0 ..... 0 	.11430.01 
In 	.11 000•61 	.1000000 	Winne) 
II 	0. 	.fiffnol 	.1 	 IP 	0410en6 	n. 	 .43/1/.00 
0) 	.0310.01 	11. 	 •3130000 
04 	.100100P 	O. 	 .11010000 
II 	 0. 	 0, 	 A1177•111 
10 	n. 	 ',,11 	 

7wr 106111 en ...... MIS OF 

	

O. 	 0. 	11. 	.1.1 	O. 	6. 	O. 	4. 	O. 

	

0. 	0„ 	4. 	•A 	O. 	0. 	0. 	6. 	 A. 

	

n. 	n, 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 
001 16601.0 enWITIWATI Awl 

„4040000•00 .100004100A , 	•03 .) 	 . 	.01 6 	.01. 	 4 	OM . 	no) .166 ..... 13 	. 	00) 	n4I 	. 	. 	.01 	.1 	*OP 	• 	1 	.1 	 

	

.1 	.1000000.01 	.100 OOOOOO I 	
. 
.114 OOOOOO 1 	. 	. 	041 

TAN 006001 06 OOOOOOOOO 141.141 4010 

	

n. 	 • 	 • 	.00 .11 	.00 .1404441411 .441111,411.11 .1314061.24 . 	691 .1414471.41 .16011,64.110 	 • 
. 	 „41173110.00 . 	010 • 	.03 . 	6411 41111041•411,  .4041444.01 .0.4.4441e60 • I 	.440/11110.60 	• 	 III 	• 	.01661 	 

0/067 1006 161  146)  11110 00,100010 01161111 II II Ligs 0400)00 NI 	 

10160 006 IIALInfOIN vALuli 6t1 MU4611 P 

O10000 BtAIWS DA I0I046 
O11.040 016)01 OA 101446  
•Tenen 100011 1,4 111000 

010000 1.000 04 041.164 

161 DATA ALIAS 100' In Merl Of 0414 461 

10741 OlfwfALL • . 	*op TOTAL EVAPOOATIOr • . 	401 TOTAL INNOPP • 0040144011 

110140 /1 	0/4000/1.1104 
*Imago 407010 

   

.3431040 0.311.01 
.4130.01 
.3010.41 
.3010.01 
.360111.41 
• 041 
.303/.01 
.1000.0) 
.4030.41 
01410.111 
.1101.44 
43110644 

4. 
n, 
n. 
n. 
n. 
.0011.6.1 
.0.114.00 

.1440.44 
O. 
a. 
O. 
.1441'00 
.140[.00 
.0000.01 

0. 

   

n. 

  

.4011•06 



.16400001 	.11641.61 	.46632.61 

. 	-43 .1604e.01 01.4.01 
.1361t.60 	.24362.60 
.94641-41 	.6323E.6I 

.1621..06 .4114:::1 

.72111.11 	. 
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10 	031E401 
10 	 .1064,62 
IS 	 0. 
16 	 0. 

TOE 100E5 CORETawas .6e 
O. 	 n. 
o. 	 n. 
0. 	n. 

O. 	 .327[•11 
0. 	 .046F.60 
O. 	 .163E01 

.116E000 	 .264E011 

O. 	 0. 	 O. 	 0. 
O. 	 0. 	 0. 	 I. 
0. 	 O. 	 O. 	 0. 

0. 
I. 

0. • 	0. 0. 	6. 

TOE 027E0 CONSTA ***** ARE 
• *AO .106000E.43 	 ▪ 	*02 . 	A01 	•***** .E.1 	OOOOO O.01 	.0/ .444•600E.01 
. OOOOO 01,02 	.100000E.03 	

. 

.160000I•41 	. 	.41 	• 	.01 041 	.61 	*et •1006001.41 .100000E4. • 	.41 	• 	OO 1 . 	.1 	• 	. 	
.

1 	• OOOOO 00411 
TMO OOOOO (NO P.A.FTER VALUES ARE 

.1 	on% .1000002,6 . 	oeS • 	o4S 446 • 	 • 	 0.6611•02.6S .160.062461 
. 	oeS 	 o•05 •  	S • OOOOO 4043 . OOOOO •E.411 •	 

.▪ 1 	.n. 	. 	.66 	.1040607..6 	• 	 

VW MP.. Of 70.1 DELAV .16.6.0 ORDINATES IS 4 
AND THET• 	  NURSERS ARE 

21 	22 	23 	PA 
OOOOO ETE4 VALUE RAISED TO RouRDARY EDGE FOR 1 • I 

OOOOO EYED VALUE 0115E0 TO ROUNDART TOW FOR 1 • P 

OOOOO 	mug RAISED TO ROUNDARY EDGE FOR 1 • 3 

RARANETER VALUE ..4ISED TO ROUND... 1060 200 1 • • 

.501.2711 VALUE .ISED TO ROUNOARY 106f FOR T  s 4 

010122  720 VALuf 01I1E0 /0 ROuNDARY EDGE FOR I I. A 

oAllomfTER VALUE MITRED TO ...DART MI 204 t • 7 

PARARATER VALUE RAISED TO 0000.0.17 EDER. Foe I • A 

PAPA.FTER VALUE 0410ED TO NOUNDARY EDGE FOR f • 4 

OOOOO ETER VALUE RAISED TO ROUROART EDGE FOR I 410 

OOOOOOOOO VALUE 001.10 TO ROUNOARY ME FOR T .11 

OOOOO ETTA VALUE RATSED TO mOuNDARY Mt FOR 1 412 

40414E7ER voLuf AATAED To RouNDART to. roe 7 .71 

PARAWTER VALUE OATSED TO 00050441.  MIN FOR T 014 

OOOOO (TER VALUE RAISED TO 00060007 EOM EDO T 

AARAsETER VALUE RAISED TO ROUNOARY 1060 FOR t •10 

OARARETE. VALUE RAISED TO ROUNOART COW FOR I st7 

...ET. VALUE 0111E0 TO POUNDARY EDS. roe t .14 

• VALUE ROISED TO ROuNOARY EDGE FOR 1014 

RARANFTER VALUE RAISED TO ROUNOARY 1002 200 1 ofn 

P.A.ETER VALUE RAISED TO ROUNDARY E06E 101 1 .21 

...ET. Vol.* .AISED TO AOUNOARY COW FOR I .4 

CONTINUED 

TIRE TO START Of EVECUTION • 	.111E002 SE20.00 

701 NAST.U. 7101 FOR EXECUTION IS 10.0 SECOND. 

0.0000.00000 	••• 	••••••••••• 
1. DUMP NOS 62EN OOOOO AT 	160 sees, 
....... 	••••••••••••••••••••• 

a DURO,  NOS SEEN TA.. AT 	20.0 SECS. 

4▪ 6400.0.2,0 	 0.1.0004000 

OUNP .AS BEEN TAKEN AT 	70.0 SECS. 
•••••••• 	 ••••••• 	 
IRE 01110 OESOURCES 60100 700641N UST. THE ImPfAIAL COLLEGE RoDEL 

AFTER 1 WOUNDS • n STASES • 1361 2uNe/10. EVALUATIONS 	1461 TRIALS AND 30.1 SECS. 

	

2 • .750607161.02 	 PM • O. 	 6121 • 0. 
. 	.41 .4423472•06 • 	•01 .11111076E•01 .1166101.41 .4841111.1 .134104E.96 .161611E.01 .31511146.6 
.467216.41 .106.00001 . 	.03 .11159031.01 .3044661-43 .1 	.61 .36.16111601 ..40350.01 .4312746641 
.7261212.01 011E02E401 .1676642.01 • 	TOO .2711001.00 

THE INITIAL PAPARET(R VALUER ism 
.06001.64 	.100)1.01 	.1000E-01 	. 	.00 	.3100E-03 	• 	1 	. 	.01 	• 	.00 	• 	.646101.01 
.10002.01 	.10002.03 	.10001.03 	. 	.03 	.3066(.03 	.01 	• 	. 	.63 	.1 	•1116(.43 .10001401 	.1010..03 	...1.471.... 

TNT FTNAL PADA.TER VALUES ARE 
.6062E-01. 	.10144•01 
.1041.401 	.1001F.. 	.10600..01 
..11760001 	.11011E410 	.05110000 
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.1000 0.0000 	0.0000 	6.0000 	0.0000 
	

6.6006 
	

6.0606 
	

6.6060 
	

0.6660 
	

6.6666 

	

0.0000 	0.0664 
	

0.066n 	6.0606 	0.0016 
	

046660 
	

0.6060 
	

0.9066 
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